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PREFACE.
WISH that dedications were still in vogue, so that
these pages could be inscribed to all those many friends
I

whose unfailing kindness and courtesy made
the United States so pleasant,

when the substance

volume was delivered as a Lowell Course
as lectures in

New

my

visit to

of this

at Boston,

and

York, Chicago, and other university

centres, during the early part of this year.

The reader
observations
instinct will

at

will doubtless

be glad to learn that further

and they are much needed on habit and
probably form part of Prof. Whitman's work

an experimental station in connection with the Bio-

Similar
Chicago University.
observations might also be prosecuted with advantage
in some of our own zoological gardens, as was the earnest
logical

Department

of

wish of George Eomanes, to whose influence and encourage-

ment

am, like many others, so deeply indebted.
few passages from the Fortnightly Review, Nature,
Natural Science, the Monist, and the Humanitarian, may
perhaps be recognized. Much of the chapter on ModificaI

A

tion has appeared

My
many

by request

in Science.

best thanks are due to Mr. F.

Howard

Collins for

valuable suggestions.
C. LL.

BRISTOL, October, 1896.
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PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

" habits
in
commonly uses the word
describing the activities and behaviour of animals, each
after his kind.
Having given some account, for example,

THE

"

naturalist

of the external

form and internal structure of beast or

bird or insect, he proceeds to deal with its habits, its
general mode of life how it seeks its food, how it rears or

makes provision

young, and so forth. The habits of
animals thus constitute a wide and interesting field for
observation and study. The word is, however, often used
for its

In speaking of human beings,
"
we generally use the word habit " to describe some action
or mode of behaviour which results from repetition in the

in a

more

restricted sense.

course of individual experience. We should not speak of
an act that is only occasionally performed under special
"
circumstances as a habit. In employing the word " habit
as a technical term for purposes of scientific description,

it

expedient to adopt this restriction. In this sense a habit
a more or less definite mode of procedure or kind of
behaviour which has been acquired by the individual, and

is

is

has become, so to speak, stereotyped through repetition.
There can be little objection, however, to the concurrent use
of the

word in

its

broader and more general acceptation
B

;

Habit and
and when
it is

it

Instinct.

so employed in this work, the context will,

is

hoped, serve to

make

the meaning clear and to prevent
it is so used there will

wherever

misapprehension. Still,
be implied, at least, some element of

and

acquisition

repetition

which gives

that individual

the

to habit, in

narrower and more restricted sense, its salient characteristic.
is used in
conversation
The word "
instinct," too,

and

daily

a

speech with

in popular

somewhat

signification

wider and less restricted than that which attaches to
as a technical term.

In the

first place, it is

it

commonly

employed
distinguish broadly the doings of animals
from the ways of man. The former are said to be due t<
to

But

instinct, while the latter are described as rational.

not

all

the ways, not even

And

rational.

thus,

in

all

the

man

the thoughts, of

second

the

place,

are

word

used in describing that part of humai
character and conduct which is not the outcome of

"instinct"

is

The man who acts without
consciously rational process.
deliberation is said to do so instinctively ; the girl whc
shrinks, she knows not why, from the companionship oi
some

of her

schoolfellows, is guided,

natural instincts.

There

is

in both a

it

is

said,

by

hei

These two uses are closely connect

common

antithesis to rational

;

in botl

a reference to something deeply ingrained in the nature
is
serviceable, seldom giving rise to mis-

And each

apprehension, since the meaning
the context.

But

is sufficiently

use as a technical term,

for

The

defined

we need

further

word as employed for
precision.
the daily purposes of familiar conversation or in genen
literature, and the same word in its usage as a technical
term,

is this

:

difference between a

that in the former case

it is

in itself freer

and more mobile, being, in its usage, moulded to definiteness
by the context of the passage in which it occurs while
;

Preliminary Definitions and Illustrations.
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the latter case, as a technical term, it has to a large
extent lost its freedom and mobility, being bound in the
chains of a more or less precise, but at the same time

more or

For the purposes of
such bondage is necessary and there are
many words, such as "force," "energy," "impression,"
"
sensation," which we continually use in daily conversation
less

arbitrary, definition.

exact science

;

or in general literature with a freedom which would be
inadmissible in technical descriptions.
Such a word is

" instinct."

But

it

unfortunately happens that, whereas

physicists are generally agreed among themselves as to the
"
" force " and "
exact meaning which the words
energy

and psychologists
* as to the
precise sense in
fully agreed
"
"
instinct
used.
which the term
shall be
shall carry as technical terms, naturalists

are by no

There

means

is,

of difficulty

moreover, in the case of "instinct," a source
is absent in that of the technical terms

which

which are employed in the science of physics. Let us
suppose that we are watching a silkworm spinning its
cocoon.

A

set of activities, for the carrying out of

which

the structure of the caterpillar is admirably adapted, are
performed before our eyes, and may be watched in all their
stages

term

;

such

activities, if

instinctive.

But

if

they

fulfil

now we

certain conditions,

are asked

we

what prompts

the silkworm at a certain stage of its existence to spin its
" instinct." How far
cocoon, the reply is that this is due to

such a reply
it is

is justifiable

we

shall

But

have to consider.

clear that, in the case of the activities themselves,

are dealing with matters of actual observation

;

but

if

we
we

say that the activities are due to instinct, we are dealing
with something which cannot be directly observed, but

which we infer to be present.
*

Cf.

"Some

vol. vii. p. 321.

And

that which

Definitions of Instinct" in Natural Science for

we thus
May,

1895,

Habit and
infer to be present is

Instinct.

ascribed to the sphere of

commonly

mental phenomena, and regarded as a special mode of
the workings of consciousness.
the matter fairly and correctly
activities provides

if

;

we

are putting
observation of the

then,

If,

us with the facts from which to infer

the existence of a special

mode

" instinct
sciousness, termed

"
;

as scientific inquirers, to deal

of the workings of conis

it

first

clearly our

duty,

with the observable

and then with the psychological inferences which
may be drawn from them. Thus only can we hope to
overcome the difficulties which arise from the circumstance that the term "instinctive" is applied on the one
facts,

hand
hand

to

certain observable activities,

to certain inferred

mental

and on the other

faculties.

Let us, then, proceed to consider some of the leading
characteristics of instinctive activities as they present
themselves to our observation and study in the animal
In popular speech, as was noted at the outset,
world.
all

the activities of animals are comprehensively instinc-

tive.

What we have

to do, therefore, is to

show

in

what

respects the use of the word as a technical term has
undergone limitation ; and to indicate the more restricted

group of activities to which it is specifically applicable.
In the first place, instinctive activities are severally

common

to,

members

of

and similarly performed by, all the like
the same more or less restricted group of

They are essentially lacking in individuality.
The spinning of a cocoon by the silkworm, the migration
animals.

of the swallow, the fieldfare, or the golden plover, the
hibernation of the frog or the bear, the behaviour of an

irritated bee,

an

irritated skunk,

an

irritated cuttle-fish,

these and a thousand other peculiar activities are characparticular individuals, not in virtue of their

teristic of

individuality, but as representatives of their kind.

I

once

Preliminary Definitions and Illustrations.
heard instinctive

activities defined as those

could safely bet;

on which you

the element of chance

if

but,

5

is

that

which gives zest to the wager, one must add that such
You might almost as well
betting would be dull work.
a
that
the
sun
will
rise to-morrow morning, as
lay
wager
bet, for

example, that the larva of the great water-beetle

(Hydropliilus piceus) will, as the period of pupation draws

nigh

when

the insect

stage, leave the pool

soon to pass into the chrysalis

is

and bury

itself in

the

damp

earth,

so constant, under the appropriate circumstances, is the

performance of an instinctive activity.
It need hardly be said that there is the closest possible
connection between the structure and organization of any
given animal and its instinctive activities. The spinnerets
of the spider are associated with its web-making instinct ;
the activities

of

are

flight
;

are correlated with

many

structure.

function

The

specific

for

rendered

possible

by the

the burrowing habits of the mole

possession of wings

and adaptations of
which any essential life-

peculiarities

way

in

example, that of respiration

is

performed, and the activities which are rendered necessary for
its

say,

performance, have been developed in direct associamechanism which is subservient to

tion with the organic

the process and the activities in question.
In insects
respiration is effected by means of a delicate system of

ramifying tubes (the tracheal system) which open to the
outer air by orifices or spiracles on either side both of
the middle or thoracic and of the posterior or abdominal
Of the two large aquatic beetles that are found
region.
in our English ponds, each must come from time to time
*
to the surface to renew its supply of air ;
but the manner

in which they take in

and

store the air is quite different.

Dytiscus floats slowly to the surface
* See
Professor Miall's "

with

its

hinder end

Natural History of Aquatic Insects" (1895).

Habit and

Instinct.

head, and this end
breaks the surface film and rises into the air. The last
at a slightly higher

level

than

its

pair of spiracles, or breathing orifices, near the hinder
end of the body, are large and take in a direct supply,
while air is also stored in the space between the wingcases and the body, and is thus supplied to the smaller
In the great water-beetle, Hydrospiracles.

abdominal

philus, however, the front pair of

abdominal spiracles are

the largest, and the air is stored not only beneath the wingcases, but along the hairy ventral surface of the beetle.

"When the insect comes up to breathe, it
and not the hinder end that reaches the
feeler, or

antenna,

is

specially modified

so

is

the head

surface
as

to

;

the

effect

a communication between the whole storage area and the
atmosphere and the air is taken in at the junction of
head and thorax. Thus the activities which minister to
;

the process of respiration are seen in each case to have
a close dependence on the general structural organization
of the insect. And throughout the whole animal kingdom

we have abundant

illustration, not only of the intimate
connection between the structure of a given organ and
its particular function, but also between such specific

performance and the

which lead up

activities

to

it.

In

other words, not only does an organ respond functionally
under the appropriate conditions, but the whole organism
co-operates by carrying out a sometimes complicated set
what we see to be the end

of activities subservient to

in view.

This leads

us on to consider the relation which an

instinctive activity bears to

what

is

termed a

reflex action.

a sleeping child be lightly tickled, the foot
and limb will be withdrawn from the source of irritation.
If the foot of

This

is

a case of reflex action.

(tickling) are carried

The

inwards by

effects of

the stimulus

nerves to the spinal cord

;

Preliminary Definitions and Illustrations.
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there certain nervous centres are called into activity, as

the result of which an orderly (co-ordinated) set of outgoing nerve-currents are distributed to the muscles which

moving the

are concerned in

leg.

If

a frog be killed by
its flank be

the rapid extirpation of the brain, and then
sharply pinched, the hind leg of the same
raised,

and the

side will be

foot will scratch at the irritated spot.

This

and the fact that the brain has

again is a reflex action ;
been extirpated shows that spinal centres alone are
sufficient for its due and accurate performance.
Now, it

by no means easy, if indeed it be possible, to draw
any sharp and decisive line of demarcation between
Instinct has been
instinctive activities and reflex acts.

is

well described by Mr. Herbert Spencer as compound reflex
action ; hence the distinction between them turns in large

degree

on their

therefore, that,

relative

whereas a

reflex act

as the winking of the eye

approach

when an

would seem,

such, for example,
object is seen to

a restricted and localized response,
rapidly
a particular organ or a definite group of
is

it

involving

It

complexity.

muscles, and

is

initiated

external stimulus

;

an

by a more or

instinctive

of the organism as a whole,

of several organs

less specialized

activity is a

response

and involves the co-operation

and many groups

of muscles.

Initiated

by an external stimulus or group of stimuli, it is, at any
rate in many cases, determined also in greater degree than

by an internal factor which causes uneasiness
more or less marked, if it do not find its normal

reflex action

or distress,

satisfaction.
Take, for example, the beforementioned instinct of the great water-beetle to leave the
pond and burrow in its bank when the time for pupation

instinctive

is at

There is something more here than a local
an external stimulus something more, it would
than mere reflex action. There are activities

hand.

response to

seem,

;

Habit and
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affecting the

seem

Instinct.

whole behaviour of the organism, and there
promptings of some kind due to organic

to be internal

conditions whose seat

is

within the body of the developing

Or take the migration

larva.

of birds, their nest-building

instincts, the activities involved in incubation

the

rearing of their

young

;

there

is

surely,

it

and

in

may

be

something in all this which may be distinguished,
even if the line of demarcation be hard to draw, from reflex
said,

action.
is

We

cannot say more, however, than that the one

a more fully corporate act than the other.
Eeflex action is involved in the carrying out of

many

When

the great water-beetle weaves
with her spinnerets the delicate silken cocoon in which
she deposits her eggs, there are reflex acts connected with

instinctive activities.

the extrusion of the fluid which hardens to form the silk

;

accompany the moulding of the cocoon and its
being supplied with air ; reflex acts are concerned in the
" not at
hazard, but in regular order,
laying of her eggs,
reflex acts

side

there

by
is

side

"
;

but during the hours of maternal labour
of all the activities into a definite

an organization

line of behaviour, directed to

adaptive end, and prompted,

what we see to be a final and
we feel sure, by some internal

impulse ; and all this tends to raise series of activities, as
a whole, above the level of mere reflex action. If we say
that reflex acts are local responses due to specialized stimuli,
while instinctive activities are matters of general behaviour,

usually involving a larger measure of central (as opposed
to merely local or ganglionic) co-ordination,

and due

to

the more widely spread effects of stimuli in which both
external and internal factors co-operate, we shall probably

we are in
must be remembered that there are borderland cases in which the distinction can hardly be maintained.
Eeverting now to the close connection we have seen to
get as near as possible to the distinction of which

search.

But

it

Preliminary Definitions and Illustrations.
exist

between structure and habit,

there are

many

enable us to foretell.
is

sands

must be noted that
no examination

it

instinctive activities that

appliances, would
In the tributaries of the Severn

means and

of structure, with our present

there

9

a spring migration of little eels, or elvers. Thoumay be seen swimming up stream, and even

surmounting such obstacles as small waterfalls and mill-

by wriggling up the conferva-clad surface.

sluices

But

nothing in their structure to give a hint of this
migratory instinct. If an ant-lion larva were given to a

there

is

naturalist ignorant of its habits, he would

able to say that

from

its

to entrap

it

led a predatory

structure that

it

no doubt be

He would

life.

not infer

made a

unwary ants and

conical pit in the sand
other insects, and, as it lay

almost concealed at the apex of the cone, scattered a
shower of sand-grains, by which its victim was brought down
into its very jaws.
No examination of the structure of a
limpet would enable us to foretell that it would wander in
search of food within a radius of about a yard from its

performing its peregrination when the rocks were
wetted by the tide, but returning home to its own particular
scar,

scar on the rock ere the sun

and

had baked and

air

dried

surface, and ere the returning tide had deeply submerged its home.* Very many such cases might be given
of activities to which the study of structure alone would
afford no clue.
The fact that the same organ often subserves more

the

than one purpose

may sometimes

attempting to infer habit
there

occurs a climbing

lead one astray in
In Trinidad
from structure.
bird,

picarian

the

red-tailed

jacamar (Galbula ruficauda). It has a long, sharp, pointed
bill, and no one from a study of its structure would be
likely to foretell that it subsists
* See
Nature, vol. xxxi. p. 200;

on

and

flies,

vol.

li.

which

it

catches

pp. 127 and 511.

Habit and
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on the wing. And Mr. P. M. Chapman says * that these
" are the most
birds
expert fly-catchers he has ever
Their watchfulness permits no insect to pass in
safety.
They maintain a constant look-out, turning the
head quickly from side to side. The dart into the air is
seen.

made with wonderful

Sometimes it is straight
and they go as far as thirty or
thirty-five feet from their perch, to which they return after
each sally." Fly-catchers, as a rule, have short bills and
celerity.

up, again at various angles,

a broad gape. Why, then, is the long pointed bill preserved
in these jacamars ? Mr. Chapman tells me that they scoop
holes in the sand, in which they build their nest, and that
they use their bills for this purpose. Hence, perhaps, the
retention of the long pointed form.

Be

that as

it

may, no

one would be likely to predict that the jacamar was one of
the most expert of fly-catchers.

The

which we have now seen

instinctive activities,

to

be something more than local responses to stimuli, and to
involve the general behaviour of the animals which perform

them

;

and which, while they are correlated with organic

structure, could not in
closest

many

cases be inferred from the

morphological or anatomical examination;

characterized, as

was

common

are

said, by the fact that they are

and similarly performed by, all
the like members of the same more or less restricted group
of animals.
Knowing the instinctive activities which are
severally

to,

characteristic of the life-history of the great water-beetle or

other organism, you

may

be sure that they are common to,
all the like members of the

and similarly performed by,
species, the qualification like

members being introduced

to

cover the divergencies of instinctive behaviour due to sex.
It must not be supposed, however, that this constancy
* "
vol. vi.,

Chapman on
1894, p. G3.

the Birds of Trinidad," Bulletin

Am. Mus.

of Nat. Hist.,

Preliminary Definitions and Illustrations.
of behaviour is absolute,

are quite invariable.

and that the

Were

1 1

instinctive activities

this the case, there could be

no

organic progress so far as instincts are concerned. Evolution would be no longer possible.
The constancy is rather
to be regarded as analogous to that which we find in those
structural characters of animals

or generic, as the case
tural

may

be.

characters are constant,

which are termed

specific

When we
we

say that strucno longer, since the

revolution of thought caused by the publication of the

"

Origin of Species," mean that they are absolutely invariWe know, or have reason to believe, that these are

able.

often subject to variations, many, if not most, of which
are slight and inconspicuous. In the same way, the per-

formance of instinctive

activities is

variations of a similar kind.

This

is,

probably subject to

no doubt,

difficult to

establish on the basis of actual observation, since slight

departures from the normal type of activity would be more
liable to escape detection than departures from the normal

type of structure.

We

must be guided by analogy, and

this certainly does not warrant the assumption that constancy is to be interpreted in any absolute sense.

The next point to notice with regard to the class of
which we term instinctive is that they are per-

activities

formed under special circumstances, which are either of
frequent occurrence, or are vitally essential to the welfare
or continuance of the race. They are often of
protective

and very frequently correlated
characters which are likewise protective.
value,

with

structural

Thus the hedge-

hog, whose body is clad in a spiny skin, instinctively
coils himself up when molested, and thus
gives effect to
his protective structure

;

so, too, the tortoise instinctively

withdraws his head and limbs under the carapace
snail retreats within his shell.
instincts of the hermit-crab lead

And in
him not

like

;

and the

manner the

only to withdraw

Habit and
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into his borrowed shell, but to seek

and

insert himself into

one suitable to his size; nay, farther, in the case of
Pagurus, he may even affix to his shell a sea-anemone
(Adamsia), the distastefulness of which to fishes will prevent his falling a prey to their voracity.

In

many

familiar cases of mimicry, specific activities

are correlated with mimetic structure and appearance.

not

uncommon

beetle (Clytus arietis),

which

is

A

mimetic of

the wasp, has a fussy manner, unlike the usually staid
demeanour of beetles, which serves to make the mimicry

more

There occurs at the Cape of Good Hope
a harmless, egg-eating snake (Dasypeltis scabra), which
effectual.

flattens its head, coils as if for a spring, hisses,

and darts

forward as though about to strike, in a way that closely
resembles the characteristic mode of the berg-adder (Vipera,
It is really quite harmatropos), of which it is mimetic.
subsisting on eggs, the shells of which are broken
in the throat by the enamel-tipped processes of the verte-

less,

which project into the gullet and form the so-called
gular teeth but its resemblance both in form and be-

brae,

;

haviour to a venomous snake presumably affords it protection from enemies.
Mimetic resemblance may also be

upon prey. Thus hunting spiders,
which resemble the flies on which they feed, rub their
heads in very much the same way as do the flies themof service in stealing

selves.

These mimetic

activities,

instinctive in their nature,

sciously imitative

;

which are probably

truly

must not be regarded as con-

they are, rather, analogous to the
like it, due to natural selection.

mimetic appearance, and,

A

great number of other instinctive activities might be
adduced in illustration of the fact that they are performed

in subservience to the general welfare of the organism,
and under circumstances which are of frequent recurrence

in the

life

of the individual

and

of the species.

Preliminary Definitions and Illustrations.
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of these activities are so familiar to the obser-

Many

vant naturalist, constituting as they do the normal lifehabits of the animals which exhibit them, that they are apt
to suffer the common fate of the familiar, and receive less
notice

and

than the unusual and unfamiliar.

less attention

That an insect should exhibit one
larva or caterpillar,

and a

set of activities

as a

totally different set of activities

as an imago or perfect insect, seems quite natural, and
what we should expect. But the naturalist, who is some-

thing

more than a

collector,

sees

in

these activities

problems not less difficult of solution than are the problems
of structure with which they are associated.
And, in any
consideration of instinct, these familiar activities which
are performed under the ordinary circumstances of normal
life

must not be allowed

form the

to fall into the background.

largest, if not the

They

most conspicuous, group of

instinctive activities.

But there are other

which are

instinctive activities

performed seldom or only once, and these are in all cases
of vital importance to the continuance of the race.
Of the

many
flight,

drones which follow the queen-bee in her nuptial
one only is successful in mating with her, and that

but once in his

life.

And

yet,

were the sexual instinct

of drones to lapse, even for

a single year, the race would

be decimated

to lapse altogether for but a

;

and were

it

few years, the race would become extinct.
essential to the preservation

And many

The

and continuance

instinct is

of the race.

of these instinctive activities thus but

seldom
performed are adaptive with a nicety which is a continual
source of our wonder and admiration. Of such
exquisite
adaptation we
activities
*

*

may

of the

take,

for

example,

Yucca moth (Promiba

the

instinctive

yuccasella).

Described in Kernel's "Natural
History of Plants," translated and
edited by Prof. Oliver, vol. ii.
p. 156.
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silvery, straw-coloured insects

emerge from their

when the

large, yellowish-white, bellchrysalis-cases just
shaped flowers of the yucca open, each for a single night.

From

the anthers of one of these flowers the female

moth

collects
golden pollen, and kneads the adhesive
material into a little pellet, which she holds beneath her
head by means of the greatly enlarged bristly palps. Thus
laden, she flies off and seeks another flower. Having found

the

one, she pierces with the sharp lancets of her ovipositor the
tissue of the pistil, lays her eggs

among

the ovules, and

then, darting to the top of the stigma, stuffs the fertilizing
pollen-pellet into its funnel-shaped opening.

Now, the

visits of

the

moth

are necessary to the plant.

It has been experimentally proved that, in the absence
of the insects, no pollen can get to the stigma to fertilize

the ovules.

And

to the larvae,

the fertilization of the ovules

is necessary
are
hatched
from
days
It has been ascertained that they feed

which in four or

five

the insect's eggs.
exclusively on the developing ovules, and in the absence
Each grub
of fertilization the ovules would not develop.

consumes some twenty ovules, and there may be three
But the ovary contains some two
or four such grubs.
Of these, therefore, say, a hundred are
moth, through whose instrualone
the
remaining hundred can be fertilized
mentality
to
and come
maturity.

hundred ovules.

sacrificed to the grubs of that

These marvellously adaptive instinctive

activities of the

Yucca moth are performed but once in her life, and that
without instruction, with no opportunities of learning

by imitation, and, apparently, without prevision of what
for she has no
will be the outcome of her behaviour
;

experience of the subsequent fate of the eggs she lays, and
cannot be credited with any knowledge of the effect of the
pollen

upon the

ovules.

The

activities also illustrate

what

Preliminary Definitions and Illustrations.
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by no means infrequent in the more complex instincts,
namely, the serial nature of the adaptation. There is a
is

sequence of
in

its

activities,

nature.
of the

instinct

and the whole sequence

A further
way

example

in which a

is

adaptive

of the serial nature of

number

of activities are

linked into one elaborately adaptive instinctive chain

may

be cited.*

A certain beetle of the genus Sitaris (one

of the Meloidce,

which belongs the common oil-beetle) lays its eggs at
the entrance of the subterranean galleries excavated by a

to

kind of mason bee (Anthophora). From these eggs the
larvae are hatched in autumn as active little insects very

from the ordinary type of beetle grub, having

different

legs each

armed with a sharp curved hook.

they become sluggish, but resume
spring.

And when

six

In the winter

their activity in the

in April the drones of the bee

emerge
and pass out through the gallery, the Sitaris larvae fasten
upon them. There they remain till the nuptial flight of the
bees, when, as the insects mate, they pass from the drone
to the female bee.
Then again they wait their chance.
The moment a bee lays an egg, the Sitaris larva
springs

upon

it,

and

at length breaks its
prolonged fast.

"

while the poor mother is carefully
fastening up her
her mortal enemy is beginning to devour her

Even

offspring

cell,
;

for

the egg of the Anthophora serves not only as a
raft, but as

a repast. The honey, which is
enough for either, would
be too little for both ; and the Sitaris,
therefore, at its first
meal, relieves itself from its only rival. After eight
days
the egg is consumed, and on the
empty shell the Sitaris
undergoes its first transformation, and makes its appearance in a very different form. ... It
changes to a white
From M. Fabre, as given by Sir John Lubbock in his "Scientific
Lectures," 2nd edit. p. 45 (1890).
I utilized this
example in much the same
words in " Animal Life and
Intelligence," p. 438.

1
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on the surface

fleshy grub, so organized as to float

of the

honey, with the mouth beneath and the spiracles above
the surface. ... In this state it remains until the honey
is

consumed," and,

some

after

further

metamorphoses,

develops into a perfect beetle in August.
Here, then, we have a curious and marvellously

adaptive life-history, with specialized changes of form and
structure, and with correlated modes of activity at each
stage.

How

step of

which

of life

on which

comes
is

it

to

perform

varied activities, each

its

so well adapted to the needs of the stage
it

is

Parental teaching

entering?

is

altogether excluded, for the parent never sees her offspring

each individual
imitation

is

from others of

is isolated

also excluded.

The

its

activities

;

kind, so that

cannot be per-

formed through intelligence in the common acceptation
the word, for intelligence involves the profiting by
The larva cannot fasten upon the
individual experience.
of

drone as the result of any previous experience, since it has
never done anything of the sort before ; nor can it pass to
the female bee because experience has taught it that such
a procedure brings with it satisfactory consequences. At no
stage of the complex process can intelligence, based upon
If there be
individual experience, be admitted as a factor.
experience,

it

must be the inherited experience

who have, each
we are justified

in turn, done

much

of ancestors

the same.

Whether

in speaking of inherited experience will
be considered in due time. In any case, the procedure,

which

is typically instinctive in

its

nature, has

its

foun-

dations in heredity.
We here touch the very quick of the subject. As we
shall use the term, the truly instinctive activity is

amount

characterized by a certain
is

hereditary, and which

individual experience.

A

is

of definiteness which

not acquired in the course of

habit,

as such,

is

not, in the

Preliminary Definitions and Illustrations.
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term we adopted at the outset,

the result of individual acquisition, and is
stereotyped by repetition in the course of the experience of
the organism which exhibits the habit in question. Now,
inherited.

is

it

well

among

It is

known

biologists

question

:

that there

is

a divergence of opinion

as to the answer to be given to the

Are acquired characters

For us

inherited ?

Are acquired
question takes the following form
habits inherited in the form of congenital instincts? I

this

:

at this stage of our inquiries, express any
in
the
matter. That must come after a careful
opinion
consideration of the evidence. But it is clearly essential

shall

not,

that

we should

"

so

the

define

"habit" and
and " acquired,"

terms

and the terms " congenital

instinct,"

"

as not in any way to forejudge the question ; nay, rather,
in such a way as to facilitate a due grasping of the real

nature of the question at issue.
"Habit" has already been defined; it involves individual acquisition. An animal does not come into the

world with any tendency to perform ready-made habits.
The expression " ready-made habits " is indeed contradictory, for habits are reached
If

experience.
called habits

made.

The

;

by repetition in the course of
were
they
ready-made, they would not be
if they were habits, they could not be ready-

definition of the

"
term " instinct

our attention at present, and
is

is

occupying

what
characterized by a certain amount of
which is hereditary, and not acquired in the

instinctive

definiteness

we have

just said that

is

course of individual experience.

Instinctive performances

are

ready-made activities, if the expression be permissible.
In other words, they are congenital. Let us, then, use the
terms " congenital " and " acquired " in such a way as to
be so far as possible mutually exclusive. An activity that
congenital is one the definite performance of which is

is

c

1
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antecedent to individual experience. Young moorhens, as
soon as they are born and have recovered from the shock of
birth,

can swim with definite accuracy of leg-movements.
definiteness is not only congenital, but connate, if

Here the

we use

this latter

term

for a congenital activity

which

is

performed at or very shortly after birth. On
the other hand, young swallows cannot fly at birth ; they
are then too immature, and their wings are not yet
definitely

sufficiently

weeks
value,

old,

developed. But when they are some three
and the wings have attained functional size and

little

swallows will

fly

with considerable

if

not

and power. The definiteness is congenital,
not acquired by individual experience but it is

perfect skill
for

it is

;

not connate, since
birth.

not exhibited at or shortly afte
The term deferred may be applied to such conit is

genital activities as are performed

when

the organism has

undergone a certain amount of development after

The

definiteness of the

swimming

instinct

birth.

in the moorhen

congenital and connate ; the definiteness of the instinctive flight of the swallow is congenital, but deferred.
Whether we apply the term " connate " or the term
is

"deferred" to the instincts of fully developed insects
those in the imago stage depends upon the view we take
with regard to the new birth of the insect after its
chrysalis sleep.

Let us now turn to the

activities the definiteness

and

the peculiar nature of which may be termed acquired in
contradistinction to congenital.
If we throw to young
chicks several caterpillars, some nice, others nasty, the
birds will, in the absence of previous experience, seize them

without discrimination.
nice ones,

But they

lessons of this kind will suffice.
pillars be

will

soon eat only the

Two

and leave the others untouched.
thrown to them, they

After that,
will

if

or three

mixed

cater-

with definiteness and
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nice and ignore the nasty. Experience
precision select the
has introduced a differentiation of response, and that of a

and it is to this differentiation,
perfectly definite nature,
individual
as the result of
experience, that we may apply
the term

"

acquired."

kingdom there are a great number of
which are congenital in their definiteness

In the animal
skilled activities

which have not to be learnt, but are performed with
accuracy the first time circumstances and opportunity
in any circus we may see examples of skilled
which are not congenital, but have been taught
and any one who has possessed a clever
to the animals
dog will have seen cases of skilled activities which the

But

permit.

activities

;

animal has learnt
his intelligence.

himself through the exercise of
to such activities as these, the

for

It

is

which is the result of individual experience,
"
"
is properly applicable in the
that the term acquired

performance of
sense in which
It
is

it is

here defined.

must not be supposed, however, that what

always entirely new,

if

by

this

is

is

acquired

meant something

altogether disconnected from any instinctive basis.

Quite

In the great majority of cases, what is aca modification of that which is congenital. Of

the reverse.
quired
this,

is

is no better example than that afforded
Here the congenital instincts of certain birds

perhaps, there

by falconry.

of prey, such as the peregrine falcon, are modified for the

purposes of sport

;

and the modification

acquired type, since in

all

cases

it is

is always of the
a wild bird either a

young one captured fully fledged, or a nestling (eyas)
taken from the eyry that the falconer takes in hand for

One cannot breed falcons for the chase.
The training requires care, patience, and skill. The newly
captured bird has first to be accustomed to man ; she is
lightly hooded, and provided with bells, jesses, swivel, and
special training.

Habit and
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and
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carried about continuously for several days,

stroked with a

late into the night, being constantly

bird's

wing

training

is

or feather, very lightly at

first.

largely effected in the dark,

Her

and she

early

is

only

unhooded in a dimly lighted room. She is led to associate
certain sounds of lips or tongue with feeding ; and at a
later stage, certain shouts and tones of voice with the
appropriate response. She is trained to the lure a dead
pigeon, or an artificial lure made of leather and feathers
or wings of birds and garnished with beefsteak at first
with the leash. Later a light string is attached to the

and the falcon is unhooded by an assistant, while
" the
falconer, standing at a distance of five to ten yards,
calls her by shouting and casting out the lure.
Gradually

leash,

day

after

day the distance

is

increased,

till

the

hawk

will

come thirty yards or so without hesitation then she may
be trusted to fly to the lure at liberty, and by degrees from
;

any distance, say a thousand yards.
she should learn to stoop to the lure.
the

hawk

to seize

upon

it

as she

This accomplished,
Instead of allowing

comes up, the falconer

should snatch the lure away and let her pass by, and
immediately put it out so that she may readily seize it

when she

turns round to look for

it.

This should be done

and then progressively, until she will
and
forwards at the lure as often as
stoop backwards
Next she should be entered at her quarry.
desired.
at first only once,

Should she be intended for rooks or herons, two or more
of these birds should be procured.
One should be given
her from the hand then one should be released close to
;

her,

and a third

at a considerable distance.

If she

take

these keenly, she may be flown at a wild bird.
Care must,
however, be taken to let her have every possible advantage
in her first flights wind and weather, and the position of

the quarry with regard to the surrounding country, must
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rooks, the falcon is

the quarry

is

in sight,

when

unhooded and slipped. With game birds the
" wait on " tiU the
game is flushed.
taught to

at once
is

A good game hawk

in proper flying order goes up at once
the higher she flies the better
to a good pitch in the air
and follows her master from field to field, always ready
for a stoop

when

the quarry is sprung.

Hawks

that have

been successfully broken and judiciously worked become
wonderfully clever, and soon learn to regulate their flight

by the movements of their master."
These facts and extracts from Colonel Kadcliff's article
"
on Falconry " * will serve to show how the behaviour of a
trained falcon is an adaptation and modification of the
hawk's congenital instincts as a bird of prey. The finished

The basis
part instinct and part habit.
instinctive and congenital ; the modification is a matter

performance
is

is

of acquired habit.

In domesticated animals that are not

only reared, but also bred, by man, there is opportunity for
mating; and there is opened up the question
whether the acquired modification of instinctive behaviour
selective

becomes

congenital

through

training of a retriever there

heredity.

may

Hence

be hereditary

in

the

effects

which are absent in the case of the falcon.
It may be objected, however, that the distinction between " congenital " and " acquired " is one that cannot
be sustained, since after all an organism can only acquire

that for acquiring which it inherits a potentiality; and
we must in any case come back to heredity in the

that

The Scandinavian jer falcons (F. gyrfalco), for
example, will seldom "wait on "well; and merlins will
not do it at all. They inherit no faculty for responding to
Not only, therefore, is that which
training in this respect.
last resort.

* "

Encyclopaedia Britannica," 9th edit. vol.

ix.
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"congenital" dependent on heredity; that which may

be acquired

is also, at all events, limited by heredity.
somewhat similar objection may be urged on slightly
A great number of habitual activities
different grounds.
and acquired modes of dealing with what is frequently

A

presented in experience result from a gradual limitation
of what was at first a varied and exuberant output of
If we watch a young puppy or kitten learning
activity.
gradually to deal effectively with some difficulty in its
extending environment, we see that it puts forth its
activities at first in a somewhat random and indefinite
fashion.

tries

It

to

effect

its

object in

a

number

of

which are ridiculously inadequate
ways, many
and hopelessly unsuccessful. But gradually it finds that
of

different

certain efforts are

others

;

these

more

are

satisfactory in their results than

and thus by successive
numerous and relatively in-

repeated,

limitations of the originally

definite trials the exuberant efforts are

narrowed down to

those which bring success ; these become habitual through
repetition, a definite mode of procedure results, and we

say that it has acquired a specific and well-adapted habit.
Now, such acquisition may be regarded, by those who are
sceptical as to the validity of

what

is

congenital and what

any
is

real distinction between

acquired, as after all only

the selection or rejection of these or those among many
congenital activities.
Suppose, to put the matter in a

same time a concrete
form, that a baby baboon exhibits a number of coneach in itself of a relatively
genital limb movements
somewhat

different

and

at

the

;

kind, but without relation to, or co-ordination
with, other movements ; and further suppose that, as the
result of its individual experience, ten per cent, are
definite

selected
activity

and
for

co-ordinated

so

as to

the carrying out of

form an acquired

some

specific

object,
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while the ninety per cent, are, so far as this particular
purpose is concerned, suppressed. The habit thus engen-

dered arises out of the co-ordination of a small percentage
But if the
of certain given congenital limb movements.
selected ten per cent.,

no

less

than the rejected ninety

per cent., were originally congenital, and if this selected
ten per cent, when duly co-ordinated are said to constitute
an acquired habit, what becomes of the supposed radical

"

distinction between
"
"

"

on the one hand, and
The answer to this objection

congenital

on the other ?
acquired
we have to fix our attention upon
that
what
is,

raw material, but what
activity

is

is,

manufactured out of

not the

The

it.

which results from the co-ordination of the selected

ten per cent, of originally unrelated movements is, as such,
a new product ; and this product is the result of acquisition,
and is not, as a definite co-ordinated activity, congenital.
Just as a sculptor carves a statue out of a block of marble,
so does acquisition carve an activity out of a mass of given
random movements.
Or just as an architect builds a
indefinite mass of material by
and
selecting, shaping,
bringing into relation the given
so
does
acquisition build an habitual response out
parts,

cathedral

out

of a given

of

an

number

of indefinite

movements by

modifying, and bringing them into

relation.

definite, co-ordinated, responsive activity that

is

selecting,
It

is

the

acquired.

Now, there are certain activities which are congenitally
definite, which are inherited ready-made, of which the
co-ordination is practically perfect

at

birth.

Instance

young moorhen when first it enters
the water, or the spinning of a cocoon by a silkworm
without previous practice or experience.
The definiteness and co-ordination are here not of individual, but

the

swimming

of a

of ancestral origin.
definiteness

And

there are other activities the

and co-ordination

of

which

are

acquired
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through experience, and are thus not of ancestral, but
The one group comprise congenital

of individual origin.

the

activities;

whether

other

group,

acquired

And

activities.

the

definiteness individually acquired in one
to the definiteness of ancestral
contributes
generation
in
succeeding generations, is the subject of discusorigin

sion

among

biologists.

must not be supposed that the distinction between
what is congenital and what is acquired a distinction
which we are endeavouring to draw with the utmost clearIt

ness

is

number

invalidated by the fact that there are a great
of activities, such, for example, as the perfected

which are of double origin, being in part
in part acquired.
and
Such cases do indeed
congenital
show that imperfect instincts may be perfected by habit
and individual acquisition of skill. But they render the

flight of birds,

more necessary a

careful distinction between the factors

which co-operate to produce the ultimate

when

the distinction

result.

And

thus duly emphasized does the
whether
the
question,
acquired perfection of one generation
tends to lessen the congenital imperfection in the next
only

is

generation, stand out in its true significance. It is interesting here to compare the flight of birds with the flight of
insects.

In the latter class we find

the instinctive factor in flight

many

cases in which

is relatively

much more

highly developed towards congenital perfection than it is
in the former class, at any rate so far as most birds are
concerned.

The question

therefore arises, Is the greater

relative perfection in the instinctive flight of

some

insects

due to the inheritance of acquired skill on the part of their
Or is it due to the fact that there has beei

ancestors?

more elimination of those who failed ii
congenital power of flight, and hence a survival througl

among

insects

natural selection of those in which the instinctive

flight
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some other

cause ?

At present we will not attempt to answer such questions
as these.
We are concerned merely in drawing as clearly
as possible a distinction which shall enable us to put the

and

questions in a definite

intelligible form.

It is

a matter

of no small importance accurately to focus the point of

such questions.

The

distinction between that

that which

which

is

congenital

and

be further illustrated from

acquired may
There
a structural point of view.
is

an inherited organic
mechanism through the possession of "which an animal
is fitted to perform certain more or less definite and
adaptive activities without learning, with little or no
is

(though even in these cases practice helps to

practice

perfect), through no teaching, by no imitation,
and without any individual experience on which intelli-

make

the

gent choice of
based.

This

On

automatism.

best

mode

due to what

is

of

may

the other hand,

mechanism which
individual lifetime,

procedure could be
be termed congenital
there is

an organic

gradually developed during the
through the due co-ordination and

is

These

persistent repetition of certain selected activities.
activities,

by

constant

automatic as habits.

repetition,

We may

themselves

term the working

become
of this

organic mechanism, which
course of individual life, acquired automatism.
The bioDoes the acquired automatism of one
logical question is
is

thus developed during the

generation contribute, through inheritance, to the
genital automatism of the next ?

con-

There is still, however, the difficulty suggested but
not removed a few pages back, that after all an animal
can only acquire that for acquiring which it inherits a
potentiality;

and that we must in any

case, even

when
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individual acquisition is under consideration, come back
to heredity in the last resort.
This is indubitably true;
and it shows that the more or less definite congenital

do not by any means exhaust the hereditary
All that an animal owes to heredity may,
possibilities.
indeed, be classified under two heads. Under the first head
activities

will fall those relatively definite

to

it

fit

deal at once,

modes

on their

of activity

which

occurrence, with

first

certain essential or frequently recurring conditions of the

environment, and this forms the group here termed
"
congenital." Under the second head will fall the power
of dealing with special circumstances as they arise, and
this

we may term

The former may be

innate capacity.

likened to the inheritance of specific drafts for particular
and relatively definite purposes in the conduct of life ; the
latter

may

may

be likened to the inheritance of a legacy which

be drawn upon for any purpose as need

If

arises.

the need become habitual, the animal may, so to speak,
instruct his banker to set aside a specific

need as often as

it

arises.

But

this

pose to define

them,

fall

to

meet

arrangement

purely individual matter, and no wise
terms of the bequest.

In this classification instinctive

sum

is

a

dictated by the

we

activities, as

under the

this

first

head.

pro-

They

display some share of that hereditary definiteness which

is

"

what we have termed
congenital activimust be remembered, however, that, as already
mentioned, there is unfortunately no common and accepted
" instinctive." Professor
agreement so to define the term
characteristic of

ties."

It

Wundt, indeed,

divides instincts into two classes

:

(1) those

which are congenital, and (2) those which are acquired.
So that the distinction we are drawing will by no means
be accepted by him and his followers. Where opposing
views are in the

field, it is

necessary to carefully weigh the
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advantages and disadvantages of each, and to adopt one or
I am quite convinced that, from the biological

the other.

point of view,

more

it is

satisfactory to restrict the

term

"instinctive" to those activities which are in greater or
less degree congenitally definite, and it is in this sense
that the phrase "instinctive activities" will be used in

No doubt

this work.

of interpretation

;

there are in

many

cases

difficulties,

but these must be met as they

arise in

the further prosecution of our studies.
It may be convenient to indicate the nature of the

suggested classification in tabular form

:

INHEBITED.
Congenitally

definite

activities,

under which those termed " instinctive

"

Innate capacity, involving (a) a

power of

are comprised.

association,

and

susceptibilities
hereditary
pleasure and pain.

(6)
to

ACQUIRED.
(a) Confirmation, or
(6) Modification, of congenitally
definite or instinctive activities so as to render them
(c)

habitual by repetition.
Suppression of congenital ac-

application of innate
capacity;
(a) Occasional and under special
circumstances;
(6) Frequently repeated, with the
consequent formation of acquired

Particular

habits.

tivities.

We may now sum up

what has been advanced in the
foregoing discussion, and say that from the biological point
of view (and it is from this
standpoint alone that they have
been so far considered) instincts are congenital, adaptive,

and co-ordinated

activities of relative complexity, and
the
of the organism as a whole.
behaviour
They
involving
are not characteristic of individuals as such, but are

similarly performed

more or

by

all

like

less restricted group,

members

of

the

same

under circumstances which

are either of frequent recurrence or are vitally essential
to the continuance of the race.
While they are, broadly

speaking,

constant

in

character,

they

are

subject

to
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variation analogous to that found in organic structures.
They are often periodic in development and serial in

They are to be distinguished from habits
which owe their definiteness to individual acquisition and
character.

the repetition of individual performance.

CHAPTEE

II.

SOME HABITS AND INSTINCTS OF YOUNG BIBDS.

MUCH

stress

has been

laid, in

chapter,

on

which

congenital and

is

dividually

the

distinction

the foregoing introductory
the definiteness

between

the definiteness which

is

in-

There would seem to be certain

acquired.

the definite performance of which is antecedent
individual experience, and these were termed in-

activities

to

There are others which reach definiteness only
a
through
process of learning, through the exercise of
stinctive.

or through imitation, their definite performance becoming more or less automatic and stereotyped by individual repetition, and these were termed
intelligence,

So far as our present inquiry

acquired.
is

on the definiteness that we must

And

it is

to decide

fix

is

concerned,

it

our attention.

a matter for careful and unprejudiced observation
whether the definiteness of behaviour, under

This
congenital or acquired.
question of fact may, for the present, be kept quite distinct from the question of origin.
When some of the facts
given

circumstances,

have been given,

is

be time to inquire whether the
congenital definiteness is due, on the one hand, to the
it

will

natural selection of slight congenital variations, or, on
the other hand, to the inheritance of the adaptive modifications
first

which result from individual acquisition.
thing

accuracy.

is

to collect facts observed with

But the

all possible
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Nor need we trouble ourselves much
otherwise, that is to

at present

not

than incidentally with the
We need not now

say,

subjective interpretation of the facts.

stay to inquire whether, on the one hand, the performance
of a truly instinctive activity one the definiteness of

which

congenital is a merely organic response (be it
accompanied by consciousness or not) ; or whether, on
the other hand, there are innate ideas or inherited
is

memories

by virtue

of

which consciousness guides

directs the activity into a definite channel.
is closely

or

This question

connected with that of origin, inherited memory

and

inherited acquisition being often associated in one
interpretation of the facts that adopted by those who

may

This again is a matter
be
may
profitably deferred.
have to concentrate our attention, then, on the facts

be termed transmissionists.

the discussion of which

We

established by careful and critical observation, and it will
be convenient for many reasons to limit our field at first to
the readily observable habits and instincts of young birds.
Since they are easily hatched in an incubator so that all

maternal influence

is

avoided

are active soon after birth

be reared without serious

;

;

and since many

of

them

since, too, certain species can

difficulty,

and subjected to conon all these

ditions which are pretty well under control

;

grounds they afford satisfactory material for the investigation with which

we are now concerned.

Studies of the domestic chick have been

made by

several

Professor

notably by Douglas Spalding,* by
Professor Eimer,t and more recently by Dr.
by
Preyer,f
Mills.
Spalding's observations have been widely
Wesley
observers,

"
* Macmittan's
Magazine, February, 1873, vol. xxvii., Instinct."
" The Mind of the
Child," part i., "The Senses and the Will," 2nd

t

1884, Eng. trans., by H. W. Brown.
%
Organic Evolution," pp. 245-254, Eng. trans.,
1890.

Transactions B. S. Canada, sect,

iv.,

by

1895, p. 249.

J. T.

ed.,

Cunningham,
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quoted, but in some cases their accuracy has not been
confirmed by later observers.
The eggs from which the subjects of my own investigation were hatched were either artificially incubated from

the

or were transferred from the

first,

hen

to the incubator

a few days before they were timed to emerge, so that in no
case was the behaviour of the young influenced by older

They were kept under observation

birds.

in a small

pen
by wire netting, or in a room set
that purpose, and were occasionally allowed the

or enclosure surrounded
aside for

run of a

little

garden

plot.

Previous to hatching, the little fellows may often be
heard chirping within the egg. Young moorhens do so
in

some cases

for

much

as

much

as forty-eight

hours,

and

twenty-four hours before they
and
this
in the case of strong and
finally emerge,
The beak must then have pierced the
healthy birds.
air-chamber within the egg, and direct air-breathing
ducklings

as

as

must have taken the place of embryonic respiration.
The eggshell, when they thus begin to chirp within it,
is

generally, but not always, broken or chipped at one

point of
activity,

This chirping is a truly congenital
and has not to be learnt. One young moorhen,
its

surface.

lying silent in the chipped shell, responded

by chirping
So that even then they can hear,
or at any rate are influenced by an auditory stimulus.
Mr. Hudson, referring to " several species in three widely

to

my

low whistle.

separated orders,"
tions,

"when

and uttering
if

the
its

tells

us*

that, according to his observaat its shell,

prisoner

is

hammering

feeble peep, as

if

begging to be let out,

little

the warning note

is

uttered, even

at

a considerable

and complaining instantly cease, and
the chick will then remain quiescent in the shell for a
distance, the strokes

* "Naturalist in

La

Plata," 1892, p. 90.
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long time, or until the parent, by a changed note, conveys
to it an intimation that the danger is over."
Here we
have a remarkable connate response to definite stimulus.

In some cases the shell

whom

of the little bird, in

is finally

rent by the struggles

air-breathing probably provokes

But some birds, ducks for example,
increased activity.
circle near the broad end.
a
When
chip the egg along
they emerge, the down

is

wet and draggled in appearance,

and the little new-born things are comparatively helpless for
some hours, having, as a rule, little power to hold up their
heads, and none to stand firmly. I noticed that newly
hatched plovers lay in the drawer with bill on the ground
and outstretched neck in a well-known protective attitude.
Like the eggs, they assimilate well in colour with their
Some young moorhens, hatched
natural surroundings.
out in a drawer lined with cotton-wool, had taken a good
deal into their beaks during the first five or six hours so
much, indeed, that in one case it was in some danger of

choking.

There would seem to be some instinctive shrinking from
hand when the birds are for the first time taken from

one's

the drawer after hatching, and this seems to be the more
marked the longer they have been left to recover from the

There was, however, little sign of shrinking in plovers or lapwings. Chicks and ducklings lie quiet
longer than partridges and pheasants, which soon begin
shock of birth.

move about. Any instinctive fear which they may
show soon passes by, and after a very little experience
they come to the hand instead of shrinking from it. Still,
we may probably regard the shrinking as congenital, but
more marked at a slightly deferred period of life. And
to

perhaps there

may

be in this a special adaptation. The
a somewhat fussy being, and, in the

hen, for example, is

absence of

any

instinctive

knowledge of her as

their
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on

them rather to avoid her
Hence it comes that

than to submit to her ministrations.

young birds accommodate themselves to a foster-parent
even so strange as a human being, if he take them in hand
There is also from the first an instinctive
early enough.

the

tendency to nestle into any warm, soft place. When there
are several little birds in the incubator drawer, they cuddle
together and burrow under each other in a very comical

manner.

And when one has

older

and younger

birds, the

ones get in under and between the legs of their
seniors in a way that appears to be somewhat embarrassing

little

to the latter.

This was, for example, especially notable
with two recently hatched moorhens, which persistently
tried to cuddle down under the lanky legs of two older

same species.
had under

birds of the

So, too, in a mixed brood of

several species I

and a

observation, a

little

guinea-

younger pheasant tried to cuddle down
under a wild duck and a tame duck, a day or two older
fowl

still

than themselves, with a touching confidence that was not
at all appreciated
by the greedy ducklings, eager only for
food.
Dr. Mills introduced to his chicks two pigeons (a
white pouter, and a black owl), to test whether the chicks
would show any instinctive fear.
Not at all ; the little
birds nestled

under them

!

This instinctive action

under nature, in
adaptation to the corresponding instinctive behaviour of
the mother-bird, who takes them under her wing.
But
is,

of course,

with hand-reared birds the instinctive
tendency acquires
a new direction, and
Chicks,
undergoes modification.

pheasants, partridges, plovers, moorhens, and other young
whether wild by nature or of domesticated breeds,

birds,

would

all

run to

my

hands,

after

a very short time,
D
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down between them, and poke out

their little heads

Here, then, there is a
confidingly between my fingers.
congenital and instinctive tendency, to nestle in any warm
modified in accordance with acquired individual
It was pretty to see three little partridges,
experience.
place,

two French and one English, following me about the room
wherever I went. And when the instinctive tendency is
thus modified, its natural end seems to lapse ; for chicks
even a few days old seem to have completely lost any
instinctive tendency they may have possessed to run to

As

and cuddle under the hen.

to the existence of any

such instinctive response to the sight of the hen, or to
her clucking, there is difference of opinion.
*
how a chick, which had been
Spalding describes

was placed, twenty minutes after it
had been unhooded, " on rough ground, within sight
and call of a hen with a brood of its own age. After
blindfolded at birth,

standing chirping for about a minute, it started off towards
the hen, displaying as keen a perception of the qualities
of the outer world as it was ever likely to possess in afterlife.

It

never required to knock its head against a stone
was ' no road that way.' It leaped

to discover that there

over the smaller obstacles that lay in its path, and ran
round the larger, reaching the mother in as nearly straight
a line as the nature of the ground would permit. This,
let it

by

be remembered, was the

first

time

it

had ever walked

sight."

Other chicks, which had been placed in a bag immediately they were hatched and kept there for a day or
two, ran eagerly to the clucking of a hen hidden from
their view in a box nine or ten feet distant.

This ob-

servation was

But

Spalding

this

repeated on nine different chicks.
draws our attention to the fact that
* Loc.

cit., p.

289.
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auditory stimulus

end of ten or twelve days.
observations

may now

be briefly

took two chicks ten days old to the yard
the eggs from which they had been
I
had
received
whence
I

described.

hatched, and opened the basket wherein they

had been

conveyed, about two yards from a hen which was clucking
to her brood.
Though they were not in a frightened con-

shown by the fact that they jumped on my hand
and ate grain off it, scratching at my palm, they took
no notice whatever of the clucking of the hen. I then
dition, as

placed

them with another hen

in a small fowl-house

;

but

heed of her, neither running to her nor
seeming frightened, or, if at all, but little. Three other
chicks were taken when they were thirteen days old to the

they took

little

and were put down outside a fowl-house in which
a hen was clucking to her brood. They also took no

yard,

notice

sound, but scratched about quite unconSubsequently they were placed with the hen,

of the

cernedly.

who seemed inclined at first to drive them away, but
afterwards looked more kindly on them, though they did
not keep close to her like the others.

day, and when

following

hand, one of
confidingly.

my
So

little

far

friends

my

I

went over on the

down and held out my
ran to it and nestled down

I bent

observations confirm what Spal-

ding says concerning the loss of the instinctive response,
or, at any rate, its absence after the lapse of a few
days.

But the following case

tive recognition of the

very soon

lost.

I took

shows that the instincindeed

it exist at all, is
hen,
a chick at two and a half days

if

same age as Spalding's
own mother, which had three chicks. These
her about, and ran at once to her when she
and pecked on the ground. The little stranger

old (that is to say, at about the
birds) to its

followed

clucked
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took no notice whatever of the clucking of its, till then
unknown, mother, and did not show any tendency either
to go to the hen or to follow the three chicks.
He pecked
about independently and unconcernedly, eating grain,
and seizing small stones, but came to my hand when I
held it out towards him, and cuddled down in it. When
the hen took her three chicks under her wing, the stranger
was placed close to her. She clucked and seemed anxious
to entice and welcome the little fellow, seizing an oathusk and dropping it before the chick, which, however,
took no notice whatever, but walked away and stood in
sun. After about forty minutes he seemed more

the

inclined to go with the other chicks, but still ignored the
existence of the hen.
Thus I have not found any truly

response to the clucking of a hen ; but, as
before noticed, Spalding recorded a different result.
And

instinctive

Mr. Hudson's observations on the

effects of warning notes
on unhatched birds indicate a truly congenital response in
their case.
We need more evidence.
We may now turn to the instinct of pecking, and the

congenital

definiteness

of

orderly

movements which

it

As the observations of Spalding, Eimer, Preyer,
and others have conclusively proved, the pecking at grain
and other small objects is a definitely congenital activity,
and one, be it noted, which involves remarkable nicety and
complexity of co-ordination. The aim is, however, seldom
involves.

the object,
if not struck, being only just missed, though the accuracy
was somewhat exaggerated by Spalding. In some cases
quite correct at

first,

though very nearly

the tendency seems to strike a

short of the object.

or egg-fragments with a pin, or dropping
the edible material more

Moving the grain
some before the

chick, causes

readily to catch

the eye.

that the

little

so,

young birds only

Most noteworthy
strike

at

objects

is

the fact

which are
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they have not to learn
at an object of a

To peck

this distance

by experience.
certain size, just within easy reach, is a definitely conIn
genital response, and not the result of acquired skill.
nearly

as one might expect, the simpler process
more accurate than the more complicated

all cases,

of striking is

process of striking and seizing ; and this, again, than the
yet more elaborate process of striking, seizing, and
Nevertheless, this yet more complicated
swallowing.
activity, or train of activities, is performed so soon, and
with so few trials often at the third or fourth attempt
that one
in

must regard the whole as essentially congenital
and look upon the few preparatory efforts

its definiteness,

as merely the steadying of the inherited organic apparatus
to its work.

Of the birds which I have had under observation,
partridges, both English and French, pecked earlier and
with better aim than any others, but soon desisted if what
they pecked at was not satisfactory. Plovers (my observations were on the
to peck,

and

their

common

peewit or lapwing) were slow

co-ordination seemed relatively poor.

Chicks and guinea-fowl were about on a par ;

pheasants

somewhat less keen. Ducklings those of wild ducks and
tame ducks being, so far as I could note, equal in this
respect peck early and with fair aim, but they do not
Beize and swallow so readily.
They mumble what they
seize, and often shake it out of the bill unswallowed.
Moorhens show a somewhat different instinctive tendency.
From the first they crouch down with the head and neck
held back, and the skinny little wings working to and
fro
in this attitude they open their beaks more like the
;

callow young of jackdaws or other nursling birds than
the young of fowls or pheasants. They soon strike, however, with fair accuracy of aim, at objects held above them ;
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some time before they will pick up food from the
ground. I tried with two moorhens the experiment of
feeding them as little as possible from the hand, so as
to induce them to eat independently, but with fatal
Mr. Crisp, who has had good opportunities of
results.
but

it is

watching these birds under natural conditions in the moat
beneath the walls of Playford Hall, in Suffolk, informs

me

that the parent birds always feed the young from their
beaks during the first few days of life. The instinctive
attitude quite bears out the accuracy of this observation.

When

they are a little older, and have had some
practice, their keenness of eye, both at long and short
distances,

and

their accuracy of

aim are

alike wonderful.

One, about ten days old, after nestling awhile in my hand,
singled out and seized in his bill several not very conspicuous hairs on the first joint of my fore-finger. There

hand, which caught his
eye, and at which he pecked with complete accuracy of
aim again and again. A few days after, one pecked at

was

also a speck of white

on

my

a minute black speck on my hand, though it was but a
Shortly afterquarter of an inch from the tip of his bill.
ant
he
a
small
in
the
wards,
moving on the
garden,
spied
wall about four feet distant, ran, and seized

it.

The

field

of vision is very soon completely ordered for practical use.

young pheasant, which had been hatched some
time in the night, from the incubator drawer at nine
He was very unsteady on his
o'clock in the morning.
in
I
held
him
so
legs,
my hand, and tried to induce him to
I took a

peck at a piece of egg-yolk held in a pair of forceps.
He did not do so ; but he followed, with his head, every

movement

of the

object

in a

narrow

circle

about two

inches in front of his beak.
it

Simple as the action seems,
shows a striking example of congenital co-ordinated

movements accurately

related to

movements

in the visual
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possibility

of

learning or practice, and less than half an hour after the
bird had first seen the light of day.
On the other hand,

two nestling jays, brought to me when they were about ten
days old, were quite unable to follow in this way food

moved slowly over

their heads.

to be put into their

day or two,
the

mouths.

to follow

movements were

an

was curious

head and eye,

In a week, when I
a foot in diameter in

at first jerky.

it

circle

was followed smoothly and

two jays following
heads moving in unison through a small
It

sponding to

to see the

my

wider sweep.

individual learning

for it

they began, after a

object with the

swept the food through a
front of their cage,

They merely gaped

When

and

it

evenly.

thus, their

circle

corre-

Here a certain amount

of

practice, absent in the case of the

pheasant, was required.
Chicks, pheasants,

and other birds which are

active

may be induced to peck by tapping on
the ground with the finger-nail, a pencil, or penholder, thus
shortly after birth

simulating the pecking action of the hen, and may thus be
induced to seize objects which they would otherwise leave
untouched. Mr. S. E. Peal* states that the Assamese,

when they

newly hatched pheasant chicks in the
jungle, teach the little ones to peck and pick up food by
sharply tapping among the crushed rice and egg on which
find

they feed them, and say that without this many of them
Professor Claypole informs me, on the
would die.
authority of a friend who had practical experience, that

young ostriches hatched in the incubator will not pick
up food for themselves unless the ground be tapped so
But on young
as to suggest the action of pecking.
moorhens
response,

this
if

has no

effect,

and

I could not find

any, in plovers.
*

Nature, April

9,

1895.

much
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facts

above noted possibly gave origin to the

supposition to

which Darwin gave his support,* that peck-

is, in young chicks, primarily suggested through the
sound of pecking. But both Spalding and Professor Preyer
showed f that sound does not necessarily play any part in

ing

initiating the pecking activity.
fully confirm theirs.

And my own

observations

apparently the sight of the
artificial pecking, and the movement thus caused among
the grains of food, rather than any sound made, that has
It

is

suggestive value.

With regard

anything

of

which domestic chicks
any parental guidance, one may

to the objects at

peck, in the absence of
say that they strike at
suitable

first

size

;

with perfect impartiality at
grain, small stones, bread-

crumbs, chopped-up wax matches, currants, bits of paper,
buttons, beads, cigarette-ash and ends, their own toes and
those of their companions, maggots, bits of thread, specks
floor, their neighbours' eyes
anything and everycan
or
cannot
be seized is pecked
not
too
that
large,
thing,
in
the
bill.
if
tested
at, and,
Similarly with
possible,

on the

young pheasants, guinea-fowl, and moorhens. I watched
the latter for an hour the second or third time they were
garden. They pecked at everything of
There does not seem
suitable size they could lay bill on.
to be any congenital discrimination between nutritious and

put out in

my

little

innutritious objects, or between those which are nice and
those which are nasty. This is a matter of individual

They soon learn, however, what is good for
and what is unpleasant, and rapidly associate the

acquisition.
eating,

appearance with the
for example,

had

taste.

A

Git.,

old,

learnt to pick out pieces of yolk from

* "
Expression of the Emotions," 1st
of Mowbray.

t Op.

young chick two days

pp. 237, 238.

edit.,

1872, p. 47.

On

the authority
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I cut little bits of orange-peel of
about the same size as the pieces of yolk, and one of these
was soon seized, but at once relinquished, the chick

others of white of egg.

shaking his head.
Seizing another, he held it for a
moment in the bill, but then dropped it and scratched at
the base of his beak.
That was enough ; he could not
again be induced to seize a piece of orange-peel. The
obnoxious material was now removed, and pieces of yolk
of egg substituted, but they were left untouched, being
probably taken for orange-peel. Subsequently, he looked
but presently pecked doubtThen he pecked
fully, not seizing, but merely touching.
at the yolk with hesitation,

again, seized,

and swallowed.

To some other chicks

threw cinnabar

I

conspicuous by

caterpillars

They were seized

golden-yellow.

larvae, distasteful

alternate rings of black
at

once,

and

but dropped

the chicks wiped their bills a sign of distaste
and seldom touched the caterpillars a second time. The

uninjured

;

cinnabar larvae were then removed, and thrown in again
towards the close of the day.
Some of the chicks tried

them once, but they were soon left. The next day the
young birds were given brown loopers and green cabbagemoth caterpillars.
These were approached with some
suspicion, but presently one chick

ran off with a looper,
and was followed by others, one of which stole and ate
it.
In a few minutes all the caterpillars were cleared off.
Later in the day they were given some more of these edible
caterpillars,

cinnabar

which were eaten freely;

and then some

One chick

ran, but checked himself, and,
without touching the caterpillar, wiped his bill a memory
larvae.

of the
nasty taste being
at sight of the

apparently suggested by association

yellow-and-black

seized one,

and dropped

it

approached a cinnabar as

it

at once.

caterpillar.

A

Another

third subsequently

crawled along, gave the danger
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:
threw in more edible cater-

I

which again were eaten freely. The chicks had
thus learnt to discriminate by sight between the nice and
pillars,

the nasty caterpillars.
Similarly, moorhen chicks rapidly
discriminated between small edible beetles and soldier

Such discrimination is, however, not congenital,
but acquired. The young birds do not for some little time
avoid pecking at their own fresh excrement, though this is
beetles.

obviously distasteful.
The cinnabar caterpillars are, as I have said, conspicuously marked with alternate yellow and black rings.
would seem that the end of this conspicuousness is to

It

render association in the individual experience of young
birds more rapid and more certain ; there does not appear

any congenital and instinctive avoidance of such
colours.
Young moorhens
caterpillars with warning
found the conspicuously marked burnet moth distasteful,

to be

the obnoxious part being the wings, for the body from
which the wings were removed was eaten with apparent
relish, while the

signs of distaste.

severed wings were rejected with evident
I was desirous of ascertaining whether

the different appearance of brandlings (Lumbricus f&tulus)
and other small worms was sufficient to enable the moorthis was apparently not the
The experiment showed, however, the marked influence of the first experience. For the moorhen which was
he would touch any
given a brandling first was long before
a
was
which
while
that
brandling after several
given
worm,
less highly flavoured worms, though he was rendered a
for a time, picked up each cautiously and
little

hens to distinguish them, but
case.

suspicious

rejected or swallowed
later,

it

according to the taste.

A few days

when
however, both moorhens would eat brandlings

they were hungry.

My

observations with regard to the effects of giving
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were made solely with

a view to ascertain whether there was any instinctive
avoidance on the part of the birds. Of this I have not

found a single instance. Cinnabar caterpillars (Euclielia,
jacobin) were tried and avoided after a few trials by all
the birds on which I have

hungry jay ate

five

in

made

observations, though one

succession,

never again eating

The
another, though he had frequent opportunities.
brown pupae of this moth were eaten by jays with apparent
All avoided large woolly-bear caterpillars (Arctia
but
whereas jays, ducks, and moorhens ate small
caja) ;
caterpillars of the wood tiger moth (Nemeophila plantaginis)
and the cream-spot tiger moth (Chelonia villica), the

relish.

and guinea-fowl

chicks, pheasants,

to

which they were

them distasteful. Jays ate freely the pupae
moth (Abraxas grossulariata), but on the
following day took them less readily, and with some
wiping of the bill. One of the jays also ate the large
larva of the buff-tip moth (Phalera bucephala), which the
other jay rejected, as did ducklings and chicks.
After
wiping it to and fro across his perch, he tore it, eating
the inside with apparent relish, and leaving the skin for
given found
of the

currant

Two days
This he subsequently swallowed.
he ate another in the same manner. Moorhens, as
already mentioned, found the wings of the burnet moth

a time.
later

(Zycjgena filipendulce)

ladybirds were

distasteful.

Soldier

and

beetles

and

the
invariably tested,
The net result of these observations

avoided

as

result of experience.
is

that, in the

absence of parental guidance, the young

birds

have to learn for themselves what

what

is distasteful,

I
*

am

and have no

is

good to eat and

instinctive aversions.*

not, of course, prepared to say that in

My thanks are due to Mr. G. C. Griffiths for kindly sending
and pupae.

no case
me

larvae
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there such instinctive aversion.

series of observations is

assertion.

The

birds

needed to

A

far

justify

more extended

such a sweeping

on which the observations were made

have, under natural conditions, parents who certainly afford
them some guidance in the matter of feeding. Such guidance
would in some degree prevent the incidence of natural
selection, and would diminish the elimination of those

which, without such guidance, might eat to their destruction.
There are, however, birds, like the megapodes, which
are hatched out in

mounds apart from parental influence,
care. They may show instinctive

and never know a mother's

avoidances which our well-cared- for birds do not possess.
That the parent bird does in most cases afford guidance
is

unquestionable.

And

there seems to be an instinctive

tendency on the part of the young to wait upon her bill, or
rather upon any bill. I have observed a young pheasant and

a young guinea-fowl following ducklings, and apparently
waiting for the help that did not come for the bird that
waited for anything eatable from a duckling's voracious
beak would assuredly wait in vain. Still, the ducklings are
;

untidy feeders, and grains of meal would adhere near the
base of the beak ; and these the guinea-fowl would pick off
with care,

till

and

this

was soon the case

independent.
There does not seem to

he grew to be

be any marked instinctive

response to the sight of water as such.

Prof.

placed on a board a large drop of water. At
chicks took no notice of it ; but when it was

Eimer*
first

his

made to
the birds imme-

tremble by shaking the board, one of
welldiately drank from it with perfect success in the

known fashion

of adult fowls.

Spalding says

t that his

*

Op, Git., pp. 247, 2-18.
t Macmillan's Magazine, February, 1873, p. 288.

in "Mental Evolution in Animals,"

p. 229.

Cp. Darwin as quoted
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sight,

except, perhaps, in the form of dew-drops on the grass

and they had,

to

some

extent, to learn

to

;

...

drink.

at the water, or rather at specks in the water,

They pecked

or at the edge of the water."

Dr. Mills says,*

"When water

some drops on the
and accidentally get

is presented to the chicks they peck at

side of the tin containing the water,

the beak into the water,

my

before

Several of

chicks

when drinking

a shallow

vessel

follows."

I set

containing water.
tin, but took no

them ran repeatedly through the

Then, after about an hour, one of
them standing in the vessel pecked at its toes, and at once
lifted its head and drank freely with characteristic action.

notice of its contents.

Another subsequently pecked at a bubble near the brim,
and then drank. The touch of water in the bill at once
led to the characteristic responsive
action.
to drink

and congenitally

I found, indeed, that the best

was

to place

some grains

way

definite

of inducing

them

of food in the tin of

They then pecked at the food, and incidentally discovered the nature of water. As an example of the association on which the intelligent procedure of animals is so
water.

be worth noting that a chick which
had drunk but once while he was standing in the shallow
largely founded,

tin,

a

little

to drink.

it

later

Wet

may

ran through the water, and then stopped
seemed to have suggestive value through

feet

association in previous experience.
Ducklings showed no more instinctive

with the nature of water than chickens.
several times through the water, but took

acquaintance
They walked

no heed

of

it.

On

it
dipping the beak of one of them beneath the surface,
then drank repeatedly, shovelling up the water with
Its companion subsequently imitated
characteristic action.
its

behaviour,
*

and then drank

Trans. R. 8. Canada,

freely.

Pheasants, too,

Sect, iv., 1895, p. 250.
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the wing by a bird younger than ten days or a
fortnight.
The wild duck, tame duck, and chick I had, together with
other birds, in a room, dashed repeatedly at flies which

The wild duck caught one for the first
was seven days old; the chick succeeded
when he was nine days old. I never saw the tame duck
successful.
Nor have I ever seen a chick, pheasant, or
settled

on the

time when

floor.

it

when only two

or three days old, catch at the
even
a
shot,
running fly one, that is to say, the
wings of which had been clipped. I must therefore repeat

duckling,
first

that

my experience do not show that
congenital accuracy of aim which Spalding's observation
implies; hence his results, until they are confirmed by
young birds in

other observers,

must, in

my

be regarded as
unusual and tending to give an exaggerated view of the
inherited

opinion,

skill.

Secondly, with regard to the difference of behaviour
towards the fly which was swallowed, and the bee which
was thrown aside disabled.
The implication is that there
is

an

and
when these insects were on

instinctive discrimination

between the edible

fly

the hurtful bee, and that, too,
the wing. It is possible that the buzzing of the bee made
the difference in the behaviour in the two cases ; but all

my own

observations are against the view that there

truly congenital power of discrimination.

was not Spalding's view.

is

any

This, however,

He

regarded a fear of bees as
instinctive, but only imperfectly so, by which it would
seem that he meant that it had not yet reached the stage
of infallible

avoidance.

chicks were uncertain,

To quote his own words, "the
shy, and suspicious." It may

" When a
be well, however, to give the whole passage.
week old, my turkey came on a bee right in its path the

had ever

seen.

gave the danger chirr,
stood a few seconds with outstretched neck and marked
first, I believe, it

It
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expression of fear, and then turned off in another direction.
On this hint, I made a vast number of experiments with
chickens and bees. In the great majority of instances the

chickens gave evidence of instinctive fear of these stingbearing insects, but the results were not uniform, and

perhaps the most accurate general statement I can give is
that they were uncertain, shy, and suspicious." Now, here,
so far as observation goes, I

am

able to confirm the facts as

thus generalized, but I differ from Spalding in their interAs I understand him, the shyness and suspretation.
piciousness were of bees as such, there being an imperfect

congenital avoidance of this dangerous insect because it was
My own observainstinctively recognized as dangerous.
tions lead me rather to the following conclusions
First,
:

that

there

is

a

differentiation

of

congenital
response
according as the moving objects, or even freshly introduced
inanimate objects, are large or small ; in other words, that
"
there is some congenital "shyness and suspiciousness
of
any largish thing moving towards them or thrown to them.

But, secondly, that this becomes very

much more marked

For example, a young
through individual experience.
chick a day or so old which will peck at a small fly held in
a pair of fine forceps, will hesitate and shrink from a large
if it buzzes ; while a little

bluebottle held thus, especially

;

bird which will run eagerly to small bits of a chopped-up
"
"

match, will shrink away from a whole Bryant and May ;
md in these cases there has been but little experience by
>vhich the difference of behaviour could be guided.
I

,

|

i

iave seen half a dozen chicks, on their fourth day of active
ife, uttering the danger note round a large carabus beetle

vhich lay sprawling on
ast

pecked at

it

its

with a

back, and though one chick at

little

dash, and threw

it

on one

he nor any of the others dare go
There can be no question, however, that such

ide, after this neither
.ear it.

E
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emphasized through experience. A large
with
fly
clipped wings was thrown among some two-daysold chicks.
Only one dared approach it, and he gave the
differences are

Presently, however, he followed and caught
Shortly afterwards another was

danger note.
it,

after several failures.

given them; the one who had learnt by experience that
the fly was harmless and nice to eat ran and caught it at

While small worms are picked up with

the second shot.
avidity, large

worms

are

left

and often evoke the alarm

alone by quite young birds,
None of the chicks on

note.

day dared go near a particularly large worm.
red-brown worsted, somewhat resembling worms,

their fifth

Bits of

were seized with eagerness and eaten with surprising
avidity, so long as they were not more than a couple
of inches long.

until

Of a four-inch
than

one, bolder

the others chased

him

bit the chicks

the rest,

seized

for the prize

till

were

afraid,

it, whereupon
he escaped to a

secluded corner and swallowed it. On their eighth day the
chicks stood timidly round a lump of sugar I had thrown in
among them, uttering the danger note, and then ran at it,

pecking rapidly and withdrawing in haste. Young moorhens were at first shy of large worms, but soon ate the
biggest I could find.

my hand

A little

pheasant which would run to

wasp larvae placed upon the palm, one
the
alarm note, and would not as usual jump
morning gave
upon my fingers. Four or five of the grubs had stuck
for

together so as to form a large mass of which he was afraid
Moorhen chicks were at first afraid of the common yellow
!

underwing moth and of the gamma imoth, though both were
eaten freely after I had given them dead moths.

No doubt

the response to the sight of a moving
look at first blush like instinctive recogni-

object

may

tion.

Plovers seized small

worms with an

avidity which

looked like an inherited recognition of natural food, but of
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somewhat larger worms they seemed
belief is

that the instinctive response

as such, but to a small

moving

And my

afraid.
is

not to a worm,
a larger moving

object,

object evoking a quite different response.
Pheasants and partridges, when they seized a

time, shook
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worm

for

and dashed

it against the ground ;
with such vigour that he shook
himself over, and thereafter could not for some time be induced so much as to look at a worm. They also, even more

the

first

one of them did

it

so, indeed,

markedly than chicks, showed a tendency to
a treasure as a caterpillar or a worm.

much

in the case of two pheasants, one
other,

though

same age

of the

;

for

bolt with

such

This was marked
larger than the

though the smaller one

never attempted to rob his larger companion of a worm
or insect, yet the latter always bolted off to some little
distance with

He sometimes

it.

tried to bolt with

when one

his companion's toes

one of

or both would

by mistake,
These modes of behaviour appear to be

topple over.
congenital.

Spalding's observation of the special
manner of catching flies adopted by the young turkey, for it
would seem to bear all the distinguishing marks of a truly

Very interesting

is

"

instinctive activity.

When

not a day and a half old,"

he says, "I observed the young turkey slowly pointing its
flies and other small insects without actually

beak at

pecking at them. In doing this its head could be seen to
shake like a hand that is attempted to be held steady by a

This I observed and recorded when I did

visible effort.

For

was not

not understand

its

that I found

to be the invariable habit of the turkey,

when

it

it

meaning.

sees a fly

settled

it

on any

object,

until after

to

steal

on

the unwary insect with slow and measured step until
sufficiently near,

and

steadily

till

when

head very slowly
within an inch or so of its prey, which
it

advances

its
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then seized by a sudden dart."

Further observations

are needed on the behaviour of turkeys to larger insects

and

to bees.

Returning now to bees, I have not a single instance of
avoidance by young birds from anything like in-

their

stinctive

some

knowledge of their

hurtful

To some

of the evidence.

Here

nature.

is

five-days old chicks, one

of which, bolder than the rest, would eat large flies with
Most of the chicks were afraid,
relish, I threw in a bee.
as they were of large
it

snapped
and shook

The bolder chick, however,
it.
Then he dropped it

flies.

up and ran

off

with

Probably he tasted
in any case, he was quite

his head, wiping his bill.

the poison, and was not stung ;
lively and unconcerned in a few minutes; but he did not
touch the bee again. Later in the day I put beneath a

tumbler a large

Two

fly

of the chicks

and a small humble-bee with a

sting.

ran round the tumbler, pecking

at the

The bolder chick seized it,
dashed it against the ground, and swallowed it without
To another group of chicks I first gave hive
hesitation.
bees, which were seized, but soon let alone, and then the
droneflies (Eristalis), which so closely mimic the hive bee.

insects.

I let the bee escape.

They were left untouched.
Later
was protective.

Their resemblance to the bees

gave drone flies again, and
induced a chick to seize one by pecking at it with rny
taken
pencil. He ran off with it, chased by others. It was
then
were
flies
The
drone
other
and
swallowed.
him
from
I

untouched, but one was subsequently eaten.
chicks run with a dart at a humble-bee, or a large

left

dash

it

rapidly on the ground, and throw

it

Older
beetle,

aside disabled.

But they will do just the same with a largish pellet of
brown paper. The mode of behaviour is congenital but the
;

object that calls

by anything

it

forth does not appear to be recognized

like inherited

memory.

To some ducklings

Some Habits and
a bee was given
it
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and swallowed

and perhaps was stung.
He kept on scratching his
first on one side, then on the other, and seemed

beak,

uneasy, but was all right again in half an hour, though he
did not seem keen after another offered to him ; nor would

he take any notice of a drone fly.
later, however, he took a disabled

mumbled

water,

My

character.

On

it

or three days
humble-bee to the

there for a while, and then ate

with

experience

Two

moorhen

chicks

is

a

of

it.

similar

them one
Later, when

giving a humble-bee to two of

seemed shy of it the other ate it eagerly.
they were a fortnight old, I threw them two bees, which
were seized at once and without hesitation, and shaken
;

One of the birds was probably stung, for he
shook his head, scratched the base of his bill, and went
He was all
again and again to the water and drank.
violently.

right in about three-quarters of

that time scolded a good deal.

an hour, but for about
The other ate his bee

without any ill effects.
A day or two after they were
a
given humble-bee, from which the sting had been removed,
but the bird that had been stung would not go near the
the other seized and ate it. The next day two
;

insect

drone

flies

were given to them.

go near them

;

the other ate both.

of the flies (Volucella),

no sign

The stung bird would not

He

subsequently ate one

which mimics the wasp

;

there

was

experimented one day,
after testing that his avoidance of cinnabar larvae still
held good, by giving him a wasp from which the sting had
of instinctive avoidance.

I

removed, being desirous to see whether the black and
yellow of the wasp suggested the nastiness associated with
the black and yellow of the cinnabar.
the wasp was snapped up and eaten.

But

it

was not

so

;

have not, in any one instance, found any instinctive
avoidance of wasps. The sting was usually removed before
I
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But several young wasps having crawled
the experiment.
out of a nest containing larvae and pupae, and having
on to the floor, where a wild duck, a tame duck,
a chick, a guinea-fowl, and a pheasant were roaming in
search of food, the ducks at once snapped them up

fallen

and ate them.
All except the pheasant (which would
not touch even largish flies) subsequently ate a large
number of the sleepy wasps, and seemed to enjoy them.
also ate several, crushing them to a pulp in the
extreme point of the bill before swallowing them.
It would be wearisome to recount at length further

The jays

observations, all pointing with

sufficient

definiteness

one conclusion: namely, that, though there

some congenital shyness

of largish active,

and

is

at

to

first

especially

not congenitally parbuzzing,
shyness
in
the
ticularized, and,
long run, acceptance or avoidance
is almost entirely due to the acquired results of indithis

insects,

is

vidual experience. It is therefore clear, if this conclusion
holds, that in experiments on the relative palatability
of

or

insects

coloration,

larvae

with either warning or protective

we must not

look for instinctive avoidance,

depend on the nature of
the previous experience of the bird (and the same is
probably true of other animals) to which they are offered.

and that the

There

results will largely

are, of course, individual differences of apparently

Some

a congenital kind.

than others.

Much

birds are constitutionally shyer

also depends

on the nature of

initial

A

bird that has in early days seized a bee
experience.
with ill effects is shy for a long time, not only of bees, but
of moths, large

flies,

and

beetles, while

one which

is

so

more
stung at a later stage, is made, perhaps, a little
a
is
cautious generally but the main effect
particularized
one concerning bees or the bee-like drone fly. In several
cases I have noticed that the sting, or possibly a taste
;
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of the poison, of the hive bee does not serve as a warning

against humble-bees so long as they do not buzz, but,
on the other hand, may give rise to the avoidance of even

a large

fly if it

makes a buzzing

Some

noise.

difference

may, perhaps, be due to
the fact that in some cases the bee, the bitter experience
in the results in different animals

of "which gave the initial avoidance, buzzed,

and in some

cases did not.

seems, therefore, that the tendency to peck at small
objects, always within striking distance, is a congenital
It

and
no

instinctive activity

which involves great nicety and
that in
motor co-ordination

complexity of

little

;

presence of largish moving objects there

probably instinctive shyness and timidity
this there is

no instinctive discrimination

is

experience

;

and

that,

and

that apart from

;

;

be selected for eating and what rejected
individual

hesitation,

that what shall
is

a matter of

by repetition of the
and not

selective process, the eating of certain materials,

of others, passes into a
I will conclude this

of a few observations

more or

chapter with a brief description

made on

nestling birds.
of these birds are fed by the parents,

The callow young
on grubs, worms, or

either

which they
or in some

less fixed habit.

insects,

or other such food

collect, or on food which is prepared for them,
cases formed by a special mode of secretion.

They simply open their mouths, gaping widely to be fed ;
but the swallowing reflex is congenitally adequate. A
spotted fly-catcher, about a day old, with eyes not yet open,
would stretch out

its neck and widely gape its beak on the
stimulus
of a low whistle, gulping down greedily
auditory
the little bits of raw beef on which it was fed.
Swallows

in the

nest

will

respond at once to a low whistle by
The eyes of the fly-catcher were

similar gaping actions.

not open

till

the third day after I received

it.

It

was
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"
box lined with cotton-wool,
placed in a small
chip
and kept in the corner of the incubator drawer. So soon
"

as

had taken a morsel or two

it

about

thirty

thrust

its

void
also

to forty minutes, it would energetically
hind quarters over the edge of the box and
excrement.
Jays and other young nestlings

its

show

"fouling

own

cases carry

and can be

away

at a distance

lifted

pellicle.

The

A

years, noticed

to be

swallows built their nest.

bill,

many

and drop

friend of mine,

swallows

to

who

observe their

flying in

and out

them

to build,

of the porch of his house, and, to induce

he caused shelves

enclosed

old birds in

the excrement in the

from the nest.

is

with a pair of forceps

and has been accustomed

loves birds,
for

The excrement

nest."

without breaking this

habits

which prevents their

this instinctive procedure,

their

in a sort of skin,

it

of food at intervals of

put up there. On these shelves
He noted that the young birds,

enough to quit the nest and rest on the shelf,
after being fed by their parents, were nudged and pushed
until they turned round and voided excrement, which was

when

old

immediately seized by the parent bird with the

tip of the

beak, carried away, and dropped outside.
Nestling jays, which were brought to me when they
were about ten days old, showed no sign of fear, and fed
greedily on

what

and growing up
The following observation, made on the
receiving the birds, is worth recording

I provided, thriving well,

into fine birds.

ninth day after
as a good example

of

deferred

instinctive (procedure.

them a June-bug or summer chafer
The other bird
It was refused.
(Ehizotrogus solstitialis').
its
down
head, and tried
seized it at once in the bill, bent
I

offered

one of

After trying thishis foot on it.
he
or
three
two
times,
hopped down on tounsuccessfully
the
beetle, seized it
the floor of the cage, and dropped

on the perch

to put

Some Habits and
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swallowed it, tossing
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and, after two or three attempts,

back from the point of the bill into
This was the first time he took food from
it

the ground, or swallowed it in this manner.
At a later date, when both had learnt to pick up their
own food, I gave them a small dead bird, which they at once

upon and tore to pieces, eating every morsel. I had at
the time two young fly-catchers, which could just feel their
wings in short flights. The cage in which the jays were

fell

kept was outside the window of the room, and when the
After
fly-catchers were being fed the window was closed.
their

meal the

little

birds would take short flights in the

room, and if one reached the window-pane, both jays
became much excited. A fatal day came when I carelessly
omitted to close the window.
without waiting to be

One

of the

fly-catchers,

fed, flew off as soon as his cage

was

opened, and, before I could avert the calamity, reached
the jays' cage and put his head through the wire network.
Like a lance the jay was on him, and the head was nearly

wrenched from the body.
without a

On
cage.

The bird died

at once, almost

flutter.

another occasion a small frog was placed in the jays'
One of the birds hopped down, but the frog shrieked

so, that both birds were apparently frightened.
I had
not the heart to leave the frog in the cage, and gave it
liberty.
Nearly a fortnight later (some days after the flycatcher tragedy), I put in a small toad, about an inch and

a half long. One jay seized it with the
tip of his bill and
threw the toad aside, leaping up on to his perch again.
The toad remained perfectly motionless,
on all fours,

resting
the ground, in a seemingly
strained attitude, and continued thus for
nearly twelve
minutes. At first one of the jays kept hopping down

with the body raised well

off

from his perch, with wings well up over his back, nearly,
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but not quite, striking the toad with his bill, and reboundThen he desisted, and eyed
ing, as it were, to the perch.
the toad. After seven or eight minutes, he turned on his
perch, and very soon the toad dropped on its belly and
rapidly crawled away, hiding in a crack between the board
and the side of the cage, from which position he was

removed and
bird

set free.

and amphibian

The procedure of the two creatures
was a very pretty example of

animal habit, with apparently a good deal of instinctive
basis.

The fly-catchers I had under observation took the raw
beef on which I fed them from the points of a pair of
Is this because they
forceps with a rapid snap of the bill.
are naturally fed on live insects ? Shortly after the tragic

end

but for two days he
forceps, fluttering on the wing.

of one of them, the other died

had taken food from the

;

(
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CHAPTEK

III.

LOCOMOTION IN YOUNG BIRDS.

an incubator drawer
and require
they seem at first to be exhausted by the effort,
"
some time to recover from the catastrophe of birth." I
have generally left them for twelve hours or so, by which

WHEN young

birds are hatched in

strong and healthy, they generally begin to move
If then
about and get into the corners of the drawer.

time,

if

removed and placed on the
tridges, pheasants,

floor or

guinea-fowl,

ground, chicks, par-

and plovers are able

to

walk with such accuracy of inherited co-ordination that
there can be no question as to the truly instinctive and
congenital nature of the definiteness shown by these
activities.

on

Ducklings and moorhens are more unsteady
leg-movements of the former

their legs at first, the

being sprawly, and the body not well raised from the
A chick, pheasant, or partridge, can stand on
ground.
one leg and scratch the side of his head with the other foot

on

his first day of life with only a little wobbling, but
a duckling topples over or tilts backward on to his tail
the double co-ordination of standing on one foot and
;

scratching his head with the other

The

in which

clever

a

is

too

much

for

him.

way
pheasant chick, only
a few days old, will squeeze through a wire netting is
not only exceedingly pretty, but is remarkable as showing
little

nice control over the locomotor apparatus.

hens seem

to

Little

moor-

have a tendency to clamber up

on to

Habit and
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anything, such as a cloth heaped up on the ground, and
use their skinny wings in a peculiar alternating hand-over-

hand fashion which is also seen in young dabchicks and in
the South American hoactzin (Opisthocomus cristatus).
This bird has, when quite young, the thumb or bastard
wing armed with a claw, a second claw being developed
on the

digit of the

wing corresponding to our index

finger.

The nestlings crawl about almost like young quadrupeds,
and can hold on to the nest or twigs by means of the
clawed wings.*
skinny wing of a newly-hatched moorhen be
examined, the thumb or pollex is found to be relatively
large, and also armed with a claw ; and though I have
If the

fc

not observed that this claw

is of

much

use in climbing*

the wings are used in a manner very different from
These
that which is seen in pheasants or partridges.
still

have a tendency to leap up on to one's foot
or a low hassock (and, in the case of a litt]e partridge, on
to my fox-terrier's back as he lay !) which reminds one of
birds, too,

the

way

in which they climb on to the

Bat the scrambling up

of the

moorhen

mother
chick

bird's back.

is differently

performed, with a curious hand-over-hand action. One
need hardly point out that such a mode of clambering
would be of use to the little bird under the natural
conditions of

its life,

and would help

it

to climb into the

At a later period, when my sole
loosely compacted
taken
surviving moorhen was about six weeks old, he was
nest.

farm near which ran a little beck. The
in which he scrambled up and down the bank
rapidly to and fro among the rushes, threading
with neatness and ease, was noteworthy, since

to a

* See J. J.
Quelch, Ibis for 1890, pp. 327, 335;

also

W.

manner
and ran
his

way

he had

P. Pycraft,

of U.S.
358; and Fredk. A. Lucas, "Report
for 1893," p. 662, where the young birds are figured.

Natural

Science, vol. v. p.

National

Museum
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It
no experience of obstacles of this kind.
looked like a bit of congenital moorhen nature, and

hitherto

told,

perhaps,

of its

relationship to the land-rail

and

the water-rail.

Very soon such young birds as plovers, partridges,
pheasants, guinea-fowls and chicks will begin to run.

On their second day of life they will run freely, and
one cannot but be struck with the manner in which they
can guide their course, either to seize their food or to
Quite curious is the way in
escape from another bird.
which a little guinea-fowl will do his best to evade one's
grasp when one wishes to put him to bed, running

backwards and sideways in a manner
in

other birds.

I

As a further example

have not noticed
of

the

way

in

which young birds can very soon make use of their
legs, I transcribe one or two notes with respect to French

At twenty-four hours old they were placed
warm chamber and an open run,
separated by an opening guarded with strips of flannel.

partridges.

in a "rearer" with a

In the course of a few hours they learnt how to run in
of the warm chamber, and in the chamber to

and out
nestle

round the

warm

pipe covered with cotton-wool.

At thirty-four hours

old, while I was giving one food, I
the other in the run, placing a
cigarette-box 3J inches
high before the opening to the warm chamber.
He

left

jumped up on to it, though it was twice his own height,
and got through the curtain of flannel
strips into the
chamber.
a

I

at

then placed the other in the run.

He made

the box, and missed

jump
;
jumped again, and
He then ran round on
successfully landed on the top.
the box, avoiding the
edge, and in a minute jumped
through the curtain and joined the other, which was
"peeping" inside. Next evening he jumped out of the
rearer, a height of

more than 7 inches.
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is quite possible that under natural conditions the
chicks find the use of their legs more
rapidly than

incubated birds.

A writer in the Magazine of Natural History,

quoted by Yarrell, found a sandpiper's nest* in which
there were three young chicks, and an egg through which
"
the bill of a fourth was protruding.
Young as they were,
on my taking out the egg to examine it, the little things,

which," says the writer, "could not have been out of
their shells more than an hour or two, set off out of

much celerity as if they had been running
about for a fortnight." Other observations of like import
might readily be quoted. But enough has been said
the nest with as

to

show that the co-ordination

for walking

and running

is

congenitally definite.

Next as to swimming.

Ducklings, a day or two old,

dropped into a tepid bath, kicked vigorously

and

excitedly

minute were swimming with
easy, rapid motion, and pecking at the marks on the side
of the bath.
The movement of the legs showed great

for a few seconds, but in a

nicety and accuracy of co-ordination.

compared a wild
duck and a tame duck, both about fifteen hours old, but
could detect no difference in swimming power. Both swam
I

at first with rather rapid strokes, but well.

duck, while

one

leg,

swimming kept putting

and seemed

One, the wild

its bill to

the joint of

to find the presence of water

awkward.

It did not, however, lift the leg, as an older bird would
have done. What struck me most in such young birds,

occasion of their being in the water, was their
power of either staying in one spot, paddling rapidly, or
going ahead .at a good speed, and turning readily in any

on the

first

direction.

Young moorhens, taken

to the bath

when

the

down was

scarcely dry after hatching, and before they could walk
* Vol.

ii.

p. 609,

from Mag. Nat.

Hist., vol. vi. p. 148.
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with any steadiness, and gently lowered into the water on
the palm of the hand, swam off with fair ease. The only
difference in their leg-movements from those of somewhat

was that the strokes were rather slower, more
and not quite so neat. The scarce-dry down, too,

older birds

sprawly,

soon gets wet, and the bird sinks deeply in the water.
Under natural conditions the young moorhen takes to the
water almost at once. Mr. F. A. Knight tells me that he

has several times disturbed moorhen chicks a day after
hatching (having seen, that is to say, the unhatched eggs
the previous day), and observed them scramble into the
water and swim away. On one occasion, however, the birds

were less clever swimmers, and Mr. Knight's companion
"
"
two of them with her parasol. Mr. Knight
righted
also noted at the time

(oh

!

careful to note at the time,

men would always

that

and take

to heart the

be
ex-

precept of the immortal Captain Cuttle !) that
one of the young moorhen chicks that he thus disturbed

cellent

dived under a log of wood.
to

make my

bath, clapped

little

my

Now,
moorhens dive

;

I played

them in the
and boxed their

hustled

hands, banged the door,

ears, but without effect.

them a few chords on

the violin, but even that did not scare them.
ingly regarded all this as

among

my power

I did all in

They seem-

the inevitable incidents

put up a barrier across the bath, penning
them into a confined space, and placing on the other side
of education.

I

made out of an old cigar-box, on to
which they always climbed as soon as possible, thinking
they might dive under the barrier to reach their raft.

their favourite raft,

And here

it

may

be parenthetically remarked that young

ducks and moorhen chicks, which are only
occasionally given a swim, take to the water less eagerly
than those which under natural conditions are from the

water-birds,

first

accustomed to be constantly swimming

;

ducklings
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even seem to shrink from the water,
are not given access to it.*

Tempted by the

raft,

if for

some days they

moorhen chicks
but would not attempt

then,

my

tried to

scramble over the barrier,
to dive
under it. I lifted the barrier, so as to leave half an inch
of space between it and the water, and so long as the bird

beak and head through, he would make a
body after; but when the space was
insufficient for this, the little bird would not attempt to
get
could put

its

to bring the

shift

So all these early attempts to induce
charges to dive were abortive. When the last of
the brood was taken to the beck near a farmhouse on the
under the barrier.

my

little

Yorkshire moors, I hoped he would exhibit his natural
powers as a diver; but for some time he did not do so.

One

however, when he was about nine weeks old

day,

and becoming pretty well fledged, he was swimming in a
narrow part of the stream, with steep banks on either side,

when an ungainly, rough-haired pup came bungling down,
and made an awkward feint towards the bird. Plop
down he went out of sight in the twinkling of an eye and
after a moment I saw his head appear, just peeping above
!

;

water beneath the bank.

Though long deferred, here was
the instinctive activity in congenital purity and definiteness, and absolutely true to type, for this was the very first
time he had ever dived, nor had he ever seen any bird do so.
I take

it

that the failure to

make him

dive in the bath was,

perhaps, partly due to the unnatural surroundings though
must be remembered that at first he did not dive in the

it

but chiefly to my inability to frighten him, so accustomed was the bird to me and my strange ways ; for his

beck

tameness, both with myself and others, was in marked
*

The same

Mind," Prob.
Darwinism,"

i.

" Problems of Life and
true of the gosling. See Lewes's
"
K.
B.
T.
note
also
ii.
Stebbing,
Essays on
22,
chap.

is

p. 73.

;
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contrast with the extreme shyness of such birds in their
natural haunts. In Professor Newton's "Dictionary of
"

we

*

"

though often frequenting the
neighbourhood of men, the moorhen seems unable to overBirds

are told

come the inherent
hastens to hide

that,

stealthy habits of the Kallidae,

itself

on the

least

alarm

and

but under excep-

;

be induced to feed, yet always
My little
suspiciously, with tame ducks and poultry."

tional circumstances

it

we

may

however, overall constitutional shyness, and was as tame as the
tamest of barn-door chicks.
friend

Tinker,

as

called him,

had,

come

Analogous instances of what, from the description
given, would seem to be truly instinctive activities are
those of the dipper and of the hoactzin. The way in
which the dipper, or water-ousel, dives and runs along the

bottom of a stream, aided by his wings, but clutching with
its claws the stones at the bottom, has often been described.

I have,

to escape in this

Duke
of a

;

of Argyll describes a case

from his own observation

young dipper, on being disturbed, dropping from the

nest, and,
It

however, never seen an old bird attempt
way when disturbed, he flies off. The

may

when

it

reached a pool, diving instinctively.

be well to give in

the passage in which his

full

"

Grace describes the

A

facts.f
pair of dippers built their
nest last year at Inverary, in a hole in the wall of a small
tunnel constructed to carry the rivulet under the walls of

a pleasure-ground.

The season was one

of great drought,
the
of
and of
whole
time
incubation
rivulet, during
the growth of the young in the nest, was nearly entirely

and the

dry.

One

of the nestlings,

when almost

fully fledged,

was

taken out by the hand for examination, an operation which
* See
p. 590.
t Contemporary Review, July, 1875,
p. 352.

"On Animal

Instinct," vol. xxvi.
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so alarmed the others that they darted out of the hole, and
ran and fluttered down the tunnel towards its mouth. At

that point a considerable pool of water had survived the
drought, and lay in the path of the fugitives. They did

not at

all

seemed

to

appear to seek it on the contrary, their flight
be as aimless as that of any other fledgling
;

would have been in the same predicament. But one of
them stumbled into the pool. The effect was most curious.

When

the young bird touched the water there was a
moment of pause, as if the creature was surprised. Then
instantly there seemed to

wake within

it

the sense of

its

hereditary powers. Down it dived with all the facility of
its parents, and the action of its wings under the water

was a

beautiful exhibition of the double adaptation to pro-

gression in two very different elements, which is peculiar
The young dipper was
to the wings of most diving birds.
did

But

it

among some

weeds, and so long
remain underwater that I feared it must be drowned.

immediately

lost to sight

in due time

it

all

appeared

right,

and, being re-

captured, was replaced in the nest."
The hoactzin, the curious gallinaceous bird whose
powers of climbing have already been noticed, has when
young the power of swimming and diving. The nests are
built over the water,

and when one

of the little birds fell

into the water, Mr. Quelch observed that as soon as his
hand was placed close to it the hoactzin rapidly dived

was impossible to see it,
and would rise at distances of more than a yard away.
Mr. Hudson tells us * that he was once examining one

into the dark water, in

which

it

jacana (Parra jacana) lying on the palm
" all at once the cracked shell
of his hand, when
parted,
and at the same moment the young bird leaped from my

of the eggs of the

hand and

fell

,

into the water.
*

Naturalist in

.

La

.

.

Stooping to pick

Plata," p. 112.

it

up
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from perishing,

was not required,
water

it

put out

I

soon saw that
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my

assistance

immediately on dropping into the
neck, and with the body nearly sub-

for

its

wounded duck trying to escape observation,
rapidly to a small mound, and, escaping from the
concealed
itself in the grass, lying close and perwater,
With regard to
fectly motionless like a young plover.'*
the submersion of the body, we must remember that the
merged,
it

like a

swam

down

of a freshly hatched bird

when

the

would be still wet. I have
and
noticed
that young moorhen chicks, even
again
again

down has

dried, if they are

dropped into the

water, are (and in this they differ from ducks) completely
wetted, and swim with but little of the back above the

This would, I should suppose, be the case with

surface.

the just-hatched jacana
hand into the water.

when

it

fell

from Mr. Hudson's

Ducks not only swim, but dive very shortly after birth.
A wild duck, full of life and spirits, placed in my bath
when not six days old, at once dipped his head, and
then dived, swimming some distance along the bottom,
apparently from sheer exuberance of vital power. Ducks
that build in

trees take their little ones to

carrying them

in

some cases

in the

bill.

the water,

Acerbi, quoted

" As soon as the
by Yarrell,* says of the goosander,
eggs
are hatched, the mother takes her chicks gently in her bill,
carries

and lays them down at the

she teaches them the
instantly

way

to the

swim with astonishing

foot of the tree,
river, in

facility."

when

which they
The hooded

wood-duck, and

merganser, the

eider-duck,

members

are said to carry their
group
Yarrell
way.
says t the same of the

young

in

sheldrake.

of this
this

But
*

the

other

of birds,

Sir E.

Payne Gallwey, quoted by Mr. H.

Yarrell, "British Birds," vol.

t Op.

cit., vol. iii. p.

237.

iii.

p. 398.
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Cornish in his "Wild England of To-Day,"* states that
he saw one, " when the tide was low, and she was unable
to lead her brood to the sea, carry

them on her back, each

duckling holding on by a feather, having, while she lay
down, climbed up and ensconced themselves with the

The young are skilful swimmers.
would be interesting to know whether they take to
the water instinctively that is to say, whether the sight
greatest care."
It

;

of water is in itself a sufficient stimulus to cause

them
Mr. John Watson, on

enter the water and swim.

to

the authority of a keeper of long experience, says f of
" the
ducks, immediately they were
sheldrakes, that
hatched, seemed to be able to smell the salt water, and

would cover miles to gain
put this

it."

beyond question by

It

would be of

interest to

direct observation.

I

have

not been able to experiment with ducks so fully as I
could wish. A brood of ducklings, hatched out under a
hen, which I watched some years ago, seemed to come to
the side of the pond by chance; they drank from the
water, and then some of them left it ; others waded further
in,

dipping their breasts and head under, and then they
Since the parent birds seem,

went further in and swam.

under natural conditions, to lead their young to the water,
not improbable that the instinctive tendency may not
have been ingrained in the congenital nature. But it is
a question which can only be answered by further direct
it is

observation.

The horned or Sclavonian grebe

(Podicipes auritus) has

a protective habit or instinct which is worth noting. Mr.
Proctor, quoted by Yarrell,J shot one as it emerged after
" and was
surprised to see two young ones, which,
been
had
concealed beneath the wings of the
seems,

diving,
it

parent bird, drop upon the water.
* P. 64.

f

"Nature and Woodcraft,"

p. 192.

I

afterwards shot
J Vol.

iii.

p. 414.
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which dived

with the young under their wings. The young were placed
with their heads towards the tail, and their bills resting

upon the back of the parent bird." It must be remembered that the grebes and divers do not use the wings for
progression under water.
Before leaving the activities connected with swimming,
may be drawn to the curious habit observed by

attention

Mr. Thomson, head keeper at the Zoological Gardens.
"
Birds which sleep floating upon ponds or tarns," says
Mr. Headley,* commenting on this habit, " are in danger
of drifting to the

bank and

any beast
of prey.
To prevent this the ducks and others have the
habit of sleeping with one leg tucked under the wing, while
falling victims to

with the other they keep gently paddling so that they
In summer-time, when they have had
revolve in a circle.
a long day, they will begin this early, when there is still

some

light,

and then

account, and

is,

is

the time to watch them.

This

a kind of sleep-walking turned to good
no doubt, perfectly compatible with com-

remarkable habit

is

It would be interesting to ascerplete unconsciousness."
tain if this habit be truly instinctive, and how the paddling
That the
in a circle would prevent their drifting ashore.

locomotor activities concerned in swimming and diving are
congenital, though no doubt subject to improvement and
modification by practice and individual acquisition, admits,
I think, of

no question.

Passing to the powers of flight possessed by birds, it is
if a truly instinctive activity, it is, in the great

clear that,

majority of birds, of the deferred type.
Spalding kept
swallows
until
were
young
caged
they
fully fledged, and

then allowed them to escape. " One, on being set free,
flew a yard or two close to the ground, and then rose in
* "

The

Structure and Life of Birds," pp. 171, 172.
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the direction of a beech tree, which

it

gracefully avoided.

was seen for a considerable time sweeping round the
beeches, and performing magnificent evolutions in the air

It

high above them. The other, which was observed to beat
the air with its wings more than usual, was soon lost to
sight behind

some

Titmice, tomtits, and wrens,"

trees.

"

I have made the subjects of a similar
*
and
with
similar results."
Professor Preyer
experiment,
"
writes as follows :f
The young redstarts which I have

says Spalding,

observed daily before they were fledged, receive no instructions

for flying.

the nest before the

But they exercise

first

attempt at

them and making them

whir.

their wings in

flight, often

The

first

spreading
excursion is

slower than the flight of the parents ; the young creature
flies downward, but it never hits against anything, and
after a few days the certainty of its flight is worthy of

Confidence comes with practice."
The following experiment, to which Dr. Van Dyck, of
Beyrout, drew my attention, may readily be performed.

admiration.

a chick a day or two old be placed in a basket, held
firmly in the hand, and then lowered rapidly through the
air, the fledgeling will stretch out his little immature wings

If

in such an attitude as would

make them break

his fall were

they fully developed; or will, if he be a little older, flap
them with flight-like action, in either case showing an
I do not find that moorhen chicks
instinctive response.

do this for some weeks, the early movements of the wings,

which are very skinny and unfledged, being, as before
mentioned, peculiar and alternating; they are held out
forwards over the back, and at the sides of the thrownback head, when food is offered or when they scold each
*
t

New

Nature, vol.

xii. p. 507.

"

of the Child," part

The Mind

York.

i.

p. 239.

Translated by H.

W. Brown,
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a,n

impertinent sparrow
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stranger, such as,

little

one of their own

and worry, or
invades their garden

will seize

who

precincts.

My

first

experiments with more fully fledged birds were
Two were taken from different nests.

on house-martins.

In one the wings were already well developed, and it flew
round and round the room. In the other the wing feathers
were shorter, and the wings as a whole blunter. This
latter

one could only flutter along the ground. I then
it to flutter over a table, and, when it reached

allowed

the edge,

it

flew to

the floor with

definite progression,

alighting awkwardly about four feet
also flew

had

to

down from

be shaken

my hand

off,

as

it

from the table.

held above

was

loth

my

to start

It

head, but
of

itself,

could only
my finger.
flutter along the ground, it was very improbable that this
bird had ever left the nest before it was brought to me,

Seeing that

clinging tightly to

it

but of this I had no direct proof.
I asked my friend, Mr. H. F. Howard,

who had kindly
procured these martins for me, to watch a nest containing
three young swallows, whose parents had built on a ledge
specially placed there for the purpose in the porch of his
In the fulness of time they came to the

uncle's house.

edge of the nest, standing there extending and fluttering
One of them, about a fortnight old, or a day

their wings.
or two more,

we took

to the study.
It clung to my finger
but
on
sharp claws,
being detached, a foot or so
from the floor, flew off. Tossed into the air, it flew round

with

its

three sides of the room, but did not rise much, striking
the window-blind about four feet from the floor, and then

coming

to the ground.

In further

wardly on the edge of a

shelf,

trials it alighted

and clung

awk-

there, swallow-
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fashion, with tail against the ledge.

second bird were to the same

"

"

feeling their wings

some improvement

;

effect.

Experiments with a
Both seemed to be

and we believed that we could

see

in the art of flying even in the short

time that the swallows were under observation.

With the

we made no experiments. When the others
had been returned to the nest, we stood back a little and
watched them, but were not prepared for what occurred.
One got up on the edge of the nest, paused a moment,
and then dived down and flew off through the outer door.
Where it alighted we could not see, but we searched all
third nestling

round in vain,

my

Tony assisting eagerly in
must have gone some distance,
and probably alighted in a tree or shrub. The new ex-

the search

fox-terrier

so that

it

aerial locomotion was, it would seem, so
one can well imagine that it would
(and
satisfactory
it
with
a
of novel and delightful power)
sense
bring
that it had to be repeated.

perience of

Mr. Howard, who watched the further behaviour of the
birds, tells me that the second swallow flew off about

two hours later. He searched for the truants, and after
some time found them perched on the bough of an ash
The old
tree, fifteen or twenty feet from the ground.
birds,

much

to induce

They then

excited,

them
tried

were feeding them and endeavouring
but all in vain.

to return to the nest;
to induce

the third swallow to leave

but though he fluttered his wings, he could
not quite summon up courage to fly.
By ten o'clock
the parent birds had gone to roost with their family
the nest,

Early next morning, however, all three were
in the nest, and remained there all day. At about twelve
scattered.

on the following morning one flew out again, and
was away till nightfall ; and later the second took wing,
though it returned at intervals during the day. It was not
o'clock
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the third morning after our experiments with the two
that their companion took wing or, to be accurate, that
till

the nest, for

all

three

in

any way the one that was

young hirds

left

left.

we had not marked
They returned that

night, were absent the two following nights, hut returned
again to the nest on each of the two succeeding ones.

After this Mr.

Howard

left

the house.

In the following year my friend, Mr. Howard's uncle,
having reason to believe that one of a brood of young
swallows in his porch had died, procured a ladder and

where the body was lying, but
had disappeared, having evidently been carried
away by the parent birds. The three remaining young
ascended

to ascertain

it

found that

it

swallows lay crouched against the wall, eying him for a
few moments, when one of them suddenly dashed past and
flew out of the porch, and was followed a second afterwards

by the remaining two birds. They flew into the garden,
and alighted in some shrubs, where they were found a few
minutes afterwards by the old birds, who immediately
proceeded to entice and induce them to fly into an adjoining ash tree (that in which the young birds were found
perching the preceding year), by flying backwards and
forwards to and from it. In the course of half an hour all

young birds were safely perched on a high branch,
where they remained all day, and were fed by the parents,
but in the evening two of the young birds were again in

three

the porch.

These swallows had been carefully watched at intervals
every day, and, beyond occasionally stretching a wing and
preening

it,

had never made an attempt

to use their

wings

in flight before their sudden dash for freedom into the

open.

My friend, on a former occasion, was taken to see a
nest of young linnets in a low hedge.
He stood watching
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them for some minutes, and thought he would come again
and look at them, but whilst leaning over the nest, one of
them suddenly rose and flew and all the rest followed in
the same direction, looking like thistle-down blown away
;

by a sudden puff of wind, and, like that, never more to
return to the same spot.
Both the jays and fly-catchers which I brought up from
quite an early stage, began to use their wings as they
hopped from perch
little

exercise

guidance.

This involved, however, but
and little or no
power
time the fly-catchers were thrown into

to perch.

of the

The

first

of flight,

the air in a room, they descended on to the floor in a
Their wings were not strong enough for
gentle curve.
sustained and guided flight. The jays were more advanced

when they were first given a wider area
than their cage afforded. They flew round the room with
well-directed flight.
One tried to alight on a shelf, and,
in development

missing it, came to the ground. The other aimed for the
top of a picture, and, though it alighted awkwardly and
with some scrambling, yet contrived to maintain

its hold,

and stood there panting.
Such birds as chicks, pheasants, and guinea-fowl use
the wings to assist them in running and in leaping up on
to and down from any low objects in their run.
Individual
practice thus co-operates with the development of congenital

power.

They appear

to use the wings with

some freedom

before they are sufficiently developed to sustain the weight
of the body.

These observations, now given in

sufficient detail, con-

firm those of Spalding and Prof. Preyer.
question that some birds are able, in the

It is

beyond

absence

of

previous experience, to fly for considerable distances with

an accuracy which is purely congenital, if deferred. No
doubt there is some preparatory fluttering and flapping
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wings in the nest, which serves to afford preliminary experience in co-ordination but the co-ordinations
of the

;

of actual flight, with its

progress,

must be regarded as
than those

intricate

more or

for

less definite

far

more

and guided
and

delicate

stationary wing-exercise on the

No

doubt, under normal circumstances,
the parent birds accompany and encourage the young in
their flight.
No doubt imitation plays some part in flight-

brink of the nest.

development, though probably rather in affording a
stimulus to start on the wing, than as giving any
assistance in the details of wing-usage.
Still, such
observations as those which have been given

amount

show an

which cannot be overforms the foundation of an activity which is

of congenital definiteness

looked.

It

by practice and experience. For we may here
what
Miss Hayward says in another connection in
apply
"Bird Notes."* "Birds inherit a great deal, but not
everything; and perhaps, as with ourselves, what they

perfected

inherit has to be cultivated."
It

may, perhaps, be said that the young

birds, before

they fly themselves, have ample opportunities of watching
the flight of their parents and other old birds.
This is true

enough.

But who ever learnt

to do a difficult thing, even

passably well, by merely watching it done superbly by
another ? Let any one who has never
played billiards or
lawn-tennis watch for a week the most skilled
exponents
of the art, and catch with the
if
he
all
the
delicate
can,
eye,

adjustments which

him take cue

mark the play

or racquet in hand,

Then let
and see what he makes

of the master.

game without previous individual practice. He is
The movements which looked so easy, the
helpless.
of the

delicate turns

which seemed so natural, will not come to
how long he has watched their

the beginner, no matter

* P. 80.
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performance by others. And to suppose that a young
bird can learn to fly as well as the little swallows flew,
merely by watching their parents,

and the teaching

practical experience

show

is to

suppose that which
of psychology alike

to be intrinsically improbable.

There is, however, a case perhaps one of the most
remarkable at present known where a bird whose parents,
we may note, take no interest in its welfare, flies almost
as soon as it is hatched. This is the megapode.
The
family of the Megapodidte are peculiar gallinaceous birds,
of the Australian region.
They deposit their eggs in large

mounds, which are heaped up by the birds for that purpose
"
(whence the popular name of "mound-birds," or moundbuilders

"),

warm

or in holes in the

lay their eggs in the

same

spot,

sand.

hens

Many

and take no further interest

in their welfare, or that of the chicks which are hatched

The eggs are of relatively enormous size, and
are laid at considerable intervals of time. From each there

from them.

emerges a young bird which

is

I

already well fledged.

could scarcely believe that the stuffed specimen Mr. Chapman showed me in New York was that of a bird only just
hatched,

Dr. Worcester,

who has had

opportunities of

studying Megapodius cumingi in the Philippine Islands, informs me that the newly hatched bird has often to make
its

way through

surface.

"It

is

six feet of earth before it reaches

a

common

occurrence," he

letter from which he kindly allows

digging into

on
can

their

mounds

way

for eggs, to

to the surface.

me

to

says,

in

a

quote, "in

meet the young

If not

the

birds

seized before they

free themselves they will invariably escape, as they fly

I once made an unsuccessful
and promptly.
in
attempt to seize a newly hatched bird while digging
a mound, and it flew several rods into thick brush,

actively

escaping without difficulty."
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Speaking of the allied Maleo (Megacephalon rubripes)
of Celebes, which lays its eggs in warm volcanic sand,
" The
Mr. A. K. Wallace says,*
young birds, on breaking
the shell, work their
off

at once

way up through the sand and run
and

to the forest;

I

was assured by Mr.

Duivenboden, of Ternate, that they can fly the very day
his
they are hatched. He had taken some eggs on board
schooner, which hatched during the night, and in the

morning the

little

Here, then,

birds flew readily across the cabin."

we have

co-ordination for flight
birds,

more or

in this

is

birds

in which

the instinctive

not, as in the great majority of

And

less deferred, but is connate.

case no opportunity

there is

for either parental instruction

or the imitation of older birds.

A congenital basis of flight may therefore be taken
as established. And on this basis is built the finished
and most admirable product. For no one would be
to contend that the consummate skill evinced in
developed flight at

its

best

that

activity

which

likely

is

fully

per-

formed sometimes with perhaps the maximum, at other
times it would seem with the minimum, of animal effort
the hurtling flight of the falcon ; the hovering of the kestrel;
the wheeling of swifts ; the rapid dart and sudden poise of
the humming-bird ; the easy sweep of the seagull ; the

downward glide of the stork, which has been observed to
slide down an inclined plane of air with a descent of about
one foot in five from the high rock on which the town of
Constantino is built, and reach the ground at a distance
of more than a mile from its
starting-point t or even the
;

easy descent from the house-roof of a pigeon, with never
a vibration of the wings, till just as it turns to windward
in alighting ;
no one, I say, would be likely to contend
* "

t

Malay Archipelago,"

edit. 1894, p. 204.

Britonniere, quoted in the

'

Dictionary of Birds," p 2G3.
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that the exquisitely nice adjustments necessary for all the
varieties of bird-flight are purely instinctive.
In their
finished form they are the result of practice
acquisition, but

they are

and individual

unquestionably founded on a

congenital basis.
"As soon as he has the use of his wings," says Mr.
"a
Headley,*
young gull may be seen for a good part of

the day busily practising. And the great proficients in
the art eagles, vultures, storks, and albatrosses have
skill by experimenting on all varieties of
have no doubt that Mr. Headley is right.

acquired their
I

currents."

One has only to watch with care the flight of birds to
how easily, and with what nicety and accuracy, they

see
feel

the wind and adapt their wing-spread to its force and
A hawk or a gull may be seen sailing round
direction.
the coast-line or along a hill-ridge, utilizing the strong

upthrow of air which the natural obstacle produces. In a
light wind the wings of a tern or a gull are widely spread
;

but with a fresher breeze the wing is partially flexed so as
to make a more acute angle where the wing bends near
the middle of

its

length.

Compare the way

in which the

sparrow leaps from the ground and whirs off, having no
difficulty in rising, with the laboured start of the cormorant or the duck, which only by much effort succeeds in
rising from the water and getting up speed. The albatross,

with

all his

splendid powers of flight, flaps long over the

surface of the sea ere he can rise freely ; and he always
starts against the wind.
Observe, again, how the lark

can

rise in

a vertical line from the meadow,

balances his body, and

how

skilfully

how

well he

he adjusts his rapid

wing-strokes for mounting directly upwards. It cannot
be doubted that all this specialized skill in flight is
perfected by the individual not without
* "

The Structure and Life

much

of Birds," p. 232.

practice,
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no matter how deeply the congenital
founded in heredity.
congenital

ability to fly

manner of
modes
of
particularized

Individual differences in the
as

79
is

flight are partly

activity,

partly

enforced by congenital differences of structure. When, for
example, a falcon is flown at a heron overhead, the quarry,
as soon as he sees the hawk,

flies

upwards, the falcon

mode
The
The heron, with his large concave blunt wings and light
body, rises in narrow circles. The hawk, with her long
pointed wings and relatively heavy body, sweeps through a
wide spiral, more than making up for the greater distance
difference in

following.

of flight is then well seen.

she has to cover by her rapidity of flight. This continues
until the falcon has gained sufficient advantage to enable
her to stoop at the quarry.

The

different

types of wing
sailing flight

;

;

modes

of flight in correlation with different

and
But they are

the problems connected with soaring

these are tempting themes.

beyond our present purpose, and I have nothing new to
That the bird of skilled flight is able to feel
say on them.

some way the strength and varying direction of the aircurrents seems beyond question. Is it the pressure on the
feathers of the breast that affords the necessary data which

in

the bird utilizes in the acquisition of that experience which

j

through much practise makes flight perfect ? We do not
know. We can only say that the experience, however
gained,
i

is

a factor in that acquired power which is founded
to hereditary transmission.

on a congenital basis due
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CHAPTEE

IV.

FURTHER OBSERVATIONS ON YOUNG BIRDS.

OUR

consideration of the instinctive activities of walking,
running, swimming, diving, and flying serves to bring out

the fact that, in such cases, what
genital

co-ordination

of

motor

is

inherited

responses

is

a con-

under

the

appropriate conditions of stimulation. Not only is there
inherited a given structure of leg or wing, but a nervous

system through which there

is

an automatic distribution

of

outgoing currents to the several muscles concerned; so
that, without learning or experience, they are called into
play with nicely graded intensity, and exhibit complex
contractions and relaxations in serial order, thus giving
rise

to

instinctive

behaviour of an eminently adaptive

nature.

In discussing the

activities

concerned in feeding, we

found that there was a similar congenital co-ordination
of motor responses for pecking at a small object within a
suitable distance.

that the

selection

But, from the observations, it seems
of these objects and the

of certain

rejection of others is a matter of individual experience.

We

were not, however, prepared to found a sweeping
generalization on a limited number of observations on a
few species, and freely admitted that there may very
probably be cases where particular sensory stimuli give
rise to appropriate congenital responses

;

in other words,
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that there

be, in

may

some

birds, instinctive avoidance of

when they are first presented to sight.
have now to consider the evidence for instinctive

certain objects

We

For the present,
however, the matter must be regarded from the purely

fear of particular animals or objects.

We

observational point of view.

determine what

is

will not

emotional state as such.

origin, of the

now attempt
manner

the nature, or what the

of

That must be

What we have

deferred to a future chapter.

to

to seek is

evidence of instinctive response, such as shrinking from
an object in such a way as to show an inherited dread of it.

The reader
fear

bees

of

will

remember that there

or wasps

as

is

no

instinctive

such, but that there

is

a

shrinking response, probably instinctive, from any largish
strange object, especially if it moves vigorously or makes

some such noise as buzzing.
that the instinctive dread

is

This leads one to suspect
not of any particular object

of sight, but rather of certain

my

trained

fox-terrier to

modes

of activity.

strative in presence of the

birds,

little

control.

None

of the birds

him under these

fear of

have

though his trembling

muscles as he stands over them shows that he

no

I

remain passive and undemonis

exercising

have shown the slightest

conditions.

Pheasants, partridges,

and plovers would peck at his nose as he smelt at them,
and run in between his legs. A wild duck, three days old,
nearly broke
lips.

A

down

chick,

his self-control as

two and a half days

old,

mumbled at his
when introduced to

it

the dog, who sat up with his head held down, sniffing at
the little fellow, ran in and out round his forepaws, and

then crept daintily in under the dog's body and cuddled
down in the warmth. Opening the door softly to call one
of

my

who was

and whose
knew, be touched at the sight, I saw that
Tony, so soon as my back was partly turned, had seized the
servants,

feelings would, I

in the next room,
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chick (matters having really gone too far !) and had gently
carried it a yard or so across the room.
He dropped it
at once, and looked sufficiently sheepish ; but the chick

and apparently not much, if at all,
frightened, showing no fear of the dog half an hour later.

was

quite unhurt,

Neither chicks, pheasants, nor jays not even the little flycatchers showed any signs of dread of a kitten, nor did
chicks of an older cat.

The moorhen

though not afraid of me, always
struck their odd attitude and scolded, or seemed to scold,

when

I picked

chicks,

them up.

hand, and would come

my

liked to be caressed in the
call,

and

their scolding as

grasped them was probably only an energetic
worms. They struck the same attitude before

I gently

demand

They
to

for

when he smelt

them but, when he lay down,
would peck at his toes and the points of his ears with
consummate impertinence. He took one or other of them
in his mouth two or three times, but quite gently.
The
one which was taken to Yorkshire came up one afternoon
when the dog was lapping from the tin which contained
the birds' water, and pecked vigorously at his nose,
the dog

at

;

it up with a dab which narrowly missed his eye.
another occasion the moorhen hopped on to and sat
on the edge of the basin in which was the terrier's sopped

following

On

and pecked the dog when he came for his share.
It must be mentioned that Tony is very gentle in his
ways, except where rats, rabbits, and such fair game
are concerned, and never acted aggressively towards the
biscuit,

The moorhen was not afraid of the large gentle
sheep-dogs on the farm. But how a blundering, vigorous
puppy scared him and made him dive we remember.
While there are, no doubt, specific and individual
differences, some birds being naturally shyer and more
birds.

timid than others, there

is

not apparently

much

difference

Fiirther Observations on

Young

Birds.
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the young of wild and tame birds. The wild and
tame duck brought up together, and with other birds,
showed no distinguishable difference in this respect.
in

Dr. Eae, however, a careful observer, says,* " If the eggs
of a wild duck are placed with those of a tame one under
a hen to be hatched, the ducklings from the former, on
the very day they leave the egg, will immediately endeavour to hide themselves, or take to the water, if there

any water, should any person approach, whilst the
young from the tame duck's eggs will show little or no
is

alarm, indicating in both cases a clear instance of instinct
"
or inherited memory.'
My own observations, so far as
'

I have
they go, do not corroborate this statement.
mentioned with what impudent familiarity the wild duck

treated

my

observed but

fox-terrier,
little

and must repeat that

I

have

difference in instinctive timidity between

Mr. Charles A.

the young of wild and domesticated birds.

Allen says f of the young of the black duck (Anas obscura),
which he observed under natural conditions, " They

showed no

and would cuddle under one's hand very

fear,

confidingly."

The

little

birds soon get thoroughly accustomed to their

surroundings, and are then shy of any

new and strange

object placed among them.
My jays were wont to bathe
in a shallow tin
but when I introduced a white basin into
;

much scared, jumping and fluttering
and
The first time
fro,
uttering their harsh note.
I placed the shallow tin in a room where there was a mixed
brood wild duck, tame duck, chick, guinea-fowl, and

the cage, they were
to

and

pheasant

the three latter were curiously afraid, standing

and looking
*

at

it

with outstretched necks, and uttering

Nature, July 19, 1883.

Quoted in "Mental Evolution in Animals,"

p. 196.

t

"

The Nesting

(1893), p. 57.

of the Black

Duck on Plum

Island

"
:

The Auk,

vol. x.
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the alarm or danger note, as they did also

among them a

when

large ball of screwed-up paper.

I

threw

Of a Java
The ducks,

sparrow, too, in a cage they seemed afraid.
wild and tame alike, seemed to show any disquiet they

have

markedly perhaps because they have
no danger note which can be readily noticed. But they did
not go near the tin for more than an hour. I have omitted

may

felt less

to try the effect of introducing the

dog to their notice for

first time at a comparatively late period
after they
are ten days or so old. I should expect them then to show
signs of timidity ; not because he is a dog, but because he

the

is

new and

strange to their experience.

For in some respects

timidity increases with increased experience of the
this wicked world.

Very noticeable

is

ways of

the effect on chicks of any sudden

a sneeze, a clap of the hands, a sharply struck chord
on the violin, or the sudden pitching among them of a piece of
noise

screwed-up paper. They scatter and crouch, or sometimes
simply crouch down where they are ; the constant piping
"
"
ceases, and for a moment there is dead
cheep-cheep
stillness,

so

each bird silent and motionless.

up they

get,

and resume

when they hear a sudden

In a minute or

their cheeping notes.

Plovers,

noise, also crouch at once.

The

on pheasants is somewhat different. I have seen
them stop dead and remain silent at a sudden sharp knock

effect

at the door.

While two

them, thirteen days old, were
walking about and uttering a contented peeping sound, a
loud chord was struck on the violin. Both stopped dead
of

;

the peeping noise ceased, and one of them who was walking
with his leg just lifted from the ground remained for half

a minute in this attitude, with neck stretched out, as if
struck quite still and mute in the attitude in which he
chanced to be when the sharp sound fell on his ears.
Then he took a few steps, and again stopped quite still for
about the same period.
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Mr. F. A. Knight well describes this mode of behaviour
He tells * how an old bird, seen

in the pheasant chick.

on Exmoor, "silently emerging from the tangle of the
hedge, stalks across the path with slow and stately pose,

moving her head
the

little

jauntily, as

if

with the conscious pride

A

yard behind her follow in single file
members of her family, struggling manfully

of motherhood.

through the jungle by the hedgerow. Two of them have
just got clear
tiny, fluffy balls of down, not many days
out of the shell when the old bird, suddenly aware of
danger, utters two sharp notes of warning. Instantly the
two small figures are still, as if they were turned to stone.
They do not even move so much as to crouch down in the

One

grass.

of

them had

just turned its head

perhaps to

A
companions
new-comer would have little chance of making out the tiny
forms among the stones and herbage of the bank. We

look for

and so

its

it

stands, motionless.

pass within a yard of them, and still they make no sign.
Meanwhile the old bird has vanished through the opposite
hedge, and,
little

when the danger has

passed, will rejoin her

charges."

The
chicks

effect

of a

is different.

sudden startling noise on moorhen
It seems to make them run away to

some corner. I was observing one day some little plovers
and a young moorhen, all about a week old, when the door
slammed. The effect was curiously different. The plovers
dropped where they stood

the moorhen chick started so
and
to
run
with such vigour, that he
violently,
began
over
and
toppled
lay struggling on the floor. A day or
two before, the moorhens and plovers were placed together
in the same enclosure for the first time.
The former,
which were five days old, at once gave the danger or alarm
note.

;

One ran away; another showed
* "

By Moorland and

Sea,"

fight

p. 168.

and pecked
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In a quarter of
an hour or so they were all in happy agreement. Of my
quiet dog these little moorhens showed no fear, but of

at one of the plovers, but timidly withal.

vigorous young plovers they seemed somewhat afraid
The following observations of Spalding's have often
" When twelve
been quoted
days old one of my little
!

:

proteges, while running about beside rue, gave the peculiar
chirr whereby they announce the approach of danger.
I looked up, and behold a sparrow-hawk was hovering

a great height overhead. Equally striking was the
effect of the hawk's voice when heard for the first time.
at

A young turkey, which I had adopted when chirping within
the uncracked shell, was, on the morning of the tenth day
of its

when

life, eating a comfortable breakfast from my hand,
the young hawk, in a cupboard just beside us, gave a

shrill chip, chip, chip.

Like an arrow the poor turkey

shot to the other side of the room, and stood there motion-

and dumb with

fear until the hawk gave a second cry,
darted out at the open door right to the extreme
end of the passage, and there, silent and crouched in a
less

when

it

Several times during
corner, remained for ten minutes.
the course of that day it again heard these alarming
sounds, and in every instance with similar manifestations
of fear."

With regard

to the first observation,

on the

effect of

a

sparrow-hawk overhead, it may perhaps fairly be questioned
whether the reaction was in response to the particularized
stimulus of the sight of a

hawk

as such.

I noticed that

a

moorhen chick was startled and cowered in the reeds when
some geese flew at a considerable height above him. Miss
"
Hayward noted a case in point. A robin, she says,* was
piping on the edge of my veranda as usual, asking for a
bacon ; but when I went to the window, opened it,

bit of

* "

Bird Notes,"

p. 105.
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to him, instead of picking

it
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up, he

stood quite still, with his eye laboriously turned towards
Then I
and so he remained staring.
the zenith
.

;

.

.

window wide and looked up and there passing
over the house and flying at a great height was a heron.
That was what the robin was watching."
Although a
heron may occasionally make a meal of a robin, I question
whether we may legitimately infer that there was any
At the same
instinctive recognition of an enemy as such.
opened the

time,

it

;

commonly

is

believed that fowls in a yard evince

an excitement when a hawk
not show

flies

when a rook passes

able that such discrimination,

hen handing on the

overhead, which they do

over.
if it

It is,

be a

however, probdue to the

fact, is

hawk by
had done when

traditional fear of a

uttering

she was
a warning note, as her parents
If so, chicks hatched in the incubator should
a chick.

show no such discrimination.
under a

Those

who have

shot

know

that game-birds are deceived by a
but
inexact
imitation of a bird of prey.
passable
very
with
So, too,
regard to the cry of a hawk which startled
kite

Spalding's young turkey.

I

have seen young birds startled

by such a variety of strange and unusual sounds, that I
am inclined to believe that had Spalding struck a loud
chord on a
the same

turkey would have behaved in much
that, in a word, there is in this observa-

violin, his

way

;

no evidence of instinctive knowledge of the hawk as
a bird of prey, and therefore dangerous, but an instinctive

tion

response to a sharp, unusual sound.
To ascertain whether there was any instinctive avoidance of a snake-like animal on the part of young pheasants,
I procured a large blind worm and set it in front of the
incubator drawer in which the birds passed the night. On
opening the drawer, the pheasants hopped out almost on
to the top of the blind

worm, which was

fairly active

;

but
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they took no notice of

Instinct.

Presently, however, one of the

it.

eye, and then again and again at
played in and out of the blind worm's

birds pecked at

its

the tongue as it
mouth. This observation naturally leads one to surmise
that the constant tongue-play in snakes may act as a

young and inexperienced birds

lure for

cases of so-called fascination

round

birds

of

may

;

and that some

be simply the

flutter-

I

this

ing
tempting object.
distinctly
remember, when a boy, seeing a grass-snake with head
elevated and quite motionless, and round it three or four
fluttering nearer

young birds

like fascination

it

may

and nearer.

well have been

to be the first to catch that

hoped

worm

;

but

It

looked

that each

tempting but elusive

Presently they would, no doubt, be invited to

!

step inside.
tells me that when cruising in
the south-east coast of Spain, and
out of sight of land, during half a gale, a dove took refuge
on his yacht, evidently blown off the shore by the wind.

Mr. F. Howard Collins

the Mediterranean

off

The bird displayed

at

at the

no time any fear or alarm whatever
took it into the forecastle, where
board,
it seemed quite at home, and remained there

men on

from the

first

who

up food, and
a dozen men
than
more
roosting,
although
were constantly passing to and fro. No cage or restriction
was used. It remained on board some six months, until
the cruise was ended, and then was taken ashore by one
quite

contentedly, hopping about, picking

and

all this

of the men, with whom it lived at least a year or more.
Whether the tameness arose from that common cause,
hunger and starvation, or from the fact that the bird
had never previously seen a man, must remain unknown.
All these observations seem to lend support to Mr.

Hudson's contention that fear in birds

is,

in reference ta
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experience and tradi-

probably no instinctive fear of man,
and if one move gently and quietly, one may feed young
There is probably no instinctive
fledgelings in the nest.

tion."

fear of

There

a cat, and

close

get

is

to

young

she creep up stealthily she may
the alarm

if

birds, unless they hear

note of their parents or other birds. What does seem
to evoke an instinctive response is the rapid approach

any quickly moving vigorous animal, or even a leaf
driven by the breeze.
piece of newspaper," says
Mr. Hudson, "carried accidentally by the wind is as
of

"A

great an object of terror to an inexperienced
as a buzzard sweeping down with death in

young bird
its

talons."

As experience is gained, it is
the response which indicates fear. A plover will drop and
crouch on hearing the crisp crunch of a paper bag crushed
the unusual which evokes

in the hand.

With birds reared under natural conditions by the
parents, their alarm note serves

as

a warning, and, as

Mr. Hudson well describes, tradition hands on the fear
of particular enemies and dangerous animals.
"Hawks,"
he says, " are the most open, violent, and persistent
enemies birds have

how

and it is really wonderful to see
;
well the persecuted kinds appear to know the power

for mischief possessed

by

different raptorial species,

and

how

exactly the amount of alarm exhibited is in proportion to the extent of the danger to be apprehended."

These differences, however, would seem to be neither the
of heredity nor of merely individual acquisition,
but of racial experience handed on by tradition through
result

the instrumentality of danger notes.

Here

too,

however, as in the case of response to the

sight of materials
* "

which

may

Naturalist in

La

serve for food, or which are,
Plata," chap v. p. 53.
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we must avoid the

distasteful,

a too sweeping generalization.
cases in which instinctive fear

No
is

doubt there

error of

may

be

evoked at the sight of
this would be going

To deny

particular objects of alarm.

beyond the evidence, and would savour strongly of dogmatizing on negative premises. Where tradition is necessarily excluded, as seemingly is the case with the

megapodes,

be that the instinctive avoidance of any rapidly
approaching animal, whether it be harmful or harmless,

may

it

is insufficient to

there

guard the young from destruction; and

be ingrained in the megapode constitution
through natural selection a congenital fear of such animals.
We must now pass to the notes emitted by young birds.

may

Whatever may be the case with the elaborated song of
birds, which is regarded by Mr. C. A. Witchell and others
as for the most part the result of tradition and imitation,
there can be no question that the sounds emitted by
young birds are truly instinctive, and that some of

many
them

are fairly differentiated from the first. In domestic chicks
I could distinguish at least six notes.
First the gentle
"
piping," expressive of contentment, heard on taking the
little

A

bird in one's hand.

further low note, a sort of

double sound, seems to be associated with extreme pleasure,
when, for example, one strokes the chick's back and
caresses

note

it.

Very characteristic and

a sound

nizable.

This

is

distinct is the

danger
but
describe,
readily recogheard on the second or third day. If a

difficult

to

large humble-bee, a black beetle, a big worm, a lump of
sugar, or in fact anything largish or strange, be thrown
to the chicks, the danger note is at once heard.

there

Then

the cheeping, piping sound, expressive apparently
of wanting something.
It generally ceases when one goes
to

is

them and throws some

My

grain, or even stands near them.
chicks were accustomed to my presence in the room,
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when I left them and under
such circumstances they made this sound. Then there is
the sharp squeak when one seizes them against their
and generally were

restless

;

Lastly, there is the shrill cry of distress,
when, for example, one of them is separated from the rest.

inclination.

A

chick that was brought up with ducklings always cried
thus when they were taken away for a swim. I have very
little doubt that all these sounds have, or soon acquire, a
suggestive value of emotional import for the other chicks.

Certainly the danger note at once places others, both of
own kind and of different species, on the alert. But

their

the suggestive value seems to be, in part at least, the
result of association, and the product of experience ; though
this is a point upon which it is difficult to speak with any

With pheasants a gentle piping note of contentment, and a shriller cry of distress were differentiated
from the first. On the sixth day an alarm or danger note,
certainty.

much

domestic chick, was heard when the
little pheasant came suddenly upon a
piece of paper the
size of a half-crown
and afterwards, if I seized in my
like that of the

;

forceps a

worm from one

the note and show fight.

of the pheasants,

he would utter

Another bird uttered the note

when he saw a Java sparrow

in a cage.

The complaining

note of the partridge is uttered six or seven times quickly
in succession, followed by a pause.
The note of the plover
is

high-pitched and much like that so familiar in the older
So, too, the guinea-fowl in down utters from the first

bird.

notes quite characteristic of its kind. Its danger note, also,
is not unlike that of the domestic chick.
The piping of the
ducklings is comparatively monotonous, and I have not

heard in them any danger or alarm note. Moorhen chicks,
as above noted, cheep in the egg before
they are hatched.
On the first day two notes were marked a calling note
lower in pitch than that of the chick, and rather harsh
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and raucous; and a "tweet tweet"
like the contented note of

of pleasure, something

At the end

a canary bird.

of a

week there seemed
of note.

when

to be five distinguishable notes or types
"
First a harsh " crek crek
when asking for food,

excited

in

any way, or angry

;

this

was always

uttered in crouching attitude, with head thrown back and
the wings held out and forward, waving about in the
curious and exceedingly characteristic manner before

noted; secondly, a querulous

call,

expressive of discomfort;

thirdly, a sharper, quicker sound of pain, when, for
example, a moorhen's wing was seized by one of his

neighbours; fourthly, a gentle, persistent sound of contentment; and, lastly, the canary-like "tweet tweet" of
perfect contentment.
is

That, at any rate, the harsher note
seems no doubt for I have

of suggestive value there

;

again and again seen one thrown into the characteristic
" crek crek " of its
attitude on hearing the
companion.
That suggestive warning notes are of great value to

Miss
life can scarcely be doubted.
"
Hay wood says,* I have frequently seen a bird that was
feeding quietly at the window unaware of my presence at
the other side, turn sharply round on hearing the warning
birds in their free

note of the robin, and look about it for danger." So, too,
a matter of familiar knowledge that, under natural

it is

made by the hen
her chicks; but how far the

conditions, the various sounds

are of

several
suggestive value to
tones produce a congenitally definite response, or how far
the play of individual experiences reaches in this matter,
it

is

hard to

say.

Mr. Hudson, however,

result of personal observation, that a

ing in the shell will cease in

warning note of the parent

its

bird.

states, as the

young bird hammeron hearing the

efforts

And he

also states that

the warning cries of the foster-parent have no effect on
* "

Bird Notes,"

p. 39.
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On the
the young cow-bird (Moluthrus) at any time.
whole I am disposed to believe that the warning cry
evokes a truly instinctive response.
Let us now turn to some apparently insignificant but
not uninteresting activities, some of which constitute
distinctive traits in the several kinds of

young

birds,

and

which, though they may be perfected in definiteness
through individual practice and guidance, have a sufficiently
all of

definite congenital basis to be regarded as

fundamentally

instinctive.

A

duckling a few hours old will scratch the side of his
It is true, he may topple over in the process
head.

through insufficient co-ordination; for the simultaneous
performance of poising on one leg and having a good
scratch

is

no easy matter.

But

let

not either the familiar

simplicity of the act

of scratching,

difficulty in

it

carrying

nor some observed

out, blind us to the fact that

this is a congenital activity,

and that

of

no

little

com-

plexity, indicating a quite definite inherited organic nexus.
A local irritation (I have produced this artificially with
birds, and found the response quite definite) sets
agoing a most complete set of movements in the hind limb

young

of that side, the result of which

that just that particular
spot is scratched ; or sometimes the bill is applied to the
point of irritation in the body, which is definitely localized
is

in the absence of previous practice or the establishment
of "local signs."

had seized a piece

young moorhen chick that
which stuck in its mouth and

Similarly, a
of lettuce,

projected at the hinder end of the gape, scratched at

rapidly and vigorously and with perfect definiteness.

it

And

a recently hatched pheasant, fed by hand, whose bill had
got clogged with food, wiped it on the ground with exThese may perhaps be
ceeding precision and neatness.
regarded

rather

as

reflex

actions

than as

instinctive
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As we have
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seen, the line is

hard to draw.

In

case, they indicate that accuracy of response, implying

great nicety of organic mechanism, which

is at

the root of

all instinctive activity.

The preening of the down is definitely

congenital.

I

have

plover, hatched in the evening, and taken out
of the incubator drawer for the first time next morning,
bend back his head and apply the bill to the down of

seen a

little

throat and breast.

In moorhen chicks the specialized way
in which, after a bath, they wring the water out of the
fluffy down-feathers and shake it from the bill with a
jerk of the head

noteworthy, though I have not
Both
observed its performance for the first few days.
chicks and pheasants and other young birds, when they

little

is

are freshly released from the basket in which they sleep,
run with little spurts indicative of the energy accumulated

during a period of inactivity and repose ducklings and
moorhen chicks sometimes do the same. Quite different,
however, is the little dance with which somewhat older
;

chicks, and especially young moorhens, greet their liberty
and the freshness of the morning air.
Ducklings stretch
their necks and flap their immature wings, and then race
round in mere exuberance of spirits. And the way in
which they preen, rubbing the bill to and fro over the
breast, applying it to the tail and rubbing it and their
whole head across and along the back, notes them as
The scratching of the ground
ducks to the manner born.
by chicks and pheasants is definitely congenital. They
did this in some cases on the third or fourth day, while
in others it was deferred till the eighth or ninth, the conditions being closely similar, and the surface that of
I
newspaper with generally a little sand strewn on it.
noticed that some scratched very vigorously on the smooth

surface of the

empty

tin

in

which they generally found
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Keenness

described

after food is a predisposing cause.

how a

little

leap

my hand, would, when
upon my palm and scratch

the scratching
is

is

have

he had finished them
for

more.

unquestionably congenital,

dependent upon

I

pheasant, which was fed on wasp

grubs from
all,
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experience of

its

But though
continuance

some good accruing from

A

chick placed in a rearer at night, in the
run of which there was sand and earth and pieces of coke

the action.

together with some grain and other food,
for chance grains buried in the earth ;

or charcoal,

would scratch here

but when, in the day, he had the run of the room, on the
floor of which only a sprinkling of sand and grit was
grain being therefore readily visible), he
rarely scratched after the first day or two. Experience had
guided the originally congenital activity in accordance with
scattered (the

circumstances.
the ground.

I did not notice the guinea-fowl scratch

tendency seemed rather to thrust the beak

Its

sideways through the earth. Very curious was the way in
which the little plovers thrust their bills deeply into the
soil and ploughed it forwards in a
way quite different
from that of rasorial birds.
Sand-dusting in chicks is
also definitely instinctive, and was observed
generally about
the eighth day.
There was only a little sand strewn over

the newspaper or floor, so not
operation.

Still

much good came

they persisted in

it

for

of the

a quarter of an

hour at a time, squatting down, ruffling themselves,
and fluttering their wings in the most approved fashion.
The ducklings thoroughly enjoyed a dip. Each
morning,
at nine o'clock, a large black

tray was placed in their
containing water. To this they
On the sixth
eagerly ran, drinking and washing in it.
morning the tray and tin were given them in the usual
way, but without any water.
ran to it, scooped at
pen, and on

it

a

flat tin

They

the bottom, and

made

all

the motions of the beak as

if
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They squatted

drinking.

continued

to

it,

as usual.

waggling their tails
they

in

Instinct.

wash

in

dipping their heads and
For some ten minutes
non-existent

water,

the

coolness of the tin to their breasts perhaps giving them
some satisfaction.
Then I gave them water. The next

day the experiment was repeated with the dry tin. Again
they ran to it, shovelling along the bottom with their beaks,
and squatting down in it. But they soon gave up the
attempt to find satisfaction in a dry bath.

On

the third

morning they waddled up to the dry tin, and sadly departed.
One of my moorhen chicks, about a week old, showed, once
and once only, a slight dipping up and down of its breast
nor was he seen again to do
anything
though he and the others enjoyed
in
the
water.
Some five weeks later, one of the
standing
birds was taken to a farmhouse in Yorkshire, and, on the
in the tin, but soon desisted

;

of the sort,

first

morning

after

When

the beck.

his

arrival,

was

carried

down

to

he reached the part of the stream where

ran and broke over the pebbles, he stopped, ducked, and
took an elaborate bath, dipping his head well under, flicking

it

the water over himself, ruffling his feathers, and behaving
as such birds do when they bathe. Each day he did the

same, with a vigour which increased up to about the third
Whether this was
morning, and then remained constant.
the same bird which before

am

not

certain, but

probably not.

definiteness of the first

When

the

under

tail,

abortive attempt, I
In any case, the

regular bath was very marked.
just a month old, I

moorhen chicks were

noticed for the
of the

made an

time the characteristic upward flick
still quite black and downy, the white

first

then

tail-coverts of the adult bird not appearing (as seven

yellowish-white feathers on each side, which were spread
by the bird when specially happy) for another month.

With regard

to bathing, the following observation

on
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worth noting. Ten days after receiving them as
in
nestlings ahout a week or week and a half old, I placed

jays

is

They took no

their cage a shallow tin containing water.

notice of

it,

having probably never seen water before, for

they were fed chiefly on sopped food, which gave them
they required. Presently one of them hopped into

whether purposely or by accident

it

is

difficult

all
it,

to say,

squatted in it, bending his legs, and at once fluttered his
feathers, as birds do when they bathe, though those of the
The other seized the
breast scarcely touched the water.

edge of the tin in his bill, and then pecked at the inside,
He too fluttered his feathers in
thus wetting his beak.
a similar fashion, though he was not in the water at all.

A

little

later the first again entered the tin,

and dipped

this was followed by much
The
bird took a good bath, as
fluttering
did the other shortly afterwards, and then spent half an
hour in a thorough grooming, with much fluttering of
wings, the crest feathers being constantly raised and

his

breast

under water

;

and splashing.

lowered, expressive of an emotional state.
Mr. H., T. Charbonnier tells me of a similar observation
of his

own.

A

magpie about

five

weeks

old,

which he had

reared from quite an early stage of its life, when placed in
a cage and supplied with a pan of water, made one or two

pecks at the surface, and then, outside the pan without
entering the water at all, proceeded to go through all the
gestures of a bird bathing, ducking its head, fluttering its

wings and tail, squatting down, and spreading itself out on
the ground. It afterwards and by degrees acquired the
habit of bathing really, and seemed always anxious for
a bath in rainy weather.

The

was well marked. Soon
examined every corner,
and every mark on the wood

inquisitiveness of the jays

after being placed in a cage, they

every projecting bit of wire,
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and the

sides
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Any new

above.

glass

object

introduced was carried about and curiously examined. A
wax match was soon torn to shreds. After hopping about

with an object for a time, and trying to tear it to pieces,
they would take it to a corner of the cage, and try and

hammer

it

again, as

hammer

in with vigorous blows of the beak.
it

at

it

Again and

caught their eye, they would return to it,
and then hop off. Under natural

for a while,

conditions they would no doubt have buried

Many

it.

apparently instinctive, traits were observed, such as
the attitude assumed in sleeping, with the head turned,
and the bill buried in the feathers, and the lifting of the
little,

head over the wing when they wished to scratch the head ;
but further details would only prove wearisome.
I have already, perhaps, presumed too largely on the

The diary-notes

reader's patience.

themselves selected

from a considerable body of observations recorded day

by day
triviality.

may
It

well
is

observation that

appear in

many

cases to savour of

by careful and minute
gauge the length to which

only, however,

we can hope

to

heredity runs. In anatomical investigations we must pay
patient attention to details of structure ; and in investigations into the

phenomena

of habit

and

instinct,

we must

not shrink from the labour and the expenditure of time
involved in daily and almost hourly observation, if we
to distinguish between what is inherited
in a relatively perfect condition, and what is acquired by
experience or through imitation.

would attempt

Such observations as have been given in

this

and the

preceding chapters require to be extended to other species,

and over longer periods

of time.

If

what

is

here set

down

should induce others to take up a mode of investigation
which will be found full of interest, and in which much
still

remains to be done, one of the objects in placing on
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my own

work will be fulfilled. There
of behaviour which are
and
modes
many
generally assumed to be instinctive and due to heredity,

record the details of
are

activities

but which

may

be the result of tradition, handed on by

from

example

parents

to

offspring.

Partridges,

for

example, when they jug, nestling close together at night,
would seem, from the appearance of the droppings, which
are generally deposited in a circle of only a few inches in
diameter, to arrange themselves in a circle, tails inwards

and heads outwards. Is this behaviour instinctive or is
The young of the colin (Ortyx virginiana),
it traditional ?
are told,* "when the shades of evening approached,
crowded together in a circle on the ground, and prepared
themselves for the slumbers of the night by placing their
tails all together, with their pretty mottled chins facing to

we

The

the front in a watchful round-robin."

fact that these

birds behave thus, apparently instinctively, would lead one
to surmise that the behaviour is instinctive in the partridge.

My own

birds died at too early

an age

for this point to be

determined.

We may now summarize some of the general

conclusions

drawn from our observations as follows
1. That which is congenitally definite as instinctive
behaviour is essentially a motor response or train of motor
to be

:

Mr. Herbert Spencer's description of instinct
responses.
as compound reflex action is thus justified.
2.

These often show very accurate and nicely adjusted

congenital or hereditary co-ordinations.
3.

which

They are evoked by
is

response to

have, however, but
4.

stimuli, the general

type of

and may, in some cases, be in
Of the latter possibility we
particular objects.

fairly definite,

little

satisfactory evidence.

There does not seem to be any convincing evidence
*

Yarrell, "British Birds," sub. spec.
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knowledge (as the term is popularly
used) ; that is to say, the facts can be equally well explained
on the view that what is inherited is of the nature of an
of inherited ideas or

organic response.
5. Association of ideas is strong, and
as the result of individual acquisition.

6.

Acquired definiteness

is built,

is

rapidly formed

through association,

on the foundation of congenital responses, which are
modified, under experience, to meet new circumstances.
7.

Acquired definiteness

repetition, into

more

may

pass, through frequent

or less stereotyped habit.

CHAPTER

V.

OBSERVATIONS ON YOUNG MAMMALS.
observations on young mammals with
acquainted are those of Dr. Wesley Mills.* They

THE most systematic
which

I

am

deal with the sensory endowments, instinctive activities,
the early habits of the dog, pure-bred and mongrel, the
cat, the rabbit, and the guinea-pig; and are recorded in

the form of diaries, to which comparisons of the results

obtained are appended, and from which conclusions are
drawn and clearly set forth. The observations on the guineapig supplement and extend those of Prof. Preyer published
" Mind of the Child.
in his work on the
"f
Spalding contributed to the British Association in 1875 a paper t in

which he described a few observations on young pigs.
And Mr. W. H. Hudson has recorded some interesting
observations on the sheep and deer of South America.

Just as the young of different kinds of birds are hatched
stages of development the megapode

out at different

being able to

fly shortly after birth,

and the domestic chick

emerging from the shell in a far more advanced stage of
development than the pigeon or the rook so is it with

more than mention monotremes, like
(Ornithorhyncus) that lays eggs from which

mammals. Not
the duck-bill

to do

* Trans.
Roy. Soc. Canada, sect.
sect. iv.(1895-G), pp.

t Part

New York,
J

i.,

iv.

(1894), pp. 31-62

;

and 2nd

series

191-252.

" The Senses and the Will."

Eng.

trans,

by H. W. Brown.

1893.

" Habit and
Acquisition." See Nature, vol.
" The Naturalist in La
Plata," chap. vi.

xii. p.

507.
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very immature young emerge, or marsupials, like the
kangaroo, in which the young are brought forth in an
immature condition, and are then transferred to a pouch
;

there

much

is

mammals

difference

even

the

among

placental

with which we are familiar.

kitten

The day-old puppy
more helpless than the day-old lamb the new-born
is much more immature than the new-born guinea-

pig.

And

is far

;

in

endowments,

comparing the

of the

young

activities,

or the

at birth, this fact

sensory

must be taken

into consideration.

The puppy and the kitten, for example, can do little
more than crawl for some days after birth, and are slow
in attaining definite and accurate co-ordination of the
hind limbs.
Babbits, rats, and mice move about in
a sprawling, feeble way; and though a rabbit a day or
two old can stand for a moment, yet when he shifts his
position he only crawls awkwardly. Cattle, sheep, and deer,
however, can stand and walk very soon after birth.
"
Though both the red and fallow fawns can follow the
hinds within a few minutes after birth," says Mr. Cornish,*
" the careful mothers hide them in the tall fern and
nettles,

and

only the older fawns that are seen in the open
ground or trotting with the herds. When the fawn is
born, the mother gently pushes it with her nose until it lies
it

down

is

in the fern,

and then goes away and watches from a

distance, only returning at intervals to feed

wind changes or rain threatens,

to

draw

it

it,

or, if the

away

to

more

sheltered ground."

"

have had frequent opportunities," says Mr. W. H.
"
Hudson,f of observing the young, from one to three days
I

Cervus campestris, the common deer of the
pampas, and the perfection of its instincts at that tender
old, of

the

*
f

Wild England

"The

of To-day," pp. 124, 125.

Naturalist in

La

Plata," pp. 110, 111.
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age seems very wonderful in a ruminant. When the doe
with fawn is approached by a horseman, even when accompanied with dogs, she stands perfectly motionless, gazing

enemy, the fawn motionless at her side and
suddenly, as if at a preconcerted signal, the fawn rushes
directly away from her at its utmost speed, and, going to a
fixedly at the

;

distance of six hundred to a thousand yards, conceals itself
in a hollow in the ground or among the long grass, lying
down very close with neck stretched out horizontally, and

When very
be
taken, making no further
young
After the fawn has run away, the doe
effort to escape.
still maintains her statuesque attitude, as if resolved to
will thus
it

remain until sought by the dam.

will allow itself to

await the onset, and only when the dogs are close to her
she also rushes away, but invariably in a direction as
nearly opposite to that taken by the fawn as possible. At
first she runs slowly, with a limping gait, and frequently

enemies on, like a partridge,
duck, or plover when driven from its young but as they
begin to press her more closely her speed increases,
pausing as

to entice her

if

;

becoming greater the further she succeeds in leading them
from the starting-point."
Of the sheep on the pampas, the same author tells us *
that the first instinct of the newly born lamb is to struggle

up on

its second to suck
and its next important
which comes into play from the moment it can
stand on its feet, to follow after any object receding from
its feet

;

;

instinct,

it,

and, on the other hand, to run from anything approach" If
it.
the dam turns round and approaches it from

ing

even a very short distance, it will start back and run from
her in fear, and will not understand her voice when she
bleats to
after a

it

;

man,

at the

same time

dog, horse, or
* Loc.

it will confidently follow
other
animal moving from
any

cit.,

pp. 106-108*
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A

very

common

sheep country,

experience on the pampas, in the

to see a

is

Instinct.

lamb

start

up from

sleep

and

follow the rider, running close to the heels of the horse."

" This
"
blundering instinct is," however,
quickly laid aside
when the lamb has learned to distinguish its dam from
other objects, and

its

dam's voice from other sounds."

old native breed of sheep, which,
Speaking
descended from those introduced three centuries ago, have
in great measure lost the qualities which make sheep
of the

valuable to man as a food and wool-producing animal,
but have, on the other hand, to some extent recovered
the vigour of a wild animal, Mr. Hudson says,* "I

have often seen a lamb dropped on the frosty ground in
bitterly cold windy weather in midwinter, and in less than
seconds struggle to its feet, and seem as vigorous as
any day-old lamb of other breeds. The dam, impatient at
the short delay, and not waiting to give it suck, has then
five

started off at a brisk trot after the flock, with the lamb,
scarcely a minute in the world, running freely at her side."

Some

other

mammals, belonging

to different groups, are

soon after birth.

Guinea-pigs, seventeen
ran so fast as

fairly active very

hours

old,

placed on Dr.

Mills's study table,

nearly to reach the edge before they were caught. Hares
are said to run almost as soon as they are born. Mr.
Hudson, in the chapter just quoted, describes how quite

young bats were able (though they could not fly) to
" work their
way upwards through the leaves and slender
in
the
most adroit manner," until they reached
twigs
a considerable height, "when they proceeded to hook
themselves on to a twig and assume the inverted position
" the
If we
side by side."
may credit
experienced

whom Thunberg

quotes, a hippopotamus calf,
from
the Hottentots who rushed
born,
only just
escaped

hunter,"

* Loc.

cit.,

pp. 108, 109.
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way

to the

like confirmation of this observation,

readily

obtainable.

There

is

an

oft-

quoted statement of Spalding's of which confirmation
should not be hard to get. He put a new-born pig
in a bag, keeping it there for seven hours, and then
It
outside the sty, ten feet from its mother.
ran straightway to the sty, went along the outside of it,
it

placed

though to reach her it had to
it successfully accomplished.
under
a
feat
a
bar,
struggle
Spalding supposed that it was guided by the maternal

and

tried to get to the sow,

grunting but, as Prof. Preyer points out, guidance by the
If Spalding be correct,
sense of smell is not excluded.
there is shown an accurate sensing of the direction from
;

which the sound proceeded.
I have consulted those who have opportunities for
observing, and asked them to repeat the observation.
But, beyond some strong expressions of scepticism, I
have so far obtained no decisive evidence.
Mr. Mann
Jones tells me that " an accurate observer (ex-agricul-

The word
sawyer, miner, and poacher) says,
"walks" should not be used for the young of the pigs
we know in Devon. Until thirty-six to forty-eight hours
*

turalist,

after birth, they at first sprawl,

and

later

on stagger, when

they move.' This," adds Mr. Jones, "accords with my
own observations on the breeds he refers to." Other breeds

seem

to be

more

active soon after birth.

Now, when

Confirmation of

however, desirable.
a guinea-pig, startled by such a sound as

Spalding's experiment

is,

a low whistle, runs off rapidly within a few hours of birth,
we have a case of instinctive response well-nigh in perfection.

of the

That there

is

not similar behaviour on the part
is, in large measure, due to their

puppy and the kitten

incomplete physical development.

As

this

development

Habit and

io6
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and the limbs gain strength, the
"

proceeds,

activity of locomotion, thus necessarily

manifest

But

itself.

instinctive

deferred,"

since the manifestation is

may

unlike

the deferred instinctive dive of the duck or the moorhen
gradual, and since, under normal conditions, the gradual
development is accompanied by a good deal of individual

the walking or running,

practice,

doubt, on an instinctive basis,

is

though founded, no
not purely congenital.

part at least, the result of acquisition. The habit
is in such cases of double origin, partly instinctive, and
This is so in a great number of cases
partly acquired.
It is, in

;

and

them

in

instinct

and

it

is

difficult to

to habit.

has been so

much

assign their due shares to

It is just for this

diversity

reason that there

of opinion

in the

matter.

combating the views of "that school of
psychology which maintained that we and all other animals
had to acquire, in the course of our individual lives, all
Spalding,* in

the knowledge and skill necessary for our preservation,"
"
went too far in the opposite direction in asserting that

but the unfolding of inherited
Such unfolding there is, but it is under the

the progress of the infant

powers."

is

guidance of individual experience.

The regular

of the legs,

before the

successful attempt to walk,

first

held upright on the

flexions

" which
appear even months

and extensions

when the

child,

pushed forward," are inas
Prof.
stinctive,
Preyer f points out, and as Prof. Mark
But under normal circumBaldwin J has also shown.
floor,

is

not solely an instinctive
activity
acquisition largely co-operates. Like the finished
flight of birds, it is a joint product of instinct and acquisistances the walking of the child

is

:

tion.

In the precocious guinea-pig instinct predominates
*

Nature, vol.

t Preyer, op.
J

" Mental

xii.

pp. 507, 508.
271.

cit., p.

Development of the Child and the Race,"

p. 82.

;
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kitten acquisition appears to be the chief

factor.

A

very interesting observation

summarizes as follows

:

"I have

is

that which Dr. Mills

found, in the case of all

puppies, and several other kinds of animals examined
(the cat and the rabbit, for example), that even on the

day of birth they will not creep off a surface on
which they rest if elevated some little distance above the
first

When

ground.

they approach the edge they manifest

hesitation, grasp with their claws, or otherwise attempt to

prevent themselves falling, and it may be cry out, giving
evidence of some profound disturbance in their nervous
"
It is interesting to note that a
system." And he adds,
water-tortoise I

time walk
to the

off

have had

for

some years,

a surface on which

ground.

it

is

will at

placed," and

any
fall

The newly born animals on which Dr.

Mills experimented were

still

blind,

so that

the effects

were not due to sight, but probably to the lack of support
experienced when the edge of the surface was reached ;

and they exemplify a very interesting mode
instinctive behaviour.

of apparently

Spalding's observation on a two-

"When
days-old pig may be quoted for comparison.
on
a
it
knew
the
to
placed
chair,
height
require considering,
went down on

The expression
"
the height to require considering
is unfortunate
and open to criticism. But the kneeling preparatory to
leaping down is a matter of direct observation, and not of
its

knees,

and leapt down."

"knew

Mann Jones, in a letter with which he
has favoured me, says, " The going down on the knees
inference.

(i.e.

Mr.

bending the wrist joint)

in both

is

the ordinary resting position

young and old pigs, and the only inference warrantable from the action is that the muscles were tired
by standing. I doubt whether any mammal," he continues,
"ever 'leapt* from such a position. If the pig attempted

Habit and

io8

down from the

to get
it

would merely

slip

Instinct.

chair without
off.

first

Practical

getting on

men

spoken deprecate the use of the word

to

its feet,

whom

I

have

'

'

leapt as totally
inappropriate." When I suggested to a worthy farmer
that he should repeat the observation for me, his indirect

"But who

reply,

will

pay

for the

pig?"

sufficiently in-

dicated what, in his opinion, would be the result of the
experiment. If any pig-breeder should read these pages,

he

may

perhaps be induced to try some such experiment.

As control over the limbs is gradually acquired the
locomotor activities are perfected. But here constitutional
Both at the age of three months
differences are shown.
and in adult life, the power of motor control in the cat,
and the delicacy and accuracy of co-ordination, are greater
than in the dog and in the adult dog they are greater
than in the adult rabbit. The control in the cat over the
fore limbs is especially marked in correlation with their
use in climbing and in seizing prey. The kitten finds ii
;

up than to descend. On its 101st
for example, Dr. Wesley Mills' s kitten, taken by surpris
climbed a tree just at hand to a height of some thirty feet.
easier to climb

But

it

down

feared to descend, and was, after a time, lowered

at the

end of a

pole.

A kitten

in a tree, apparently

unable to come down, is not an unfamiliar sight. The
the
tendency to climb seems to be an innate proclivity in
cat

;

as does also

its

alertness in the dusk of evening.

too, in the rabbit, spasmodic, jerky,

So,

jumpy movements

are

the
early seen; scratching at the surface still earlier;
characteristic wiping of the face with the fore paws quite as

soon (second day)

;

day) the squatting

and

at a later period (about the fifteenth

up on the hind

legs,

and the mode
is

of

the

running characteristic of its kind. Quite different
Dr. Mills does not note
scuttling run of the guinea-pig.

any

instinctive tendency in the rabbit to burrow.
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Mr. Drane observed * that a tame hare persistently tried
:o burrow in his bed.
The carriage and movements of the
;ail

in the

dog and the

3ongenital tendencies

\

}f

I

;

is

;

cat,

each after

and the

its

socially

kind, exemplify
dependent nature

the dog, as compared with the self-sufficiency of the cat,
In the kitten the arching of the back, the
early seen.

characteristic response which we interpret as the accompaniment of fear or anger opened mouth, guttural hissing,
j

and a final spit

!

are undoubtedly congenital traits

ire also the licking of the fur (paw, sixteenth

day

;

as

neck

;

and chest, twenty-second day, in Dr. Mills's kitten), the

washing of the face (twenty-ninth day), and the stretching
after the manner of an old cat (thirty-first day).
Con1

genital but deferred is the purring of the cat (fifty-fourth

lay); congenital, too, would seem to be the tendency in
ihe kitten, much more markedly than in the puppy, to

crouch and stalk a moving object of small size, the response being, it would seem, evoked by any such moving
I could detect no difference in the reaction to a
object.

clockwork mouse and the real animal.
loubt that the smell of a real

Dr. Mills's observation, in

effect.

So, too, the smell of

50.

ml

vlve.

my

i.'ggs,

mouse

When

I

game

Still,

is

fact,

I

have no

not without

show

its

this to be

a game-dog on the

will set

am

incubating pheasants' or partridges'
fox-terrior takes an olfactory interest in the

Irawer which he does not show to the
iens' eggs or those of ducks.

vith the

young

10 doubt, partly

birds.

Such

This

is

same degree with
still more the case

difference of behaviour

due to association and experience

n greater degree, it
hrough inheritance.

is

generally believed, to what

is

;

is,

but

given

Starting at very different levels of physical development,
*

Trans. Cardiff Naturalists Society, vol. xxvii. part

ii.,

1801-95.

no
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the guinea-pig and the rabbit agree in their rapid attainment of maturity in such powers as they possess. The
guinea-pig, very soon after birth, is able to care for itself,

and capable

of maintaining

rabbit at birth

is

an independent existence

"blind, deaf, incapable

;

the

any con-

of

siderable locomotive power, and, generally speaking, in a

Yet, starting at such
helpless condition."
both run so rapidly
these
animals
two
different levels,

perfectly

through the early stages of the unfolding of what

is

con-

genital, accompanied by the learning by experience of what
is of chief value to their relatively simple life, that at the

end of three or four weeks there
further advance."

"After the

is

"

little to

first

month

note

byway of

of existence,"

"
comparison with the dog, cat, and allied
says Dr. Mills,
The rodents are left
creatures ceases to be suggestive.

They seem capable

quite behind.
either
little

of little

education,

by man

by

instincts

In other words, they get
or by nature.
experience beyond that which strengthens their

and emphasizes

the other hand, Mr.

their simple psychic life."

Mann

rabbits are capable of a good deal of education,

by no means lacking in
experience

is of

intelligence.

a similar kind.

an interesting account

of

On

Jones has found that some

Of

and are

rats, too, his

And Mr. Drane has

given

what may be done with the hare

as a pet.

With regard

development of sensory power, the
guinea-pig soon after birth shows so clearly that it sees,
hears, tastes, etc., that it would be hazardous, in the
to the

opinion of Dr. Mills, to assert that these functions do not
exist at birth.
This, too, seems to be the case with the
hare.

Development by use there no doubt

is,

but the steps

towards perfection are taken with great rapidity.
congenital element predominates.
All young

mammals seem

The

sensitive at birth, or very
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warmth and cold, and show a tendency
warmth of the mother's body, for example.

shortly after, to
to seek the

seems also quite early developed.
the mouth or nose of a kitten, on the second day,
to touch

Sensitiveness

When

was touched, and especially when the inner surface of the
was irritated, withdrawal of the head followed.

nostrils

With young

rabbits,

on their

first

day, the slightest touch,

from the mouth, causes much
in
an irregular, ill co-ordinated
move
disturbance; they
or even a light puff of air

way, but evidently are greatly affected. A fly crawling
across the face caused jerky movements of the head
as a whole, and of the ears.
When solutions of Epsom

common

were placed in the mouth of
a rabbit not twenty-four hours old, to test its power of
salts

and

of

taste, there

On

away.

salt

was some movement
the seventh day

to get rid of

the mouth.

it

of the

paws

used the paws

to

wipe

it

fairly well

any irritant, such as a feather, put against
The period that elapses between stimulus

In the dog and cat, for example,
"
latent period," in the case of
longer
the reflex started by a pinch, than is shown by the rabbit.

and response

there

is

a

varies.

much

On

the sixteenth day a kitten was seen to use the hind
leg to scratch the ear or head ; and such a reflex is seen
in

the dog at about the

same time (seventeenth day).

In both these animals, as before noted, the co-ordinated
movements of the hind limbs develop somewhat slowly.

A

Himalayan

rabbit,

on the other hand, used

its

hind

scratch itself as early as the second day.
There
can be little doubt that such reflexes, whereby local irri-

leg to

tations are connected with

limb-movements

effective

for

their removal, are congenital in their nature, and form
the basis of further and more accurate localization of the

point of irritation, and of further adaptation of the move-

ments necessary

for its removal.

1 1
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experiments seem to show that young
both
and smell at a very early agetaste
guinea-pigs
With its eyes
counted by hours rather than days.
Prof. Preyer's

bandaged, the

little

animal avoided

oil

of

thyme and

camphor, and licked at sugar, but not at glass or wood.
Dr. Mills also found that a guinea-pig, on its first day,
sucked at a feather dipped in sugar-solution, but
turned away from one dipped in aloes. A couple of them
were put in a box with some brown sugar, peppermint rock,
salt, and camphor.
They licked at the salt only once ;
but they went again and again to the sugar.
In the
rabbit taste and smell seemed to be well developed by the

In the dog and

seventh day.

cat,

Dr. Mills

is

not pre-

deny that taste and smell are
at
but
if
birth,
they do exist he is sure that they
present
are of the feeblest, are of very little use to the animal,
pared either to affirm or

and play but a very subordinate part in its life during the
Still his kitten, on the second day of life,
sniffed and became uneasy when Dr. Mills rubbed his
hands well on a St. Bernard and then placed them near

blind period.

the twentieth day smell had
become of great suggestive value in the dog.
The rabbit, kitten, and puppy are born with the eyes
In the rabbit the
closed, so that sight is impossible.

the

little

cat's nose.

By

eyes open on the tenth, eleventh, or twelfth day ; in
the kitten, on the eighth or ninth day; and in the

puppy, on about the eleventh to the thirteenth
there being well-marked individual differences.
eyes

of

the

the end of

guinea-pig are open
seventeen hours these

at

birth;

day,

The

and

at

precocious animals
This reflex is
see well and exhibit the winking reflex.
seen feebly in the kitten on the eleventh day, in the rabbit

on the fourteenth day, and in the puppy on the
day; in each

case,

that

is

to say,

fifteenth

two or three days
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3

seems to be but slowly
and is never so marked as

It

cat,

For some days

after the eyes are open, the

time being longer for the dog than the cat, Dr. Mills found
it difficult to
get evidence of anything like distinct sight,
and, in the dog especially, sight seems at this stage quite
subordinate to smell.

In the rabbit, too, on the sixteenth

"
I think they begin
day, Dr. Mills can say no more than
In these cases experience
to distinguish objects by sight."
seems to play an important part in the development of

anything like distinct vision.

and the dog, appears to be
deaf at birth; but one moved its head and ears on the
tenth day (twelfth in the case of the Himalayan rabbit)
when a dog-whistle was sounded. The kitten showed

The

rabbit, like the kitten

signs of hearing on the eighth day

the

seventeenth

;

but

it

was not

till

that

or

thereabouts,
puppies
day,
responded in a definite way to sounds; the responsive
ear-movements in the two animals being somewhat

The

different.

hearing

accurate as to direction.

soon

becomes

delicate

In such observations

it

and

is,

of

necessary to remember that it is only by the
answering movements that one can obtain any evidence
course,

of sensation.

It

be that there are sensations, but

may

movements are not yet developed in rethem on the other hand, what we interpret as

that answering

;
sponse to
a felt sensation

may

be

at

first

only a

physiological

stimulus.

Much has been
sucking.

There

movements
infant or
into

the

is

written on the instinct or reflex

no doubt that the

lip

of

and mouth-

may be initiated in a just-born
mammal
young
by inserting any suitable object
for

sucking

mouth.

Preyer found that with young
guinea-pigs, only eight to sixteen hours old, and separated
Prof.

i
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two hours, concentrated water-solutions of tartaric acid, soda, and glycerine, introduced into
the mouth through glass tubes, were swallowed just as

from the mother

after

He
eagerly as milk and water, with vigorous sucking.
found, too, that the empty tube, placed on the end of the
And he believes
tongue, occasioned just such sucking.
that,

under the influence of hunger, touch, as a

reflex

stimulus, overpowers any taste-stimuli acting at the same

probable that the act of sucking is
a reflex started by the appropriate sense- stimuli, and, as
such, is of a purely congenital nature. But what leads the
infant to the nipple of the mother's breast, or the new-

time.

It is certainly

born animal to the teats of

human

infant,

it

finds its

its

dam

?

way very

In the case

of the

imperfectly and in-

adequately, being, under ordinary circumstances, guided in
Prof. Preyer believes
its random efforts by the mother.
that, in the case of animals, they are at first guided to the

teats

by the sense of

smell.

He

states

that puppies,

rendered incapable
by the severance of the
olfactory nerve, could no longer find the mother's teats
of

smell

so long as they were blind.

They

crept about on her belly,

trying to suck everywhere. Blind puppies in the normal
Dr.
state, on the other hand, find the teats at once.
Mills, however, expresses a different opinion as the result

" I
have not changed my opinion,"
"
he says,
as expressed in my first paper on the dog,
of his observations.

that the puppy, and, I will now add, the kitten, find the
nipple of the mother by touch rather than smell, and
that they are drawn towards the belly of the mother by
warmth of the part." This also is the opinion of
Mr. Mann Jones. " So far as
observations go," he

the

my

says in a
quote,

letter

"I am

from which he kindly allows me

inclined to

to

think that the heat of the

mother's belly determines the approach of the young

to
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them

in good

not that sows, bitches, and cats push the
'.time,
young with their noses (or even, in the case of the two
latter species, with their paws) towards or into the warm

were

it

Further, I have seen
area, when they get outside it.
both bitches and cats get up and again lie down so as
to bring the teats into closer proximity to the mouth

any young which

of

and has had much
myself, that

failed to find

man who

noticed by a

them.

It

has been

a remarkably good observer
to do with animals, and also by
is

when a lamb

weakly and

is

the teat, the mother not infrequently uses
head, and neck as a lever to place the

fails
its

to

find

shoulders,

lamb on

its

and, having accomplished this, straddles over the
lamb, and brings the teats against its lips; and these
efforts are continued until the little animal sucks."

legs;

Of

the

pampas

born the lamb's

sheep Mr.

Hudson

is to

says,

"When

struggle up on

to its
impulse
second to suck, but here it does not discriminate
the newly hatched bird that picks up its proper food "

feet

;

like

first

its

a conclusion, by the way, from which
me to dissent " for it does not

lead

my own observations
know what

to suck.

take into its mouth whatever comes near, in most
cases a tuft of wool on its dam's neck, and at this it will
continue sucking for an indefinite time.
It is
It will

I

1

|

i

highly
Mr. Hudson says, "that the strongsmelling
secretion of the sheep's udder attracts the lamb at
length

probable,"

to that part

guide

it,

in

and that without something of the kind to
many cases it would actually starve without
;

finding the teats."

Mr. Mann Jones, in the letter from which I have
quoted,
" A
lady, who observed closely, assured me that in

says,

some breeds
by

their

of pigs the

own unassisted

young

so often fail to find the teat

efforts,

that

many would

probably

1 1
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had not been given and she had
seen many instances where the teat had at length to be
placed in the mouth of the young pig to prevent starvation.
have died

if

assistance

;

" So far as I
have been able

to observe, the direct
action is most ready where the difference between the
temperature of the mother and that of the atmosphere
is

greatest.

Young

pigs, pups,

and

kittens are impelled

towards the mother by the irregular action excited by the

much more

difference of temperature
is

decidedly

when

it

great."

We

are considering,

it

beginnings of this activity

must be remembered, the very
which is of such essential im-

portance to the young mammal. There can be no question
that experience plays its part in the further development of
the act ; and that here, as elsewhere, practice makes

Whether the gentle rhythmic pressure of the
paws on the mammary glands is partly instinctive,

perfect.

fore
it

is

act

difficult

more

No

to say.

effectual.

rhythmic pressure

is

engendered.

kitten or older cat gently
lies

doubt experience renders the
of such

Darwin believed that a habit
pounding

We may

often see a

at a cushion as she

dozing and purring.

To

revert to the initial establishment of the behaviour

characteristic of the suckling

;

in the absence of further

evidence, we may perhaps accept the view that the young
are drawn to the mother by the sense of warmth, and
come in contact with the teats either as the result of
random movements and vague attempts to suck something

(other parts being often sucked as well as the teats), or in
response to stimuli affecting the sense of smell, or through

some external guidance.
The suggestive value

of smell is of great importance

both to animals of the hunting type, such as the dog or the
and it is
cat, and of the hunted type, such as the rabbit
;
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far the effects of

There

certain odours are congenitally definite.

an

is

quoted observation of Spalding's in this connection.
old,"

be says,* "

oft-

" So

the feud between the cat and the dog,
enemy even before it is able to

is

that the kitten knows its
see him,

and when

its

no way serve it. One
dog, I put my hand into

fear can in

day last month, after fondling my
a basket containing four blind kittens, three days old.
The smell my hand carried with it set them puffing and
spitting in a

own have

most comical fashion."

led

particularized

dog as such

me

Experiments of my
whether the reaction is so

to question

so specially a response to the smell of a

as

Spalding

believed.

A

whiff

from a

ammonia, and some straw from a pigsty, produced much the same effect. Dr. Mills, too, says that he
bottle of

has been very much impressed by the

fact,

that at an early

age the kitten, when suddenly disturbed in any way, reacts much as if a dog had come upon it, though in a
"
less marked manner.
Nevertheless," he adds, balancing
"
the evidence,
the behaviour of a kitten, even a few days
after its

hands,

birth,

is

of a dog.

much

very suggestive of an instinctive fear or dislike
At the same time, I have seen a kitten act

the

same way when an

was placed near
it could hear, when it was startled
by
Even Dr. Mills himself, when he appeared
its
kitten, on
twenty-seventh day, in a
irritant

nose, or, after

its
.a

towards even the smell of a dog on the

noise."

before

his

somewhat

startling

"

coat

light

in

"

nounced vertical

colour,

with pro-

caused the animal to open
stripes
mouth, and, on his going nearer, to hiss. Mr. Mann
Jones tells me he has " often introduced young kittens to
dogs, and vice versa, and that there was no sign of repugnance on the part of the younger animal, nor of the

its

*

Nature,

vol. xii. p. 507.
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older
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not accustomed to

if

badger,'

as the result of

keeping bad company."
There can be no doubt that the mode of response
the opening of the mouth, the guttural hiss, followed,
if

the

disturbance

"

"

spitting

is

when the

yet

strongly disturbing stimulus
characteristic.

That

stronger,

kitten

it

is

is

is

by an

explosive

startled or affected

congenital

by a

and eminently

called forth in a kitten

when

a few weeks old (and accompanied by an equally
characteristic arching of the back and raising of the fur)
it

is

on sight of a dog, especially one approaching her, is
a matter of familiar observation. But I have seen the

same response

to

a large

rabbit.

In kittens of this

age say three weeks to a month I have not found
that the smell of the hand, after fondling a dog and
getting the dog to lick it, evokes more than a curious

Even

the smell of a dog call forth instinctive
behaviour, accompanied by emotional disturbance, this
must be regarded as an organic response, accompanied,
sniffing.

indeed,

if

by certain conscious

states affording data to ex-

perience, but not reviving those purely mythical states of
consciousness spoken of as ancestral memories. To say
that through smell a kitten " knows its
enemy even before

able to see him," is to put the matter
picturesquely,
but not satisfactorily from the point of view of scientific
At most there is a congenital response
interpretation.
of a useful kind, at once
the results of ex-

it is

perience and affording

a

anticipating
basis for experience to work

upon.
In

any observations on instinctive antipathy, all
influence of the parent must be excluded.
I once carried
a blind puppy to a litter of kittens to see if
they would

show

signs of such antipathy, the cat being away.

getting any response,

much

to

my

Not

surprise at that time,

Observations on
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the experiment. Unfortunately, the cat was
there, and I long bore on my lip the mark of her claw.
I repeated

The

much

kittens were

opportunity

for

the

disturbed,

and there was ample
association
of an

establishment

between this uneasiness, due to the old cat's behaviour,
and the smell of a dog.

have seen

smell at a young lamb,
about a fortnight old, that was lying in a field, and the
lamb showed no signs of fear, even when the two animals
I

my

fox-terrier

were nose to nose, till the ewe came up bleating fussily ;
then the young thing started up and ran to its dam. I
take

many

popular notions concerning instinctive

fear are erroneous

and exaggerated, and that what Mr.
birds that the fear is mainly due to

it

that

Hudson showed

for

experience and tradition

regard to
* "
says:

is

also true for

mammals. With

one such popular notion, this is what Mr. Selous
I think it is a mistake to say that oxen and horses

have an instinctive fear

of the smell of a lion.

I

have

always found that a shooting-horse, trained to carry meat,
will allow you to pack a reeking lion-skin upon him with
as much indifference as an antelope-hide, so long as he
has never been frightened or mauled by one of the former
animals this, at least, is my experience."
;

Still,

there

may

be an instinctive basis in some cases

where animals are by nature enemies.
And we must
remember that what is instinctive often forms merely
the foundation

upon which what

is

the course of individual development.

acquired is built in
Dr. Mills puts this

" The
whole history of the kitten," he says,
"is an illustration that, however strong instincts may be

very clearly.
in

an

intelligent animal, its psychic life is

experience,
instincts

i.e.

there

come

to be almost

unmodified by experience,
* "

determined by

no pure instincts
if

Travel and Adventure in Africa,"

such a thing
p. 126.

is
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conceivable, as the language of

Each day

to imply.

some

of this kitten's

would seem
showed me a

writers
life

progress dependent on experience, and the same applies
dog but I must add that, for the first eight or ten

to the

;

weeks, the kitten seemed to get the most out of its exOf course, the development of experience is
perience."

accordance with, and in large degree determined
the
innate character of the animal.
by,
This, too, is fully
realized by Dr. Mills ; for he says, in commenting on
in

and comparing the

diaries of the pure-bred dog

was, and ever

and the

be stronger
is,
than environment."
The hereditary factor in the development of acquired experience must never be formongrel, that "heredity

will

gotten.

But though, as Dr. Mills says, in an intelligent animal,
come after a while to be " almost no pure instincts,"
that which was given as instinct having been utilized,
modified, and adapted through experience and acquisition,
there

yet the fundamental distinction

between that which is
and
on
the
one hand, and that
instinctive,
congenital
which is acquired through individual experience, on the
other hand, remains unaltered. Nor does the fact that
all acquisition is rendered possible by an innate faculty
nay, more, for acquiring in this way or that
in accordance with hereditary character diminish a whit
The instinctive action is
the value of the distinction.
for acquiring

due to expeAnd this distinction holds, no matter how hard
rience.
it may be to decide whether this action or that is in the
prior to experience; the acquired action

is

The final
products of individual development may be, and no doubt
generally are, of twofold origin, partly instinctive and

main

instinctive

or in the

main

acquired.

partly due to acquisition ; but this, I repeat, does not in
any way serve to annul the distinction between the
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two several elements in the final product. If we add water
to our whisky, there is no longer pure whisky the whisky
has been more or less modified, but the spirit is still
;

there none the less,

and we cannot neglect

its

presence.

we add the water of experience to the whisky
So, too,
have a joint product of which so much comes
we
of instinct,
from the bottle and so much comes from the jug. And
if

Mills contends that in the kitten "its psychic
determined by experience," we must take him to
that the whisky of instinct is, as a matter of fact,

when Dr.
life

is

mean

always more or

less

watered down in the course of

in-

dividual development.

When

animals are brought up by their parents, it is
often a matter of difficulty to determine how far any
specially characteristic behaviour is due to the influence of

whose behaviour is similar, and how far it
But when the young are separated
instinct.

the parent,
is

due to

an early age, the instinctive basis is
The following
often rendered more clear and obvious.
observations of Mr. Charles F. Batchelder, which he has
from their parents

at

kindly given me permission to
in this connection.

quote,

are

of interest

" The nest in which our
grey squirrel (Sciurus caroSapper) rears its young is usually built
among the higher branches of some large tree. It is a
bulky mass of sticks and leaves, entirely covered above,

linensis leucotis,

and entered only by a small passage through the

side

In the middle is a cavity, softly lined,
where the young are born, and where they spend their
infancy, cut off from sight of the outside world.
" From such
a nest, near the top of a tall white pine
of the structure.

(Finns strobus, Linn.), on

May

young grey squirrels, out of a

young and

feeble that, as

12, 1877, I obtained

litter of four.

they clung to

my

two

They were so
rough woollen

Habit and
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it

was no easy matter

Instinct.

for

them

to climb, even with

the good foothold that it afforded. It was evident that
they had never ventured so far as the outside of their nest ;

and up

to that time they certainly

could have had no

opportunity of making the acquaintance of the ground,

which lay far below them, and concealed from the nest by
a screen of thick branches.
" When I had
brought them home, starvation seemed
to threaten them, for they did not know how to eat solid
food, nor

To overcome

would they lap milk.

this difficulty,

by putting a quill through a
hole in the cork of a small wide-mouthed bottle, which
I improvised a nursing-bottle

cream and hot water.

This they
took to readily. After a few days they learned to drink
milk from a saucer, and gradually, through bread and
I filled with a mixture of

milk, they were introduced to

more

solid viands.

"After they had lived some time on such food as bisand bread-crusts, I gave them one day some hickory-

cuits

nuts, one of the staple articles of diet of

an adult grey

whose powerful teeth take but a few moments to
penetrate the thick, hard shells. They examined the nuts
squirrel,

attentively,

upon them as unusually
last the more enterprising of

evidently looking

interesting novelties,

and

at

the two set to work on a nut, as

what prize

it

might contain.

if

With

he wished to find out
hitherto

unexampled

patience he laboured over it, until at last, after more than
half an hour's diligent gnawing, he gained access to the
kernel.

With a few

skill
days' practice they acquired

and

and

after

speed in extracting these hard-shelled delicacies ;
that they lost all interest in such things as biscuits, and
fare.
hickory-nuts formed the principal item on their bill of

" These
for
squirrels were often taken from their cage
hours at a time, and given the freedom of a room. Here
over the
they got abundant exercise, climbing and jumping
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leading, as

It was
squirrel lives.
or two old (unfortunately, I

well as they could, well-regulated
here,

when they were a month

have no record of the exact date), that they first displayed
a very interesting instinct. Many a time I saw one or

when there were more
than he could eat, look ahout the room until he found
a suitable place, then put the nut down on the carpet in
some sheltered corner, such as against the castor of a
the other of

them take a

nut,

sofa-leg, or in the corner of the carved foot of

a bureau.

He would

press the nut down on the carpet, and then go
all
the motions of patting the earth over it, after
through
which he went about his business as if that nut were
safely buried.

"

I have neglected to mention that in a state of nature
the adult squirrels of this species do not, as a rule, in
times of plenty, gather hoards of nuts ; but take the

superfluous ones and bury them singly, at a depth of an
inch or two in the ground, digging a little hole, if necessary, pushing the nut into the hole, covering it, and

then

and patting the

pressing

bury so

many

earth

that they could hardly

where each was put

over

They
remember exactly
it.

but they have no trouble in finding
them by their sense of smell, which seems to be
One is often to be seen running about on
very acute.
the ground, sniffing here and there, and
stopping now and
then to dig, when he rarely fails to unearth a nut.
"I
was interested to observe that my young squirrels

most

were

;

of

satisfied to

bury their nuts in the nearest approach
on the ground (carpet),

to a hole that
they could find

and were

not disturbed by the
was
process
completed the nut
visible.

It

is

shown in some

also

interesting

fact
still

to note

that

when the

remained plainly
that (as I have

detail above) at the time they

were removed
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from their parents they not only had never seen the
operation of burying a nut, but were totally unacquainted
with the properties both of earth and of nuts."
In this case the untaught instinctive procedure

marked

the more
far as

it

goes,

too, it

is

all

no good purpose.

So
would seem to be pure congenital

since

it

effected

On the
whisky undiluted by the water of experience.
other hand, the way in which Dr. Mills taught his kitten
habits of cleanliness is an equally instructive objectlesson in

acquisition through association, accompanied,
however, by some instinctive traits, such as the pawing of
the sand.
I

have drawn largely on the observations which Dr.
on record in the papers to which reference

Mills has placed

has been given.

Let

me

much

assure the reader that

The

remains of equal interest and importance.
should be carefully read by

all

diaries

students of animal habit

and instinct. Especially interesting are the observations
on the so-called " play instinct," the outcome of an excess
of vital energy finding expression in varied activities, all
of them more or less directly correlated with those which

are of importance in subsequent life, and giving opportunity for the development of the motor control so essential
to

that

Interestiug, too, is

life.

the

marked

effect

on

development
mongrel puppy, hitherto brought
in
up
comparative seclusion, to mix with other dogs.
of allowing a

"His advancement was literally by leaps and bounds."
The less social nature of the kitten, so far as members
of its

own kind were

behaviour

of

concerned,

one kitten,"

says

is

also

Dr. Mills,

influence on the others than that of one

"The

noted.

"has

puppy on

less
its

much

The length of time required by the kittenmore marked than is the case with the puppy to

learn

how

fellows."

to

lap

milk successfully, and,

later,

to

eat

Observations on
solid food,
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show that there is here more acquisiThe very early spontaneous attempt
the rabbit, and the fact that, though the

seems

to

tion than instinct.

eating in
dog is so essentially a carnivorous
at

certain stage of development

is

animal, yet until a
reached, the puppy "is

no more excited by meat than by any object whatever,
show in the clearest way that there is an order in psychic
as in physical development," both in the race and in the
individual.

Enough

has, however, been quoted to illus-

trate the nature of instinctive response

and

habit as exemplified by young mammals.
Those who are familiar with the life

of acquired

and ways

of

domesticated and wild species will be able to recall to
mind a number of instinctive traits. The way in which

dog turns round before lying down, the way in
which he holds up his paw when excited and on the
scent, the manner in which the mother cat carries her

the

which Mr. W. H.

kitten, the strange instincts

of cattle

Hudson has

and discussed, the number-

so well described

less characteristic traits

display, would

beg

the

fill

which animals, each

a volume.

observer

to

Concerning

note carefully

all

how

after his kind,

such, I would
far

they are

unmistakably and indubitably congenital, and how far
they may result from individual acquisition through
experience or imitation.
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CHAPTEE

VI.

THE RELATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS TO

THERE

is

scarcely anything

of biological

INSTINCTIVE BEHAVIOUR.

more wonderful

phenomena than the

in the whole

series of changes

range
which take place during the incubation of the egg.

On

the

mass of yolk, when the egg is laid,
there is a little patch of somewhat lighter colour. Placed
under the hen, or in the drawer of an incubator and kept
surface of the central

at a temperature of about 104

Fahr. for three weeks or

so, such a transformation occurs that there emerges a little
chick which, in about twenty-four hours, will be actively

pecking at small objects, selecting some and rejecting
Unless we are prepared to assert that birds are
others.

throughout their lives unconscious automata, mere machines
of marvellously cunning make, we must regard the little
chick, a day old, that is every moment gaining fresh
experience of the world into which it is born, as endowed

with consciousness.
its

It

not only seems to

actions in accordance with

the few hours of

what

it

feel,

but to shape

has already

felt

in

seeking the repetition of
certain experiences and avoiding the recurrence of others.
It appears to be guided by some such consciousness as
its active life

;

that by which we too are guided in our own actions. The
consciousness may lack much of that complexity which

human

consciousness presents ; it may be wanting in
certain features which for us are distinctive; it may be

altogether

more naive and rudimentary.

But

it

suffices

Consciousness
as a

means

of guidance

conditions of the chick's

Now,

and
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amid the comparative!}' simple

life.

on the one hand,

if,

Instinct.

it

cannot be said without ex-

travagance that the egg with which we start is endowed
and if, on the other hand, it cannot
with consciousness
;

be said without extravagance that the day-old chick is an
unconscious automaton; there must be some intervening
moment at which this consciousness has its origin. When
is this,

and how does

it

If

arise ?

we attempt

to

this question with anything like thoroughness,

open up

the further question,

From what

answer

we

shall

does conscious-

And this would lead to a difficult
its origin?
and, for most of us, not very interesting discussion. We
should have to decide whether consciousness arises out
ness take

merely material and physical conditions within the
developing chick; or whether it is somehow introduced

of

from some external source; or whether

it

arises out of

something associated with the material egg which, though
not

consciousness,

yet

These problems we

probabilities appear to

into

developes

will not here

me

consciousness.

attempt to solve.

to be in favour of the third

alternative; on which view the question takes the
practical form,

By

When

It is clear that,

we cannot deny
or

may

mean

that which enables

to guide its actions in the light of previous

experience.

one

more

does consciousness become effective ?

effective consciousness, I

an animal

The

that there

on the hypothesis indicated,

may

be sentient states

(if

term them), which merely accompany organic
processes, but which are not thus effective

so

other

life.
They are of no practical value,
unless
afford
data by which the animal is
however,
they
able to profit by his experience.
In the series of changes,

in the guidance of

which take place in the duly fertilized egg,
be sentient states of this kind. But there is no

for example,

there

may
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reason to suppose that the sequence is in any material
respect guided by such accompanying sentience, if it exist.
because the actions of the chick do seem to be
guided by the results of experience, that we may fairly
infer the presence of effective consciousness.

It is just

We

have reason to suppose that this

effective conscious-

ness accompanies the functional activity of the higher
brain-centres, probably those of the superficial layer or
cortex of the cerebral hemispheres.

These are in connec-

tion with certain other nerve-centres, the lower braincentres,

and those

of the spinal cord

;

and

these, again,

with various parts of the body through the intervention of
nerve-fibres, which are divisible into two great groups the
afferent nerves,

which transmit currents inwards from the

the body to the nerve-centres; and
the efferent nerves, which transmit currents outwards from
several

parts

of

the nerve-centres to the several parts of the body.
Now, it is the business of the lower centres to

co-

ordinate the functional activities of the body by means of

outgoing currents along the efferent nerves ; and this coordination, effected by the lower centres only, sometimes
reaches extraordinary complexity and delicacy. It would
seem, however, that their co-ordinating influence lies
wholly within the sphere of organic and physiological
action.
to,

There

but there

may be
is

no

sentience, in the sense above alluded
effective

consciousness.

The

co-

ordinating activity of these lower centres, in so far as it
is not guided and controlled by the influence of the higher
centres with their

accompaniment

of effective conscious*

describe as automatic ; and we will restrict
" animal automatism " to
the phrase
organic activity that

ness,

we may

"
* I
a
restrict," because Prof. Huxley has used the phrase in
say
broader sense. For a discussion and criticism of his usage, see the Monist

October, 1896.

far
for
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from the co-ordinating influence of these lower
An automatic act, then, is one which is
nerve-centres.
results

performed without the immediate and

effective intervention

of those organic processes in the cerebral cortex or else-

where which are accompanied by consciousness.

The higher

brain-centres,

therefore,

are

those

the

functional activity of which is alone, so far as we know
or may safely conjecture, accompanied by effective consciousness, in the sense in

They
more

which we are using the term.
and control or, to speak

are the centres of guidance
accurately,

if

somewhat

centres in which occur those
exercise

organic processes which

an influence on the lower centres, and which have

conscious accompaniments.
directly or

afferent

;

pedantically, they are the

They are

called into play,

by the incoming currents of the
and
nerves;
they exercise their influence on the
indirectly,

lower automatic centres, either

(1) by increasing their
by checking it, or (3) by increasing here
and checking there, and thus modifying the activity in

activity,

or (2)

accordance with the

effects of

incoming currents.
So much technical description seems to be necessary

as a preliminary to a consideration of the question,
What
the relation of consciousness to the performance of

is

instinctive

activities ?

another form

:

What

is

This question may be put
the relation of automatism, as

in

we

have denned

it, to the performance of these instinctive
Let us leave generalities, and take a particular
case, fixing our attention on the very first occasion on
which a chick pecks instinctively at a grain of food or

activities ?

other

such

object

at

suitable

possibilities are as follows

distance.

The

logical

:

The action may be completely automatic.
The action may not be completely automatic, but in
some degree guided by consciousness.
E
1.

2.
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completely automatic, it may be either
A. Accompanied by consciousness.
If

B. Unaccompanied by consciousness.
Combining these and stating them in a more convenient

form

for the

purpose of discussion

The chick may be

1.

an

altogether

unconscious

automaton.
2. It may act under the guidance of consciousness, and
not altogether automatically.
3. It may act automatically, but its automatic response

may

give rise to consciousness, in the light of which

future action

may

its

be guided and controlled.

Let us assume, to begin with, that the

first possibility

expresses the facts of the case, and that the chick

is,

so

far as the activity in question is concerned, a completely

unconscious automaton.

It

may

be conceded that the

first

peck can be quite adequately explained on this view;
response following stimulus under conditions which are
purely organic and wholly within the sphere of the merely
automatic co-ordination of the lower centres. It may,
indeed, be urged that

it is not reasonable to suppose that
the chick pecks at the grain without seeing it, and this
implies the presence of consciousness. But, in the first

place,

we

are not in a position to affirm that there

anything more than a physiological stimulus of the
and, in the second place, even if we were, it would

is

retina
still

;

be

conceivable that, though the incoming effects of the retinal
stimulus give rise to the sight of the grain, the outgoing

nerve-currents which call the muscles into co-ordinated

(and it is this co-ordinated response that conthe instinctive activity as such) are not only
automatic, but unconscious. Indeed, there is much to be
activity
stitutes

said in favour of the view that the outgoing nerve-currents,
and the molecular processes in the lower nerve-centres to

and
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which they are proximately due, have no conscious accom-

paniments in the case of the
instinctive act.

as a whole

and

Still,

first

performance of an

looking at the instinctive response
seem good reasons

in all its bearings, there

supposing that, if it be automatic, it at any rate in some
way affords data to consciousness; and that if the chick
for

be an automaton,

maton.

But how,

decide whether

is

it

it

not merely an unconscious automay be asked, can the observer

be

consciousness

thus

present

as

an

accompaniment, though, so far, without guiding influence ?

Only by watching the subsequent behaviour of the

We

bird.

are forced, then, to consider the after-effects in order

whether the

to determine

consciousness or not.

first

And

in its subsequent efforts,

we

and soon have

if

peck is accompanied by
we do thus watch the bird

find that they rapidly

improve

the appearance of being
under guidance and control, so that they can be modified

in accuracy,

all

or checked according to the nature of the object, nice or
Now, we may safely lay down
nasty, as the case may be.
this

canon

:

That

ivhich is outside experience

can afford no

data for the conscious guidance of future behaviour. When
we say that conduct is modified in the light of experience,

we mean that the consciousness

of what happened, say
us
to
avoid
similar
yesterday, helps
consequences to-day.
If the happenings of yesterday were unconscious,
they

could afford no data for to-day's behaviour. If, then, the
first peck is unconscious, it is as such
completely outside
the experience of the chick, and can therefore afford no
data for subsequent guidance and control.
Similarly, the
second, third, and succeeding pecks, so far as automatic
and unconscious, afford no data to experience.
But
observation shows that the activities concerned in pecking
are not only guided to further perfection, but play a part
life of the little bird which cannot without

in that active
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extravagance be interpreted as unconscious; for only by
appealing to consciousness can they be thus guided.

Hence

we

seem

forced

to

the

reject

hypothesis

of

unconscious automatism on the grounds that the activities in question do afford data to experience, can be

and are therefore subject to voluntary control,
by giving rise to sensations and feelings which enter into
modified,

the conscious

life

of the chick.

Let us assume, then, in accordance with the second
possibility, that the very first

peck

carried out under

is

the guidance of consciousness. Now, guidance and control
are based on previous experience. A chick, for example,
seize

will

after

the

first

one or two

soldier-beetle

he

meets with

trials of this distasteful morsel,

;

but

though

he

may run towards one, if he catches sight of it moving
at some distance from him, he checks himself so soon

as he sees clearly what it is.
He controls his tendency
peck at it in the light of his previous experience of
its unpleasant taste.
It is clear, however, that the first
to

time a chick pecks there is no individual experience in
the light of which the activity can be guided or controlled.

Hence we can only admit the second
hypothesis
it

is

quite

that

possibility on the

experience is inherited.
that the effects

conceivable

But though
wrought by

experience are transmitted in some way, at present un-

through
heredity that, for example, the
acquired skill of one generation may become congenital
in the next this is something very different from the
explained,

inheritance of experience
to admit

some form

of

itself.

Unless we are prepared

metempsychosis

;

unless

we

believe

that the individual remembers that which happened to
its parents or grandparents ;
we must hold fast to the
fact that the conscious

experience of the individual

limited to the events of its

own

lifetime.

Kemembering,

and
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"
" inherited
experience

then, that the phrase

is

merely a

expression for the hereditary organic effects,

condensed

such there be, wrought through experience, we are forced
to conclude that in the case of the first peck the chick
in the light of which its action could
has no

if

|

experience

;

i

;

be guided and controlled. If consciousness be present
And our second hypothesis is
it is not yet effective.
thus placed out of court.

We

therefore,

are,

thrown back

our

upon

third

that the automatic response gives rise to
consciousness in the light of which the chick's future
On this view
activities may be guided and controlled.
possibility

|

!

!

the

first

and

peck

it

must be remembered that we are

concentrating our attention on the very first occurrence
of an instinctive response in the course of individual life

though
theless

it is

an organic and automatic response, never-

affords

data to consciousness;

it

thus provides

experience by which subsequent
may be guided and controlled. Is

the initial

pecking
however,

may

it

be

asked,

in

is

at

not this,
of

what

much

to be

contradiction

was stated a few pages back, that there

efforts

favour of the view that the outgoing currents
as such have no conscious accompaniments in the case
said

in

of the first

performance of an instinctive act

?

No.

The

only apparent, not real.
It is, indeed, highly probable that all the primary data
which contribute to the building up of experience are
contradiction

is

afforded through
currents.

the intermediation of incoming nerve -

Grouping

logically exclusive

these

manner

in

a

for the

convenient

but

not

motor sensations and

those of the skin include elements supplied by touch we
may say that such data are supplied first from the organs
of special sense, those of sight, hearing, taste, smell,
touch, the temperature senses, and the sense of direction

;
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secondly, from the organs concerned in bodily

movements

;

and, thirdly, from the heart, blood-vessels, skin, lungs,
glands, digestive organs, and so forth. Thus we have

motor sensations, and

(3) visceral

them experienced through

the inter-

(1) special sensations, (2)

sensations,

vention

of

all

of

nerve-currents

incoming

which

reach

the

higher brain-centres whose activity is accompanied by
consciousness. Now, in the case of the first peck, there
are, to begin with, the initiating sensations of sight;
and, secondly, the motor sensations due to the performance
of the act of pecking.
There may be visceral sensations
as well, but these do not now concern us. When we

say, then, that the first peck,

though

automatic

response,

sciousness,

we mean that the

consciousness

nevertheless

motor

it is

affords

act

an organic and
data

to

con-

of pecking yields to

already combined in
incoming currents from the

sensations

complex groups, and due

to

organs concerned in this particular kind of movement.
A further statement of the matter from the physiological point of view

may

serve to

make

We

clearer.

inherited,

have seen that what
and what is, therefore, an

is

the conception
unquestionably

essential feature in

response, is motor co-ordination,
stimulus gives rise to a commotion of some sort in the
all

instinctive

cortical region of the brain,

sensation, say of sight.

motion

in

the

lower

It

and

this is

also

accompanied by
gives rise to a com-

brain-centres,

or in

some

cases

those of the spinal cord, such as to cause the automatic
distribution of outgoing currents along efferent nerves
to certain motor organs,
those concerned, for example,
in pecking or in swimming.
And these outgoing currents
are so nicely and delicately ordered and graded in intensity

as to produce just the particular

This

is

the inherited

movements

required.

motor co-ordination, probably a
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But
purely organic matter of the physiological order.
when the activity is carried out thus automatically in
response to the appropriate stimulus,
This
is accompanied by consciousness.

its

performance
due to complex
groups of incoming currents from the parts concerned
in the response carried along afferent nerves to the
sensorium

probably the

Thus

afforded

are

cortical

centres

consciousness

to

perience-data, already grouped

is

of

the

the brain.

primary ex-

according to the nature of
is of some importance
The primary grouping is

This point

the organic response.

in psychological interpretation.

inherent in the data, and

much

of the labour of conscious

is thus saved.
The grouped data constitute what
Mr. Kutgers Marshall terms instinct-feelings. To condense

correlation

the conception into a phrase, we may say that the organic
genesis of the brain-changes which accompany the primary
experience data is by backstroke (that is to say, afferent
in origin).
The instinctive motor co-ordination is by

through the intermediation of efferent nerves,
and so far it is a purely physiological and organic matter ;
there is, then, an afferent backstroke from the organs
outstroke,

concerned in the instinctive response, and by this backstroke ingoing nerve-currents are conveyed to the
higher

Here

brain-centres.

it

is

that there emerges the initial

conscious experience in the light of which
subsequent
responses of the same kind may be guided to finer issues.
bit of

For

it

must be remembered that we are dealing with
first occasion on which the instinctive
response

the very
occurs.

On

sciousness
occasions,

this

arises

one occasion the accompanying conwholly by backstroke.

under

consciousness

whole process
consciousness.

of

associative

suggestion,

subsequent
revivals

in

experience-data modify the
introduce the effective guidance of

previous

and

On
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result of our discussion of the matter

on the occasion

this, that

of the

first

is

there-

performance

an instinctive activity the co-ordination involved (and
is sometimes quite elaborate) is automatic, and cannot

be regarded as under the guidance of consciousness

;

but

that the carrying out of the activity furnishes data to
consciousness in the light of which the subsequent per-

formance of a

like activity

may

or checked.

From

it

occasion of

first

its

activity present

this

be perfected, or modified,
that only on the

follows

performance does such a congenital
for our study in its instinctive

itself

For on subsequent occasions it is more or less
modified by the results of the experience acquired by the

purity.

individual.

then

It

possesses

acquired

elements

in

addition to those which are congenital and instinctive;
and when such acquired modification is rendered stereotyped and uniform by repetition, it is, so far as thus
In such organisms as birds and young
modified, a habit.
therefore, instincts are to be regarded as the
automatic raw material which will be shaped and moulded
under the guidance of consciousness into what may be

mammals,

called instinct-habits t

understand

if

activities

basis, but modified

In the case,

by

this

compound term we may

founded on a congenital instinctiveo

by acquired experience.
such an instinctive procedure

too, of

of th .

or
deferred type as that presented by the diving of a young
on
the first occasion of its performance
moorhen, though,

the congenital automatism predominates, yet it is difficult
to believe, and is in itself improbable, that the individual
experience of the young bird does not, even on the

first

some influence on the way in which the
dive is performed.
If we desire to reach a true interpretation of the facts, we must realize the fact that an
And if we distinguish
activity may be of mixed origin.
occasion, exercise
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we have endeavoured clearly to distinguish between
not
instinct as congenital and habit as acquired, we must
as

lose

sight

the fact that there

of

is

much

interaction

between instinct and habit, so that the first exhibition of
a deferred instinct may well be carried out in close and
inextricable association with the habits which, at the period
of life in question,

have already been acquired.

any rate provisionally, we

Accepting this view, at

now proceed

is

may

the nature of that conscious

what
commonly assumed

to ask

impulse which

is

accompany the
In truth we do not
to

performance of an instinctive activity.
know and can only conjecture on general grounds. Indeed,
the presence of any such impulse as a psychological factor

We

see a chick pecking at a grain
has an instinctive impulse to
respond to the stimulus in this way. We place a tiny
moorhen or duckling in the water and see it swim off and

is

wholly conjectural.

of

corn, and say that

it

;

say that the touch of water on the breast

an

We

instinctive impulse to paddle.

calls

forth

observe that the

pond and buries
and
attribute
its behaviour
damp earth,
again
the promptings of an instinctive impulse.
It may be

larva of the great water-beetle leaves the
itself

to

in

that such a psychological impulse
It

we know very
is

is

present in each case.

would certainly be hazardous to deny
little

about

to look at the matter

its

presence.

But

it
and perhaps the safest course
from a physiological and organic
;

point of view, leaving the question of the possible psychological
first

see

Let us, however,
accompaniment an open one.
what the physiological conditions are.

The psychology of impulse would seem to be in outsomewhat as follows. In matters of human conduct
impulsive action is contrasted with the actions which are

line

performed in distinct reference to motives. Thus, impulsive
behaviour is distinguished from deliberate conduct, the
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former, being, it would seem, the more deeply ingrained in
the mental nature, lying far nearer to automatism than the
latter,

the deliberate act.

And many of us have often a hard

struggle to hold in check,

by the

of our better

exercise

judgment, the impulsive tendencies which are natural

to us

or the force of acquired habit.
A
emotional
such
as
of
or
that
state,
heightened
fear,
anger

through inheritance

desire or irritability,

periods

when

is

often a predisposing condition to
recurrent

The dipsomaniac experiences

impulsive action.

his whole being

him body and

he knows

is

open door

of a public-house

ruining

seems to crave
soul.

where he sees a

for that

which

He passes the
man raising a

glass to his lips ; the added stimulus in this critical state
is too much for him.
He yields to the impulse, calls for

brandy, and gulps it down. Given a state of craving or
emotional excitability ; given an opportunity for its satisthe impulse, I take it, is the immediate
faction ;
of the organic conditions of the moment ;
the organic tension accompanied by the somewhat
indefinite states of consciousness we term, according to its

accompaniment

when

intensity,

a need, want, or craving, is reinforced by a
prompting to its immediate satisfaction.

definite stimulus

Now

the impulse,

if

this

brief sketch of its nature be

correct in outline, is essentially

an internal

state which

prompts us to the performance of certain actions. It is
the antecedent on which the actions themselves are consuch as the blow
sequent. The performance of the action
struck by an angry man is not to be regarded as the
cause, but as the result of the impulse.

term impulse
the

moment

that has

outcome

;

is

in us the

applied to the psychological condition of
a state of consciousness. But it is one

it is

certain
of

And

organic

physiological

accompaniments, and
conditions.

And

is

since,

the
in a

consideration of instinctive behaviour, the psychological
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a matter of somewhat hazardous inference,

it

is

our attention on the organic aspect. Let
advisable to
us therefore endeavour to apply to instinct the conclusions
fix

which seem to result from our brief sketch of the nature
of impulse.

chick
Taking once more the case of the recently hatched
as a simple and sufficiently typical one, we may put the
matter in this way. The need for food is beginning to

make

itself felt,

and

to

throw the organism into a state of

satispreparedness for the response appropriate to the
to
the
chick
thus
on
faction of hunger.
prepared
Acting

respond, the sight of a small, perhaps moving, object
stimulates the pecking activity as an organic response, and
the result of this

is

that the organism under the influence

supplemented by the special stimulus,
so to speak, thrown into a state of unstable equilibrium.

of the general need,
is,

It is consciously or

moving

object.

when the

unconsciously urged to strike at the
is continued ; and at length,

The stimulus

instability reaches a certain pitch, the

topples over to the peck.

organism
For the stimulus must generate

a certain amount of organic instability before the organic
mechanism will fall to the response. Now it is quite
that before the organism actually falls to the
response, there are outgoing currents which throw the
possible

mechanism
that there

is

and
backstroke from the motor mechanism

into a state of preparedness to respond,

a faint

thus partially stimulated, which is accompanied by a
conscious state.
Let us assume that this is so, and

endeavour to

paniments

of

fill

in hypothetically the conscious

the

successive

of

an

accom-

instinctive

stages
First, there is an indefinite feeling of want
response.
or need, such as hunger, afferent in
origin ; then there is
the felt stimulus at sight of a
moving grub or worm, also

obviously afferent;

on this there

may

follow a state of
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due to an afferent

consciousness

backstroke

from the

organs concerned in the
and then there succeeds the consciousness which

innervation

incipient

response

Instinct.

;

of

the

accompanies the actual carrying out of the automatic
response by which the general discomfort, and the
the stimulus,

particular effects of

are

relieved

appropriate motor act and its consequences.
on our interpretation, is afferent in origin.

may

perhaps be

fairly

by an

This again,

Now

impulse
regarded as the condition immedi-

ately preceding the actual response which restores stability
after the preceding instability generated by a special

acting upon an organism already unstable
through the general effects of a want ; such condition

stimulus

To put the matter
origin.
we may say that such an impulse is

being, I repeat, afferent in

more

generally,

the tendency of the organism to satisfy its immediate needs
and to fulfil the conditions of its being ; and that accord-

ing as this tendency is checked or realized, we speak of
the thwarting or the satisfaction of impulse.
It is right, however, to warn the reader that the term
"
impulse," like many other terms in psychology, is used in
The impulse of
different senses by different authors.

which we speak
the Trieb of

is

sometimes spoken of as blind impulse

German

authors.

It is right also to repeat

that in the case of the initial performance of an instinctive

hypothetical.

On

any such

impulse is
the other hand, that the organism under

activity the presence

of

conscious

the influence of a stimulus or complex group of stimuli

thrown into a

state

of unstable

equilibrium, and

is

that

reached through the appropriate response, seem
And
to be legitimate inferences from the observed facts.
stability is

perhaps

the

safest

statement that we can make with

be
regard to the subjective accompaniment is that, if there
as
form
such
some
take
it
such an accompaniment,
may

Consciousness

we have above described

and
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we understand

If

then by impulse an organic tendency which may have a
conscious accompaniment, we shall have gone as far as

seems at present
behaviour
It

is

justifiable

now only remains

to say a few

relation of the acquired
genital automatism

oft-repeated habit

that

it

is

in going, where

instinctive

concerned.

is

words concerning the

automatism

of instinct.

of habit to the con-

When we

say that some

carried out automatically,

we mean

done without conscious guidance and control.

The cerebral cortex with its concomitant consciousness has
somehow left the impress of its control, uniformly exercised
in certain specific ways, upon the automatic mechanism.
How this is effected we do not know. But the fact is a
familiar one.

Many

actions which at

first

require our fully

conscious guidance and control pass, through frequent
repetition, into the condition of automatic acts generally
accompanied by consciousness as an adjunct, but some-

times performed unconsciously. They have become merely
organic responses conscious or unconscious. They conform
therefore to our definition of automatic acts as those

are performed without the immediate

and

which

effective inter-

vention of those molecular changes in the cerebral cortex
which are accompanied by consciousness.

Whether

in the

case

of

automatic

actions

of

the

acquired type the channels of nervous discharge in the
brain still run through the cortex, or whether
by a process
"
"
of
are
restricted to the lower brainshort-circuiting
they
is impossible at
If we knew
present to say.
with anything approaching
what
certainty
special parts of
the cortex are concerned in the
essentially controlling
process, it might be possible to decide between these two

centres,

views.

it

Unfortunately we do not.

and that with as much confidence as

All that can be said,
is

permissible in such
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a difficult matter, is that whatever parts of the cortex (or
other region of the brain) were concerned in effective
guidance and control are, in the automatism begotte
of habit, so concerned

As

no longer.

in the case of the congenital

automatism

of instin

:

the case of the acquired automatism of habit,
the stimulus or group of stimuli produces a state of
instability, the restoration of stability being effected by the
so, too, in

performance of the habitual

activity.

If

we apply,

as above

the word "impulse" to the tendency of the
to
organism
pass on the application of a specific stimulus
from the relative instability of a need or want to the
suggested,

relative stability of satisfaction,

we have

in the case of

acquired automatism an habitual impulse answering to the
When such a tendency is in any way
instinctive impulse.

checked or thwarted, the preliminary state of instability
would seem to be thereby increased or emphasized, and
the impulsive tendency is pari passu augmented. A very
Mr. Henry Eutgers
acute thinker and able writer
" the word '
Marshall goes so far as to say that
impulse
'

in general use to indicate those phases of consciousness
which are produced by the inhibition of instinctive
is

have been stimulated by the presence of the
condition
that usually calls them out, but which
objective
In
for one reason or another are not at once realized."
activities that

'

Mr. Marshall goes too far. The impulsive
indeed
emphasized and augmented ; but to say
tendency
that it is produced by the inhibition appears to be an overstatement of the case.
this I think
is

In conclusion one

may

picture the organism starting

with a certain amount of congenital automatism of the
more or less definitely instinctive type, and passing on to

reach a certain amount of the acquired automatism
*

Nature, vol. Hi.

p. 130.

of
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latter state is in part a modification of the

but it contains superadded elements as well. And
;
one of the functions of that Intelligence with which

former
it

we

is

shall deal in the next chapter, to exercise a guiding

influence in the establishment of the acquired automatism
of habit.
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CHAPTEE

VII.

INTELLIGENCE AND THE ACQUISITION OF HABITS.

WHEN

a drill-sergeant takes in hand a number of
recruits, he has to keep a vigilant eye on the actions
of each, checking useless, misguided, or mistaken activity

in this

direction,

response to his

men
of

act,

more prompt and vigorous
making the

eliciting

commands

in that direction,

not as isolated units, but as constituent members

a corporate

body,

and aiming throughout

co-ordinated action on which their future

at

that

efficiency will

depend so that, when they take their places in the ranks,
each may be ready to perform his own part in due subordination to the combined action of the whole, without
;

faltering

and without

hesitation.

The

men

organized into squads, companies, battalions,

are

and

duly

so on

;

and thus we have a disciplined army with its brigades,
with its artillery, engineers,
divisions, and army corps
with its intelligence, commissariat,
cavalry, and infantry
;

;

and medical departments, each with distinctive responsithe whole
bilities, and under its own especial officers
of
the
most
varied
and
most
capable
orderly evolutions
yet
;

at the will of the commander-in-chief.

the function of consciousness, represented in the
flesh by the cerebral cortex, to drill and organize the active
forces of the animal body in a somewhat analogous manner.
It is

But when

enters

upon
that a considerable amount
it

its

duties, consciousness finds

of the drilling has already been

and

Intelligence

There

done.

how

is

of Habits.
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no need to teach the organic mechanism

certain activities are to be performed, for they are

already

carried

department, with

out
its

The
and

automatically.
special senses

intelligence

so

forth,

is

already organized so far as the supply of information
is concerned.
The commissariat department, digestive
organs, heart, lungs, and the rest, is in pretty good
working order, and eagerly on the look-out for supplies.

Many complex activities, adaptive actions of the reflex
kind and of the type we have termed instinctive, are at
once performed under appropriate conditions without the
guidance of consciousness. Consciousness merely looks

on and makes a memorandum

of

what

The number and the complexity

going forward.
those instinctive

is

of

activities that consciousness thus finds

ready to

varies in the different grades of animal

maximum

i

in such forms as insects

more marked in birds than
inconspicuous

however, also
very

!

in

and

life

;

spiders.

its

hand

being at a
They are

mammals, and seem to be
man. There are,

or difficult to trace in

many more

or less isolated activities, with

adaptive value ; and these resemble raw
Such are the comparatively aimless and random

little initial

recruits.

limb movements of the human infant, as he lies helpless
on his mother's lap. Consciousness has to combine and

|

;

organize these vague efforts in directions that are useful
for the purposes of animal
life, and adapted to the condi-

j

tions under

which the forces of that

life are employed ;
work done by the several
companies, represented by groups of muscles, into due
relation to each other, and,
assuming the supreme command, to carry on the battle of life at the best advantage.
Such an analogy as this must not be pressed too far.

!

gradually to bring the effective

|

i

i

j

It is
i

adduced merely

drill-sergeant,

for

for the

example,

purpose of illustration. The
is dealing with
intelligent
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capable of directing and controlling
But consciousness as drill-sergeant

beings, themselves

own

their
is

actions.

random

or

instinctive

movements

automatic

with

dealing

Instinct.

as the

case

may

or

activities

be, themselves

incapable of self-guidance. What the analogy here serves
to illustrate is this
that neither drill-sergeant, on the one
:

hand, nor consciousness, on the other, can directly produce
the activities which are dealt with.
The activities must
be given.

All that can be done

is to

stimulate some

to

increased energy of action, and to check or repress others.
And just as the drill-sergeant must vigilantly watch
his men, since he is dependent on such observation for

information

as

the

to

correct

performance

of

their

consciousness entirely dependent on
the information received through the incoming channels
is

actions, so, too,

upon which its guidance,
augmentation and inhibition,

of afferent nerves for the data

the

through
is

based.

to

exercise

of

Further,
into

due

as

just

relation

the

the

superior

officer

has

evolutions which

are
bring
carried out under the control of subordinates, so does
consciousness correlate the data received through many

groups of afferent nerves, and co-ordinate a number
varied activities into a more or less definite course
behaviour.
extent
officer

It is true that

fails,

since

the

are separate

of
of

the analogy here again to some

drill-sergeant

individuals,

and

his

superior

while consciousness

i

continuous, and

is drill-sergeant and superior officer rolled
But though this continuity of consciousness
remains unbroken, we have abundant evidence, in the

into

one.

course of our own experience, that, during the gradual
establishment of the supreme conscious control of the
bodily activities, the regulation of details of active

response

is

step

by

step

relegated

to

sub-conscious

guidance, which, though constantly in touch with, requires
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attention from, the

supreme centres of voluntary
The horseman, the billiard player, the pianist,
knows well that, when once skill has been attained, such

but

little

control.

required under the special conany particular occasion may be safely left
sub-consciousness, scarcely troubling the attention at

further

guidance as

litions

of

to

is

Habit has in large degree rendered these actions
automatism. But consciousness, like

ill.

art of the acquired

wise superior officer,
the performance

i

is

superior officer sees as

So long
and
accurate, the
satisfactory
he saw not but when anything

still

is
if

keeps vigilant watch.

;

wrong, consciousness, as superior
nore or less smartly and decisively.
*oes

Few

steps

in

are likely to question the importance in animal

we must under
skill.
For
is founded upon a congenital and
(except perhaps in some instinctive

of the acquisition of habits, including as

ife

ihis

iven

term nearly

when the

nstinctive basis,
ictivities

all

the varied forms of animal

skill
it is

of insects

ind guided to finer
>f

officer,

and other invertebrates) improved,

and more

individual experience.

delicate issues, in the course

So that we

unction of consciousness as twofold

;

may

regard the
concerned

first it is

n the establishment of habits; and,
secondly, in the
itilization of all the active powers,
including the habits so
stablished, in
ife.

How,

meeting the varied requirements of daily
then, is the guidance of consciousness effected ?

Jpon what principles are the acquisition of
.tilization of skill to be
explained ?

skill

and the

There can be no question that, from the
psychological
oint of view, the association of
impressions and ideas,
ome illustrations of which have
been
already

iven, is of

incidentally

fundamental importance. Whatever may be
he position assigned to so-called " association
by con"
in
human
iguity
psychology, there can be no question
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importance in the more primitive
psychology of such animals as young birds. When chicks
learn rapidly to distinguish between the caterpillars of the
as

to

its

essential

cinnabar moth and those of the small white

butterfly, so

that they gobble up the one without hesitation and avoid
the other without fail, they give the plainest intimation
that an association has been formed in each case

between

Prof. Preyer notes
appearance and taste.
that his chicks rapidly learnt to associate the sound
of tapping with the presence of food.
I have already

described

how one

of

my

chicks,

which had but

recently

learnt to drink, standing in its tin, subsequently stopped
as it ran through the water in such a way as to lead one
to infer that wet feet

had become associated with

the

satisfaction of thirst. Young pheasants seemed to associate
water with the sight of a toothpick, on which I gave them

some drops.

Ducklings so thoroughly associated water

with the sight of their tin that they tried to drink from
and wash in it when it was empty, nor did they
for

some minutes.

A moorhen

chick, for

whose

it

benefit

had dug up worms with a spade, and which, standing by
jumped on the first-turned sod and seized every wriggling
speck which caught his keen eye, would soon run fron
some distance to me as soon as I took hold of the spade
There is no need to multiply instances. The study of younj
birds is an impressive lesson in association psychology
and one daily grows more convinced of the importance o
association in the acquisition of experience of this homel;
and elementary but essentially practical kind.

But

be said that though association is unques
tionably important, yet its efficiency in the guidance
it

may

(

Grante
upon something deeper still.
tasted
then
that, in a chick which has first seen and
an
nasty morsel, an association is formed between sight
action depends
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peculiar
is the

What

peculiar nastiness.

appearance suggests
connection between the nastiness of a cinnabar caterpillar

|

and the checking

j

of the tendency to eat

it,

or between the

niceness of the caterpillar of the small white butterfly, and
the added energy with which it is seized ? Why do taste-

i

;

stimuli of one kind have the one effect,

i

cf a different kind

I

and

have just the opposite

are the physiological concomitants of the

;

taste -stimuli

What

effect ?

augmentation of

response in the one case, and of the inhibition of response
I conceive that there is but one honest
in the other case ?

j

i

We

answer to these questions.

I

much

I

beside

explain.

I

must be

This

This and

do not know.

the science of the future to

left for

much may,

however, be

Certain

said.

stimuli call forth disturbances, probably in the cortex of

the brain, the result of which

!

is

the inhibition of activities

leading to the repetition of these stimuli

j

;

certain others

call forth cortical disturbances, the result of

augmentation of the

activities

The accompaniments
or

unpleasant

which

is

the

which lead to their repetition.

in consciousness of the former

the

we

in

call

con-

painful ;
accompaniments
sciousness of the latter we call pleasurable.
This appears

|

i

to
I

be a plain statement of the facts as we at present

understand them.*

\

Now, there can be no question as
!

!

i

i

to the strongly-marked

hereditary element in such augmentation of response when
the cortical disturbances have pleasurable concomitants
and the inhibition of response when the cortical disturb-

ances have

unpleasant concomitants.

This

is,

in fact,

founded on
I

organism
*

Prof. J. Mark Baldwin's statements in his
Mental Developthe Child and the Kace" (1895), p. 278 and elsewhere, concerning
terms "biological or organic imitation."

Compare
f

the innate powers or faculties which the
derives from its parents and more distant
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But

the cortical augmentation and inhibi-

if

tion are founded in heredity

and
and

Instinct.

and

;

if

this augmentation

inhibition form the basis
all

control are based

upon which all
what becomes of the

;

acquisition
distinction

between instinctive and acquired activities ? What,
that between automatic and controlled behaviour ?
Let us look again at the

facts

of

which we are endeavour-

ing to interpret. A chick sees for the first time in its
a cinnabar caterpillar, instinctively pecks at it under

life

the influence of the visual stimulus

;

seizes

it,

and under

the influence of the taste- stimulus instinctively shrinks.

So far we have instinct and automatism.
Presently
we throw to it another similar caterpillar. Instinct
and automatism alone would lead to a repetition of
the previous series

The

of

events

;

seeing,

seizing,

tasting,

shrinking.
experiment was performed
the more smoothly would the organic mechanism work,
oftener the

the more definitely would the
seeing,

seizing,

tasting,

same sequence be repeatedIs

shrinking.

this

what we

On the second occasion
actually observe ? Not at all.
the chick, under the influence of the previous experience,
acts differently.

Though he

sees,

he does not

seize, but

shrinks without seizing. We believe that there is a revival
memory of the nasty taste. And in this we seeni

in

justified, since

we may observe that sometimes

the chick

on such occasions wipes the bill on the ground as he does
on experiencing an unpleasant taste, though he have not
touched the larva.

The

to
chick, then, does not continue

merely from instinct and like an automaton. His
behaviour is modified in the light of previous experience.
act

What, then, has taken place in and through which
modification,

born

of

experience,

is

this

introduced?

of
answering this question we disclose the essential feature
the distinction we have all along been drawing that

and
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1

between congenital and acquired activities. The answer
may be given in two words association and the suggestion

The

that arises therefrom.

chick's first experience of the

cinnabar caterpillar leads to an association between the

appearance of the larva and its taste or, from the physiological point of view, to a direct connection between the
;

several

or,
is

On

disturbances.

cortical

the second occasion

suggested by the sight of the cinnabar larva ;
physiologically, the disturbance associated with taste

the taste

is

directly called forth

sight.

It is

by the disturbance associated with

through association and suggestion that an

organism is able to profit by experience, and that its
behaviour ceases to be merely instinctive and automatic.

And such

association would seem to be a purely individual
founded, no doubt, on an innate basis, linking
activities of the congenital type, but none the less wholly

matter

dependent
experience.

upon the immediate touch of individual
Hence the development of consciousness as

effective for the

guidance of life, takes its origin in the
In the
through association, of sentient states.
absence of such linkage sentience is a mere adjunct

linkage,

accompanying certain organic transactions in the nervous
system or elsewhere.
In watching, then, the behaviour of
young birds or
other animals, we observe a development which is to be
interpreted as the result of conscious choice

and selection.
For the chick to which a handful of mixed
caterpillars is
thrown, chooses the nice ones, and leaves the nasty
untouched.

This selection is dependent upon an innate
power of association which needs the quickening touch of
individual experience to
give

without which
tiality.

On

throughout

it

this
its

actuality and definition,
dormant as a mere potenconscious selection and choice depends,

would

entire

it

lie

range, the

development of those
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habits which are acquired as opposed to those which are
congenital ; and on it depends, as we shall hereafter see,
iee,

the whole of mental as contrasted with merely biologi

-

evolution.

Let us he quite clear as to what
conscious selection.

By

it

determined by the associative

is

is

here meant by

meant, that

effects

activities are

produced in conscious-

ness; or, in other words, that they are due to experience.
The organism that profits by experience, avoiding this

has been found unsatisfactory, and choosing
that because previous trial has shown it to be
because

it

exercises conscious selection.

animal intelligence *
vidual choice or selection, which in turn

The foundations

of

rest

on

indi-

is

dependent
renders possible.

upon association, and the suggestion it
For how could a chick learn to avoid cinnabar caterpillars
if the sight of their black and
golden-ringed bodies had not
become associated with their distastefulness, and that so
intimately and with such a nicety of mechanism that the
instinctive tendency to peck at

distance

A

associated taste ?
establish

any small

object at suitable

arrested by the restraining impulse due to the

is

an

single experience is often sufficient to

association.

I noticed that

one of

my

seven-

referred for a comparison of the " mentality of the
"
higher animals with that of man to Lecture xxiv. in Professor Wundt's
*

The reader may be

"Lectures on
'

Human and Animal

associative action

Psychology."

"The

criterion of 'in-

and of

intelligent action proper [that to which
I should restrict the term ' rational,' and * intellectual '], can," he says,
"only be this that the effect of association does not go beyond the

telligent

particular [or at most 'generic* as distinguished from
general '] ideas, whether directly excited by sense-impressions, or only
reproduced by them, while intellectual activity in the narrower sense of
the word presupposes a demonstrable formation of concepts, judgments, and
"
inferences, or an activity of the constructive imagination
(Eng. Trans.,
In Professor Wundt's opinion, in which I concur, "the animal
p. 357).

connection of
'

which border most closely on the realm of human understanding give
us no warrant for inferring the existence of true concepts, judgments,
actions

and

[logical] inferences

"

(ibid. p. 359).

and
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days-old chicks pecked repeatedly at something near the
corner of the turned-up newspaper which formed the wall

paper being propped against a more
The speck which had caught Blackie's keen
eye turned out to be the number of the page. He then
transferred his attention to the corner of the paper, which
of the enclosure, the
solid support.

he could just reach.

Seizing this he pulled at

it,

bending

the paper down, and thus formed a breach through which
he escaped into the wider field of my study. I caught

He went at once
and escaped, but was

and put him back near the same spot.
to

the

corner,

and

captured,

pulled

set

down

down on the other

Presently, he sauntered
to the

it

round

side of the

to the old spot,

corner of the newspaper, pulled

it

pen.

reached up

down, and again

A single chance experience had
escape.
teach him, and the association held good. I
parted with him in the evening of that day, so that I am
unable to say how long the association lasted ; but other
his

effected

sufficed to

observations lead

formed

is

me

to believe that

not soon obliterated.

an association once

A moorhen

had

that

learnt to avoid cinnabar
caterpillars refused to touch

one

though three weeks had elapsed since he had seen any or

had opportunity of reviving the association, and
though, in
mean time, he had seen many strange worms.

the

t

does not appear to me that we are forcing
upon a
term a meaning widely divergent from that

technical

which current usage sanctions in a familiar
word, in desig"
"
Blackie's repeated escape from
nating as
intelligent
confinement when chance had taught him how to break
bounds. In what essential
respect does it differ from the
behaviour of Tony, my fox-terrier, who
opens the gate by
lifting its iron latch with his head,
having, after looking
out between the bars in a number of
places in the railings,
at

length chanced to gaze out under,

and

at the

same
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time inadvertently

lift,

Instinct.

the latch ?

He,

too, after a while

profited by the fortunate results of an originally fortuitous
experience, and now opens the gate whenever he wants to

do

so.

At any

rate, using the

for behaviour based

word as a

technical term

on

direct association, this profiting by
individual experience is of the very essence of intelligence.

No

doubt important conditions to the intelligent

over-

coming of difficulties are persistency and varied effort.
I have noted this again and again in the case of young
birds.
It was
especially noticeable in jays.
Every
projecting bit of wire or piece of

pulled

new

at

from

object

all

points,

and

wood in their cage was
in varied ways.
Every

introduced into the cage was turned over,

carried about, pulled at,

hammered

at,

stuffed into this

corner and into that, and experimented with in all possible
ways. Such persistency and varied effort affords to in-

abundant material from which some
and helpful association may arise.

telligence

fortunate

Dr. Mills, in his diary of the kitten,* describes how
to the
persistent were its efforts, from the twenty-sixth

twenty-eighth day of

life,

some partially filled
entrance was barred up.

to get into

even when the
" The
the
history of the kitten's whole bearing towards
" a most inbook-shelves has been to me," he says,

book-shelves,

have never witnessed such perseverance
in the accomplishment of an object in any young animal
structive one.

I

not excepting the child. It seemed that the greater
obstacles the greater the efforts the kitten put forth to

overcome
especially

them

behaviour

human,

and ever

that

an

we usually
evidence

of

consider

unusual

strength of character."
No doubt there are well-marked variations in

innate persistency and experimentalism,
* Trans.
Boy. Soc.

Canada, 2nd

series, vol.

i.

if

this

we may

sect. iv. pp. 197, 210.

i
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Not long ago I was walking on a Sunday afterit.
noon with a gentleman who took with him five young
hounds. We came to a gate the lower bars of which
call

were close together, the upper bars being further apart ;
and, when we had climbed over, we watched the pups.
All at first struggled to get

through the lower bars, but

they were too narrow. Presently first one, then another,
and then a third, tried higher up, and scrambled through
the wider opening.
The fourth persistently struggled at
the lower bars

most
if

of

his

,

who soon

showed the way
example

then the

occasionally struggled, but spent

fifth

not four, grades

pup,
his

the

;

time in whining.

Here

of intelligence.

then,

are three,

First, the cleverest

got through by trying a new place, and
;
secondly, two others who soon followed

the

third

stupid but

apparently through imitation ;
pup ; and, lastly, the

persistent

one who gave it up and whined unless, indeed, we regard
the desisting from hopeless attempts as a mark of intelligence.
My friend went back and called the three successful

much

pups after him, and they got through without
He then rejoined me in the field, and
difficulty.

the intelligent pups at once scrambled

up to the wider
had
learnt
their
lesson.
But the other
opening: they
two still struggled and whined and
though we remained
;

in

the field for twenty minutes, neither of them learnt
the trick of that
An intending purchaser of one of
gate.
these five pups would
have selected either of

hardly

these two duffers

!

The point, however, which
is,

that intelligence involves

the profitable
experience
such conscious selection
association.

It

may

is
is

it is

desirable to

selection

or

emphasize

choice

;

that

chosen for repetition and that
rendered possible only through
;

indeed be asked, Why bring in this
Why not say simply that it is by

word "association" so often ?
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that the profiting by experience is made possible ?
There can, of course, be no objection to ascribing the facts
But let it be clearly noted that the memory
to memory.

memory

of such a kind that this suggests that ; it is just the
connection by means of which this and that are linked
together, so that this revives that in memory, to which the

is

term " association

What, then,

"

is

applied.

we may now

ask, is the relation of ex-

In reply to this question, we may

perience to impulse ?
say that the congenital impulse may, through experience,
be confirmed, modified, or held in check; and that such
confirmation, modification, or inhibition gives rise to an

Let us, however, look a
acquired impulsive tendency.
more closely into the nature of this acquired im-

little

not going too far to say that every
bit of practical experience leaves the organism something
The chick that has had
different from what it found it.
pulsive tendency.

It is

experience of the nastiness of the cinnabar larva is
neither organically nor impulsively what it was before
the experience. It is an organism with different reactive
tendencies.

us

state

And

this

in

the difference

terms

of

is

due to acquisition.

the

conception

Let

of impulse

which has already been formulated.

Impulse, I said, is
the tendency of any organism to satisfy its needs and fulfil
the conditions of its being. Now, the chick comes into the

world with certain congenital impulses, certain tendencies
to satisfy its congenital needs

conditions of
its

its

being.

But

and

to fulfil the inherited

at the touch of experience

needs are modified or further defined

;

the conditions

of

have
being are no longer what they were, for they too
conthe
On
undergone modification or further definition.

its

genital basis has been grafted an acquired disposition.
stimuli come there is an impulsive tendency
to realize, not the old being, the conditions of which were

When new
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determined solely by heredity, but a new being, in which
was due to inheritance is modified by that
which has been acquired through individual experience.
that which

Thus we may say that

after a little experience the imtendencies
are
the
net result of two factors inpulsive
heritance and individual acquisition.

By repetition, the results of acquisition become more
and more firmly ingrained in the organic and impulsive
constitution.
Habit is second nature. The congenital
automatism with which the animal starts gives place,
under the play of repetition, to an acquired automatism.

Between the

earlier stereotyped congenital response

on the

one hand, and the later stereotyped acquired response on
the other hand, lies the period of youthful plasticity.
The
stimuli to the first

the stereotyped congenital response

some extent unspecialized the chick will peck at
any object of a suitable size at an appropriate distance.
But the stimuli to the second the acquired response
are to

;

are specialized, defined, or particularized.
The experienced
chick habitually responds in one way to
looper caterpillars,
and in a different way to cinnabars. The former, the

meet the general requirethe latter, the acquired responses, are
adapted to the special requirements of the individual. A
congenital responses, tend to

ments of the race

;

congenital tendency leads the little moorhen either to
assume the defensive attitude, or to run
away, at the sight
of

any large approaching object
acquired tendencies
it to tolerate or welcome the
approach of the familiar
;

lead

fox-terrier or man, but to react even more
vigorously on
the approach of the unfamiliar
It is in
goose or sheep.
the period of
that
youthful plasticity
intelligence has its
most important part to
play so far as the genesis of
habit is concerned
at
in such
as

any

young

birds,

whose

rate,

organisms

intelligent adaptability is in

marked
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contrast with the stereotyped stupidity (as it appears to
us from its relative lack of plasticity) of the ordinary hen.
And even with human beings there is at least some truth
in the

sigh

with which

the philosopher regarded

the

bright and active Eton and Harrow boys at Lords', when
he remembered that, ere many years had passed, they would
become mere bishops and members of parliament. But

there always remains, it must be noted, over and beyond
the period of youthful plasticity, a greater or less balance
of intelligence for further adaptation throughout adult life.

The higher the mental grade of the organism, and
more varied the conditions of that life, the greater
balance of intelligence that remains

grow

and

less

It is

less as

maturity verges on

on the relation

only, however,

the

the
to

senility.

of intelligence to repetition, and

hence to that acquired habit which becomes second nature,
we have to fix our attention. For those activities

that

which are frequently repeated, become ingrained in the
*
of response
organic nature as more or less fixed habits
;

and the more firmly the habit

is

ingrained, the more

imperious is the impulse to the performance of the habit.
Just in so far as the individually acquired nature gains
strength and permanence does the need for its realization

under the appropriate conditions of stimulation increase
in force and insistency.
The craving which accompanies
the thwarting of habitual activities increases in strength
pari passu with the growth of acquired automatism. The

organism which to begin with was a creature of congenital
impulse becomes more and more the creature of acquired
impulse.

imperious
endowed.

It is

a

than

new

being, but one with needs yet more

those with which

* These are the
acquired instincts of Prof.

and Animal Psychology,"

Trans., p. 397.

it

was

Wundt,

congemtally

" Lectures on

Human

and

Intelligence
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little difficulty

particular instances whether a given
adaptive activity is an instinct or a habit; whether it
is congenital in its definiteness, or has
acquired this

to

in

determine

by intelligent selection and recurrent repetition.
The observations which have been described in preceding
chapters had for one of their objects, the determination of

definiteness

this point for

some

of the activities of bird

now take a particular case for such a case
instructive and more interesting than mere
by which

the

difficulty

in

question

life.

is

Let us

both more

generalities

may

be

further

illustrated.

1874 Darwin drew attention, in the columns of
fact that primrose flowers were cut off, and

In

Mature* to the

a piece of the calyx, between one- and two-tenths of an inch
in length, was removed.
He attributed the destruction to
birds,

who would thus obtain the nectar contained

flower,

in the

but asked for further information.

Many letters appeared in response
Among them one by Major E. E.

to Darwin's appeal.

Festing,

who

said,f

'A month ago I saw a caged hen bullfinch that would
treat any quantity of primroses which were
given her in
the
described
Mr.
Darwin.
She gave
precisely
way
by

I

,

,

one snip only to each flower, not
again touching the
remains of it, which fell to the floor of the
cage." And
other evidence pointed to the bullfinch as the bird

which

1

possessed this habit.

Darwin returns to the subject in a subsequent number,!
and writes as follows

"
:

It is clear

that the ovules are the

chief attraction

but the birds, in removing by pressure
;
the ovules, could not fail to
squeeze out the nectar at the

open end, as occurred when I squeezed similar bits between
*

Vol. ix. p. 482.

t Nature, vol. x. p. 6.
J Ibid., vol. x. p. 24.
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The birds thus got a dainty morsel, namely,
with sweet sauce.'* And then, in reference
ovules
young
character of the action, he continues,
instinctive
to the

my

fingers.

"In my former

letter I

remarked that

if

the habit

of

the flowers proved to be a widely extended
should have to consider it as inherited or

cutting off
one,

we

instinctive; as

it

not likely that each bird should disindividual lifetime, the exact spot where
is

cover, during its
the nectar, and, as I must now add, the ovules,
cealed, or should learn to bite off the flower so

That the habit

at the proper point.

is

lie con-

skilfully

instinctive, Prof.

When
Frankland has given me interesting evidence.
he read my letter he happened to have in the room a
bunch of cowslip flowers and a caged bullfinch, to whom
he immediately gave some of the flowers, and afterwards
many primrose flowers. The latter were cut off in exactly
the

same manner, and quite as neatly, as by the wild
I know that this is the case by having

birds near here.

examined the

me
its

Prof.

cut-off portions.

Frankland informs

that his bird pressed the cut-off portions of the calyx in
beak, and gradually worked them out on one side, and

then dropped them.

Thus the ovules were removed and

the nectar necessarily squeezed

out.

Now, the

caged

was caught in 1872, near, but not in, the Isle
Wight, soon after it had left the nest, by which time

bullfinch
of

the primroses would have been out of flower; and since
a
then, as I hear from Prof. Frankland, it had never seen
as
primrose or a cowslip flower. Nevertheless, so soon
now nearly two years old, saw these flowers,

this bird,

some machinery
instantly told
bite off

it

was set into action, which
an unerring manner how and where to

in the brain
in

to gain the hidden prize."
be a final solution of the matter.

and press the flowers so as

This appeared to

But the observations

of

a

subsequent

correspondent

and
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tended to throw doubt on the instinctive nature of the
" which
" I have a
bullfinch," she says,*
bird's procedure.

summer after primroses were over. They
quite new to him when I offered him the

hatched last

tt-as
.

were, therefore,

could get this season.

irst I

ndiscriminately, biting

stalk,

He

pulled it to pieces quite
or calyx quite in-

flower,

and the same with a few more which were
him at the same time. But since then he has

lifferently,

?iven to

at a time, perhaps twenty or thirty in all,
almost
now
always bites out the lower part of the
Sometimes
as described by Mr. Darwin in Nature.

had a few

)ften

ind he
;alyx

a little too high up, but almost instantly tries
When that part is eaten, he
better success.
with
igain
ittacks the stalk rather than the corolla.
le

bites

"Last spring

I offered

pieces according to
>nly once.

primroses to four bullfinches

Not one seemed

)elonging to friends.

any method.

to pull the flower

Two

of

them

I

saw

Another (an old bird, and somewhat shy), after

with the flowers for several days, seemed
unskilful in picking out the titbit as he was at first.

>eing supplied
is

was a young bird. His mistress was called
had heard what was the peculiarity for

.Che fourth

.way before she
7hich I

1

lad

was watching.

given

A

few days later she told me she
in the mean time, and had

him primroses

that he ate only the green part.
[This was not
he case with the first I offered him.]
In those few days

jioticed

I

e

had learnt the art of primrose-eating, not,

but wonderfully well considering
ractice he had had.
C. A. M."

uite perfectly,

indeed,

how

little

it is by no means so easy
be
sight
supposed, to determine whether
n habitual activity is
truly instinctive or is due to the

It

s

will

be seen, then, that

might at

first

lay of individual selective intelligence.
*

Nature,

vol. xiii. p. 427.

M

1
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There

attention

is

a point of considerable importance to which

Assuming that

here be drawn.

may

of the bullfinch

is

note the role that

The

Instinct.

due to intelligence,
it

It

plays.

is

let

the habit

us carefully

essentially selective.

bullfinch, to begin with, pulls the primroses to pieces

be termed an exuberance of activity. But
in the midst of it all, just one particular snip at the tube

with what

may

and the sweet
and the one effectual

of the flower is found to provide the ovules

sauce.

snip

All the rest is then neglected,

selected

for repetition.*

therefore, is not to furnish a

The role, of intelligence,
new activity which shall be

adapted to what we, the onlookers, call the end in view,
but to select from a number of relatively indeterminate

one which experience proves to be effectual.
has again and again been pointed out that the origin

activities that
It

of

and

variations

their

selection

in

the

however intimately

existence, are different problems,

for

struggle

they

may be associated in the process of evolution. The fitter
So now
variations must be given ere they can survive.
it

must be pointed out that the

origin of activities

some

a different problem from that
of the intelligent selection of those which are adaptive.
The more adaptive activities must be given ere they can be
of

which

selected

may

be adaptive

is

from among those which are

Herein, then,

exuberant

the utility of the restlessness, the
the varied playfulness, the prying

lies

activity,

curiosity, the inquisitiveness, the

ness, the

young.

* Prof.

meddlesome mischievous

of tli(
vigorous and healthy experimentalism
These afford the raw material upon whicl

intelligence exercises its

human

less adaptive.

life

have

not

Mark Baldwin has

power
failed

of selection.

to

contrast

Observers
this

developed this point in his interpretation
See his " Mental Development in ti

the psychology of the child.
and the Kace," chap. v. and American Naturalist, July, 1896,
;

youthfu

p. 548.

o
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expansiveness ready to try
the narrower

and more

those in

efforts of

dare
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and do all, with
more concentrated,

all,

restricted, if

whom

the stern lessons of experience
that is picturesquely impossible.

much

have checked so

And

all,

of Habits.

this exuberant expansiveness of

youth is a biological
and psychological fact of profound significance.
One or two examples in further illustration of habits

which

may
Mr.

given.

be fairly regarded as acquired
J. Southwell* has described

may now be
how sparrows

yellow crocuses to get at the
nectar, but afterwards simply bruised the perianth tube
at

pulled to

first

sufficiently to

that

the sweet fluid; and he suggests
begotten, be it noted, of intelligent

extract

habit

this

pieces

is acquired, and not inherited.
In the Zoologist^ for January, 1896, Dr. Lowe describes
a curious habit of the blackcap which he observed in

restriction

The birds

Tenerife.
sinensis

visit

the flowers of Hibiscus rosa-

and tear out pieces from the two upper segments

thus causing a drop of sweet fluid to exude.
This acts as a "bait," attracting numerous insects on

of the calyx,

which the birds feed.
in

the

Grand Canary

A

similar habit has been observed

in the case of a

tit (Parus tenerifa),
which perforates the calyx of a shrubby species of AbutUon.
The object of this proceeding seems to be to afford

:

'"

ready means by which ants may arrive at the nectary."
"
after consuming the nectar, are found in a semiThese,

ji
I

making no attempt to escape on being disThey thus fall an easy prey to the tits, which

!:orpid state,

.urbed.
risit

the flowers at

all

ind clear off all the ants.

short intervals during the day,
Another bird closely resembling

willow wren also makes periodic visits to the Abutilon
lowers for the purpose of feeding on the ants," but was
lot observed to take
any part in lacerating the calyx.

.he
I

*

Nature,

vol. x. p. 7.

t Vol. xx. pp. 1-10.
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How

far, if at all,

know.
are, Dr.
all

Instinct.

these habits are instinctive,

The plants which the birds

Lowe

treat

in this

not

way

says,* all exotics, so that the habit has in

probability been acquired since their introduction into
It would seem to be the
and handed on through imitation.

the Canary Islands.
intelligence,

Another change of habit, probably of
is

we do

afforded

by the oft-quoted case

notabilis) of Middle Island,

New

of

result of

intelligent origin,

kea (Nestor

the

Zealand.

It

belongs to
the family of the brush-tongued parrots, and, according
to Mr. Taylor White,f lived on the mountains above the

feeding upon the lichen on the stones. If
was the case, it would seem to be a modification
of the normal habits of the family, which usually feed
About 1868 it
on nectar, insects, fruits, and berries.

forest-line,

this

was observed

to attack living sheep.

Those which, having

missed a shearing, had long wool died suddenly, the only
apparent cause of death being a wound far down the back.
This was found to be due to the kea, which was, according
to

Mr. White, attracted to the sheep by the resemblance

of the wool to lichens, the spot chosen being due to the
fact that it there escaped the efforts of the sheep to

dislodge

it.

The

bird's object

was

to obtain

blood; but

may subsequently have found the kidney fat which lay
beneath. Whether this curious change of habit is tending

it

become hereditary and instinctive we do not know.
Imitation would presumably be sufficient to account for
But the bird is being
the handing on of the habit.

to

destroyed by the owners of sheep, and will probably

ere

long become extinct.
Mr. Joseph Willcox records a curious habit of the crow
*

Zoologist, vol. xix. 1895.

"
75.
Cp. Wallace's Darwinism," p.
Abstracted January, 18

f Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1877.
noted in Nature, vol. xiii. p. 589.

and
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Florida (Quiscalus purpureus).
Standing
" noticed a commotion
among

of

blackbird

the Acquisition

on the brink of a river, he
congregation of these
looking into the water.
a
;

favourite food, the

to

frantic efforts

many

of

them

small

birds,

A

which

large bass
fry,

were

anxiously

was pursuing

and the

latter,

its

in their

jumped out of the water, and
The blackbirds, evidently
on the land.
escape,

fell

experts at the game, immediately pounced upon the small
fish and swallowed them before they could get back into
the water."
Intelligence,

the look-out for

like

Mr. Micawber,

is

always keenly on

something to turn up, and, when

does

it

If a crowturn up, profits by the experience thus gained.
the
for
water-side, saw
blackbird,
example, standing by

a commotion in the water, and then

young fry leaping
and found the latter pleasant to the taste,
he would probably haunt the water's edge next day, and,
should he see a commotion in the stream near the bank at
first

out on the sand,

some distance

possible

off,

would hurry thither in the expectation

dish of whitebait.

of finding a

All of this is rendered

by that association of impressions and ideas withAnd then his
intelligence would not exist.

out which
,

neighbours and friends, seeing him enjoying a good meal,
will soon be self-invited guests at the repast.

1

:

That the imitation implied in the last sentence
important factor in the

;

is

an

can
development
Although the psychological and physioconditions of imitation are by no means thoroughly
of habits, there

be no question.
1

logical

understood,

it

will be well to devote the next

the consideration of this factor.

chapter to

1
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CHAPTEK

VIII.

IMITATION.

what we are accustomed to regard as
an
such,
important factor in animal life, especially
among gregarious animals, is scarcely open to question.
But the biological and psychological conditions are not

THAT

imitation, or
is

easy to understand.

Some forms

spoken of as instinctive
under the guidance of intelligence.
in its usual
term "
;

the

imitation,"

to be properly applicable.

of imitation are often

but some are voluntary, and

And

It is to the latter that

acceptation, would seem
the exact nature of the

connection between this conscious and voluntary imitation
and the involuntary instinctive process to which we apply
Let us
the same term, requires careful consideration.
first look at some of the facts which illustrate imitation of
the latter and apparently instinctive type.
If one of a group of chicks learn by casual experience,
such as I have before described, to drink from a tin of
water, others will run up and peck at the water, and will
themselves drink.* A hen teaches her little ones to pick
grain or other food by pecking on the ground and

up

dropping suitable materials before them, the chicks seemOne may make chicks and
ing to imitate her actions.

young pheasants peck by simulating the

action of a hen

with a pencil-point or pair of fine forceps.

According

to

* Dr. Mills records a similar observation on
Soc.
puppies (Trans. Boy.
sect. iv. (1894), p. 43.

Canada,
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Mr. Peal's statement, before quoted, the Assamese find that

young jungle pheasants

will perish

if

their pecking re-

sponses are not thus stimulated ; and Prof. Claypole tells
me that this is also the case with ostriches hatched in an

A

little pheasant and guinea-fowl followed
one
two ducklings,
wild, the other tame, and seemed to
wait upon their bills, to peck where they pecked, and to be

incubator.

guided by their actions. It is certainly much easier to
bring up young birds if older birds are setting an example
of eating

and drinking; and

instinctive actions, such as

scratching the ground, are performed earlier if imitation
I have observed that if a group of chicks
be not excluded.

have learnt to avoid cinnabar caterpillars, and if then one
or two from another group are introduced and begin to
pick up the caterpillars, the others will sometimes again

them, though they would otherwise have taken no
notice of them.
One of the chicks, coming upon a dead
seize

bee,

gave the danger or alarm note ; another at some little
made the same sound. A number of

distance at once
similar cases

might be given.

But what impresses the

observer, as he watches the early development of a brood
of young birds, is the presence of an imitative

which

is

exemplified in

many little ways

tendency
not easy to describe

in detail.

What

generalization, then, can be

drawn from

this

group of facts ? What is their relaprocedure in general ? Instinctive procedure, we must remember, is congenital behaviour of a

somewhat

indefinite

tion to instinctive

more or

less

definite

kind, involving the inherited

co-

ordination of motor activities due to outgoing nerve-currents,

and

initiated

by an external stimulus under organic conNow, it would seem that where

ditions of internal
origin.

the external

stimulus

is

afforded

by the behaviour of

another organism, and the
responsive behaviour

it

initiates

1
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similar to that which affords the stimulus, such responmay be described as imitative. A chick

sive behaviour

sounds the danger note ; this is the stimulus under which
another chick sounds a similar note, and we say that the
one imitates the other. Such an action may be described
as imitative in

its effects,

but not imitative in

its

purpose.

but not subjectively imitative. Only from
the observer's standpoint does such instinctive behaviour
It is objectively,

from other modes of instinctive procedure. It is for
him that the instinctive response falls under the head of
differ

imitation.

We

seem

justified in asserting that, from the

any stimulus or group, of stimuli,
a congenital response of any kind. In

biological point of view,

may give rise to
the case of an imitative action, the stimulus

is

afforded by

the performance by another * of an action similar in
character to that which constitutes the response. From
the observer's point of view, this is noteworthy, and, from
the point of view of biological interpretation, important.

But from the performer's point

of view,

if

one

may

in line with all other cases of instinctive

it

is

A

stimulus, visual, auditory, or other,

is

so say,

activity.

followed auto-

matically by a co-ordinated response, and there is no
similarity between either the stimulus or the states of

consciousness accompanying it, on the one hand, and the
response, or its conscious concomitants, on the other

hand.f

Such,

it

would seem,

is

the nature of instinctive

*

This seems to be part of the accepted implications of the word
" imitation." Prof. Mark Baldwin uses the term with an extended signification, so as to include, under the head of imitation, repetition of an action

by the same individual. From the observer's point of view, it is, of course,
act of
open to us to call the repeated act one that is imitative of the previous
which it is a repetition but if we do so we must abandon the accepted
"
"
is applied to the repetition by one
usage, according to which imitation
individual of the behaviour of another individual. There appears to be no
;

sufficient reason for

t Prof.

a response

such a complete change of accepted usage.

Mark Baldwin has suggested that imitation should be defined as
"
which tends to reproduce its own stimulus a circular activity,

i
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imitation, or that congenitally automatic behaviour which,
from the observer's standpoint, is imitative.
Passing reference may here be made to those instinctive

which mimicry

actions for

Certain

term.

distasteful

is

now a

recognized biological
for example, are

butterflies,

mimicked by others, which are believed to have escaped
destruction because of their mimetic resemblance to the
There

others.

is

no intentional imitation.

The mimicry

And

not only in form,
purely objective significance.
but also in their instinctive behaviour, are many of these
is of

and perhaps some birds, mimetic of others. Such
is, from the purely objective point of view,

insects,

behaviour

But since there does not seem to be any good

imitative.

ground for supposing that the mimetic behaviour is called
forth by the stimulus of such behaviour in the models, it
does not fall under the

head of the instinctive imitation we

"
mimetic" in its
using the term
we
mark
off
these cases of
biological signification,*
may
in
behaviour from true examples of instinctive
mimicry
are considering.

imitation

that

By

is to

say, instinctive behaviour called forth

by similar behaviour in others.

Now, as we have already seen, instinctive procedure
forms part and a not
unimportant part of the raw
on which intelligence exercises its influence,
fashioning and moulding it, and guiding the activities

material

concerned to finer issues in individual
adaptation.
8

The

he describes

it.
But the instinctive imitations of young animals do not
tend to reproduce their own stimuli.
chick, seeing its comrun away or crouch, will do so itself; and this we should describe

A

essarily
;

imitative action, but
(save for the observer) there is here no repro"
Mental Development of the Child
initiating stimulus (see
and the Race,"
passim).
i

tion of the

A.

Witchell, for example, in treating of the song of birds, uses
mimicry" as equivalent to imitation," which is confusing to the
"
for whom
mimicry as a technical term has acquired a restricted
!.

"

'

t,

signification.

1
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first

performance

of

an

Instinct.

instinctive

imitative or not, affords the

activity,

whether

data to consciousness

for

the perfecting or the modification of the activity and the
formation of instinct hahits that is to say, acqi
modifications of congenital responses. Given, therefoi

a congenital and instinctive imitation, intelligence
it as the basis of an imitative action of the conscious

utilize

To such conscious

type.

now

or intentional imitation

we

turn.

When

a child consciously and of set purpose tries
imitate another child or an older person, his action is in
all

cases founded on a

certain

amount

of preliminai

experience. Let us suppose that he is imitating the
of another in tracing with a pencil a simple curve.

actioi

This

impossible unless he have already acquired some data ii
the light of which control over his arm and finger move
is

His object is to apply this
as
to
reproduce the movements
way
the other so as to obtain the same results. He must hav(

ments

may

be exercised.

control in such a

some data

to

work with.

Either instinctive imitation

afforded such data, or acquired experience of the use of

limbs and fingers has taught him that, to do this thii
which another is doing, and so reach similar results, h<

must guide

his

movements

in certain definite ways.

such preliminary data, further progress would seem to be
matter of trial and error, the repressing of such movements
as lead to failure, the emphasizing and repeating of such
movements as lead to success. Failure is accompanied by
more or less painful dissatisfaction; success, by more or
less pleasurable satisfaction.

control

is

Thus, step by step, further

gained until the imitative action is sufficiently

perfect.
It

would be convenient

to distinguish

between two

but at the same time somewhat different, processes

allied,
;

and

Imitation.
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our present purpose, though the distinction of terms
cannot, perhaps, be conveniently maintained, we will
for

describe the reproduction of another's action as imitation,

and the reproduction of the objective results of the action,
In the case of the curve, the child first imitates
copying.
the action

holds the pencil and moves the fingers in

But as soon as a passable result is
reached, it is on this, and not on the movements, that he
fixes his attention.
His object is no longer to imitate the

certain definite ways.

action so

much

as to reproduce the copy. Copying, though
often based upon imitation, as we are using the words,
And just as
may thus be distinguished therefrom.

and similar in cha-

instinctive imitation is in line with,

racter to, all other instinctive activity, so is

with,

and similar in character

to,

all

copying in line

other intelligent

Certain actions are performed, and according
as their results afford satisfaction or dissatisfaction, they
acquisition.

At the same time, just as
marked off from other modes of

are enforced or suppressed.
instinctive imitation is
instinctive

activity

by the

fact

observer to a visual or other

which initiated the response,
distinguished from other

that

it

gives rise in the

impression similar to that
so too is copying to be

modes

of intelligent activity

by
and the performer's
*
which
view) its results reproduce the stimulus
the appropriate activity. And it is on these

the fact that (both from the observer's

point of
initiated

results that, in copying, the attention is chiefly fixed.

A

further example will bring this out

more

clearly.

In

the reproduction

by the normal child of the sounds its
companions utter, there is far more of copying than of

intentional imitation, as
*

we have used these words.

The

This reproduction of stimulus is made a cardinal feature in Prof. Mark
Baldwin's treatment of imitation in his "Mental
Development in the Child
and the Race."

Habit and
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child probably inherits a congenital

which

may

power of

articulation,

fairly be termed instinctive, since articulation

involves a relatively definite co-ordination which is absent
His own
in the case of merely inarticulate sounds.
articulations afford auditory stimuli which,

become linked with the

effects in

by

association,

consciousness of those

motor processes by which they are produced. He obtains
certain results from his own activities, and hears also
the results of the activities of others.

Thus the data

are

and the child gradually
learns to reproduce articulate sounds, and incidentally
and unconsciously to imitate certain motor activities. I
afforded for copying these results,

say

"

incidentally
of the vocal cords

and unconsciously," because the
is hidden from his sight, and the

action
learn-

ing to produce certain sounds cannot, in the normal child,
be in any important degree the result of imitating the lipmovements of others. And it is instructive to note that
the acquired articulation of deaf mutes

is

mainly a matter

the sounds produced are inaudible to the producer, and thus afford no
The normal child, in learning to
data for copying.
articulate like its companions, thus copies certain sounds,
of imitation,

and not

of copying,

since

and unconsciously imitates certain actions

though, from

the observer's point of view, the actions are, no doubt,
imitative.

As has before been said, the distinction in the use of
"
the terms "imitation" and
copying "often used interperhaps, be conveniently mainThe distinction is here used as a temporary one

changeably
tained.
to

could not,

emphasize the difference between reproducing an action
and reproducing a given result of such

or movement,

Sometimes the attention is chiefly fixed on the
Both are commonly called
one, sometimes on the other.
imitation
when, for example, we say that a child imitates

activity.

;
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Both are commonly called
monkeys copy their masters.
sufficiently indicates which process

the tones of another's voice.

copying; as

when we say

that

The context, as a rule,
predominates whether the attention of the imitator is
chiefly fixed on the curve to be reproduced, or on the

movements necessary

to reproduce it ; on a sound to be
made, or the actions necessary to make it.
We have already seen that intelligent procedure is the
result of certain processes in the cerebral cortex or else-

where, which have pleasurable or unpleasant concomitants
in consciousness.
The actions which bring pleasure are
repeated and strengthened; those which are unpleasant
are checked or inhibited.

What, then, are the

special

and

Wherein lies
peculiar conditions of intelligent imitation ?
the distinguishing feature of the incentives in consciousness
to the voluntary copying,
results ?

A

either of

by his companions, and hears
sounds which he himself utters.

to the

or their

also

certain

What

is

articulate

the incentive to

The only answer

imitation ?

admissible

movements

child hears certain articulate sounds produced

is

to this question which seems
that the resemblance of the sounds he utters

sounds he hears

is

itself

a source of pleasurable

and

;
that, within certain limits, the closer the
resemblance the greater the satisfaction. The tendency
to imitate is based
upon an innate and constitutional bias

satisfaction

to get pleasure out of

such resemblances ; to gain satisby reproducing what others are producing. If
there be no such innate
proclivity, it is difficult to see
whence the incentive to imitation can be derived. At a

faction

later stage in the
process of

development, emulation is,
no doubt, an important factor, and there arises a desire
not only to imitate but to
improve upon the copy.

And here
distinction

it may be well to remind the reader of the
which has already been drawn between what is
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and what is innate.
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Both have their foundations

in heredity. But we have restricted the term instinctive to
the congenitally responsive behaviour evoked by an external

stimulus under given internal conditions. We have treated
the instinctive activity from the frankly objective and

and have regarded the
response as prior to experience. That which is
biological point of view,

instinctive

innate, on

the other hand, is the inherited tendency to deal with these
data in certain ways. Acquisition is impossible if there

be not an innate power of association, and if there be not
innate susceptibilities to pleasure and pain.
The inas such

stinctive response

and independent

That which

of definite congenital
is

is

instinctive is the basis

and organic responses

;

that which

the basis of acquisition, rendered more or

definite in experience,

imitation

independent of association,

of the pleasurable or unpleasant effects

of that response.

innate

is

is

perience;

and leading up

to habit.

imitation

is

due

to

less

Instinctive

thus an organic response independent of
intelligent

is

ex-

conscious

guidance, the result of experience, and based upon the
innate satisfaction which accompanies the act of reproductive imitation.

Let us now pass on to consider the place of intelligent
what we may perhaps fairly term imitation

imitation

proper
it

in the animal kingdom.

difficult to

exemplify in a

way

Its very ubiquity makes
that shall be adequately

The abnormal arrests our attention more
readily than the normal, and hence the cases of imitation
convincing.

In the song of
usually cited are generally of this class.
most
imitation
is
a
for
birds,
important
example,
probably
factor,

but

it

is

chiefly the imitation of another species

that arrests our attention.

Thus the mocking-bird's feats
an oft-told tale. Mr. L. M.

of imitation are as familiar as

Loomis

told Mr. F.

M. Chapman

of one in

South Carolina

Imitation.
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which during ten minutes' singing imitated the notes of
no less than thirty-two different species of birds found in

Mr. Chapman adds that this was a
phenomenal performance, and one he had never heard

same

the

locality.

approached, for, in his experience, many mocking-birds
have no notes but their own, and good mockers are

would be interesting to gain further
the conditions under which good mockers

It

exceptional.*

information of
are developed.

similar in the

Is the sequence of imitative strains

same individual

them in new order
for careful

?

always

Or does he recombine

There would seem to be here a

?

field

experiment and observation.

Our common English jay has the reputation of being
a consummate imitator, sometimes of strange sounds.
Montagu says that the low song of one individual was
interspersed with sounds imitative of the bleating of a
mewing of a cat, the note of the kite or buzzard,

lamb, the

and the neighing of a horse
Bewick describes how a jay imitated the sound of a saw

the hooting

of

an

so well as to cause

owl,

much

!

surprise, the

day being Sunday.

And a correspondent

in the Magazine of Natural History
he may have been of Irish extraction!
says that one
"
imitated the goldfinch's song " most inimitably
(!), and
also the neighing of a horse. f

One more example among wild birds must suffice. Mr.
Warde Fowler, in his " Summer Studies of Birds and
Books, "t gives a quotation from the diary in which he noted
the performance in Switzerland of a
arn

marsh warbler.

"

I

now

writing," he says, "in a cool spot between the
allotments and the Aar, and listening to the marsh-warbler,

t

"Birds of Eastern North America,"
p. 378.
These cases are taken from
Yarrell, "British Birds," 2nd

p. 122.

t

Pages

80, 81.

edit. vol.

ii.
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whose song

is

Instinct.

as wonderful as ever.

outburst like that of a sedge-warbler
drawn sweet note like a nightingale's.

Sometimes a grating
sometimes a long;

Then

I

have within

the last few minutes certainly heard the chaffinch imitated,
and even the nuthatch's metallic note. But a low pleasing
Ah there is the great
soliloquy also goes on at intervals.
!

tit

;

now

the white wagtail, and I am beginning to get
This bird creeps about a good deal in the

bewildered.

bushes, but

and

now and then appears on a topmost

shoot,

wide open, and a
Now and then he
showing
very
plainly.
gape
red-yellow
Ah there is the call of the
flies into a tree over my head.
sits

there

singing with his

bill

'

'

!

redstart,
is

and surely

this is the skylark's song

;

and

there

the chaffinch again, if ever I heard a chaffinch." *
Mere mention of the specially taught imitations of the

and other

parrot, magpie, raven, jackdaw, starling,

must

suffice.

In

all

birds

these birds there would seem to be an

innate proclivity to copy the sounds they constantly hear,
though it varies a good deal in different individuals. A
short description of the teaching of bullfinches will serve
most favourable conditions for imitation

to illustrate the

in this case.

"In Germany,"

f

says Bechstein, "those young bull-

finches that are to be taught to sing particular tunes must

be taken from the nest when the feathers of the

tail

begin

and must be fed only on rape seed soaked in water,
and mixed with white bread. Although they do not warble

to grow,

before they can feed themselves, it is not necessary to wait
for this to begin their instruction, for it will succeed better,
if

we may say

so,

when infused with

their food, since

experience proves that they learn those airs

more

quickly,

*

Mr. C. A. Witchell has given a great deal of evidence on the subject of
imitation among wild birds in chap ix. of his " Evolution of Bird Song,"
p. 159.

t

"
Quoted in Yarrell's British Birds," 2nd

edit. vol.

i.

pp. 577, 578.
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and remember them
just after eating.
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which they have been taught
Nine months of regular and con-

better,
.

.

tinued instruction are necessary before the bird acquires
what amateurs call firmness ; for if the instruction cease
before this

obtained, they would

is

destroy the

air

by

suppressing or displacing the different parts, and they often
In general it is a
forget it entirely at their first moulting.

good plan to separate them from the other birds even after
they are perfect, because, owing to their great quickness in
learning, they would spoil the air entirely by introducing

they must be helped to continue the song
the lesson must always be repeated
and
stop,
while they are moulting, otherwise they will become mere
Different degrees of capacity are shown here,
chatterers.

wrong passages

;

when they

One young

as well as in other animals.

bullfinch learns

and quickness, another with difficulty and
the
former will repeat, without hesitation, several
slowly
of
a
parts
song ; the latter will hardly be able to repeat one
with

ease
:

months' uninterrupted teaching. But it has
been remarked that those birds which learn with most
part, after nine

remember the songs which they have once well
learned better and longer, and rarely forget them, even when
moulting.
Many birds, when young, will learn some
difficulty

.

.

.

strains of airs whistled or

day; but

it

is

played to them regularly every

only those whose memory is capable of
that will abandon their natural song, and

them
adopt fluently and repeat without hesitation the air that
has been taught them. Thus a young goldfinch learns, it
is true, some
part of the melody played to a bullfinch, but

retaining

*
as perfectly as this bird."
We have now given at sufficient length some evidence
of imitation in the song or other utterances of birds.

it

will

*

never be able to render

it

For imitation in birds and also in mammals, see Romanes' " Mental

Evolution in Animals," pp. 222, 223.

N
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far does

much

it

extend?
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Mr.

C. A. Witchell,

attention to the subject,

who

unhesitatingly of
opinion that though the call-notes, alarm notes, and other
such utterances are instinctive, yet the song itself is

paid

traditional

is

With regard to
have no doubt whatever, from my own

and the

result of

imitation.

the former point, I
observations, that the notes of young chicks, guinea-fowl,
peewits, partridges, pheasants, and moorhens are instincas are probably those of the

tively definite;

young

fly-

catcher and young jay, though in these cases the birds
were brought to me when a few days old. Nor can there

be any question that the call-note and the warning note
of the

H.

J.

hen are

also truly instinctive,

Charbonnier,

a

careful

though deferred.

observer, tells

me

Mr.

that a

young magpie, which was brought to him as a nestling a
fortnight old, always chattered and croaked in true magpie
language, and was never heard to imitate other birds.
Another magpie, however, picked up the note of the
"
sparrow, and generally talked
sparrow," though it would
sometimes introduce a few lower notes of

its

own

proper

tongue.

With regard

to the latter point, there is undoubtedly a

good deal of evidence in favour of the contention which
Mr. Witchell espouses. One of the oldest observations is
as follows.

young

The Hon. Daines Barrington

*

placed three

linnets with three different foster-parents, the skylark,

the woodlark, and the titlark or meadow-pipit, and each
adopted, through imitation, the song of its foster-parent.

Nor

did they

abandon

this for their

own

true song when

they were placed among songsters of their own species.
Mr. Witchell f quotes from a letter of Mr. W. A. P. Hughes,
who informed him that " a young bird (finch) reared by
* Phil.
Trans., 1773, p. 264.

t

" Evolution of Bird
Song," pp. 172, 173.
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hand, and not allowed to hear another bird, never learns
a perfect song, but sings a series of disconnected notes,
without any similitude to the parents' song. Young bull-

from the egg under canaries
foster-parents' songs, and had none of the

finches or greenfinches bred

learned their

harsh notes of their actual parents while young greenfinches taken from the nest when fledged, and then reared
;

by hand, always had some of their respective parents'
A
notes, although learning another song under a tutor.
goldfinch-canary mule with a pure goldfinch song, when
two years old, learned the song of a linnet, and sang both

songs alternately and mixed.
bird really picks up the song

can feed

itself.

singing;

that

have seen the featherless

I
is,

The time when the young
the nest, and before it

is in

I

little

birds

have seen their throats going, and

heard their squeaky note, as though they were practising."
Mr. Hudson says* "that young oven-birds (Furnarins),

when only

partially fledged, are constantly heard apparently

practising their duets in the intervals
are.

absent.

On

when the parents

the hypothesis of tradition,

it is

just because

the young bird has predominant opportunities of hearing
its

parents' notes that

it

sings the parent song.

On

the

other hand, Dr. A. G. Butler, f though he obtained evidence
of imitation in

abundance, was

to conclude that the

tendency

led,

from

many observations,

to imitate the

song proper

stronger than the tendency to imitate
alien song, and that where foreign notes were caught up,
they were introduced into and added by the bird to its
to the species

own

is

I was assured many years ago by a birdLondon, that he had reared young nestlings,
such as thrushes and linnets, amid the strains of many

strains.

fancier in

caged birds singing with

varied

* " Naturalist
in

La

power,

Plata," p. 257.

t Zoologist, 1892, p. 30.

and that

the
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thrushes always, and the linnets for the most part, sang
true, imitating the song of their own kind.
Couch, in his
" Illustrations of
*
Instinct,"
says that he knew a goldfinch,

which had never heard the song of

nevertheless

singing

imperfectly.

And speaking of

this

song,

its

own

species,

though tentatively and

the Dartford warbler, Colonel

Montagu saysf that young males brought up from the
nest "begin to sing with the appearance of their first
mature feathers, and continue in song
October, sometimes with scarcely an
several hours together.

all

The notes are

the month

of

intermission

for

entirely native,

consisting of considerable variety, delivered in a hurried
manner, and in a much lower tone than I have ever heard

the old birds in their natural haunts."
It is clear

under

that further evidence based on observation

test conditions is needed.

But

if

we may not

yet

unreservedly accept the view that the song of birds is
wholly a matter of imitation, with little or no congenital

tendency to sing true to type, yet it is an established
that imitation is an important factor.
If

the question be

now

asked,

fact

Of what service can

it

be to the individual or the race to possess such an innate
tendency to imitate song, and, as Mr. Witchell contends, to
incorporate alien strains ? the answer does not appear
to be altogether adequate or complete.
According to

Mr. Wallace, song

is

primarily for purposes of recognition.
it is a means to sexual selection.

According to Darwin

Since most song-birds pair, we

may

perhaps surmise

that

the slight variety reached through the incorporation of
alien strains is a means of recognition not only specific,
The hen bird, on
but also individual, in its character.
this view, not

only recognizes her mate as one of her

" Mental Evolution in
* P.
Animals," p. 222.
13, quoted in Romanes'
t Quoted in Yarrell's "British Birds," vol. i. p. 344.
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own

species, but as her

admit sexual selection
in a future chapter
!

of

modifications

emotional

state

own

And

special mate.

if

we

a matter to be more fully discussed
we may perhaps suppose that such

evoke

song

in

different

the

that

degrees

act

of

the

accompanies
For those who believe that the hen birds select those who
!

most strongly

stir

the sexual emotion,

which

diverse modifications of song
ential effects.

pairing.

we have here the

may

thus have

Such may be the advantages

differ-

of imitation in

the particular field of bird- song.

But should not the question be made broader and more
general ? Should we not ask, What is the organic value of
the imitative tendency as evinced in
of birds or other creatures ?

a number of cases

it

I

would make

many ways

in the

life

cannot but think that in
all

the difference between

Mr. Tegetmeier states * " that if
pigeons are reared exclusively with small grain, as wheat
or barley, they will starve before eating beans.
But when

survival

and destruction.

they are thus starving,
among them, they follow

a bean-eating pigeon

if

is

put

example, and thereafter adopt
the habit.
So fowls sometimes refuse to eat maize, but on
seeing others eat it, they do the same, and become excessively fond of it."

Is

its

not clear that such imitation

it

might be a means of
from starvation and death ?

as Mr. Tegetmeier here describes

saving those

who

Young water-fowl

acted on

it

that, seeing their parents dive, did the

same, would stand a far better chance of survival than
those

who stayed

how natural

at the surface.

selection

would

One can

well understand

foster the imitative tendency,

and working on congenital variations might eventually
render the imitative behaviour a truly instinctive activity.
t has
certainly in many cases produced a predisposition to imitate the actions of their
*

own kind

Quoted in Mr. A. K. Wallace's " Darwinism,"

rather than
p. 75.

1
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those of another species.

brought up

Instinct.

When

chicks and ducklings are
some extent separate,

together, they keep to

imitation on the part of either of the
habits of the other species.
Spalding noted that chicks

and there

is little

showed no signs of imitating the peculiar habits of young
turkeys in the matter of catching flies. It would seem,
indeed, that imitation serves to initiate or to emphasize
those activities to the performance of which there is already

Thus a blackbird which had been in captwo years in a large aviary, and had never been
troubled with family cares, seeing some recently

a congenital bias.
tivity for

mated

or

introduced young thrushes fed by their parents through
the bars, began himself to feed them in a similar manner.*

Here an

activity to

which there

is

a congenital bias was

called into play through the suggestive touch of imitation.
If,

young have a tendency to imitate the actions
if, too, among the members of gregarious
there is much imitation
it is clear that we have

then, the

of their parents
species,

;

;

here a conservative factor in animal

importance.
bringing the

Just

as

human

form the family and

imitation

is

life

of

of

great

no

slight

value

child to the level of the adults

in

who

social environment, so too does the

less fully conscious imitation of the lower

animals serve

to

bring the young bird or other creature into line with the

members

of its

own

species.

have several times observed that, in broods of chicks
brought up under experimental conditions by themselves,
I

and without opportunities of imitating older birds, there
are one or two more active, vigorous, intelligent, and
mischievous birds.

They are the leaders

of the brood

;

Their presence raises the
of
level
Eemove them, and
general
intelligent activity.
the others show a less active, less inquisitive, less

the others are their imitators.

*

Nature, vol.

xlviii. p. 369.

Letter signed

"E.

Boscher."
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life, if one may so put it.
They seem to lack
From which one may infer that imitation

some extent a means

intelligent to the

of levelling

up the

standard of the more intelligent

;

less

and

supplying a stimulus to the development of habits which
would otherwise be lacking.
of

Under normal conditions, however, the conservative
tendency of imitation, bringing the newly born members
of the

animal community into line with

behaviour of the species

is

its

probably

the

average

most important

" Naturalist in La
" the result of
Plata," speaks of fear in birds as being
*
And I have, in another
experience and tradition."

Mr.

office.

W. H. Hudson,

work,f adopted this term.

in his

"

I

am

inclined to

regard

and tradition," I there said, " especially in
animals which live in flocks, packs, or herds, as of very

imitation

importance. By tradition I mean this that the
animal is born into a group of animals which perform a
number of activities in certain ways, and that through the
great

:

imitative tendency

it falls

into these ways,

which are thus

handed on or carried down through tradition." We should
distinguish this process by which habits are handed on
from generation to generation, as clearly and sharply as
possible

from transmission through heredity. Hence I
Mark Baldwin's subsequently proposed term

regard Prof.

"

social heredity

"
J

as unfortunate.

It is, as Prof.

Kitchie

has well pointed out in discussing human civilization,
just because the effects produced are independent of
heredity,

that they

therefore, Prof.

demand

special

attention.

to priority

men

or animals,

in drawing attention to the facts either for
*

Page
"

I

"

Since,

Baldwin can advance no claim

93.

Introduction to Comparative Psychology," pp. 170, 210.
Mental Development in the Child and the Kace," chap. xii.
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and since his term is in itself unsatisfactory, there seems
no valid reason for adopting it.
"
Mr. Hudson's term " tradition
is quite in keeping
with both etymology and popular usage, and serves to
emphasize the fact that the phenomena are not due

By

heredity.

to

tradition in this sense, then, the habits of

may be handed on from generation to
and
though inherited in the sense in which
generation;
we speak of the inheritance of property, and it is thus
that Mr. Kitchie uses the phrase "social inheritance,"
a given species

they do not necessarily become hereditary in the biological
sense of the term.
When the mongrel pup, whose
Dr.
Wesley Mills watched and describes,
development

was introduced

to the society of other dogs, its progress

It was subject
was, he tells us, extraordinarily rapid.
to the influence of canine tradition, and reacted at once

The young bird or mammal,

to this influence.

especially

the case of gregarious species, is born into a community where certain behaviour is constantly exhibited
before its eyes.
Through imitation it falls in with the
in

traditional

and

habits,

question that this tradition

animal

And

life.

necessary, in

guard, that

and

any

habits.

is

There

after.
is

clear

study of habit

we may

tradition.

instincts

it

as

serves

itself

models for those that come

of great

that,

and

if

one of

the

can be no

importance in

this

be so,

instinct, to be

it

is

on our

distinguish clearly between heredity

What we

are apt to regard as hereditary

some cases be shown to be traditional
may
And often we are unable to say, in the present
in

condition of our knowledge, whether the performance of
is due to heredity or to tradition ; whether

certain activities

they are instinctive or due to imitation.

where in

Here, as

else-

this field of study, there is need of further
The young
observation under experimental conditions.
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must be brought up apart from their parents or other
members of their kind. If they still exhibit the activities
in question, such as the love-antics of

many

birds in the

is probably an instinctive basis, and
conclude
that the performance is handed on
may fairly
in all its definiteness through hereditary transmission.

pairing season, there
\ve

If

they

fail to

as far as

exhibit the activities, other conditions being

possible normal, the probabilities are that the

performance

is

traditional

and due

to imitation.

But though we must thus carefully distinguish between
is congenital and instinctive on the one hand, and

what
what

is

tradition

acquired through imitation and handed on by
on the other hand, we must not forget that, in
it

presents itself to our observation and

interpretation, the

two factors often combine to form what

animal

life,

as

we have termed instinct-habits. Instinctive procedure is
modified and moulded under the guiding touch of acquired
experience.

And

there are probably

many

activities,

such

and perhaps the song, of birds, which are
founded on an instinctive basis, which are quickened
as the flight,

through imitation, and which reach completion by much
practice and that constant repetition under the guidance
of individual experience

habit.

which leads onwards

to perfected

1
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CHAPTER

IX.

THE EMOTIONS IN THEIR RELATION TO INSTINCT.
IN attempting to deal with the relation of emotion to habit
and instinct, we must devote our attention chiefly to the
objective aspect

:

to the

outward manifestations and the

The inner or
states.
must
be
subjective aspect
always
largely conjectural, inas
it does a difficult and admittedly hazardous
volving
" Put
application of the adage,
yourself in his place."
We see an animal habitually act in a more or less definite
way under certain given circumstances, and we interpret
organic conditions of

emotional

the facts as arising out of, or accompanied by, what is
termed an emotion. My fox-terrier, for example, whenever

he meets a particular black poodle, at once begins to dance
round him and bark he is usually a remarkably silent
dog while his coat above the backbone bristles up. One

an emotional state.
But on trying to determine the exact nature of the state,
we find it by no means easy so far to put ourselves into

interprets this as the expression of

the fox-terrier's place as to enable us even to guess, with
anything approaching accuracy, what his emotional feel-

The poodle, I may say, takes very little
ings are like.
notice of Tony's demonstration, and even the fox-terrier
himself does not appear to
different, at

any

rate,

is

mean

his

serious business.

Quite

demeanour when there

probability, or even the bare possibility, of a fight.

is

a

He

The Emotions

in their Relation to Instinct.
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moves slowly, with head held a little low his back is yet
his attention is absolutely
more thoroughly roughened
fixed on his antagonist, whose every movement he watches
;

;

with the keenness with which a fencer watches his adversary; while all his muscles are ready for prompt and
immediate action. If the emotional state in both cases is
anger,

it

is

anger with a difference.

I

do not attempt to

beyond saying that there is an element
of practical business in the one case which seems to be
absent in the other ; and this still leaves the matter tolerdefine the difference

ably indefinite.

we may judge from our own experience, there are
presumably, in addition to these actions and attitudes,
to the bracing up of the muscles and general readiness
If

and alertness, all of which constitute a group of motor
not unimportant group of visceral
effects, another and
These
seem
to be specially characteristic of the
effects.
class of

emotions with which we are dealing.

The

cold

sweat, the dry

mouth, the catch of the breath, the grip of
the heart, the abdominal sinking, the blood-tingle or bloodstagnation,

these

and their

like,

in varied

modes and

degrees, characterize the emotions of fear, dread, anger,

and so

forth, when they rise to any pitch of intensity, and
contribute largely to their sharpness and
piquancy. In
so far as muscles are
brought into play in connection with

the effects of this
type, they are for the

involuntary

muscles.

It

will

most part the
be convenient, therefore,

though perhaps not strictly accurate, to distinguish this
group of visceral effects, which may be regarded as part of
the private and individual business of the
body, from the
other group of motor effects
through which the organism
has to deal with that which evokes the emotion.

Now, remembering that we have here under considerawhat Prof. W. James terms the coarser emotions,

tion only

Habit and
the lower emotions of animal

concerned with

the more

Instinct.

life,

and are not

subtle

emotions,

at present
the higher

emotions and sentiments, intellectual, moral, aesthetic, and
so forth remembering this, I say, let us see how the facts
may be interpreted.

The view that has been

until recently almost universally

When Tony sees the
accepted may be put briefly thus
butcher's cur, he at once experiences an emotion, and the
result of the emotion is that he acts in certain definite
:

ways, and that his heart, his respiration, his salivary
glands, and so forth, are

on

more or

less affected.

The emotion,

produces these effects ; it is the middle term
of a series of events. From the physiological point of view,
this view,

this middle

term

of the brain

;

it

is

a commotion of some kind in the cortex

results

from the stimuli which give

rise to

the sight of the cur ; it produces a number of nervecurrents running down the appropriate nerves so as to
cause on the one hand certain motor effects, and on the
other hand certain visceral effects.
the brain

is

precedes any

what the dog

feels

expression of the

The commotion

in

as an emotion; and

it

emotion in the

activities

of his body.

Hints more or

less definite of a different interpretation

may be found in the literature of the emotions prior to
1884. In that year Prof. "William James published a paper
Mind* in which he boldly contended, and backed up his
contention with well-directed arguments, that the motor
and visceral effects are not generated by the emotion, but

in

are themselves

on

its

source and origin.
The series of events,
be
may put briefly as follows (subject

Prof. James's view,

to certain modifications to be noticed presently)
The sight
of the butcher's cur gives rise to a commotion in the lower
:

*

Mind, 1884, vol. ix. p. 188. Prof. Lange, of Copenhagen, published
independently in the same year a similar theory of the emotions.
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centres of Tony's brain,

and the

commotion
muscles, glands, and
and visceral effects

effects of this

by outgoing nerves to
giving rise to motor effects

are distributed
so forth,
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;

from the muscles and glands there are then transmitted
to the brain impulses which set up a second commotion in
the cortical region, and

it

second commotion that

is this

emotional state.
gives rise in Tony's consciousness to the
Such in crude outline is Prof. James's contention.

We

word by saying that the emotion is
may express it
generated by a back-stroke from the motor organs and
"
It may
viscera concerned in the so-called
expression."
be well, however, to quote Prof. James's own words.
"
Our natural way of thinking about these coarser
emotions," he says, "is that the mental perception of
in a

some

fact excites the

and that

mental affection called the emotion,

this latter state of

My

expression.

mind

gives rise to the bodily

theory, on the contrary,

is

that the bodily

changes follow directly the perception of the exciting fact,

and

that

ourfeeling of the same changes as they occur

sorry,

is the

Common

emotion.

and weep

;

sense says, we lose our fortune, are
we meet a bear, are frightened, and run ;

The
rival, are angry, and strike.
here to be defended says that this order of
incorrect ; that the one mental state is not

we are insulted by a
hypothesis

sequence

is

immediately induced by the other that the bodily manifestations must first be interposed between ; and that the
;

more rational statement
angry because we
and not that we cry,

cry,

is

that

we

strike, afraid

feel sorry

because we

because we tremble,

strike, or tremble because

we

are

Without
sorry, angry, or fearful, as the case may be.
the bodily states following on the perception, the latter
would be purely cognitive in form, pale, colourless, destitute of emotional warmth.
We might then see the bear

and judge

it

best to run, receive the insult

and deem

it

Habit and
right to strike, but
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we should not

actually feel afraid or

angry."

No doubt

Prof.

James has here stated

his case with

almost paradoxical emphasis, so as to bring out the antiown view and that which is commonly

thesis between his

As a

held.

slyly

humorous

critic

observed at a

scientific

meeting when Prof. James's view was under discussion,
" One
might as well say that a man was ill because he
took the doctor's medicine instead of taking the stuff
because he was ill." And, indeed, there is one important
qualification

which should be introduced,* and which

serves

make the conception somewhat less repugnant to common
sense.
Tony has had some practical experience of the
to

ways and behaviour

of the butcher's cur

and other dogs

of

that type. Let us grant that the primary genesis of the
-emotion they evoke was by backstroke ; let us grant that
it was due to a secondary brain-commotion produced by

motor and

us grant, in a word, that
Prof. James's theory holds good for the first experience of
the emotion in question. What, however, about the second

and

all

visceral action

thereby a

bit

?

Association will have

We
modifying influence.
seizes a juicy worm gains
of experience in the light of which worms

stepped in and exercised

become the more
up

let

subsequent experiences

Jaave seen that a chick

calls

;

its

which

alluring, since the sight of

them

at once

through association a re-presentation of this

juici-

ness, a sort of anticipatory savour soon to be reinforced by

the actual taste of the worm.

In the case of an emotion,

on the backstroke

hypothesis, the same kind of effect will
be produced by association. After the first experience
through which the secondary brain-commotion had its

to

* In the
Psychological Review for September, 1894 in which references
criticisms of his theory are given Prof. James him-

some of the leading

self insists

on the

effects of association (see p. 518).
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primary genesis, the sight of the cur on all subsequent
occasions will at once call up a re-presentation of the
emotional state, a sort of anticipatory foretaste of that
may soon he reinforced by a repetition of the actual

which

No doubt

motor and visceral commotion.

the anticipatory

and re-presentative stage of the emotion will be faint and
compared with the presentative effects of the

colourless as

reinforcing backstroke, just as the anticipatory taste

which

precedes the first mouthful of a ripe peach is faint as
pared with the taste of the fruit in the mouth but it

commust
the second, and
:

not be neglected

;

it

serves to distinguish

subsequent emotional experiences of like kind, from the
first, in which alone we have the unmodified facts of primary
all

Thus our analysis brings us down once more to
the distinction between what is congenital and what is
acquired through experience, and in this way the study
genesis.

of emotional states is seen to

special subject, habit

"In speaking

and

be in close touch with our

instinct.

of the instincts," says Prof.

James

in the

"

it has
opening paragraph of his chapter on the emotions,*
been impossible to keep them separate from the emotional

excitements which go with them. Objects of rage, love, fear,
etc., not only prompt a man to outward deeds, but provoke
attitude and visage, and
and other organic functions
the outward deeds are inhibited,

characteristic alterations in his
affect his breathing, circulation,

in specific ways.

When

these latter emotional expressions
the anger in the face,
the

though

and the fear betrays

remain, and we read
blow may not be struck,

still

itself in voice

and

colour,

though one

may

Instinctive reactions and
suppress all other signs.
emotional expressions thus shade
imperceptibly into each
other.
Every object that excites an instinct excites an

emotion as well.
* "

Emotions, however,

fall

Principles of Psychology," vol.

ii.

short of instincts,
p. 442.
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in that the emotional reaction usually terminates in the

own body,

subject's

whilst the

instinctive reaction is apt
into practical relations with the

and enter

to go further

exciting object."

Although

I

cannot endorse the whole of Prof. James's

passage as indicating the
alliance that exists between emotion and instinct.

treatment,

I quote this

close

In

the visceral elements are duly emphasized. Mr. H.
Butgers Marshall lays the main stress, it would seem, on
it

the motor elements

;

and

in his treatment, the close con-

nection between instinct and emotion

is

carried well-nigh

"Instinct," he says,* "is,
to be applied to tendencies

to the point of identification.

speaking, a term
observed objectively in ourselves and others, and not to
the mental states which are co-ordinate with these
strictly

The compound word

tendencies.

use to

indicate

instinctive

instinct-feelings I shall

the mental states

activities.

Emotions,

that
then,

correspond to
may not im-

probably be found to be complex co-ordinated instinctfeelings. ... It seems proper to define emotions as
relatively fixed psychoses (or mental states), corresponding
to fixed co-ordination of instinctive activities which arise

on the appearance of definite objects." Again, and more
" I have
suggested that we
recently, Mr. Marshall says,t
use the term instinct-feelings to indicate the conscious
'

'

coincidents of the

and

I

animal

activities

we

call instinctive;

have endeavoured to show that when these

actions

instinct

are relatively fixed and forceful, then their co'

'

gain names, and form the class
of psychic states known as the emotions." Here, then, the
emotion is regarded as the subjective aspect of that which,

incident

instinct-feelings

in its objective aspect,
*

is

an

instinctive activity.

"Pain, Pleasure, and Esthetics," pp. 63-65.

t Nature, yol.

lii.

p. 130.
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Without citing further authorities, let us now note how
the emotional theory under consideration stands. It must
be

regarded as a theory of

must be

resolutely excluded.

perience, the part played
It

is,

primary genesis

this is

;

All effects due to association through experience

essential.

Not

that, in

by association

is

practical ex-

unimportant.

so far as adult experience is concerned, profoundly

But

important.

it

without bearing on the question of
the question under consideration.
As
is

and that is
a matter of primary genesis, then, the theory before us
affirms that an emotion, such as that of fear, when, for
origin,

example, a chick which has been left undisturbed for fortyeight hours shrinks from your hand if you be rough, is due
not directly, but indirectly, to the sight of the advancing
It does not fear and then shrink ; it shrinks
fingers.
instinctively,

emotion of
at sight

of

and then

for the first

time experiences the

The emotion, thus
the hand, was held by

fear.

indirectly produced

Prof.

James

in his

due to the joint effects of both
motor and visceral reaction, but in his later writings he
" Visceral
assigns to visceral action the chief part.
"
seem to be the most essential ones of
factors," he says,*
earlier presentation to be

We

all."

shall

have presently to decide, as far as possible,

between the relative claims of the visceral and the motor
factors.
For the present we may leave the question open,
and inquire how far the theory of indirect origin is in
accord with the conclusions we have
already reached.
It has been shown that soon after birth a chick will

peck at small objects which catch
cluck or

moorhen

will

its

eye

;

that a young

swim

directly it is placed in water ;
that such activities as
scratching, preening the down, sanddusting, bathing, scratching the ground, are distinctly and

unmistakably congenital.

These

activities

and

their like

*

Psychological Review, September, 1894, p. 512

;

see also p. 529.

O
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the appearance of heing organic and automatic
responses to the requisite stimuli under appropriate condi-

have

all

external and internal; and the general conclusion
we have reached is that, so far as they are concerned,
what is unquestionably inherited is motor co-ordination.
tions,

On

the other hand, there seems to be no inherited know-

ledge of what

good to eat, and what is not ; of what is
a
harmful,
bee, and what is harmless, like a moth ;
of a natural enemy, such as a cat or hawk, and a harmless
is

like

creature, such as a sheep or goose.

All this experience

is

a matter of individually acquired association. Let us put
the matter from the physiological and organic point of
view.

All instinctive activity involves the due ordering

and co-ordination

of outgoing nerve impulses, starting from
the central nervous system, probably the lower brainThe growth of experience
centres.
This is inherited.

involves the bringing into relation, probably in the higher
brain-centres, of the effects of incoming impulses
for example,

from the

eye,

and from the organs

;

those,

of taste.

This correlation of sensory data is seemingly not inherited ;
to be forged by each individual

association-links have

through acquisition.

Now, apart from

all

the more special

arguments in favour of motor impressions being due to
incoming impulses (and not to a consciousness of outgoing
impulses from the brain), there is this general consideration

which due weight should be given. These impressions
are indubitably correlated with impressions of sight, taste,
touch, hearing, and so forth, and take their place in the
to

development of experience, alongside those of the special
And it will certainly be a gain to physiological
senses.
interpretation if motor impressions (that is, the elements
in consciousness due to movements of our own limbs and

bodies) be proved by the joint labours

and psychologists

of physiologists

to be of like nature to the impressions
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which they enter into such
data of

experience

should

surely be co-ordinate data ; and such they are on the
theory that the motor elements in consciousness are due
to

incoming impulses.

But the value

of the

emotions

affording data for the elaboration of experience.
Hence the presumption is in favour of their being, in

is

in

primary genesis, due to incoming impulses from visceral
actions, as well as motor activities.

To put the matter

briefly, instinctive activities appear
due to automatic co-ordinations of outgoing impulses,
while acquired experience seems to be due to the correla-

to be

tion of incoming

Acquired experience is thus, so
far as motor elements are concerned, due to the effects
of back- stroke.

data.

But the emotions take

of acquired experience

development

;

their place in the

hence

it

may be

fairly

inferred that the visceral contributions of the emotional
states

are also by back-stroke. If this be so, and not
we may say that all the data of sense-experience

otherwise,

some due to incoming impulses
some to incoming impulses from
the motor organs, and some to incoming impulses from
the viscera and involuntary muscles. And with this conclusion my observations and inferences on habit and
are of peripheral origin,
from the special senses,

instinct are in full accord.

Let us now return for a short space to the emotional
On Professor James's view, as

reactions of the fox-terrier.
I interpret

it,

the emotional state, whatever

may

be

its

the subjective accompaniment of the whole
of
complex group
activities, plus the whole complex group
of visceral actions, plus
representative elements of like

exact nature,

nature

is

in a word, of the whole bodily condition of the
dog at the time, together with all that this bodily con;

dition suggests through association.

What

is in

the focus
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of Tony's consciousness is the black poodle in the one
That
case, and that low-bred butcher's cur in the other.

which we

call the

emotion

of his consciousness,
activity-feelings

fills in,

and

due to

I take

it,

the background

generated by a multitude of
innumerable physiological impulses
is

raining in upon his sensorium from I

know not how many

muscles, muscle-sheaths, tendons, and articular surfaces,
together with visceral impulses raining in from I

know

not

glands, involuntary muscles, and organs of the
Thus,
omitting further reference to the re-presentabody.
tive elements of like nature to the presentative elements, I

how many

interpret Professor James's theory.
Now what is the relation of all this

to

habit and

instinct? Tony's demeanour towards these two dogs is,
without question, habitual. Whenever he meets them he
goes through the same actions, and behaves in a similar

But the behaviour towards these

particular dogs is,
the result of experience. What the precise
experience was which led the black poodle to call forth one
set of activities, and the butcher's cur another, one need

way.

I suppose,

It can scarcely be supposed that
not pretend to know.
Tony came into the world with a congenital tendency to

react to poodles

and curs

of those special types in those

special ways, though cases of so-called hereditary anti*
pathy, such as that of Dr. Huggins's dog Kepler to butchers
*

The

facts of this case are briefly as follows.

Dr. Huggins possessed an

English mastiff, Kepler, which was brought to him when it was six weeks
The first time Dr. Huggins took
old, from the stable in which it was born.
the dog out he started back in alarm at the first butcher's shop he had ever
and throughout his life he manifested the strongest and strangest
seen
;

On inquiry, Dr.
all that pertained to them.
half-brothers
two
and
in
the
ascertained
that
father,
grandfather,
Huggins
of Kepler's the same curious antipathy was innate. Of these, Paris, a halfantipathy to butchers and

into
brother, on one occasion, at Hastings, sprang at a gentleman who came
The owner caught the dog, and apolohotel where his master was staying.
gized, saying that he had never known him to behave thus before, except
i
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be interpreted), suggest that the stimulus to

sometimes

defined

already

As we have seen

transmission.

in

hereditary

in other cases of habits

while the response
definite, that which evokes the response

of congenital origin,

is

congenitally

to a large
extent determined by individual experience.
This, howfrom
not
detract
the
does
nature
of the
ever,
congenital
is

And, surely, all must have
responsive activity itself.
observed a hundred times that dogs have a tendency to
behave in just these ways. No one with any experience
of dogs can

have

failed to observe

They are

reaction.

both these types of

characteristic of canine nature.

are reactive tendencies, which

it

They

needs only the touch of

experience to particularize, and to direct on suitable objects.
Wha,t, then, is inherited in such cases ? Must not the
reply be

a bodily organization, with congenital powers
under certain conditions ?

of response in certain ways,

And

will not this apply, not only to the co-ordinated out-

going impulses which give rise to motor activity, but to
the outgoing impulses which take effect in visceral action ?
You may safely assert that your dog will react in this or
that fashion to other dogs in virtue of the innate tendencies
of his nature ; but you cannot say what dog will call forth
this

demeanour

different

you can do so, it
the result of your knowledge

or that

grounds

:

it is

;

or,

if

is

on

of his

individual character, or past experience.
It

will

be

evident

from

this

brief

discussion

of

Tony's emotions that there is an element of complexity
difficulty introduced through the combination of what

and
is

And this is perhaps
congenital and what is acquired.
more the case with the emotional reactions of adult

still

utcher.

The man

at once said that this

was his

business.

It

may be

urged, however, that the so-called hereditary antipathy would probably be
more correctly described as a congenital reaction to certain olfactory stimuli.
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-

human
and

beings, in

whom

a far wider range of experience

and

all sorts of intellectual

duced by

aesthetic factors are intro-

knowledge and thought.

their extended

therefore clearly of importance to

It is

eliminate, as far as

possible, the element of acquired experience, and to study
such responses as appear to have a pleasurable or an

emotional accompaniment in their instinctive purity. This
have endeavoured to do in the observations on young

I

birds to which

we must now

able accompaniments

return.

Let us take pleasur-

first.

The young moorhen

I

had in Yorkshire when he was

set free from his basket in the morning and taken to the
little beck, executed a pretty and characteristic dance,

up his head, flapping his skinny wings, and
leaping up and down with springy action. There can be
stretching

little

question that this morning dance, this engaging
of

discharge

pent-up

energy, was accompanied by a
on Professor James's view, took

pleasurable state which,
its

origin in primary genesis from complex physiological

impulses carried inwards to the sensorium from all parts
of the body directly or indirectly participating in the

Having performed his dance, if the day was
and
warm,
especially if the sun shone brightly, he would
wade into the running water and take his bath. He
activity.

ducked his head under, threw water over his shoulders,
waved his arm-like wings, and

fluttered his feathers,

One could not resist
vigorously wagged his black tail.
the
the conclusion that he obviously enjoyed his dip
whole set of actions (which, by the way, are instinctive
;

and were performed in all their
perfection for the first time on the morning of the fortysecond day of life) seem to generate a pleasurable state
in the narrower sense,

to

which

give a

it

would be hard

name.

He would

for us, not being moorhens, to

then stand in the sun, and with
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a contented cheeping note, preen his feathers, wringing the
water from them, shaking himself with obvious pleasure,

head across his breast and sides; now
stretching out his neck and bending his head to get at the
All these actions were, it
parts close under the throat.

now rubbing

his

Then
would seem, suffused with pleasurable enjoyment.
he would walk about or wade in the stream, picking up
odds and ends and testing them in his bill, all the while
nodding his head and flicking his
is

When,

indicative of pleasure.

from the
about

tail in

a

before his

way

that itself

companion died

a long journey, the two were wandering

effects of

small garden, they would occasionally approach
each other bending forwards, and standing low with bent
legs

my

and heads thrown back, would open

their red beaks,

swear in harsh and angry tones, and hold the nearly naked
wings high up over the back in a peculiar and highly

An

characteristic way.

emotional state was expressed in

the most unmistakable manner.

Let us assume that
the broader sense,
for the

most part

all

these activities are instinctive in

not in the narrower

if

;

and they appear

to be instinctive, even in the narrower

acceptation of the term.
They are thus congenital in their
nature.
And let us fix our attention on the very first
performance of one of the complex activities, say the
instinctive

seem

activities

concerned in taking a bath which

to be called forth

by running water. Granting this
and interpret the

to be the requisite stimulus, let us try

performance, assuming, for the purposes of discussion, that
the pleasurable state is the subjective aspect of the motor
the visceral effects taking only a subordinate
;
share in the calling forth of pleasurable feelings.
as little as
It will be necessary first to say somewhat
activities

is

consistent with

pleasure and

its

clearness

antithesis pain.

concerning the nature of
First of all let us exclude

2OO
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from our present consideration that form of pain which
accompanies some organic lesion. A cut, a prick, a
sprain,

a toothache, a tearing of the tissues, an
inflammatory
process any one of these, or their like, requires, it
be

may

urged, a consideration quite independent of that which
deals with the pleasure or discomfort that

accompanies

the normal performance of certain activities.
Leaving
pain of this kind on one side, as possibly requiring a
different explanation, I accept the
interpretation of those

who regard

pleasure and

its antithesis

as qualities, rather

than separate elements, of consciousness.
To put the
matter picturesquely, in the absence of pleasure and its
antithesis, there would be in consciousness a picture in
neutral tints

Pleasure and
it

one which would neither attract nor

repel.

opposite give the picture colour, and make
either attractive or repellent.
Pleasures and pains on
its

this view are, as Mr.

Marshall puts

it,

which, under the proper conditions,
element in consciousness.

Now

for the bearing of this

qualities either of

may

belong to any

on the view that an emotion

predominantly or solely due to motor elements supplied
by the performance of such an instinctive activity as the
is

moorhen's early morning dance. It may be suggested
that the motor elements provide the neutral-tint picture,
while the distinctively emotional character of the states of
consciousness is due to the colouring of the picture in tones
of pleasure

and

pain.

On

this view the

primary basis of

an emotional state is afforded by the pleasurable or painful
tone which suffuses the whole background of consciousness
during the performance of certain instinctive or habitual
activities,

and

accompanies

the

multitudinous

motor

elements, thus crowding in upon consciousness.

From

the standpoint of introspection the pleasurable

or painful accompaniment of activity-feelings

is

apparently
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something clearly distinguishable from an emotional state.
If I read aright the testimony of my own consciousness
I often

experience pleasurable or painful activity-feelings

and sometimes have a strong emotion
in which there seems to be no recognizable contribution,
presentative or re-presentative, from the activity-feelings.
without emotion,

there be any truth in the considerations just hinted at rather than developed, that what
is specially characteristic of emotion, as such, does not
It

take

would seem then,

its

motor elements; and it becomes
the visceral elements which afford the

origin in the

probable that
differentiae of

in its

if

it is

emotion.

motor aspect

If so, it is

not the instinct-feeling

what we may term the

activity-feeling

primary genesis of an emotion,
but rather the concurrent and associated set of visceral
that is concerned in the

actions.

the active
light

Let us

see, therefore,

and emotional

upon

this

whether observations on

young birds throw any
Take the case of a young

life

problem.

of

frightened moorhen.

On land he runs away, and perhaps

crouches in the rushes

;

in the water he dives,

up quietly under the bank and there stays

and comes
The
still.

involved in running and diving are very different ;
must not the activity -feelings be very different too ? And
yet we must surely suppose them to have a common
activities

emotional element.
of a

Again,

worm and runs hard

when a moorhen catches

sight

to secure

it, the activity-feelings
must, as such, one would suppose, be very similar to those
experienced when the moorhen runs vigorously away from
a goose. And
yet in the one case he is frightened, and in
the other case he is not.
Here similar activity-feelings

are associated with
wholly different emotional states.

Frightened chicks scatter and crouch

seem

;

but

many

birds

show more markedly than the chick a crouching
As I have
response and a running-away response.
to
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noticed on Inch Michrie, in the Forth near Edinburgh,
young fledgeling terns crouch as you approach, and

even

let

you stoop and pick them up.

But

if

once dis

turbed out of their crouching attitude, they scuttle o
through the long grass tussocks. So, too, with young pee-

Mr. A.

wits.

S.

Eve, of Marlborough College,

tells

brown mass caught

how, walking across the downs, a

m
his

At first it seemed a piece of dung, even as he stooped
over it; but slight motion, as of breathing, made hi
regard it as a toad, and he picked it up. Instantly tw
long legs kicked violently, while a stretched neck and ope
eye.

The concealment of
the
and
of
the young bird
colouring
legs,
completely deceived him; and the sudden transition to
motion and noise nearly made him drop the bird from his
hand. The protective nature of the instinctive activity is
here well seen. But what we have to note is that there
rise to loud squealing

beak gave
head and

must have been

in the

little

!

pee-wit's

consciousness a

rapid transition from the activity-feelings of crouching to
those of running away. And there seems to be a continuity

on any

of emotional state that is not dependent

similarity

of instinctive activity.

A

similar diversity of response, as exemplified in rails,

thus graphically described by Canon Atkinson.* "A
gentlemen's dog catches a land-rail and brings it to his
master, unhurt of course, as is the well-trained dog's way,

is

but to
bird

all

down

his toe.

The dog lays the
appearance perfectly dead.
at his master's feet, and he turns it over with

It

simply moves as

Continuing to regard

it,

it is

moved,

however, the

all its

man

limbs limp.

sees
'

'

an eye

opened, and he takes it up. The artful dodger is quite
dead again in a moment, head hanging and dangling,
limbs loose, and no sign of life anywhere. It is put
* "

Forty Years in a Moorland Parish,"

p. 335.
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in its captor's pocket, and not liking the confinement
begins to struggle. When taken out it is just as lifeless
as before; but being put down on the ground and left

the gentleman having stepped to one side,
it lifts its head in a minute or

undisturbed

but continuing to watch

and seeing all apparently serene, it starts up on a
sudden and cuts its lucky with singular speed.

so,

'

'

" In the case of the water-rail which came under

own

my

was picked up on a snowy day by the
observation,
most intimate of the friends of my youth and early manhood.
He assumed that it was dazed with cold, and perhaps what
we Yorkshire folks call hungered as well. So he brought
it home with him, and laid it on a footstool in front of the
it

'

'

dining-room
and still the

seeming

fire.

only not

;

Five minutes passed

lifeless bird
stiff,

cold as well as hunger.

ten were gone

lay as it was put down, dead to all
as it ought to have been if dead of

A

few minutes later,

my

friend,

who was very
not

lift its

still, but yet with an eye to the bird, saw it
head, like the land-rail, and take a view, but

moment with no

start off in a

purpose, and begin
It

rapidity.

previous intimation of its
room with incredible

to career about the

never attempted to

bird in its position

fly.

would have made

Any

other captive

for the

window

at

once, and beaten itself half to pieces against the glass.
Not so the rail. With it, in its helter-skelter and most
it was anywhere rather than the window or
Eound the room, across the room, under the
under the table, from corner to corner, and from side

erratic course,

the

fire.

sofa,

to side,

steering itself perfectly, notwithstanding legs of

chairs, legs of tables, the sofa-feet, footstools, or

on and on

it

and

patience

careered; and

many

attempts

it

what

not,

was not without some
that it was eventually

secured."

Now

here again, the activity-feelings associated with
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as different as can well be

imagined from those associated with scuttling off at full
And yet one would suppose that there is much
speed.
community in the emotion experienced; just as there is

who

hides from the bully
whose approach he fears, and then runs off as fast as his
in the case of a schoolboy

legs

can carry him.

of the latter case, I

first

Speaking from personal recollection

am

disposed to refer this community
of emotional tone to a painful affection of the heart and
breathing, a dryness of the mouth, and a terrible sinking
in the pit of the stomach with all sorts of unpleasantly,
creepy feelings in the skin and tissues generally. And I

expect the land-rail feels uncommonly queer in his gizzard,
both when he " shams dead " and when he scuttles away.

But

of course, not being a land-rail, I

cannot

with any certainty as to his emotions.
One more case in point may be given.

affect to

speak

The Duke

of

Argyll once disturbed, on a Scotch loch, a dun-diver or
female of the red-breasted merganser (Mergus serratus),
with her brood of ducklings, and gave chase in a boat.

not more than a fortnight old, eluded
" At last * one of
their pursuers by swimming and diving.
the brood made for the shore ... we pursued it as quickly

But the

as

we

little birds,

when

could, but

the

little

bird gained the shore, our

still about twenty yards off.
Long drought had
a broad margin of small flat stones and mud between
the water and the usual bank. I saw the little bird run up

boat was
left

a couple of yards from the water, and then suddenly disappear. Knowing what was likely to be enacted, I kept

my

eye fixed on the spot, and

when

the boat was run upon

the beach, I proceeded to find and pick up the chick. But
on reaching the place of disappearance, no signs of the

young merganser was
*

to be seen.

The

closest scrutiny,

Contemporary Review, July, 1874.
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failed to

enable

me

mark

and on turning round, it was only to see the bird
an apparition from the stones, and dashing past

Proceeding cautiously forwards, I
soon became convinced that I had already overshot the
;

to detect

it.

rise like

the stranded boat regain the lake

where, having recovered

and disappeared."
here
there
are
no
less
than four different activities,
Now,
swimming, diving, crouching, running, and yet, accompanying them all, as we can scarcely doubt, a common

its

wind,

it

instantly dived

emotional state.
a

in

an older

bird, will be

added

Again I venture to suggest that
had
all
the while a terrible sinking in its
duckling
in
and
that
such cases similarity of visceral
gizzard,

fifth,

the

To which,

escape by flight.

little

little

elements

may

give

community

of emotional character to

conscious backgrounds of diverse nature so far as activityThe fact that the
feelings by themselves are concerned.

same

activity-feelings

emotional states,

may accompany

when a

bird runs,

flies,

very

different

or swims with

eagerness towards food or a mate, and when he uses
the same motor-activities in escaping from a dangerous

and the

enemy;

emotional states
activities,

utters
facts,

Prof.

when a

fact

may

that the

same or

closely

allied

be accompanied by very different

bird in fear runs, swims, dives,

flies,

alarm note, or crouches in silence; these two
taken in conjunction, lead me to go even farther than
James, and to suggest that the visceral back- stroke
its

genetically, not only by far the most essential feature
in the emotional state, but that it is what differentiates

is,

the emotional state, as such, from the
pleasure or pain
which may accompany the performance of
bodily activities.

One may well

believe, however, that these visceral
elements have, in the course of evolution, become
closely

associated with the performance

of

definite

instinctive

Habit and
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they arise whenever these activities are
evoked. Nay, more so close is the association that the
same stimulus evokes not only the instinctive response bul
activities so that

;

also the visceral reaction

which

basis of the emotion as such.

the primary genetic

is

This

is

obviously in line

with our whole interpretation of the phenomena. Our
interpretation of instinct is that a stimulus gives rise to
co-ordinated group of outgoing nerve-currents to the mot
organs concerned in the congenital response that this
;

is

purely organic ; but that the automatic performance of the
activity gives origin to a group of ingoing currents which

evoke activity-feelings and afford primary data to consciousness.
Our interpretation of emotion in its primary
genesis is that a stimulus gives rise to a co-ordinated

group of outgoing nerve-currents to the viscera, heart,
lungs, digestive organs, skin,
is

purely organic

;

and so forth

;

that this, too,

but that the automatic reaction of these

visceral organs gives origin to a group of ingoing currents

which evoke emotional

states

and

emotional data to consciousness.
that the same stimulus

may

both to the co-ordinated
ordinated visceral group

;

to the visceral reaction

afford

the primary

Our present point is
same time

give rise at the

motor group and

to

the co-

both to instinctive reaction and
essential to emotion.

The two

are in fact in such cases inseparably connected in origin,

though they are distinguishable both physiologically and
in

their

common

effects

in

origin

is

consciousness.
that instinctive

The

result

of their

data and emotional

data are simultaneously presented to consciousness, and
that their association in consciousness is of the closest
possible

nature.

With the growth

constant association

motor and visceral

is

of

experience

this

yet further strengthened, and the

effects are yet further consolidated, so

that each tends to supplement and reinforce the other.
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the value of the emotions in the evolution process

The prolonged

tolerably obvious.

fear or anger, for example, leads to continuous

in flight or fight

;

is

visceral back-stroke in

a continuous exertion that

exertion

is

all

the

more pronounced if visceral and motor groups are closely
Even the general
linked by the bonds of association.
collapse of extreme dread or terror may be seen to have its
protective value in the case of birds or other animals that,
above described, are said to sham dead in

like the rails

is to say, the collapse has been organized
selection into an instinctive response of
natural
through

which, that

stillness

and limpness.*

In fine the general conclusions that we reach as to the
emotion to instinct are somewhat as follows.

relation of

Instinctive activities are primarily automatic responses of

the organism to certain

external stimuli under certain

the performance of these activities
;
affords to consciousness by back-stroke certain motor data

internal conditions

which are correlated with the data provided by the special
But there are other automatic responses of the
senses.
organism, or effects in the organism, which are more or
less closely bound up with some at least of the instinctive
activities.

co-ordinated activities,
the lower brain centres.
certain data,

experience ;
the sole, at

effects.
They, too, like the
due
to
are
outgoing impulses from

These are visceral

They, too, afford to consciousness

which are correlated with the other data of

and these data,

visceral in origin, are,

if

not

any rate the distinguishing constituents of
what we term the coarser emotions (for under this term
exceedingly complex states of consciousness are included,
comprising many diverse data sensory and motor as well
*

Dr. Wesley Mills has discussed the conditions of the so-called death-

feigning response in the "Trans. Koy. Soc. Canada," Sect,
et

seqq.

iv.,

1887, p. 181,
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these visceral data, I submit, are what give
to the states of consciousness their distinctive emotional

as visceral)

What

character.
of

like

;

therefore

nature with

termed

activities

congenital in emotion is
is
congenital in the

is

which

that

instinctive,

namely, an organized group

of outgoing impulses.
What we have termed "activity"
are
the
conscious
effects of the back-stroke from
feelings

the motor-activities, more or less tinged no doubt with
What I regard as distinctively
pleasure or pain.

emotional

is

the conscious effect of the back-stroke from

more or less tinged again with
or
This
back-stroke, whether from motorpain.
pleasure
or
visceral
action, is a matter of primary genesis.
activity

the visceral actions,

In subsequent experience, memory through association,
re-presentative echoes of primary presentations,
these, together with modifications introduced by

affords

and

individual

acquisition,

serve

to

render

extraordinarily

complex the emotional states of adult animals, and still
more the emotional states of adult human beings, in

whom

conceptual thought, with all that it involves and
with
it, has been developed.
brings
It must not be supposed, then, that, in tracing the
genetic connection that exists between instinct-feelings

(motor in origin) and emotional back-stroke (visceral in
origin), I am contending that what is commonly termed

an emotional

state is just this

would be absurd.

The whole

which the term emotion
because

it

and nothing more.
state

That

of consciousness to

be conveniently applied,
contains the emotional factor, is by no means

so simple as this.

may

What we commonly

describe as an

is, indeed, a highly complex state of consciousness
involving a great number of diverse elements; elements

emotion

due to the special senses, sight, hearing, and so forth,
through which we are aware of the presence of the object
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elements due to motor-sensations

and impressions concerned in the active response, gesture,
and expression elements due to visceral action derived
from glands, heart, lungs, digestive organs, and so forth ;
;

and a number

of elements of a re-presentative kind called

and due to previous experience. For the
practical observer and interpreter of human or animal life,
the emotion is the net result of the experience which

up

by association

includes all these diverse elements.

a special purpose in view.

The psychologist has

He

analyses the complex bit of
experience, being desirous of ascertaining just where in the
midst of this complex whole the characteristically emotional
quality has its seat,

primary genesis.

and

And he

just

how

it

had

its

origin in

reaches the conclusion,

if

our

discussion be adequate, that the characteristic quality of
emotion as congenital is to be found in the visceral factor,

and endeavours

to

explain

its

mode

genetic development of experience.

of

origin

in the
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CHAPTEE

X.

SOME HABITS AND INSTINCTS OF THE PAIKING SEASON.
accordance with the conclusion reached in the last

IF, in

chapter, the characteristic and differentiating quality of
such emotions as fear and anger is to be regarded as due,
in primary genesis, to visceral changes affecting the brain
through afferent nerves ; the expression of the emotions in
characteristic

more

and

actions

must be held

attitudes

to be

or less closely associated with the emotions which

And

they indicate.

this association

may

well be so close

and intimate as to lead to the coalescence of the motor
and visceral elements into an apparently uniform and

homogeneous
the

state of consciousness.

phenomena

we look out

of vision will

make

An

analogy from

this clearer.

When

of country and see a
a church spire, the impression
of the object, as directly seen at that distance, seems
to be homogeneous and simple.
But, setting aside any

a stretch

across

distant object, such

as

judgment by which the matter may be complicated,
analysis shows that, in addition to visual sensations due

act of

to

the stimulation of the retina, there are also motor

sensations due to the
of the

two eyes and

balls.

And

vision

its

movements and relative positions
accommodation within the eye-

to

these motor sensations which give to
distance element.
But so closely do the
it

is

and motor elements coalesce in visual impressions,
to
their constant and uniform association, that their
owing

retinal
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diversity of origin is not recognizable without careful
So, too, in those emotional states

patient analysis.

and

which

have a constant and uniform motor expression in action or
attitude, the visceral and motor sensations coalesce to give

an apparently homogeneous state

rise to

of consciousness.
contributions to consciousness due to " expression "
can only be dissociated from the emotion itself by the

And the

application of psychological analysis.
From the point of view of heredity,

we may say that
such congenital organization of
structure in the central nervous system, that co-ordinated
in

these cases there

is

outgoing or efferent impulses are distributed both to
viscera and to the organs concerned in expression.
This
distribution of nervous impulses is part of the congenital

On

automatism.

the other hand,

at

primary experience, opportunities are

moment

the

of

afforded for the

the afferent or incoming impulses from
the diverse viscera and organs which have thus been
correlation of

called into

activity.

And

this

correlation

is

a matter

of individual acquisition.

We
emotion

must now proceed
itself,

individual

as

matter,

such,

is,

having

to

notice that though

so

to

an

the

speak, a private and
import that is wholly

not thus restricted.

It is an
expression
indication to others of the emotional state of the
organism.
When the cobra raises its head and expands its hood,

subjective, its

is

an advertisement of its deadly powers, and of its
emotional state being such that it is ready to call these
powers into play. That this kind of activity is congenital

this is

and

shown by the fact that young snakes
de
la
(Vivora
Cruz), taken before birth from their justinstinctive is

killed

mother, threatened to

strike,

noise with the tail characteristic of
*

Mr.

W. Larden

and made the burring
its

kind.*

in Nature, vol. xliL p. 115.
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There can be no question as to the advantage that
must accrue to the organism from a close association
between an emotional state which, whatever else it may
imply, means business, and such action and attitude as

may indicate this fact to a possible enemy. The dog
that will chase a fleeing cat will change his demeanour,
and not unfrequently leave her alone, if she turns and
threatens to scratch his eyes. At the same time it does
not by any means follow that the emotional state at the

back of a given mode of expression is necessarily at all
times the same. A snake may well threaten to strike

The stag that lowers his
anger.
antlers to do battle with a rival may be tingling with

in fear as well as in

sexual excitement

;

while the stag at bay that turns and
the advancing hounds is driven

lowers his antlers to

thereto by an emotional state akin to despair.
So long as
"
"
indicates
an
emotional
condition
which
expression
shows that the animal means business, is thoroughly in

the

earnest,

that

and

is

ready to put forth its powers to the utmost
enough from the biological point of view. And it
is

matters not a jot whether the emotional condition be one
of general irritability or excitement, one of anger or fear,
or sometimes one and sometimes another.
Hence we may
"
"
be assoconclude
the
that

fairly

same

expression

may

and may be more
and uniform than the accompaniment in

ciated with different emotional states,

stereotyped
consciousness.

The action and

attitude, then, to

which we apply the

term emotional expression is, biologically, of suggestive
It has been developed and
organized as an

value.

expression suggestive to others. Like the warning colours
of certain insects and other animals, it is an indication of

and of a preparedness to make them felt.
Their suggestive value depends largely on association in

certain qualities,
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those for whose guidance they are used. And among
animals of the same kind, or animals of about equal
strength, they are apt to call forth answering expressions

The young cockerel or the young moorhen
show fight, immediately throws his com-

of like nature.

that begins to

panion into a corresponding attitude. When animals live
in flocks or herds, the sudden flight of any one individual
I have elsestartles all the others into a like procedure.

where confessed

*

that

as

for the vicious

farmyard

a boy I sometimes visited a

purpose of shooting

little

pigs

The shot, taking effect upon some
was followed by a squeak and a rush, in

with a catapult.
luckless pigling,

particular quarry, but the whole litter
Each little pig experienced certain suggested

which not only
participated.

my

feelings of alarm or fright, and at the same time seeing his
brothers running, imitated their action. Thus the sight of
another pig scuttling off on the one hand, and a feeling

on the other hand, would become linked by
and in this way participation in common

of fright

association

;

actions would beget a community in emotional experience,
and would lay the foundations of suggestive influence.

The sounds and
emotional

states,

cries of

and have a

animals are expressive of

and often

distinctly

definitely

suggestive value. Allusion has already been made to the
notes of young birds ; to their emotional accompaniments,
so far as

we can

interpret the matter

value, at least in

some cases

;

and

to their suggestive

;

to

their congenital

No one can have watched with

nature.

attention of ear as well as eye

attention

the behaviour of a

hen

with her brood of chicks, without noticing the different
effects of the call note and the warning cry.

Let us take, as a starting-point
detailed consideration, the song of
*

" Introduction

to

somewhat more
The fact that
birds.
for

Comparative Psychology,"

p. 321.
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heard for the most part in the pairing season
its association with the mating instinct and

this is

indicates

emotional

the

courtship.

condition

the season of

appropriate to

In this season

an unusual expenditure

life

at high tide;

is

there

and some

of

of

is

this

energy;
energy finds vent in the joyous stream of song. If this
be not an expression of emotion, we must give up all
attempts at subjective or, as Clifford termed it, ejective

But if, as we have
interpretation of observable activities.
been led to infer, expression is for external reference, and
has suggestive value, the conclusion is irresistible that
the male bird sings for his mate, and that the biological
value of song

is

to call forth

an answering emotion on

his

part.

We
which

here open up the question of
associated with the revered

is

Darwin; and
subject in his

it

may

own

sexual selection,

name

of Charles

be well to state his views on this

words.

"Most male

birds," he says

summary,* "are highly pugnacious during the
breeding season, and some possess weapons adapted for
But the most pugnacious and
fighting with their rivals.
in

his

the best-armed males rarely or never depend for success

on their power to drive away or kill their
but have special means for charming the female.
solely

some

rivals,

With

the power of song or of giving forth strange
cries, or instrumental music, and the males in consequence differ from the females in their vocal organs, or in
it

is

the structure
diversified

means

From

the curiously
for producing various sounds, we gain a

of certain

feathers.

high idea of the importance of this means of courtship.
Many birds endeavour to charm the females by love-dances
or antics, performed
* " Descent of
edit., 1888.

Man,"

on the ground or in the

vol.

ii.

part

ii.

chap.

xvi.

pp.

air,

250-256.
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sometimes at prepared places. But ornaments of many
the most brilliant tints, combs and wattles,

kinds,

beautiful plumes, elongated feathers, top-knots,

are

forth,

cases

mere novelty appears

The ornaments
to

commonest means.

the

far

by

to

and so

In

some

have acted as a charm.

males must be highly important
been acquired in not a few

of the

them, for they have

cases

at

the

cost

and even at some
rivals.
The males
their

increased danger from enemies,

of

power in fighting with their
very many species do not assume

loss of

of

ornamental dress until they arrive at maturity,

they assume it only during the breeding season, or
the tints then become more vivid.
Certain ornamental
or

appendages become enlarged, turgid, and brightly coloured
during the act of courtship. The males display their

charms with elaborate

and

care,

to the best effect;

and

done in the presence of the females. The courtis
sometimes a prolonged affair, and many males
ship
and females congregate at an appointed place.
To
that
the
females
do
not
the
suppose
appreciate
beauty
of the males, is to admit that their splendid decorations,

this is

all

their

incredible.

"If

pomp and
.

.

display,

are useless

;

and

this

is

.

be admitted that the females prefer, or are
unconsciously excited by, the more beautiful males, then
it

the males would slowly but surely be rendered
more attractive through sexual selection."

more and

Such are the essential features

of the theory of sexual
Like the theory of natural selection, with
which it has obvious points of relation, but, as we shall
see, important points of difference, it attempts to account
selection.

for the selection of given variations in colour,

and vocal

or other activity,

any account of the

mode

plumage,

and does not profess

to give

of origin of these variations.

It
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contends that, given the variations, sexual selection will
guide them to special developments.
Those, of whom Mr. Alfred Kussell Wallace

is

chief,

who

are not prepared to admit sexual selection by preferential mating as a factor in organic evolution, assert that

there

is

no

sufficient evidence of choice

on the part

of the

female bird.

Mr. Wallace attributes the origin of plumes,
and
brilliance,
specialized activities to exuberant vitality
he regards their suppression in the hen * as due to natural
:

through the elimination of conspicuous hens
important period of incubation ; and he

selection

during

the

develops a theory suggested by Mr. Alfred Tylor,f that
the
diversified coloration follows the chief lines of

and changes at

structure,

points,

"

where function changes.

Why,

such as the

joints,

in allied species, the

development of accessory plumes has taken different
" we are unable to
forms," he admits, J
say, except that
it

may

be due to individual variability, which has served

as the starting-point for so much of what seems to us
strange in form or fantastic in colour, both in the

animal and vegetable world."
So far as coloration and special adornments are concerned, it would seem that, on Mr. Wallace's view, they
are

of

utilitarian

value

for

" Each
"
ornament," he says,
therefore

essential

to

both

the

end

subsequent well-being of every species."

marks

are,

if

we grant

of

recognition.

a recognition mark, and
the first production and

is

But recognition

their utilitarian value, of essential

importance in connection with mating. The sight of
such ornaments would therefore become associated with
*

When the female is brightly coloured and the
said to undertake the duties of incubation,

Generally in the hen.

male dull in hue, he

is

f ".Coloration in Animals and Plants."
"
293.

%

Darwinism,"

p.
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emotional states which

and the

accompany sexual union. May we not, therefore, fairly
suppose that adornment is of suggestive value, and itself
tends to call forth the sexual emotions?
And, if so,

may we

not

further suppose that

deficiency of

such

adornment would evoke less strongly the sexual impulse,
and would, therefore, place the male in which such
ornament was lacking at a disadvantage in securing a

mate?
Let us grant that the song of birds is primarily the
of exuberant activity, and also that it is probably

outcome

a means of recognition. The recognition is presumably
not only specific, but individual, for the bird probably not
only recognizes the song as that of one of her own species,
but recognizes the individual notes of her own mate. If,
then, song is an expression of emotional condition, and if
it calls forth an answering emotion in the hen, it would

seem

not improbable that the
excites the most emotion is more

to be, to say the least of

bird which in this

way

likely to be accepted as a

less

emotion and

it,

mate than others which

call forth in

excite

a less degree the sexual

instinct.

The question has been unduly complicated and placed
in a false light through the introduction of the unnecessary

supposition that the hen bird must possess a standard
or ideal of aesthetic value, and that she selects that

comes nearest to her conception of what
a songster should be. One might as well suppose that
a chick selected those worms which most nearly approached
singer which

the ideal of succulence that
selects

the

worm

it

had conceived.

that excites the

The chick

strongest impulse to

pick
up and eat it. So, too, the hen selects that mate
which by his song or otherwise excites in greatest degree
the mating impulse and there is no more need to suppose
it

;
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the existence of an aesthetic standard in this case than
there

is

to

hypothecate a gustatory ideal in the case

of the chick that eats a juicy

worm.

Stripped of

all its

unnecessary aesthetic surplusage, the hypothesis of sexual
selection suggests that the accepted mate is the one that

most strongly evokes the pairing instinct.
That the sexual impulse, and certain
activities

which are associated with

and truly congenital though
of demonstration.

is

it,

specialized
instinctive,

deferred, stands in

no need

however, a good illustration
of that co-operation between internal organic factors and
an external exciting cause which is characteristic probably
of all,

It affords,

and certainly of the most highly developed,

instincts.

We

have seen that, in other matters, congenital instinctive
tendency affords an unspecialized basis on which are
founded habits in the formation of which individual choice

has likewise played its part. It is difficult to accept the
view that individual choice has played no part where the

But supposing that

sexual instincts are concerned.

has played

and

its

this

is

essential

part
tention of those who accept sexual selection
will

to

the

effects

be wrought into the congenital tissue of the race

and only

if,

it

the con-

if,

there are certain individuals which, through

failure to elicit the pairing response, die

preferential mating, supposing

it

unmated.

Is

to occur, carried to such

a degree that some individuals fail to secure a mate?
That is the question. If so, sexual selection is a factor
in race-progress
it is

;

if

not,

inoperative as a

though

means

it

may

occur in nature,

of evolutionary development.

The whole

question, in itself a difficult one, is further
complicated by the fact that the males which are possessed of the most exuberant vitality, and are therefore

hypothesis rendered the most acceptable through
emotional suggestion, are likely to compete with other

by
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exuberant vitality by direct combat. Such
from
competition, by which the weakest are excluded
mating through no choice on the part of the female, falls

males of

less

under the head of natural selection, and not of sexual
selection, if by that term we understand preferential
mating.
This serves to bring out the difference, before adverted
and
to, between natural selection through elimination

The two processes
conscious selection through choice.
Natural
of
of
the
scale
ends
at
different
efficiency.
begin
by eliminating the weakest, and so works
from its lower end until none but the fittest

selection begins

up the

scale

survive

;

there

is

no

conscious choice in the

matter.

Sexual selection by preferential mating begins by selecting
successful in stimulating the pairing instinct,

the most

and

so

works down the scale until none but the hopelessly
The process is determined

unattractive remain unmated.

by conscious

choice.

It

is

in

and through such choice

that consciousness has been a factor in evolution.
relations of the

two processes

will,

The

however, be more fully

considered in a later chapter.
It

forms no part of

my

present purpose to discuss in
Only in so far as

detail the theory of sexual selection.

the conceptions which
of habit

and

The song

of birds is

it

involves bear

upon problems

theory concern us here.
an instinctive or an habitual activity,

instinct does the

which appears

to be the expression of an emotional state
coincident in time, in the majority of song-birds, with the

season of courtship.

Emotional expression

cases, of suggestive value.

is,

in other

not improbable
that song arouses in the hen an answering emotional state ;
and it is said that hen-canaries mate with the best singer.
If the

number

of

male birds

It is, therefore,

is

in excess of that necessary

to satisfy the pairing requirements of the

hens (and this
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apply both to polygamous and monogamous species),
some must fail to find a mate. But whether the odd
males are weeded out through natural selection (being, if
we accept the somewhat extravagant suggestion of M.
will

Stolzmann,* overweighted with, or rendered conspicuous
by, adornment for that very purpose), or whether they
are rejected through failure to elicit the appropriate emotional response, we do not know.
the

Perhaps

exercise of choice

Darwin

cites

lifetime

doubt
Thus,

most

definite

on the part

from Audubon.f

among

direct

evidence

of

the

of the female is that which

This observer,

who

the birds of the United States,

spent a

" does not

that the female deliberately chooses her mate.
speaking of a woodpecker, he says that the hen

is followed

by half a dozen gay

suitors,

who

continue

performing strange antics, until a marked preference is
shown for one.' The female of the red-winged starling
'

(Agelaius phoeniceus) is likewise pursued

by several males,

becoming fatigued, she alights, receives their
He describes also
addresses, and soon makes a choice.'
'until,

how

male nightjars repeatedly plunge through the
air with astonishing rapidity, suddenly turning, and thus
but no sooner has the female
making a singular noise
several

'

;

made her

choice,

than the other males are driven away.'

"
* Proc. Zool
I say somewhat extravagant," because
Soc., 1885, p. 421.
would appear that natural selection by weeding out the more adorned and
leaving only the less adorned to breed would, in the absence of preferential
ask
mating, have left us little or no adornment to discuss. Again, we must
M. Stolzmann this question By what process of elimination under natural
selection have the advantageous adornments been produced ? Upholders of
sexual selection have not failed to realize the disadvantageousness of
are
secondary sexual characters, but have assumed that the disadvantages
it

:

outweighed by the superior acceptability, as mates, of their possessors.
" Descent of
Man," vol. ii. part ii. chap. xiv. pp. 128-129, 2nd
t
"
1888. The citations from Audubon,
Ornithological Biography," vol.
191, 349

;

vol.

ii.

pp. 42, 275.

edit.,
i.

pp.
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assemble on fallen logs,
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more males and females

exhibiting the strongest desire to

please mutually,' and, after many caresses, each male
These cases appear
leads off his partner on the wing."
to have been carefully observed. Still, there is unquestion-

ably need of

more

direct evidence.

Mr. William Brewster, of Cambridge, Massachusetts,
has communicated, and kindly allows me to quote, the
following observations, which bear
are considering

" The case

upon the point we

:

of apparent sexual selection

which

I

men-

tioned to you the other evening came to my notice in
the spring of 1877, when I was collecting birds at St.

Mary's,

Georgia.

(Piranga rubra) in
male.

Finding a pair of summer tanagers

an

isolated grove of pines, I shot the

Visiting the place a day or two afterwards, I found

had another mate, which I also killed.
This was repeated, until, in about a week, I had secured in
all either four or five males
I cannot now remember
that the female

These males, when arranged in the order in which
had
been killed, formed a graded series, of which
they
the first was an unusually richly coloured bird, the last an
which.

exceptionally dull one, the others representing various
intermediate shades or stages of coloration.
I was confident then
I
and
that all these males
fully believe now

were successively mated to one and the same female ; but
my only evidence of this was that I never saw more than
one female in this immediate locality, and that on the
different occasions

she looked and acted like the

same

bird."

"

have written," adds Mr. Brewster, " to Mr. Maynard,
inquiring about a similar experience which I think he
I

once had with some
red-winged blackbirds."
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Mr. Maynard's reply was as follows " About the date
you say (i.e. 1868 or 1869) I shot three male redwings
in one meadow (at Newtonville, Mass.), all over one nest.
:

The

was in high plumage, the second less so, the third
quite young, and I left with the female a young bird of the
previous year, judging by the absence of red on the wing."
We have taken the song of birds as an example of
first

activities

which are associated with a

exaltation.

There

are,

however,

state of emotional

as

has

incidentally

appeared, other forms of activity, such as so-called love-

and many modes

antics, aerial evolutions, dances,

display, often

of active

correlated with the possession of

special

external adornments, of which one or two typical cases
may be given, since they further open up the question
of the nature

"

and origin

How many

of habit

and

instinct.

evenings," writes Mr. F.

in his

Chapman,

" Birds of Eastern North
* "
have I tempted the
America,"
malaria germs of Jersey lowlands to watch the woodcock

He
minor) perform his strange sky-dance
begins on the ground, with a formal periodic peent,
peent, an incongruous preparation for the wild rush that
(PliiloJiela

!

repeated several times before he springs
from the ground, and on whistling wings sweeps out on

follows.

the

first

It is

loop of a spiral which

may take him

three hundred

Faster and faster he goes, louder
and shriller sounds his wing-song ; then, after a moment's
feet

from the ground.

pause, with darting headlong flight, he pitches in zigzags
the earth, uttering, as he falls, a clear twittering

to

He generally returns to near the place from
which he arose, and the peent is at once resumed as a
preliminary to another round in the sky."
Mr. Ernest E. Thomson describes t how the American
whistle.

* P. 153.

t Quoted by F.

M. Chapman, " Birds

of Eastern North America," p. 198.
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(Circus hudsoniits) endeavours to

win the admiration of the hen bird by a number of extraSometimes he soars to a great
ordinary aerial evolutions.
height, then falls straight

downwards nearly to the ground,
and utter-

turning several somersaults during the descent,

same time a

ing at the

Let us

now turn

reiterated screeching."

to the dance.

In an

article

on " The

*

Lives and Loves of North American Birds,"

in

which

Mr. John Worth notices and interprets Major Charles
"
Life-histories of North American Birds," there

Bendire's
is

a graphic description of the dance as

it is

performed
by prairie chickens, or sharp-tailed grouse. The birds
in companies of from six to twenty individuals assemble
on some hillock or knoll, fifty to a hundred feet across,
the "floor" being worn and beaten smooth by years of
" one of
tramping. After remaining for a while inactive,
" lowers his
the
we are
out his
cocks,"

head, spreads

told,

wings nearly horizontally, and his
distends his air-sacs and erects his

tail

perpendicularly,

feathers, then rushes

across the floor, taking the shortest of
steps, but

stamping
hard and so rapidly, that the sound is like that
of the kettle-drum
and at the same time he utters a kind
his feet so

;

of bubbling crow,

which seems to

beats the air with his
wings,

rise

from his

and vibrates his

air-sacs,

tail so

that

he produces a loud
rustling noise, and thus becomes a
really astonishing spectacle.
Soon after he commences
all

the

cocks

join in, rattling, stamping, drumming,
crowing, and dancing furiously; louder and louder the
noise, faster and faster the dance becomes, until at last
they madly whirl about, leaping over each other in their
excitement."

Our second example shall be taken from Mr. W. H.
Hudson's delightful chapter on "Music and
Dancing in
*

Nineteenth Century, April, 1893, vol. xxxiii.
p. 594.
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Platan rails," he says, " is
the ypecaha, a beautiful active bird about the size of a
A number of the rails have their assembling-place
fowl.
finest of the

on a small area of smooth, level ground just above the
water, and hemmed in by dense rush beds. First one bird

among
and

the rushes emits a powerful cry, thrice repeated

;

this is a note of invitation, quickly responded to
by

other birds from

as they hurriedly repair to the

all sides

In a few moments they appear to the
usual place.
of a dozen or twenty, bursting from the rushes

number

and running

open space, and instantly beginning
This is a tremendous screaming concert.

into the

the performance.

The screams they

human
extreme

utter have a certain resemblance to the

utmost pitch and expressive

voice, exerted to its
terror,

frenzy,

and

shriek, astonishing for its

repeated several times,
resembling, as they rise

A

if

in the first

itself;

this

of

long piercing

vehemence and power,

ceeded by a lower note, as

had well-nigh exhausted

despair.

is suc-

the creature

double scream

is

and followed by other sounds,
and fall, half- smothered cries of

pain and moans

of anguish.
Suddenly the unearthly
shrieks are renewed in all their power.
While screaming

the birds rush from side to side, as
ness, the wings spread

and raised

vertically.

if

possessed with mad-

and vibrating, the long beak wide open
This exhibition lasts three or four

minutes, after which the assembly peacefully breaks up."
Mr. Hudson also describes a somewhat similar perform-

ance of the wattled, wing-spurred, and long-toed jacana,
a performance which seems specially designed to bring out
the concealed beauty of the silky, greenish-golden wingquills ; and he has an inimitable paragraph on the strange

and dances of the spur-winged plovers. Here the
male bird leaving his mate pays a call on a neighbouring
visits

* " Naturalist in

La

Plata," p. 266.
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who

couple,

him

receive

accompanied by
and then bow him out, with

notes,

with him a

graciously, tread

measured dance
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resonant

drumming

their beaks bent to

the ground. He returns to his mate, with
himself receive a visitor later on.

whom

he

will

This keen and sympathetic observer of animal life is
not prepared to accept, and even rejects with some scorn,
the idea that the activities he so well describes have any

"

What relation," he
connection with preferential mating.
"
that we can see or imagine, to the passion of love
asks,
and the business of courtship have these dancing and
vocal performances in nine cases out of ten ?

"

One may

not unreasonably suppose, however, that the state of
emotional exaltation shown by such exuberant activity
bears some relation to the pairing impulse, which seems in
many cases to reach its maximum intensity at the same

time of year. But whether this relation, supposing it to
exist, be such as to lead to preferential mating, is undoubtedly a question which is open to discussion, and
stands in need of further evidence from direct observation,

which

is

by no means easy

to obtain.

Let us,

for the

purposes of discussion, rule out preferential mating as inoperative, and ask how the nature and origin of the activities

" The
explana-

in question can be otherwise explained.

tion I have to offer," says Mr.

on the

surface,

and

is

Hudson,

when

the conditions of

lies

very

much

very simple indeed, and, like that

of Dr. Wallace with regard to colour

the whole of the facts.

"

We
life

and ornaments, covers

see that the inferior animals,

are favourable, are subject to

fits of gladness, affecting them powerfully and
out
in vivid contrast to their ordinary temper.
standing
Birds are more subject to this universal joyous
.

periodical

.

.

instinct

than mammals, and there are times when some

species

are constantly overflowing with

it.

...

If

Q

all
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men, at some exceedingly remote period of their history,
had agreed to express the common glad impulse, which they

now

express in such an infinite variety of ways or do not

express at

had

all,

by dancing a minuet, and minuet- dancing
and taken to spontaneously
an early period, man's case would be like

at last come to be instinctive,

by children

at

that of the inferior animals." *
in this explanation there are in effect three distinct

Now,

propositions
(1) The origin of the activities is to be
found in periodic joyousness and emotional exaltation.
(2) The particular nature of the expression is determined
:

by common agreement. (3) The instinctive element of the
performance is due to inheritance by direct transmission
without elimination or selection.

To the
taken.

first of

these propositions no exception need be

Even those who may

of Mr. Wallace

and

hesitate to accept the view

plumes and other

Prof. Geddes, that

structural adornments

power

are due to a surplus of growth combined with that expenditure of protoplasmic

energy, and consequent development of waste products,
which characterizes the male as compared with the more
conservative

and tissue-saving female,

even those who

hesitate to accept these views as applied to extravagance
of structural adornment,

and richness

may

be willing to accept fulness

of vitality as a sufficient cause for fulness

and

richness of motor activity as expressed in aerial evolution,
dance, and song. Granting, therefore, that the first of the

be accepted, at least provisionally,
as affording an explanation of the origin of varied and
multiform activities, the next question that arises is, What
three propositions

may

has guided these activities into certain definite channels
of dance or display or screaming concert? One hardly knows
whether to take quite seriously Mr. Hudson's suggestion
* "

The

Naturalist in

La

Plata," pp. 279-282.

The

italics are mine.
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that the definiteness

is

due to an agreement so to express the overflowing joyousness begotten of vitality in full flood. But, if we do not
take the suggestion seriously, how is the definiteness to be
accounted for? In the case of plumes and symmetrical

markings, no matter how splendid or how delicate, we can,
"
"
perhaps, in our ignorance, fall back on laws of growth

and a tendency

to symmetrical synthesis.

But the jacana

dance, or the performances of the prairie hen, can hardly
"
"
be attributed to any such inherent " laws or tendencies."

To what, then, can the

definiteness be due ?

Presumably, the most true and modest, if not the most
satisfactory and comfortable, answer to this question is

But there can be no harm in a

that we do not know.

little

our guesses are not regarded as

guessing, so long as

more than suggestive. It is possible that imitation, and
what Mr. Hudson has himself so well described under
the head of tradition, may be regarded as a means, if not
of developing, at least of maintaining, the definiteness of

performance.

The young

which certain habits

birds are born into a society in

of dance, song,

activity, are already organized.

By

or other

modes

of

that sub-conscious and

half-aware imitation which seems to be a trait of animal
life (a

fall

sort of extended sheep-through-the-gap-ishness), they

into the habits of their elders, as their elders did before

them when they

too were

young and

are moulded to those of the

plastic.

Their ways

in the heart of

community
They have neither the wit nor
the will to modify the family traditions by new-fangled
innovations. And if they had, and proceeded to exercise
which they are reared.

by so doing, place themselves
and would probably die unmated.
not improbable that a certain amount of

their originality, they would,

outside the social

life,

Moreover, it is
natural selection through elimination would accompany
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the traditional process. Any individual which, through
lack of vigour or other more positive defect, was excluded
from, or exhausted by, the dance or other performance,
would so far drop out of the social life and run less chance
of taking his share in the special business of pairing,
not in virtue of any preferential mating, but just because,

while others were stimulated by the performance to sexual
activity, the weaklings were exhausted and excluded from
full life of the community.
Song-birds matched against
each other have been known to sing till they dropped

the

to death.
The extravagant and prolonged
and dances may well be a means of eliminating the
weakly and leaving the strongest and toughest dancers in

exhausted

antics

sexual vigour to perpetuate, not only their strength and
toughness, but also any congenital tendency they may
full

possess towards the specialized performance of the definite
The period of dancing and display is also a
activity.

period of pugnacity, and those whose vital power is lowered
by the strain of the one will be those who are worsted in

the combats arising out of the other. So that out of the
traditional dance there may arise a process of natural
selection, whereby the most vigorous males, those with the

amount of reserve power for the development of
plumage and for effective mating, and with the greatest
greatest

congenital tendency to follow the traditions of the community, would survive to transmit their vigour as dis-

played in certain definite ways.
And if we may admit, on the part of the females,
whether they participate in the dance or not, a heightening
of the sexual emotion at the period of predominant activity,
we may further suppose that there is at least this much
of preferential mating as well that the hens accept most
readily the attentions of those through whose antics this

heightened sexual impulse has been aroused.
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difficult
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and
such

elimination and such selection as

is here suggested.
ain not sure that I have represented Mr. Hudson's
views correctly in saying that, as stated in the third

I

proposition, the instinctive element of the performance is

due to inheritance by direct transmission without eliminaor

tion
this

The

selection.

essential

question,

however,

is

Are we sure that the performances are instinctive ?

:

not such essentially social procedures be handed on
without becoming ingrained in the congenital
tradition
by
nature ? We shall have occasion to see in the last chapter

May

that in

human

progress a greatly developed form of
and that evolution

tradition takes the place of heredity,
is

in large degree transferred from the organism to his

environment.

May

animal world,

This

activities ?

not tradition, in bird

life

and in the

handing on of some habitual
another question which ignorance

suffice for the
is

prevents our answering with any certainty. No doubt we
have been wont to assume that these habitual activities
are instinctive and congenitally definite. But of decisive
and conclusive proof, there is in many cases little enough.

In the case of bird-song there is some evidence, though
much as could be wished. We have already dis-

not so

it in the chapter on Imitation, and there saw that,
according to some observers, the singing of birds is, unlike

cussed

their call-notes

and

entirely

and sounds

of alarm, wholly traditional

due to imitation.

This view could not, how-

be unreservedly accepted without more conclusive
vidonce.
There may be congenital elements forming an

ever,
i

perhaps under normal conditions the appropriate auditory stimulus provided by the
song of their own species, in the absence of which there
instinctive

may

basis, requiring

be failure to sing at

all,

or imitation of alien strains
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Further observations under varied

test

conditions are

needed to decide the question one way or the other.
With regard to the truly instinctive nature of the
activities of the dance, of antics, of strange performances,

and

of aerial evolutions there is not

much

evidence.

We

cannot say with any certainty whether they have been

wrought into the congenital tissue

of bird

life,

or are ac-

quired habits transmitted through the influence of tradition,
many of the social customs of mankind. Might it

like so

not be possible to bring up broods of prairie hens under
conditions which should exclude the conservative influence
If they went through all the antics of the
dance under such circumstances, this would be definite
evidence of the truly instinctive nature of the performance.

of tradition ?

is

now time

activities

observable

It

season.

to

summarize.

among

birds

There are
the

certain

during
These are certainly habitual, and in some cases
pairing

Whether they are instinctive in all cases
They may be kept definite through
the influence of tradition.
Even under tradition they

instinctive.

we do not

yet know.

they chance to be correlated with exceptional
vigour, be rendered instinctive through natural selection
by the elimination of those who fail in vigour. They
may also be rendered instinctive through sexual selection

may,

if

by preferential mating if it can be shown conclusively
that choice is exercised, and that some are thereby excluded
from mating.

They may, again, be rendered

instinctive

through the hereditary transmission of acquired activity,
in which case the definiteness of the performance must

presumably be due
If they be

to

some form

of intelligent selection.

regarded as expressions of sexual emotion,
such expression may probably have suggestive value, and
serve to evoke an answering emotion.
In this case the
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would be correlated with the expression

of sexual emotion through certain specialized activities

;

and those individuals which were not expressive, together
with those which were insensible to the suggestive influence
of expression, would be less ready to mate and to transmit
the specialized modes of expression. In all these matters
further and fuller evidence from direct observation is to

be desired.
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CHAPTEK

XI.

NEST-BUILDING, INCUBATION, AND MIGRATION.

THE

activities which were considered in the last chapter
are characteristic of a period of high vitality, and one of

emotional expressiveness and susceptibility.

Whether we

accept or reject sexual selection by preferential mating
as a factor in the evolution of these specialized activities,
it is

a matter of observable fact that these activities are

coincident in time with the pairing impulse. And it is
probable that any selection, which may have been instrumental in their development, has been in some way associ-

ated with the mating instinct. If struggle or competition
has occurred, it has centred round the processes essential
to the propagation of the race;

and the

of song, dance, or aerial evolutions

specialized activities
may be regarded as

expressions of the emotional state which accompanies
and characterizes the pairing season, and may be held to
possess, at least in some cases, a suggestive value.

There are, however, other activities characteristic of
the same period in which the element of suggestion cannot
be regarded as of much importance. Nest-building, the
t

instinct of incubation, the

maternal

offices

depend in

these do not

a

any appreciable degree upon
suggestive
Their direct biological value is, perhaps, more
apparent than that of song or dance or strange antics,
since they are more obviously of utility.
To a consideraelement.

tion of

some

of the activities of this type

Is nest-building

an

we

will

instinctive activity, or is

now
it

turn.

a habit
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rendered definite through intelligent imitation? Is the
habit transmitted through organic inheritance, or handed
on through the influence of tradition ? Mr. Wallace has
advocated the latter view at least, so far as specific

On his view, if I rightly interpret

definiteness is concerned.
it,

a bird

its

energies in building

may

inherit

an

indefinite tendency to exercise

but

how

it builds depends upon
Exclude imitation, and they
no longer built a typical nest. Thus chaffinches taken to
New Zealand, and turned loose there, built nests which
bore " some resemblance to those of the hang-birds

the tradition of

(Icteridce),

with the exception that the cavity

whom

design
to

at the top.

is

New Zealand

chaffinches," says Mr. Dixon,*
we owe the observation, "were at a loss for a

Clearly these
to

;

its species.

when

fabricating their nest.

work by, no nests

of their

They had no standard
to copy, no older
and the result is the

own kind

them any instruction,
abnormal structure."
Mr. Wallace quotes this under the heading of " variaIt would be well to
tions of the habits of animals."
birds to give

restrict the

"
term " variations

to departures of congenital
" modifications " to those
the
term
f
origin,
apply
departures which are individually acquired. According to
those, who are unable to accept the inheritance of ac-

and

to

quired characters, of

modes

of

whom

Mr. Wallace

departure from the

activities

is

one, the two

normal

to

the

Modifications, since
species are of very different value.
they are acquired, are not on this view inherited, and can

play no part in the development of instinct ; while variaby natural selection can

tions are those departures which

be rendered definite and stereotyped as instincts.
"

Nature,

vol. xxxi. p. fr3.

Quoted in "Darwinism,"

p. 76.

"
adopts this usage in his paper on
in Evolution," in the American Naturalist for
July, 1S.;.
t

T'rof.

Mark Baldwin

This,

A New

Factor
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is
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not intended as a criticism of Mr. Wallace's

views concerning nest-building, since he does not regard
the habit as founded on a definitely instinctive basis. It

a suggestion towards increased exactness in our technical
nomenclature which may be found generally useful.

is

No doubt

nest-building

and

is

subject both to variation of

to modification

through experience.
Mr. Blackwall, in the first volume of the Zoological Journal,
" It is evident that birds of the same

congenital origin

says,

species possess

the constructive powers in very different degrees of perfection, for, though the style of the architecture is usually

adhered to, the nests of some individuals are finished in
"
and he
a manner greatly superior to those of others
quotes a case in which a yellow bunting failed to build at
;

depositing its eggs on the bare ground, in which situaSuch
tion she sat upon them till they were hatched.*
all,

differences are probably due to variation.

hand, modification

"Harmonia

to his

may

often occur.

Euralis," says,

goldfinches beginning to

make

On

the other

Bolton, in the preface

"I observed a

their nest in

my

pair of

garden on

May 10, 1792; they had formed the groundwork with
moss, grass, etc., as usual, but on my scattering small
in
parcels of wool in different parts of the garden, they
a great measure left off the use of their own stuff, and

on
employed the wool. Afterwards I gave them cotton,
which they rejected the wool, and proceeded with the
the third day I supplied them with fine down,
on which they forsook both the others, and finished their
cotton

;

work with the last article.
was somewhat larger than

The

when completed,
made by this bird,

nest,

is

usually
but retained the pretty roundness of figure and neatness
of workmanship which is proper to the goldfinch." t Very
" British
* See
Birds," vol.
Yarrell,
t Ibid., vol.

i.

p. 541.

i.

p. 491.
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frequently birds, as Mr. Headley says, in his interesting
book on "The Structure and Life of Birds,"* "adapt

themselves

to

new

situations.

The swallow and the

house-martin have availed themselves of barns and houses.

The palm-swift in Jamaica, till 1854, always built in
But in Spanish Town, when two cocoanut-palms
were blown down, they drove out the swallows from
palms.

the piazza of the House of Assembly and built between
the angles formed by the beams and joists.
In America
the tailor-bird

now

uses thread and worsted for

its nest,

instead of wool and horsehair, and wool and horsehair
originally have been substitutes for vegetable fibres

may

and grasses.

made

its

In Calcutta an unconventional crow once

nest of soda-water bottle wires, which

in a back yard.
In districts liable to floods,
often build in trees.
In New Zealand the

up

it

picked

moorhens

paradise
ducks, which usually build on the ground near rivers,
have been known, where disturbed, to build on the tops

of high trees, and to bring down their young on their
backs to the water." But all this, as Mr. Headley points
out, does not

show that birds have not a nest-building
It only shows that, as

instinct of congenital definiteness.

we have had occasion
instinct

is

modifiable

The habit may

to note in

many

other cases, their

by intelligence and experience.
upon an instinctive basis, and

well be built

receive its final touches through individual experience.

Mr. Jenner Weir, writing to Darwin in 1868, says t
The more I reflect on Mr. Wallace's theory, that birds
:

''

learn to

make

their nests because they

been reared in one,t the

less inclined

"
t Quoted in Romanes'
J

have themselves

do

I feel to

agree

Mental Evolution in Animals," p. 22G.
This was Mr. Wallace's earlier view
his later view introduces

tradition in a broader sense.

;
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...

with him.

It is

usual with canary fanciers to take out

the nest constructed by the parent birds, and to place a
felt nest in its place, and when the young are hatched and
old

enough

also of

felt,

to be handled, to place a second clean nest,

in the box,

to prevent acari.
failed to

make a

But
nest

This

removing the other.

I

is

done

never knew that canaries so reared

when

the breeding time arrived.

have, on the other hand, marvelled
bird's the nests are constructed.

to see

It is

how

I

like a wild

customary

to supply

them with a small set of materials, such as moss and hair.
They use the moss for the foundation, and line with the
finer materials, just as a wild goldfinch

making

it

would

do, although,

in a box, the hair alone would be sufficient for

the purpose.

I

feel

convinced nest-building

is

a true

instinct."

This view of Mr. Jenner Weir's

on personal observation which
is

is

is

based,

it

will be seen,

well to the point.

another piece of direct evidence.

Mr. John

Here

S. Budgett

a careful observer, placed in 1890 a greenfinch's egg under
a canary, and this in due course was hatched, the young
bird proving to be a hen. In the following autumn lie
bought a caged bird, a cock, probably of the same year,

and in the succeeding spring turned them out into an
of
aviary with furse and box bushes in it. Materials
suitable

kind

were supplied

twigs,

roots,

dried grass

The hen
moss, feathers, sheep's-wool, and
soon began to build her nest, while the cock did not
seem to take the slightest interest in her proceedings. Mr,
horsehair.

Budgett never saw him with a twig in his mouth,
a few days she had finished her nest, and Mr. Budgett

having sought and found several wild greenfinches'

nests

as a whole, he

made

careful comparisons.

says,

the aviary nest was like the wild ones in every

particular,

made

of

wool,

Taking them
roots

and moss,

lined

witl
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second nest which the aviary greenfinch

was also perfectly

typical.

In the same year Mr. Budgett reared from a few weeks
old a young hen bullfinch, and kept it in a cage till the

when he bought a cock, probably an old bird,
and turned them together into the aviary. The hen soon
began to build, and finished her nest in about four days ;
but she used neither roots nor twigs, of which there was a
next spring,

plentiful supply.

dried grass, with a

The nest was composed of nothing but
She laid therein
little wool and hair.

two of which hatched, but the little birds soon
She then began another nest, this time a typical
bullfinch's nest of fine twigs and roots lined with horse-

five eggs,

died.

Here five eggs were again laid, all of which were
She also built a third nest,
hatched, and three reared.
hair.

which was perfectly typical of her
Further evidence of this kind

But

this, as far as it goes,

species.
is

much

to be desired.

appears to be decisive.

Some

birds build their nests true to type, without opportunities

or with but the slenderest opportunities of imitation or
It appears to me that the evidence before us
instruction.
justifies the conclusion that nest-building in definite
is

an instinctive activity * but that
;

individual
inherited

Whether

experience.

we do not know.

It

ways

modifiable by
the modifications are

may

it

is

be well to note

how

largely the performance of this activity is due to internal
impulse, the external stimulus, being perhaps afforded by
the sight of the requisite materials.
It is also advisable to draw attention to the
complexity
and delicacy of the activities involved in nest-building.
There is necessarily a good deal of careful selection of the
and these materials are used in
appropriate materials
;

*

The

nest-building of the sticklebacks, both

s pined, is without

doubt truly instinctive.

three-spined and

teii-
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and often very elaborate ways. One has only to
examine such a common nest as that of the chaffinch to
special

be profoundly impressed with the skill and, if one may so
put it, the delicacy of touch of which it affords such un-

The nests

mistakable evidence.
wren,

the

which

is

in its

way

blue-tit,

made

of

the sand-martin,

the

golden-crested
the reed-warbler,

eggs do not roll out
though the supporting reeds be waved by the wind almost
to the surface of the water
each so different and yet each
so deep that the

so admirable

the same tale

tell

as do such

;

foreign nests as those of the Baltimore oriole, a pensile

structure of grasses, bark, and various plant-fibres, firmly
and beautifully interwoven, or those of the tailor-bird,
daintily stitched with fibre, or hair, or bits of thread.

If

further and fuller investigation and inquiry establish the
truly instinctive nature of nest-building, we must not
fail

to realize the delicate complexity of the congenital

And then we must

ask the question
Can all the niceties of the congenital process be attributed
to natural selection ? If not, Can it be regarded as evidence
activities concerned.

of the inheritance of acquired habit ?

-

:

I find

it

somewhat

difficult to picture to myself the eliminative steps by which
the definiteness of nest-building in any given species be-

came congenital under natural
almost equally difficult to make
uniformity of type could result
intelligently acquired habit.

But

selection.

clear to myself how the
from the inheritance of

Intelligence

is

so individual

a faculty, enabling the organism to adjust his

own

special surroundings, that

I find it

life

to his

how, out
the somewhat divergent individualism to which intelligence tends, there could come that stereotyped uniit is difficult

to see

of

formity which the nests of any given species presentImitation would no doubt tend to uniformity, but here,
again,

it is

difficult to see

why

a bird should imitate the
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and not the equally good, or peran allied species. The subject is full of

species,

haps, better nests of

whichever way it be regarded. And if we ask
what
by
steps the Baltimore oriole has come to build
his hanging nest in just that particular fashion, we can
difficulties

only reply, evasively, that with all our advances in biologiknowledge a child can still ask questions which its
elders find it hard to answer.
cal

The laying

of eggs in the nest when it is built is una
habit of congenital origin ; and problems of
doubtedly
interest and some difficulty arise out of a study of the

colour and markings of these eggs.

These problems are

not directly connected with habit and instinct, and they do
not therefore call for consideration here. But the strange
and abnormal habits of the cuckoo demand some notice.

The cuckoo (Cuculus canorus) is in several respects an
" He is a
bird.
vagrom man/ as Dogberry
would say a vulgarian, a disreputable parasite. Yet he
is in some ways an interesting creature, and the world
'

anomalous

:

Mr. Cornish,* reminds us, " always a fondness
In the matter of food, he
interesting scamps."

has,"
for

will

eat

hairy caterpillars which are rejected by most

There appears to be a great preponderance of
males, the proportion being variously estimated at from
birds.

Mating is indiscriminate and
The hen bird lays a largish number

twenty, to five to one.

polyandry prevails.

;

some say at relatively long intervals of several
According to the careful observations of Dr. Eey,
however, the hen cuckoo lays an egg every other day, from
the middle of May till the middle of July, and, at times,
lays one every day for short periods. They are remarkably
of eggs,

days.

small for the size of the bird, and are somewhat variable
both in this respect and in that of coloration. They are
*

"Wild England

of To-day," p. 108.
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not laid in a nest constructed by the cuckoo herself, but are
dropped in alien nests, being carried thither in the bill.

Sometimes an egg is turned out at the same time, but
whether purposely or by accident, it is hard to say.
Although there are instances on record of cuckoos feeding
their

young

own kind

any case feeding young birds of their
and even of incubating eggs in an alien nest,*
or in

yet, in the vast majority of cases, the

whom

foster-parents on

and bring up the naked,
blind, broadshouldered, hollow-backed, changeling which
heaves out of the nest, rather perhaps from sheer size and
the egg

is

awkward random

foisted hatch out

activity

than of

lings that of right belong there.

purpose the nestHenry Jenner describes
set

" Transactions of
the Royal Society for 1788," how
two cuckoos were hatched out in a hedge-sparrow's nest,
in the

together with one hedge-sparrow

an egg remaining unIn a few hours a contest began between the
two cuckoos, one of which at last succeeded in ejecting
hatched.

the other, together with the young hedge-sparrow, and
the unhatched egg. Long doubted, but occasionally redescribed from observation, this summary ejection has
recently been not only watched but sketched from

Mrs.

Hugh

Blackburn. f

rid himself of his rivals,

life

by

The young outlaw, having thus
grows apace, and is fed, through

to be a strange modification of maternal
the
instinct, by
foster-parents with indefatigable zeal.
Miss Hayward describes and figures J a little whitethroat

what would seem

feeding a young cuckoo of four or five times her own size.
Finally, contrary to what is held by many ornithologists
* See Morris* " British
Birds," vol.

ii.

(1852), pp. 56

and

59.

f "Birds from Moidart and Elsewhere."
" Bird Notes." Of. the
figure of the long-tailed cuckoo of New Zealand
\
and its host, the grey warbler, in Buller's " Manual of the Birds of New

Zealand,"

p. 39.
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to be the usual rule, the old birds are the first to migrate,

leaving their young to follow as best they may.
The hosts selected if indeed the word is appropriate

by the cuckoo are numerous, and
that

to the magpie, the jay,

No

hand.
for

of different sizes,

scrap of a fellow, the blue

little

less

England

and the

from

on the one hand,
grebe on the other

tit,

lesser

than forty-three several hosts are recorded
and if continental records be included,

alone,

includes eighty-seven species belonging to eleven
different families
the warblers and finches being the most

the

list

abundant,* and the hedge-sparrow, one of the
to build a nest easily discovered either

birds

first

boy or cuckoo,

by
by some ornith-

among the commonest

of all.

ologists that the egg is

dropped by the parent bird in nests

where

its

colour will assimilate with that of the eggs proper

has been suggested by some that this
be due to intelligent selection on the part of the

to the nest

may

It is said

;

and

it

cuckoo, and by others that cuckoos act instinctively ; that
is to say, there is said to be an instinctive tendency in

cuckoos which lay eggs of a given type to drop them intoThis is the view taken by Dr. Key,
appropriate nests.

who contends

that cuckoos instinctively deposit
their eggs, the colour of which for any particular bird is,
he believes, constant, in the nests of the species by which
of Leipzig,

Each species of host thus rears a
they were reared.
kind
of cuckoo. He says that the eggs deposited
particular
among the variable eggs of the red-backed shrike are
themselves variable

while those deposited in the nest of
;
her
uniform
among
eggs, have great uniformity
of colour.
On the other hand, Dr. J. A. Norton, of Bristol,

the wren,

who has paid much

attention to the matter, which

is

one

and who has kindly furnished me
with some interesting notes on the whole question of cuckoo
of direct observation,

*

See Mr. Edward Bidwell, Norf. and Nor. Nat. Hist. Soc.,

vol.

iii.

R

p. 536,
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for
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that though he has observed good cases
example, a bluish egg in a hedge-

sparrow's nest, and a reddish one in that of a spotted
flycatcher yet such cases are in his experience exceptional.
question: "Is colour assimilation the rule?" he
Emphatically, no."
replies,
It is clear, then, that different observers are. not agreed

To

my

"

as to the facts.

It

is

possible that the habit in

England

from that on the Continent; but further obIn
servations are needed to establish any such difference.

is different

any case Dr. Norton regards it as probable that the cuckoo,
having laid an egg on the ground, carries it in her bill,
and drops it into the first nest that she comes across.
There is little or no intelligence displayed in the whole
Dr. Norton informs me of a case in which the
business.
cuckoo had deposited her egg in an old disused nest, and
of others in which the eggs had been dropped into nests
in holes from which the young cuckoo was too large to
escape.

It

would seem very doubtful whether intelligence

has played any decisive part in the establishment of
the cuckoo instinct. We must remember that there are
three associated facts or groups of facts. First, the relatively small size of the eggs, about one-third that of the

eggs of the American cuckoo ; secondly, the deposition of
these eggs in alien nests ; and thirdly, the ejection of other

young changeling whose broad shoulders
and hollow back seem specially adapted to this purpose.
Now, the first and third of these the small size of the
cannot be reeggs, and the ejection of other nestlings
nestlings by the

garded as due to intelligence, but

may

fairly

be attributed

The parent bird would be unable to
in
her
bill, and these would be left on the
carry large eggs
ground, and would remain unhatched, thus giving rise to
to natural selection.

a steady process of elimination of large eggs.

And

the
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would

starvation, especially

were small and unable to bring

supplies of food to satisfy his capacious appetite as well as

the needs of their

own

offspring

though here, indeed,

it

might fairly be contended that his larger size and greedy
The
voracity would itself doom the others to starvation.
eliminative steps in the establishment of the central habit
of depositing the eggs in an alien nest are not so easy to

explain even conjecturally. Darwin's account of the process
needs modification in any case. He suggested that the
habit began by the occasional laying of eggs in alien nests.
But it would seem that the cuckoo lays her egg on the
ground and then carries it to a nest in her bill. For such

a habit the occasional laying of an egg in an alien nest
would be no preparation. It would seem more probable
it began by laying eggs on the ground when the hen
was forced to deposit them unprepared. And the habit of

that

polyandrous intercourse, correlated with the preponderant
number of males, may have been in some way associated
with the gradual loss of the instinct of nidification. Guess
as we may, however, it must be confessed that, if the
instinct be

due to natural

stages of development.

selection, little is

known

But, on the other hand,

of the

it is

not

how the strange instinct of the cuckoo
could have arisen as the result of intelligently acquired
less difficult to see

habit, in a bird of

The theory

of

somewhat remarkably low

individual acquisition,

intelligence.

transmitted from

parent to offspring, even if unaccompanied by the biological difficulties involved in any form of such transmission,

seems

to

involve

not

merely

the

intelligent

utilization of the results of experience, but the exercise of
truly rational powers of what appears to us a peculiarly

depraved order.
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Although the American cuckoo, a bird closely allied to
our European species, does not appear to be parasitic
in its habits
there is a group of birds belonging to a
;

quite

family, that of the Icteridce, which have

different

These are the cowbirds, concerning which
Major Charles Bendire has collected all the available information in the "Beport of the United States National
similar habits.

Museum

for

From

1893."*

resume of the facts

his

account the following

is derived.

Like our cuckoo, the cowbirds are polyandrous, the
males generally outnumbering the females in the pro-

The common cowbird

portion of about three to one.

North America (Moluthrus

of

ater) lays from
eggs in a season, probably at intervals of several days.
There is a large amount of variation in the size and

markings

of the eggs

;

but

eight to twelve

how

far they assimilate with

those among which they are laid we are not told. Major
Bendire gives a list of no less than eighty-nine species in
the nests of which the eggs of this cowbird have been

found,

sometimes four or

five

in one nest.

It

is

not

unusual to find some of the eggs of the species imposed
upon thrown out of the nest to make room for those of the
parasite, nor to find

minute punctures

in the shells of

possibly done on
remaining eggs.
beak
to
purpose by the cowbird with her
prevent the eggs
from hatching but Major Bendire is inclined to attribute

some

This

of the

is

;

this puncturing to the sharp claws of the parent bird while

on the nest and depositing her own egg; for the
parasitical bird seems to lay in the nest and not to carry
sitting

the egg there in her bill. Hatching is usually accomplish^
in from ten to eleven days, generally in advance of those oi
the foster parent, and the growth of the young interlo]
remarkably rapid. At the end of a few days the rightful

is

*

Pages 587-624.
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offspring are either smothered or crowded out of the nest

by

their stronger foster brother

when he absorbs the

entire

;

or, failing this, starved,

attention

of

the

foster

says Major Bendire, to see a fat,
cowbird
fully fledged young
following a pair of chipping
sparrows, or some small warbler, clamouring incessantly
for food and uttering its begging call of seerr-seerr most
parents.

It is ludicrous,

persistently, only keeping quiet while its gaping bill

is

with some suitable morsel ; and stranger still to note
devoted the diminutive nurses are to their foster child.

filled

how

A

smaller

or variety (Moluthrus ater, var.
obscurus) has similar habits ; as has also the bronzed or
species

red-eyed cowbird of Mexico and central America (Callothrus
robustus).

The

Mr. W. H. Hudson

on the
show that
they frequently waste their eggs by dropping them on the
ground, and occasionally lay in old forsaken nests. They
also destroy many of the eggs in the nests they visit by
pecking holes in the shells, parasitical eggs and others
being indiscriminately treated in this way. The harder
Argentine

observations

cowbirds

of

(Moluthrus

bonariensis),

shell of their own eggs gives them, however, a better
chance of being preserved
for, although this cowbird
never distinguishes its own eggs, of which it destroys a
great many, from those among which it is laid, yet a larger
;

proportion of them escape. The hard shell may therefore
fairly be regarded as a result of the process of natural
selection.
Furthermore, the short period of incubation,

about eleven days as compared with the fourteen to sixteen
of the small birds on which it is parasitic,
gives it an

advantage which

may

also be ascribed to natural selection.

After a few days, as in the case of its North American
congeners, the foster child is found to be the sole survivor
of the nestlings

;

and, as

is

commonly found

in the eggs of
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parasitical species, there is
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an extraordinary

diversity in

The
markings.
embryos and young birds show a remarkable vitality.
Mr. Hudson found three eggs which had been built in

the

colour,

form, and

disposition

of

by the superposition of a new nest on the older one in
which they were laid. Their shells were encrusted with
and glued together with broken egg-matter spilt over
Nevertheless one contained a living embryo ready
be hatched, very lively and hungry when he took

dirt

them.
to
it

in his hand.

The young

quits the nest

as soon as

and placing itself
in the most conspicuous place
such as the summit of a
stalk or weed there demands food with frequent and
it is

able, trying to follow the old bird,

Thus, one nurse, a little flycatcher,
as the only means of standing above its foster-child, had
acquired the habit of perching on the back of its charge

importunate

to feed

cries.

it.

Of the other cowbirds of the Argentine, one, the bay-

wing (Molothrus badius), either builds its own nest, a neat
and well-built structure, in the fork of a branch, or seizes
that of a Lenatero (Anumbius acuticaitdatus), and in it,
or on it, constructs its own.
Several females often lay
in the same nest ; but whether the birds pair or practice

the promiscuous intercourse common to the genus, Mr.
Hudson was unable to discover.

Very curious are the habits
species,

of the

other Argentine

the screaming cowbird (Moluthrus rufoaxillaris).

For long they eluded even Mr. Hudson's acute powers of
But eventually he was fortunate enough to
observation.
ascertain that it is parasitic on its cousin, the bay wing.
Both the eggs and young of the two species are so similar
as to be indistinguishable. The baywing brings up both
its own and its cousin's brood, and it is only after some
weeks that the difference between the young of the two
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says Mr.

Hudson, that the screaming cowbird should lay only in the
nests of the baywing; but the most mysterious thing is
that the
sitical

common Argentine

on a host

species indiscriminately para-

of species, never, to his knowledge, drops

an egg in the nest

of the

It is clear that,

baywing unless

it

be forsaken.

though the interesting parasitic habits

the cowbirds throw side lights upon the parasitism
of the European cuckoo, and though some of their features
of

may fairly be ascribed to natural selection, yet they leave
the origin of parasitism itself unsolved. We have to fall
back on conjecture.
Mr. Hudson is inclined to believe
that the Argentine cowbird lost the nest-making habit by
acquiring that semi-parasitical habit, common to so many

South American birds, of breeding in the large covered
nests of the oven birds (Dendrocolaptidse), and he adduces
evidence that this piratical habit does tend to eradicate the
nest-making instinct. He further suggests that a diminution in the

number

of birds that build

domed

nests would

involve the cowbird in a struggle for nests in which it
would probably be defeated ; and supposes that the origin
of the parasitical instinct

habit

common

to so

may have been in the occasional
many species, of two or more females

laying together, as with the baywings. The young of
those birds that most often abandoned their eggs to the
care of another would inherit a weakened natural instinct

;

the whole race would, by intercrossing, degenerate, and
could only be saved from final extinction by some individuals occasionally dropping their eggs in the nests of
other species.
Little

need be said concerning the instinct of incubation

normal development. It is partly based on physioand may fairly be claimed by upholders
logical grounds
in its

;

of natural selection as explicable

on their principles.
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Passing on, therefore, to the instincts associated with
the consummation and natural result of the maternal act,

hatching out of the young, what seems most
remarkable is that under the new conditions the bird
the

becomes in many respects a new being.

Compare the hen
newly hatched brood with what she was some
three weeks before. Her maternity tinges all her behaviour
she is not what she was, or rather she is that and vastly
more besides. Untaught, she is a mother to the backbone
and she has developed a new language in which to communicate with her chicks that is, if the word "language"
be used somewhat loosely for a set of definite sounds of
emotionally suggestive value. The facts are so familiar,
and the explanation on natural selection principles so
with her

first

;

;

adequate, that it is unnecessary to dwell on them. It will
be better to select a specialized instinct of this period for

more

careful consideration.

It is well

known

that the peewit lapwing or plover will
apparently simulate the actions of a wounded bird, with the
object, as it would seem, of drawing intruders away from her

nest and eggs or young.
The Canadian ruffed grouse, and
the willow ptarmigan, tumble along, seemingly well-nigh
off dog or man.
Dr. W. L. Kalph,*
American ground dove, a pretty little pigeon
" When one is driven from a
of the Southern States, says

helpless,

and lead

writing of the

:

nest containing eggs

it

and

around as

will

then

flutter

will

drop to the ground as
if

wounded,

if

shot,

to try to

draw

the person disturbing it away from the nest, but, whether it
succeeds or not, it will soon fly off. When a nest contains

young, however, the bird will become almost frantic, until
it appears to be nearly exhausted."
Here it is the female
bird that exhibits such careful tactics. But sometimes the

male shows a

like solicitude.

"In

1883," says Mr. C. A.

* Nineteenth
Century, April, 1893, p. 598.
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" I
met with a brood of young plumed partridges in

Oregon. The male, who had charge of them, performed
the usual tactics of feigning lameness, and tried his very

draw

attention from the young, and, seeing I
paid no attention to him, showed a great deal of distress.
The young scattered promptly in all directions, and the
best to

my

majority were most effectually hidden in an instant."
One more example may be given. It is from Mr. C. J.
11

Cornish's pleasant book, "Wild England of To-day."
"Moving towards the lake [in Richmond Park],

we

" a
flushed," he says,t
pair of wild drakes from a shallow
ditch, and almost at the same moment a lame duck
shuffled distressfully

from the same

spot,

and moved

off

slowly, with apparent difficulty, in a direction parallel to

the lake.

The

counterfeit

was

so remarkable that,

had we

not caught a glimpse of a small black object dashing into
the marsh which lay a few feet from the drain, on the
opposite side from the course taken by the duck, no suspicion as to the reality of her disablement would have
occurred.
Meanwhile, the old bird invited pursuit, lying
down, as if unable to move further ; and, resolved to see

the end of so finished and courageous a piece of acting,
we accepted the invitation and gave chase. For twenty

yards or more the bird shuffled and stumbled through the
rhododendron bushes, until she made for the lake side,

where the ground was more open. Then, running fast,
with her head up and discarding all pretence of lameness,
for another twenty yards, she took wing and flew slowly
just before us, at about three feet from the ground, until
she reached the limit of the enclosure, when, uttering a
derisive quack, she rose quickly above the trees

out over the lake.
*

and flew

Anxious to see the sequel to this

Nineteenth Century, April, 1893, p. 596.

t Op. e7., pp. 116, 117.
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we hurried back
marsh where the ducklings were probably

beautiful instance of maternal affection,
to tbe

little

hidden, and, sheltered under a rhododendron bush, awaited

In a few minutes

the return of the wild duck to her brood.

she reappeared, flying swiftly in circles among the trees,
and, after satisfying herself that the danger was past, she

among some

alighted

wild currant bushes about thirty

yards from the marsh. There she stood for a moment,
still and listening, with head erect, and, seeing nothing to

alarm her, ran bustling down to the drain. After realizing
that no harm had overtaken her brood on the spot where
they had been surprised, she climbed the bank and tripped
lightly into the marsh, when, in answer to her low quack,

we soon heard
till

the piping voices of the ducklings, which
then had remained motionless and invisible in the few

yards of grass and rushes near. In a few seconds the
whole family were united, and we had the pleasure of
seeing the old bird
of eleven black
of the

at the

head

of

an active

fleet

for the centre

marsh."

Such
two

swim past

and yellow ducklings, making

tactics,

be

They

species.

it

noted, are not restricted to one or

are

common, no doubt with

diversities

of detail, to such different birds as grouse, pigeons, lapwings, rails, avocets, pipits, ducks, buntings, and warblers.
How are we to account for them ?

The

first

question to ask

is,

whether the habit

is,

so far as I

is

truly
We may readily admit that
congenital and instinctive.
the probabilities are decidedly in favour of its instinctive

nature

;

definite

but of this there

and conclusive

proof.

we are here

And

it

is

am

aware, no
particularly un-

the mercy of probability.
be
habit
if
the
For
truly congenital and instinctive, it forms
a very pretty subject for transmissionists and natural
If ever there was a habit,
selectionists to quarrel over.

fortunate that

left at
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may exclaim, which bears the marks of
and therefore acquired origin, this of feignWhat habit, the
ing wounded is assuredly one of them
natural selectionist may ask, is more obviously useful to
the species ? Is not this just the kind of activity which
the transmissionist
its intelligent,

!

natural selection,

be a factor at

must

fix

upon
and perpetuate through the elimination of short-comers ?
Those who adopted this habit would certainly thereby
if it

all,

enable their offspring to escape destruction by enemies
and these would survive to perpetuate the habit.

Let us look at the natural selection view

;

and

first,

consider the relation which on this hypothesis the habit
in question bears to intelligence.
For the selectionist
intelligence,

and

in

its

an absolutely

practical application) is

distinctively individual factor.

This

is

well brought

out in Prof. Weismann's essay on the musical faculty.
natural selection may increase
Briefly put, the case is this
:

in a series of generations the innate store of intelligent
faculty

;

but the application of that faculty remains a

matter of individual experience. It matters not whether,
as the result of such individual experience, the faculty is
applied in precisely the same way for a hundred generamatters not that the individuals so applying their
faculty are the sole survivors among a host of failures ; it
matters not how much elimination there is of those who

tions

have

;

it

less intelligence or of those

who apply

it

the application of the faculty in this particular

on

selectionist principles

stinctive.

and his followers have not
facts they be.

a

man

;

be rendered hereditary and in-

In the matter of

if

differently

way cannot

human

faculty Prof.

failed to insist

Weismann

on these

facts.,

no matter how assiduomly

They say that,
has from boyhood devoted his intellectual povers
to the study of mathematics, he can hand on to his sen no
inherited increment of faculty.

If

the son, after

all,

does
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due, they say, to a congenital tendency quite independent of individual acquisition.
What is he but another chip of the same old

display exceptional ability,

mathematical block

Now,

it

is

?

us not attempt to hide or slur over the con-

let

clusion which

the inevitable outcome of these contentions,

is

supposing them

Under no circumstances, if
natural selection be all-sufficient, can an intelligent act
lecome hereditary and instinctive. Intelligence and instinct
are antithetical

well founded.

the former can never pass into the latter
or take any direct share in its evolution.
If, then, natural
selection have any effect in rendering instinctive such a

we

habit as

are

;

now

considering,

it

congenital tendency, independent
the same end as, intelligence.

of,

must be working on a
but proceeding towards
of the

The simulation

wounded bird, if it be due to the play of
on selectionist principles, become inAnd if such apparent simulation be really an
activity, and be due to natural selection, it is

actions of a

intelligence, cannot,
stinctive.

instinctive

on congenital variations, not on

intelligent modifications

has been operative
while the fact that congenital variation on the one hand,
and intelligent choice on the other, coincide in direction
of active response, that natural selection

and tend

to the

same

;

seemingly fortuitous is a
coincidence and nothing more.
But if it can justly be
so regarded, it is scarcely a matter for surprise that the
result, is

somewhat
hard of acceptance as compared with the hypothesis, which
he himself adopts, of vital and genetic connection between
the one and the other, the acquired intelligence of one
transmissionist finds this doctrine of coincidence

generation becoming, or at least tending to become, the
inherited instinct of the next.

The
its

coincidence,

force,

if it

may

however, when

be so called, loses

we consider that

much

of

intelligent
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by the individual, on the one hand, and the
natural selection of congenital variations, on the other
acquisition

hand, are both working, in their different spheres, towards
This is their common
that of adaptation.

the same end
goal

;

but they endeavour to reach

it

by

different routes.

"Well, then, suppose they do reach the goal, the one by

adaptation, the other by organic adaptation,
Is it a coincidence in any
this to be wondered at ?

intelligent
is

proper sense of the term ? Surely not. If two men start
for the same place, the one by sea and the other by land,

we should not regard

it

as a coincidence

if

both got there.

acquired adaptation and congenital adaptation reach
the same end by different methods, this is due to the fact
that the result is adaptive, and is what nature in either
If

case

is

really all the while

aiming

at.

Natural selection,

any such cases, is permitting the survival of those
whether
who,
by the application of purely individual
intelligence, or by congenital variations of an adaptive
too, in

tendency, or both, are, as a matter of fact, adapted to their
environments ; and we need not be astonished if the
disentangling of the factors is a task of no little difficulty.
But there is one more point of view. Is the hypothesis
that the activity is founded on intelligence quite so satisfactory as at first sight it appears ? It must be remembered

that the very appropriateness of many instinctive activities,
and their adaptation to the needs of the species, lead one
that they are based on intelligent,
And yet closer and
even
on
rational
considerations.
nay,
more searching study shows this view to be untenable.

to suppose, at first,

One might

well suppose, for example, that the hen
undertook the labours of incubation because she knew

that the result would be a brood of chicks.

we come

to inquire

But when

on what grounds she could possibly

reach such a conclusion,

it

is

difficult

to give a reply
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which can even claim plausibility.
To say that hens
have learnt to incubate because a careful study of their
neighbours' acts has led them to perceive that there
a brood of chickens, is not only in itself ex-

results

travagant, but leaves the question of the primary origin
of the habit unanswered.
We are bandied about from

neighbour to neighbour, and find at the end of the process
we are just where we began. Natural selection here steps
in,

and

tells

us that we are on a false track.

Intelligence

has taken no more part in the development of the habit of
incubation than it has in the habit of laying the eggs to
be incubated.

Now
instinct,

obviously the case
if

such

not quite the same with the

is

be, of enticing intruders

it

from the

nest.

Those who cheerfully read into the bird's mind the fully
developed consciousness of civilized man will perhaps say
" If I
that the lapwing reasons thus
pretend to be wounded
:

and

flutter

round, I shall draw upon myself the intruder's
him to suppose that I shall be easily

attention and lead

caught; and if I thus entice him away, my
will be saved, and my end gained."
Thus,

little
it

ones

may

be

have no hesitation in saying
that such a chain of reasoning on the part of lapwing
or duck is a sheer impossibility. Apart from the fact

said,

might the bird argue.

I

that she has probably no experience of being wounded or
of the effects of wounds on others, the whole process is
essentially one of

human

ratiocination,

and quite beyond

the capacity of the wisest of birds ; while there is further
supposed a histrionic power, and a realization of the
effect

on others of her display, which many a human actor

might well covet.
But is not intelligence, it will be said, perhaps displayed
in a simpler and more believable form ? May not the bird,
without any exercise of abstract reasoning, have found by
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experience that the trick is effectual ? All one can say is
it would be
experience perilously acquired.
Granting

that

what

I find it rather

wit to try the trick

;

a

hard
little

lameness of wing, and she

to grant, that the bird

has the

over-acting, a little too
is

herself seized

and

much

killed

a

;

under-acting, and the trick fails, and the little ones
are killed. Does it not seem probable that such experience
would be dearly bought that failure would mean either

little

;

death to the parent or death to the offspring ? Is it not
clear that natural selection is thus introduced in any case ?
And may not the selectionist pertinently ask "Why, if
:

natural selection be thus introduced as a factor, halt

midway between two hypotheses?
one by which

Why

not take the

the difficulties attending
the mode of intelligent origination are avoided of allowing
that natural selection exercises, throughout, its influence on

further step

all

congenital variations and not on acquired modifications of
faculty ?

I

While admitting the logical cogency of this argument,
cannot but think that, were the biological difficulties

attending the fact of transmission removed, such an
instinct as is shown by the lapwing or wild duck would

be best explained by a co-operation in some way of inI shall have a suggestion
telligence and natural selection.
to make on this head at a later stage of our inquiry,
according to which modification may be a factor in raceThe result of the
progress without direct transmission.
foregoing discussion is, I take it, that though the instinct
in question does not afford so strong a case in favour of

the inheritance of acquired characters as at

first

sight

it

would seem to do, yet its development, in complete
dependence of intelligent guidance by the natural selection
of fortuitous variations, puts no inconsiderable strain on
in-

the theory of the all-sufficiency of natural selection.

As
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matters stand, however, the question must be left open.
Like many other cases of instinct, this affords no decisive
evidence,

and must be relegated to a suspense account.
pass on to consider, or rather to touch

We may now
upon, what

is

the most difficult and perplexing of

all

the

problems which are suggested by bird-life the migratory
habit of which Professor Newton says that it is "perhaps
the greatest mystery which the whole animal kingdom
;

presents."

What can one

say that

is

the least fresh and helpful

Little enough.
I shall therefore
concerning migration ?
brief
reminder
of
the
a
facts, an indication of
merely give

the essential problems from our own special standpoint,
some allusion to the theories which have been suggested,

and a confession of ignorance.
The leading facts are sufficiently

familiar.

A number

of our English birds, like the swallow, the cuckoo,

and the

nightingale, after nesting with us in the

summer, dep
southwards in the autumn, and return in the ensuin
Others, like the redwing and the fieldfare, come t
spring.
us in the autumn and depart northwards in the spring to
nest and rear their young. Yet others, birds of passage
like the sanderling

and phalarope, make England merely a

resting-place on their southward or northward journey.

Even the birds that are with us the year through, like the
redbreast and song thrush, receive accessions or suffer
diminution of numbers through migration. In the northern
hemisphere,

whenever, as

is

commonly the

case,

the

alternate migrations are northward and southward, the
nesting-place is in the northern part of the area over which

the bird migrates.

The distances traversed

are

great

" The
sanderling nests in Iceland or on the shores of the
Arctic Ocean, and in winter it has been seen as far south
*

"Dictionary of Birds,"

p. 549.
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is

33' N.,

far south as Australia
is

and the
and New

a great traveller, nesting in

Greenland or on the coasts of Scandinavia, and wintering
New Zealand, South America, or Africa. The

in Australia,

amount sometimes to over 7000 miles.
The American golden plovers breed in Arctic regions,

distances travelled
.

.

.

from Alaska

to Greenland, above the limits of forest growth,

and when autumn comes they pass through Nova

Scotia,

strike boldly out to sea, and, generally leaving the Ber-

mudas

well to the west, sail on over the ocean

Even

reach the West Indies.

sometimes pass the

more

distant

first

ones.

nearest West India

So universal

Newton

is

the

is

then,

it is

islands they reach,

said,

till

they
they will

and pass on

to

From Nova
Island

Scotia to Hayti, the
*
available, is 1700 miles."

migration impulse, that Professor
"
every bird of the northern

of opinion that

hemisphere is to a greater or less degree migratory in some
part or other of its range." f The outward and the homeward routes are not in all cases, perhaps not generally, the

same

;

and yet there would seem

to be little doubt that the

birds return to the particular spot from which they started

some six months before. In some species the birds fly in
enormous flocks in others the flight is less gregarious and
more scattered. Much has been written on the subject of
"
migration routes," and it may be taken as proved that in
some species these are determined by the direction of
;

valleys, the trend of coast-lines,

discussion of

purpose.
*

'

The

such routes

Often the birds

is

and so

great heights

Structure and Life of Birds," by F.

t "Dictionary of Birds," p. 552.

But any

quite beyond our present

fly at

357, 358.

forth.

;

W. Headley,

they have
pp. 352

and
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been seen crossing the image of the moon in astronomical
telescopes, under conditions from which it is inferred that
they were flying at an elevation of from one to three
In dark and cloudy nights their cries may be
heard by any one who has ears to hear; and it is said
miles.

that in some species special cries are developed at this

time only.

Such are the elementary and familiar facts with regard
Is the habit
The essential problems are

to migration.

:

truly instinctive, even in its details ? How did it originate ?
What is the nature of the impulse prompting the bird to

What are the
And how do

migrate ?

called forth ?

conditions under which
the birds find their

way

it

is

?

not instinctive, the habit must be attributed to
tradition in the sense before defined.
On this view the
If

migratory host is always led by older birds who have themselves been led by their predecessors, and so on ever since
the habit originated.
This seems to be the hypothesis

adopted by Prof. Palmen, who ascribes the due performance of the migration flight to experience. On this
view the congenital factor is a vague and indefinite innate
impulse recurrent at certain seasons. The course taken
" follow
is seemingly a matter of
my leader." But if, as

Temminck

stated,

and as Herr

Giitke,

with his

fifty

years'

practical experience in Heligoland, is convinced from a
vast mass of accumulated observations, the young birds

number of species invariably precede the old by
some weeks (the reverse being the case with cuckoos), the

in a great

hypothesis of tradition is, for these species, seemingly out
"
of court, and the mystery of migration deepens.
That

whose daily occupation for months has been
to pick grubs from the trees, and who has [never left his
favourite wood, should suddenly, some evening, be seized
a

chiffchaff,

with an uncontrollable impulse to start for North Africa,
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surely," says Mr. Headley,*

more astounding is it that the young birds, with defective
strength and no experience, should start on the great pilgrimage alone, instead of waiting for the old birds to guide
them. And in spring, too, when you see the first swallow,
it is a startling thought that the small bird whom you see
practising his short swallow-flights, started perhaps only

some ten days before on his northward voyage from Natal."
As to suggestions with regard to the origin of the
the congenital tendency of a definite and deterinstinct
minate nature

that

Professor Newton, \

of Mr.
is

A. E. Wallace,

as follows

:

quoted by

"It appears to

me

*

probable that here, as in so many other cases, survival of
the fittest will be found to have had a powerful influence.
'

Let us suppose that in any species of migratory

bird, breed-

ing can, as a rule, be only safely accomplished in a given

area

and

;

further, that during a great part of the rest of the

year sufficient food cannot be obtained in that area.

It will

follow that those birds which do not leave the breeding area
at the proper season will suffer,
extinct,

which

will also

and ultimately become

be the fate of those who do not

leave the feeding area at the proper time.

Now

if

we

suppose that the two areas were (for some remote ancestor
of the existing species) coincident, but by geological and
climatic changes gradually diverged from each other, we
can easily understand how the habit of incipient and
partial migration at the proper seasons would at last

become hereditary, and
still

so fixed as to be

what we term an

probably be found that every gradation
exists in many parts of the world, from a complete

instinct.

It will

coincidence to a complete separation of the breeding and
the subsistence areas ; and when the natural history of a
*

t

" The Structure and Life
"

of Birds," p. 351.
Dictionary of Birds," p. 556, quoted from Nature,

vol. x. p. 459.
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of species is thoroughly

worked

out,

we

between species which never leave a
may
restricted area in which they breed and live the whole year
find every link

round, to those other cases in which the two areas are
absolutely separated."
Here the divergence of the subsistence area from the

breeding area

may be regarded

as an expression of the facts

which have to be in some way accounted

for; while the

hypothesis of natural selection, as applied to the particular

form of the barest corollary from the theory
Those who migrated to and fro survived those

case, takes the

in general.

who

;

failed to

do so were eliminated.

Voila tout

!

Unfortu-

remains a corollary unverified and unverifiable.
Mr. Headley quotes * from Mr. Henry Seebohm th<

nately

it

cases of the Petchora pipit and the Arctic willow wrei

which "both winter in the Malay Archipelago.
have extended their breeding grounds from Siberia
Eastern Europe.

But though they have moved

t(

th<

summer

residence so far west, in winter they still retuj
to their old haunts in the Malay Archipelago, thougl

more accessible, and, we might imagine, equally
Here we see an extension of range going 01
under our very eyes, and that in the breeding area whicl
I
is generally regarded as the more stable and fixed.
not know whether in these cases the young migrate
advance of the older birds. But in any case it is diffici
Africa

is

suitable."

to say
if so,

whether this extended range is now instinctive, an<
it is due to inheritance of the results

whether

acquired experience, or whether natural selection has bet
the determining cause. In a word, the instinct of
tion does not help in the least to solve the general probl<

mode of origin
The determining

of the

*

of instincts.

conditions of the impulse promptii

" The Structure and Life of
Birds,"

pp. 371, 372.
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migration are presumably in part external and in
part internal. When we say that the external factor is
to

probably due to changes of climate and food supply, while
the internal factor is probably largely due to changes in
the reproductive system, we have said well nigh all that is
and that is little enough. In any case, the birds

to be said

are marvellously true to time, especially such sea birds as
the puffin, from which we may perhaps conclude that the
internal factor

is

main determinant,

the

since both climatic

changes and food supply are variable from year to year.

With regard

to the question of direction, the sense
the semicircular canals, which are well
developed in birds, has been invoked as a source of
guidance. But it must be remembered that this organ,

whose organ

is

like others of the special senses, while it affords

data to

experience, finds in that experience its raison d'etre. By
themselves, as their action is at present understood, they

could afford no foundation for the directed flight of tne
swallow from England to Natal, if this be truly instinctive.

The semicircular canals might enable the bird

to continue

over wide seas a line once adopted but unless there is in
addition some sense of orientation (some equivalent in the
;

bird's organization to the

is

manner's compass)

it is difficult

how they

could afford instinctive guidance.
The outcome of any consideration of the whole question
a profound sense of ignorance.
So great is that ignor-

to see

ance, that

even to speculate. Were I pressed
should be inclined to surmise that,

it is difficult

to hazard a guess, I

notwithstanding the observations of Herr Giitke, while the

migratory impulse

is

innate,

and perhaps there

is

an

instinctive tendency to start in a given direction, yet the
element of traditional guidance may be effectual, in the

migration stream as a whole, in some way that we have
hitherto been unable to observe.
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CHAPTEE

XII.

THE RELATION OF ORGANIC TO MENTAL EVOLUTION.

THROUGHOUT our considerations of the phenomena of habit
and instinct, and of the relation of that which is congenital
to that which is acquired, we have had to deal with organic
activities

which are associated with conscious

states.

It

has been assumed that organic evolution has carried with
it mental evolution.
We have now to discuss the relation
of the

Problems

one to the other.

of great

difficulty

surround the subject, some of which must be resolutely
ignored.

what

is

We

example, attempt to inquire
the nature of the association between the organic
will not, for

processes in brain or ganglion and the conscious process*
which are their concomitants; nor touch on the vexec
question of dualism and monism. That consciousness does

accompany brain
this

evolution,

action,

and

that, at

some stage of organic
an effective

consciousness does become

factor in the developmental process, will be assumed.

Two phases

organic development must be disthat in which consciousness is eith<

of

tinguished; first,
absent or inoperative ; and secondly,
consciousness is a co-operating factor.

be termed the merely organic phase
conscious-organic phase.
divided into two phases

The
;

latter

first,

;

that

The

in

whicl

first

the second, the

may

again be sub-

that in which menl

subordinate to organic evolution ; and secondly,
in
that
which mental evolution is predominant.
evolution

is
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probable that, throughout the vegetable kingdom,
If there be
is in the merely organic phase.
consciousness associated with the life of plants, there is no
It is

evolution

evidence of

ment.

It

being a factor in the process of developnot what we have before termed effective

its

is

The lowest animals

consciousness.

category

;

but where the line

is to

fall

under the same

be drawn in the animal

kingdom, between those in which consciousness, if present,
is inoperative, and those in which it is effective, who can
say with any certainty ? The first requisite is to find some
criterion which shall be available for the purpose of distinguishing the cases in which consciousness is operative

from those in which

it is

the exercise of choice.

Such a criterion is
inoperative.
But we must be careful, in our

application of the criterion, to grasp what is essential to
an act of choice. Invariable reaction in one way to one

kind of stimulus and in another way to another kind of
stimulus is regarded by M. Binet* as evidence of choice.
" If we hold
to what observation directly teaches us," he
" the choice
says,
may be said to consist in the following
acts

:

When an

animalcule perceives certain kinds of sub-

stances, and particularly those substances which serve it as
customary food, it invariably goes through the same movement, which consists of an act of prehension but when
;

the substance touched, seen, or collided with, as the case

may

be, is of another kind, the

through

this act."

factory

or sufficient.

I

micro-organism does not go
cannot agree that this is either satis-

Many

inorganic

substances, those

on the sensitive film of a photographic
do as

much

as this.

If,

in

plate, for example,
accordance with Pfeffer's

interesting observations, the spermatozoids of a fern are
attracted by malic acid and malates, crowding into a tube

which contains
* "

this substance, there is here

The Psychic

Life Micro-Organisms."

no conclusive

Eng. Trans, pp. 62, 63.
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way
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so constituted as invariably

There

in presence of this material.

be here nothing more than merely organic response.
Or if, in accordance with a well-known observation of

may

Komanes, a sea anemone in a turmoil

and

of water

air-

bubbles reacts to the slight mechanical stimulus of a soli(
body, there is even here no conclusive evidence of choice

one cannot even regard
choice in

it

as indicating the presence

A

its

of

sensitive plate, again,

physiological aspect.
as this. Amidst the turmoil of the large
ethereal vibrations termed red light, and of the yet large

does as

much

waves of heat which break upon
unaffected; but

it

its

remains

it

surface,

reacts to the relatively slight stimulus

afforded by a minute ray of the smaller ethereal vibratioi
we term violet light. Nor does his interpretation of this

observation accord with Komanes'
in itself perfectly satisfactory

own

criterion,*

which

and involves true

choice.

" The
criterion of mind which I propose," says Eomanes,1
" is as
follows
Does the organism learn to make nei
adjustments, or to modify old ones, in accordance with the
:

results of its

own

fact cannot be

individual experience ?

merely due to

If it

does

reflex action, for

it

so,

the

is

im-

possible that heredity can have provided in advance for

innovations upon or alterations of its machinery during
the lifetime of the particular individual."
I do not
quite

understand

quotation.
control so

the

The power
as

hereditary in

to

the

make

point

the

higher

of

the

last

choosing and

of

part of
of

choice effectual,

animals

;

and,

if

exercising
is

surely

so,

surely

heredity does pro vide J in advance for innovations
* "

Mental Evolution in Animals,"

this

upon

p. 48.

f Op. cit., pp. 20, 21.
$ Prof. Mark Baldwin Las criticized Romanes' statement in very similar
terms in "Mental Development of the Child and the Race," p. 220.
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machinery during the lifetime of the
individual.
How otherwise could an animal have any
power of individual acquisition ? But while heredity proof its

vides a power of individual acquisition, it does not provide
in advance for particular innovations or modifications.
store of innate power, and definite susceptibilities to

A

pleasure and pain, are inherited ; individual experience
utilizes this innate power to mould its instinctive and

new habits under the guidance of
And this absence of provision in
particular modifications is probably what

other activities into

pleasure and pain.

advance

for

Komanes meant.

Apart from this, he seems to have quite
a
valid criterion of the effective presence
indicated
clearly
of consciousness
narnety, the observable, profiting by
It is just because a chick, having tasted a
experience.
nasty grub, refuses to touch it or its like for the future,
we may feel confident he exercises real choice in the

that

Invariable response under similar conditions,
as in the case of the spermatozoids in the presence of
malic acid, is no evidence of choice ; but an alteration or

matter.

modification

of response in the light of individual
experience does afford the criterion we seek. And this
criterion involves the exercise of control.
Automatism, no

matter how complex or how nicely adaptive, may be unconscious ; but controlled action indicates conscious choice.

Whatever the physiological conditions of the process
may be, it seems clear that consciousness, as choosing and
controlling, stands in a sense outside that

exercises control through its

upon which

of choice.

it

And, thus,

power
on passing from the merely organic to the consciousorganic phase of evolution, we have to consider the development of an imperium in imperio. In close touch and

intimate relation with the merely organic and automatic
system is a controlling system, the functional activity of
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accompanied by consciousness. How the physical
processes and the conscious states are associated need not

which

is

concern us here.

This

is

a philosophical problem which

beyond our present scope. The point on which wee
have here to fix our attention is that the organic mechanism

lies

somehow
on, and

associated with choice and control,
yet, in

some degree, independent

is

of,

dependen
the mere!

organic system concerned in automatic response. Just al
10
the cerebral hemispheres are dependent on the nervous

system as a whole, and

yet, as Prof.

Michael Foster has

said, seem to stand apart from the rest of the brain,
playing down upon the lower brain centres and those of
the spinal cord through the pyramidal tract or its equiva-

so does conscious choice and control stand apart
from the involuntary and automatic activities; so is it

lent;

independent of them in the sense that

its

sphere

is

not

It
necessarily restricted to that of merely organic ends.
From the organism
is, of course, a limited independence.

the

controlling system receives its support;

organism

it

affords,

and

to the

in return, effective guidance in the

business of organic life; but these conditions being fulfilled, it is for the rest free to develop on its own lines.

The body places

itself

so long

hemispheres;
efficiency they

may

under the control of the cerebral
as that control

utilize their surplus

is

exercised with

energy in any way

own development.
in
the
however,
history of life on our earth,
long,
ere consciousness succeeded in creating for itself a suitable
consistent with the laws of their
It

was

environment under which this surplus energy could run
into lines of effective development not indeed, as is probable, until the human phase of development was reached.

Between the
this later

first

beginnings of choice and control, and
over organic

phase when mental predominates

development,

lie

the several stages of mental evolution in
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how the mental

how

;

control

evolution of animals

passed into the mental evolution distinctive of

now be

We

discussed.*

man, cannot
must devote our attention to the

which organic evolution bears

relation

evolution which

that

to

mental

accompaniment throughout the
animal development above indicated.
No one is likely to question the importance of conscious
is

its

stages of

adjustment to environment in the evolution of the higher
grades of animal life. It matters not whether the selectionists are right in contending that those individuals

who

vary in the direction of more adequate conscious development are selected and transmit their innate powers, or the
transmissionists are right in contending that acquired
powers of conscious adjustment are transmitted from parent

case conscious adjustment as a
factor in organic evolution is of the utmost importance.
The intelligent animal, the animal that can avoid danger,
in either

to offspring;

can secure

mate

flinch

;

can win or enforce

this is the

conscious adjustment

animal

life.

ness

an adjunct

as

upon

a>

animal that survives and becomes the

parent of a good stock.

is

himself

quick to see and hear, quick to select, quick
that hesitates not, blunders not, and does not

that

;

to act;

prey,
is

is

But in the animal world

this

wholly subservient to the needs of

At this stage of evolution, mind or consciousJust in so far

to organic development.

ministers to the progress of animal development will
natural selection favour it, or will it in some way be
it

rendered an effective factor in organic evolution. In the
stress of the struggle for existence among animals consciousness has enough to do in fulfilling this
* I have
attempted to discuss the latter point in

Comparative Psychology."

my

its

primary

" Introduction to
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has neither the energy nor
and any organism in which it

this, it

the opportunity for doing
failed to
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;

do this would inevitably succumb and suffer the

stern fate of elimination.

Thus

in the

many and

inter-dependencies
other,

and

system of

to their

various

animals

of

with

inter-relations

reference

to

and
each

inorganic environment, the mental
must be of such a kind as to give

any individual

opportunities for choice and control by which the needs of
organic life may be met, and adjustments made in relation

For

this experience affords the data.
the
animal into more extended touch
Experience brings
with its surroundings than is possible in the merely

to

these needs.

organic phase of life-progress.

And

if

the expression of

emotions has suggestive value, experience also brings the
animal into wider touch with other animals. The horse
reacts to the varying

chick restored to

its

moods

companions the lonely
no longer utters its querulous
All this has reference to the developof its

;

fellows

note of complaint.
ment of the more or less complex mental system of any
animal; and so far we are regarding the mind of the
creature as a whole, just as

we regard its body as a whole.
however, another aspect of organic evolution
that must be clearly grasped and steadily borne in mind.
There

is,

As there

is a delicate and intricate
inter-dependence of
organic forms, so that no individual is isolated, but must
adjust itself to a complex environment of other individuals

own kind, and of other species in varying degrees,
so too within the organism every constituent particle or
cell is in more or less close relationship with all the

of its

others that are incorporated in the

same bodily

systei

Take, for example, a secreting cell in one of the glands,
the products of which minister to digestion.
It plays
its

part in the nourishment of the whole body.

But
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the currents by which it is stimuactivity: the nutritive processes to

nerve-fibres convey to

lated

to

it

contributes are necessary for its maintenance ;
respiratory processes are essential for its continued vitality

and

it

for the elaboration of its special secretion

heart beats and the blood circulates.

and well recognized as
It

place.

individual cell

is in

of the

which

is

body

only in virtue

existence

is

of

is

All this is so familiar

to savour of the biological

common-

common knowledge

that the

a matter of

is

for it the

;

nice adjustment to an environment
it is

of this

a constituent unit, and that

adjustment that

its

it

continued

possible.

But when we come to the mental development that
implied in and grows out of conscious adjustment, the

analogous

facts,

though equally important, are not so well
is an
organization of the

Just as there

recognized.

material body into a unity of interdependent parts, so too
is an organization of states of consciousness into a

there

body

of experience.

parts to the

And

just as the adjustment of the

whole in the material body

continued existence of both, so too

is

is

essential to the

the adjustment of the

parts to the whole in the body of experience essential to
that progressive unification without which mental develop-

ment would be impossible. Conscious adjustment involves
choice
and this implies the selection of that which is
acceptable or pleasing, or in other words (and more gene;

rally), in

and the

harmonious adjustment

to the conscious

rejection, so far as possible, of that

system
which is dis;

Just as every organ,
every tissue, every cell within the animal body, has to
make good its claim to continued existence at the bar of

tasteful, discordant, or incongruous.

the incorporated society of its biological peers; so does
every bit of experience stand its trial at the bar of consciousness

;

it

has

to

make good

its

claim for repetition in
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virtue of its being in harmonious accord with the mental
system of the animal possessed of the power of conscious
choice.

Attention must here again be drawn to the difference
in method between the process of natural selection through
elimination and the process of conscious choice.
The

former

characteristic of organic evolution as such

is

latter is the distinctive feature of

us take the former, natural selection,

number

;

mental evolution.

the

Let

Given a

first.

differing in fitness to meet the
and
life,
subjected to the inevitable
There results a process of eliminaexistence.

of individuals,

conditions of their
struggle for
tion.

The

first to

go are the most unfit; then others

in the order of their unfitness
survival of the

fittest

;

;

until

there results a

and these alone contribute

to the

continuation of the race by the propagation of their kind.
The elimination begins at the unfit end of the scale, and

works

its

survives.

way upwards
This

is

progressively, until a

fit

remainder

the natural selection of Darwin.

It

is a method by which, under the struggle for existence,
there is an elimination of the unfit, with the consequent

Conscious choice, on the other
hand, the method of mental evolution as such, throughout
its whole range deals with the given material in a different
survival of the

way.

It

fittest.

works along the scale in the opposite direction.
to be chosen is that which evokes most strongly

The first
and most harmoniously

the selective consciousness in the

mental system of the chooser. The fittest in this sense is
Then the
the first to be selected, not the last to survive.
next in order of fitness is chosen and so on, beginning at
;

the

fittest

end

of the scale

and working

its

way downwards.

Now suppose that in either case there are one hundred
variations ; and suppose that natural selection, working
up the

scale, eliminates ninety-five,

and leaves a

survival
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Suppose, further, that conscious choice,
working down the scale, selects the five fit, neglecting the

residue of

five.

of ninety-five unfit.
And suppose yet further,
that the surviving five in the one case are similar in
character to the selected five in the other case. Then it is

residue

the ultimate products in the two cases are
But this similarity of products does
practically similar.
not one whit alter the diverse nature of the processes by
clear that

which the similar products are reached. And if in some
cases the products of human choice seem to be similar to
those which would,

we think, be reached by progressive
elimination, this does not justify the assertion that they
are due, in any logical sense, to natural selection.
A

failure to grasp the

distinction

between the method of

natural selection and the method of conscious choice,
much that has been written on social evolution

vitiates

in

man

present.

*
;

but of this I have nothing further to say at
What I desire to make clear is that, with the

advent of effective consciousness, not only a new factor,
but a new method of evolutionary progress is introduced.
example, sexual selection by preferential mating
be a factor in evolution, its method is that of conscious
If,

for

and not

of the progressive elimination of the
the
unfit,
products be similar to those which a
process of elimination would also give. And all conscious
acquisition, based as it is on intelligent choice, is reached

choice,

even

if

by a method different from that of natural selection.
Hence transmissionists are right in contending that if the
inheritance

of

acquired

characters be accepted as an

established fact, this factor in evolution
essential nature,

and in

Granting that

its

is different

in its

method, from natural selection.
choice is a factor in the

conscious

* It
vitiates, for example,

Mr.

S.

Alexander's otherwise very valuable

contributions to the problem of moral evolution.
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granting that

its

method

is

that of a real selection in virtue of a felt congruity with

the mental nature of the individual that exercises

power

of choice

;

we have next

its

to note that the choice

primarily and in the first instance depends on innate
In the growth of experience association plays
proclivities.
an important part. It serves to link together the data

given in experience.

pendent

choice and control
of the

But the value

of the data is inde-

In the utilization of experience,

of association.

come

into operation.

data for consciousness

is

But the value

rather the condition,

than the product, of choice. What shall be chosen and
what rejected depends upon the nature of the individual
consciousness.

So

far as the individual is concerned

we

just accept the fact that it likes some things and
As a matter of observation, it tends, on
dislikes others.

must

the whole, to like what is good for it and dislike what is
How these likes and dislikes have been
bad for it.

ingrained in the individual nature, so as to constitute
innate proclivities, is no doubt partially explained by the

obvious fact that the animal which

is

led

by

dislikes to better organic adjustment to his

its likes

and

normal

sur-

roundings will survive to procreate his kind; while the
animal which is led thereby to maladjustment, will be
hurried to his

own

and with him

will go

destruction.*
his

fatal

The

latter will perish,

proclivities

;

while the

more happily constituted neighbour will
of that neighbour's more favourable
survival
the
lead to
likes and dislikes, which, by constant repetition of this
process, will become hereditary and innate.
The direction in which the likes and dislikes tend to
survival of his

set in the course of

mental evolution

is

thus determined

* It is
probably to the comparative absence of natural selection among
civilized races that the continuance of such types as the drunkard is due.
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by the necessities of organic existence. A rigorous process of elimination, under natural selection, decides which
shall

survive.

because experience

It is just

But experience

is

is

a guide

has been fostered and developed.
a mental product.
Only in so far as

to practical life that

it

the events of practical life are symbolized in consciousness
can they be effective for guidance and control. And here
absolutely essential to grasp this truth ; that
throughout its whole range, from the earliest glimmerings

it

is

of sentience
(

to the highest

products of

licironment in mental development

human

is itself

idealism, the

of the psychical

not grasped, all attempts at solving
the problems of mental evolution are inevitably foredoomed
If this truth be

order.

to failure.

This
those

is

who

Others

not likely to be gainsaid or misunderstood by
are acquainted with the teachings of psychology.

be assured that there

may

to a full

in the least opposed
objective

animal

is

the world

reality,

as

developed.

such,

of

Stress

is

objective to

is

this is precisely the

is

and

nothing here that

the world

in

which the

indeed laid on the fact that

and for conscious experience.

view of

is

free acceptance of the

common

sense,

when

it is

But
not

spoilt by a little dose of ill-digested philosophy. If experience is itself a mental product, it is in terms of mental

products and in these alone that it must be explained.
Suppose, to illustrate the matter by a concrete example, a
young bird seizes a bee and proceeds to swallow it, but is

stung in the process

;

he thus practically learns the nature
which he lives. But

objective world in

of a bit of the

every step of the process is taken in the field of his
conscious experience; and the whole drama of his life-

drama in and for consciousness. For
must be repeated, a conscious process.
of experience, no matter how trivial, no

experience

is

a

experience

is,

it

And

every bit

T
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matter how elaborate and far-reaching, exists as such for
It must be of the conscious order or it is
consciousness.
not experience at
that individual

And

out of conscious experience
consciousness as a complete whole of
all.

it is

elements is developed. The related elements
themselves therefore must be conscious elements, and can

related

be nothing

else.

And

if

this

truth be not grasped, I

repeat, all attempts at solving the problems of mental

evolution are inevitably foredoomed to failure.
Within the individual organism, then, there

is

developed
during the progress of conscious organic evolution, an
organ, the cortex of the brain, whose function it is, from
the biological point of view, to subserve the purposes of
conscious adjustment and adaptation ; its functioning has

a mental aspect, and its development is somehow linked
and associated with the development of mind ; and, so far
as this mental development is concerned, every step and
stage of the evolutionary process lies within the mental

world of conscious experience. Thus, in the conscious
animal we have a mental system in association with an
organic system, an imperium mentale in imperio corporate.
Two points have now to be noticed ; first, that, so far as
is concerned, continuity of mental development is
conditioned by organic heredity; secondly, that in its

the race

initial stages

ment
is an

and

for

a prolonged period, mental develop-

conditioned by organic development, of which it
Concernadjunct, and to which it is subservient.

is

ing the first of these points, nothing further need now be
said; but to the second particular attention must be
directed.

The

raison d'etre of consciousness in its earliest be-

ginnings is to enable the incipiently conscious organism
to extend its adjustment to the environment further than
is

possible under merely organic conditions.

Every

step
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early development was strictly limited within the
Mind
lines of complete subservience to this end.

was evolved in

closest touch

and most

vital linkage

with

organic development but only in so far as it ministered to
that organic development was it permitted to evolve at all.
Whatever may be the efficient causes which are at work
;

in

organic evolution, they inexorably limit throughout
life, individual and racial, the range of mental

animal

evolution.

In so far as conscious adjustment aids in the
in so far as through it the animal
;

struggle for existence
is

better able to escape danger, to secure a

able habitat,

more favour-

gain a mate and beget progeny; the

to

animal possessed of intelligence

will escape elimination,

transmit his power of conscious adjustment, and contribute
to the propagation of his race.
Without fully subscribing
to the doctrine of the all-sufficiency of natural selection,

may

we

yet say that natural selection will exercise a deter-

mining influence in deciding the course which conscious
adjustment must take.
We may thus regard the drama of conscious organic
evolution from two points of view; from that which has
reference primarily to organic progress, and from that
which has reference primarily to mental development.

Let us take the organic point of view first. Before the
of consciousness as a factor in progress,

introduction

organic evolution

is

dependent entirely upon the directly

responsive adjustment

of

environmental influences.
this adjustment,

of guiding.

it

It is

the

plastic

organism

to

the

consciousness accompanies
is merely as an adjunct without power
like the passenger on a ship that is
If

aware of her evolutions, but is absolutely without control
over them. So far, therefore, there is adjustment which
is

either unconscious or merely

ness as an adjunct

accompanied by conscious-

we have no means

of determining
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developed in

is

of effective

consciousness

association with the organism a

special organ, dependent on, but exercising control over,
the rest, by which it is enabled to profit by experience.
The happenings of the surrounding world are here symbol-

symbols are linked by association, and the special
organ exercises a guiding influence on the actions and

ized, the

of the

animal, restraining or stimulating, in
accordance with that conscious symbolism which we call

activities

The better the conscious symbolism, the
be the adjustment to the conditions of life.
the more effectually the organ, associated with this

experience.
better

And

will

symbolism,

is

in touch with the executive machinery of

the body, the more effectually will the animal profit by
For practical purposes it
its controlling administration.
is developed
and by the test of practical success in the
;

business of

life it

must stand or

fall.

Consciousness

is

no

longer merely a passenger in the ship of life. We may
rather liken it to the captain of a modern ironclad, who,
seated in the conning tower, directs

and

all

alone

is

all

the movements

the actions of the ship under his command. He
in possession of the requisite data for working the

vessel; he alone can control her every

movement, make

how she
her guns speak and disengage her torpedoes
As
hands.
in
his
is
of
action
into
and
comes
out
goes
;

captain, he exists for his

command;

his experience has

been developed for this end; by his efficiency he stands
or falls, and so bound up is he in the life of his ship
So is the conscious
that together they succeed or fail.
symbolism of the higher brain-centres bound up with the

body in such intimate association that together
they succeed or fail. Thus we may regard the matter
from the point of view of organic evolution under the

life

of the

guidance of consciousness.
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Turning now to the point of view from which mental
evolution assumes the predominant place, the analogy of
the captain

ment

may

be pressed a

of that experience

little

The develop-

further.

on which his

efficient control of

the vessel depends lies wholly within the sphere of his
consciousness. It is, of course, throughout symbolic of
the occurrences in the outside world

or, to

speak more

accurately, it is symbolic of those occurrences which are
also symbolized in our consciousness as external events.
The point is, however, that, no matter how close the touch

between the symbolism and that which

it

symbolizes,

it

is

as symbolism that it is developed.
Symbol becomes
associated and correlated with symbol, and thus there

a symbolic system. And the laws of this
symbolism are the laws of mental evolution. In the
animal world it is under these laws that the effective

is

evolved

consciousness by which the activities are guided and
controlled reaches systematic development ; but it has to
In the
stand its trial at the bar of practical success.

mind there may be evolved a system of tactics of
admirable consistency, without an incongruous element in
the whole fabric. But will it work ? Will it stand the
captain's

an engagement ? If so, it will survive, and captain
and ship come out of action victorious and winners in the
If not, it will be eliminated
captain and
war-struggle.
test of

;

ship will go to the

bottom together.

So, too, in the animal

be evolved a symbolic system of perfect selfBut will it avail in the struggle for existence ?
consistency.

there

may

system and its possessor will survive to hand on
the good seed ; if not, animal and system suffer together
the stern fate of elimination.
If so, the

The nature

of the relation of organic to

tion is one that

we should endeavour

utmost clearness.

In animal

life

mental evolu-

to realize with the

the two are so closely
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the mental evolution

associated,

is

so

completely sub-

servient to organic needs, that the biologist is

apt to forget that, no matter

may

mental

be,

requires

close this association

own

laws,

and

independent treatment.
needless now further to insist.

On

development

distinctive

how

somewhat

has

its

not

if

however, it is
conclude
this chapter by indicating concisely the
may
of consciousness in organic evolution.

this,

In what was termed
evolution,

we may

products

the
as

merely organic phase oi
the result of heredity, twc

congenital definiteness

first,

:

note,

We
rdl

of

structure or

responsive activity, subject, indeed, to variation, but otherwise relatively fixed and stereotyped ; and, secondly, that
innate plasticity which renders possible modifications of
structure or mode of growth; so that, in virtue of this

second product, the individual possesses the power
adapting

itself to

of

the special conditions of its own parSuch modification is, in this phase

ticular environment.

and altogether independent of
present, affords no guidance in the

of evolution, purely organic,

consciousness, which,

process

;

if

example, in the adaptive modifications of

as, for

plants.

The primary
progress,

is

to

role of consciousness, as

extend

in

so that by modifications

adaptability,

a factor in race-

a new way this individual
of

its

modes

of

responsive activity, as the outcome of conscious choice,
the organism may yet further accommodate itself to the
special conditions under

which

its life is

passed.

This

it

does through the agency of a special organ of control
conscious symbolism of experience.

associated with the

an individual
matter, as is the experience on which it is based, and the
and
association which renders this experience possible

The guidance

afforded

by

intelligence

is

;

the intelligent faculty in

and through which behaviour can
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be modified in adaptation to the special circumstances
symbolized in experience is in our terminology innate.

The

special modes of response learnt through experience
are acquired, and this acquisition is therefore a purely
individual matter.

In the merely organic phase of evolution race-progress
due, either (1) to natural selection through the elimination of unfavourable variations ; or (2) to the direct

is

inheritance or transmission of the results of modification

adaptive directions ; or (3) to an inherent
tendency of variations to occur in such adaptive directions ;
or (4) to some combination of these factors.
in

certain

In the conscious-organic phase of evolution, one or
more of these factors may be operative, either (1) in

augmenting the innate

store of intelligent faculty,

and thus

increasing the possibilities of individual adaptation to
varied conditions of life ; or (2) in stereotyping particular

adaptations

;

or (3) in both these ways.

Omitting further reference to the supposed inherent
tendency of variations to occur in adaptive directions
irrespective of either natural selection or individual use,
it is clear that our conception of the role of consciousness

in organic evolution is largely dependent

which we give

on the answer

to the vexed question of the inheritance of

acquired characters. To the consideration of this question
we must next proceed.
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XIII.

ARE ACQUIRED HABITS INHERITED

?

ATTENTION has already, more than once, been drawn

to

the distinction between variations on the one hand and
modifications on the other.

Variations take their origin

substance from which the organism is
Modifiare
and
developed,
unquestionably hereditary.
cations are acquired in the course of individual life, being

in the germinal

impressed, not primarily, if at all, on the germinal substance, but on the bodily tissues which are developed from
the germ. And whether they are hereditary or not is the
question

we have now

instinct.

to discuss in its relation to habit

and

they are hereditary, their effects must be in
transferred from the bodily tissues to the

If

some way

germinal substance, so as to become a source of variation
modification in a given manner in one generation giving
;

rise to a variation of similar nature in the next generation.

Take a particular

case.

No one

is likely to

the fact that the maternal instinct of hens
variation.

Some

are good mothers,

some bad

question

subject to

is
;

and

it

is

customary
good mothers to rear stock, a
based
on
the
belief
founded on practical exprocedure
perience that such excellence is hereditary. It would be
to select the

not very profitable to experiment in the
opposite direction ; to set the bad mothers' eggs under good

interesting

if
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to determine
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far hereditary in-

fluence outweighed the effects of the individual experience
of a foster parent's care.
We need more experimental
evidence of this kind ; in the mean time the occurrence

maternal instincts and their hereditary
be
taken
as generally accepted.
may
But when hens bring up broods of species different

of variations in the

nature

from their own there
tions

arise,

of this instinct.

not variations but modifica-

Komanes quotes two

from Jesse's "Gleanings."

first* is

"A

cases.

The

hen who had

reared three broods of ducks in three successive years,
became habituated to their taking to the water, and would

a large stone in the middle of the pond, and quietly
and contentedly watch her brood as they swam about it.
The fourth year she hatched her own eggs, and finding

fly to

that

her

chickens

did

take to the water as the

not

ducklings had done, she flew to the stone in the pond,
and called them to her with the utmost eagerness. This
recollection of the habits of her former charge is not

a

little

curious."

The second example was furnished

by a correspondent, Mrs. L. Macfarlane, of Glasgow.
" In this
" a hen had also reared three
case," he says,
successive broods of ducklings in

and
The season

successive years,

then hatched out a brood of nine chickens.

being late, she was confined for some weeks till the
chickens became strong enough to face the cold weather.
Then, in the words of my correspondent, 'the first day
she was

my

let

sister

out she disappeared, and after a long search
found her beside a little stream which her

had been in the habit of
She
had
of her chickens into the
four
frequenting.
got
stream, which was fortunately very shallow at the time.
The other five were all standing on its margin, and she
successive broods of ducklings

* "

Mental Evolution

in

Animals,"

p. 215.
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was endeavouring by all sorts of coaxing hen language,
and by pushing each chicken in turn with her bill, to
The abnormal behaviour
get them into the water also.'
'

hens

of these

which

after

may

:

be contrasted with that of a hen

successive broods of chicks,

brood of ducklings.

When

they,

hatches out a

prompted by

instinctive

impulse, take to the water, her fussy excitement knows
no bounds.
Here is something contrary to all her

What exactly passes through her
The farmer's
exceedingly difficult to surmise.
wife naively says that the hen fears they will drown.
But what experience has the hen of drowning?
To

previous experience.

mind

it is

adopt such an interpretation is to credit her with powers
of anticipating the results of experience, which it is hard
to conceive that she possesses.
It is more probable that
her fussy behaviour is partly the result of her little ones
going where she has an instinctive aversion to following
them, and partly the result of a breach of normal association due to previous experience with chicks.
that a hen which has had broods of chicks

I

am
far

is

told

more

fussy on such an occasion

her

first

perience.

than a hen dealing with
and
without individual extherefore
brood,
If this be so, it would seem to show that the

acquired association
element.

is

as important

as the instinctive

Now, in the hen that brings up successive broods
ducklings,

there

is,

in

of instinctive behaviour.

a modification

to

of

our terminology, a modification
Is there any tendency for such

become hereditary?

Would

the hens,

hatched from her eggs, incubated and brought up by a
foster parent,

similar

show a variation

to the

not know.

of instinct in a direction

modification she had acquired?

We

do

Transmissionists would probably say that the
one lifetime would not be

modification acquired in the
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produce an observable variation; but that
where similar modifications are acquired in each of many
sufficient

to

generations the cumulative effect becomes at
last observable in variation.
Such cumulative effect is
successive

obviously impossible in the case of the hen and her duckAnd the case itself, it must be remembered, is only
lings.

adduced to

and

illustrate the distinction

and

make

between modification

by a concrete example
the true nature of the question whether acquired modifications are hereditary.
The transmissionist says that they
variation,

to

clear

are hereditary, though perhaps in too slight degree to
be observable in the course of a single generation. Some

regard the evidence of such transmission as insufficient,
and others deny it altogether.

Let us note in passing the important role that, in any
case, and quite apart from hereditary transmission, in-

We start with an instinctive
But
the
instinctive
activity.
activity is the congenital
endowment of an organism which has also a certain range
dividual habit has to play.

of intelligence ; with the power of profiting by experience ;
with capacities for conscious adjustment to its environment ; with the ability to acquire new modes of activity

by modifying the old congenital types. The instinctive
activity tends to meet the normal conditions of the particular species

;

and under such normal conditions

in-

dividual habit endorses, through repetition, the instinctive
activities, and tends to strengthen and firmly establish,
as an individual possession, that which was congenitally

Under abnormal conditions, however, intelligence
tends to modify the congenital activity so as to enable
it to meet the new
requirements ; and then habit, through
given.

constant repetition, tends to establish this modified type
of activity as an individual possession.
In either case,

whether

its

tendency be conservative or adaptive, whether
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confirms the old instinct, or confirms the

tion, whether

to

Instinct.

it

sets its seal

on

modifica-

specific uniformity or leads

somewhat divergent individualism,

role of intelligence in the

new

in either case th<

establishment of habits

is

ai

important one.

must here again insist on the importance of asc
taining whether any habit has an instinctive foundation,
by observing the young when placed under such conditions
I

that imitation of the parents is impossible.
There is
curious habit of the niotmot (Momotus), the use of which
quite unknown.
bill

It tears off

with

its

somewhat

if

serrate<

the barbs of the middle pair of tail feathers, in sucl

a way as to lay bare the shaft for an inch or so, and
make the feathers racquet-shaped. Mr. G. U. Cherrie

has shown that this procedure

is

probably instinctive

;

fc

was performed by the young birds (Momotus lessoni]
which had been taken from the nest before the tail feathei

it

had grown.

Mr.

Chapman

kindly showed

specimens in which these feathers,

still

me

younj

immature, had

been thus trimmed.

n<

There appeared to be a
along the bases of the barbs where they
would in due time have been torn away. He suggested
the possibility that there was some slight obstruction here
slight line

of weakness

to the drawing of the feathers through the

bill.
Perhaps
the line of weakness causes these barbs to catch in the

Such catching would no doubt draw
the bird's attention to the feathers in question, and lead
In the adult motmot
to a frequent repetition of the habit.
serrations of the

bill.

kept in constant jerky motion as the bird utters
a cooing note, and the peculiar trimming of the central
In any case, Mr.
feathers may have a sexual import.

the

tail is

Cherrie's observation as to the treating of the feathers in
this way, with little opportunity of imitation, is of interest
* The
Auk, 9, p. 323.

;
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the trimming arise from some defect in the
that is necessarily inherited is such congenital

deficiency.
It

would seem, then, to revert to our main theme, that
and behaviour of animals are con-

so far as the activities

tending to produce two thingsand
innate plasticity if we may use
congenital uniformity
this latter term for susceptibility to modification by the
Both are due to
intelligent utilization of experience.
cerned,

evolution

is

;

heredity; but whereas the one, congenital uniformity,
presents a certain amount of initial definiteness, the other,

innate plasticity, is in its nature initially indefinite ;
whereas the former, the initial definiteness, has its
origin in past uniformity of response; the latter, susceptibility to modification, allows of future variety of

and whereas the definiteness is specific and
response
The two are
the
racial,
plasticity allows of individualism.
;

to a certain extent antagonistic,

and

to a certain extent

Evolution has to strike a balance between

complementary.

happy mean between a congenital uniwhich
no room for individual adaptation,
leaves
formity
and an innate plasticity that is devoid of sufficient

them

;

to hit the

stability.

To these two, however, a third must be added when
the whole life of an organism is taken into consideration.
Just as hereditary stability as

it is

seen in the uniform

performance of definitely instinctive activities is in contrast
with the individual plasticity shown in the phenomena of
adaptation to new circumstances, so too is the relative
plasticity of the

young

in contrast with the relative stability

We have to

take into account acquired stability
well
as
as
due to habit
congenital stability due to heredity.
The three factors are, therefore, (1) congenital stability,
of the old.

(2) youthful plasticity,

and

(3)

acquired stability.

Now,
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regarding, as seems not unreasonable, youthful plasticity
as a mediating term between the two extremes of stability,

congenital and acquired, there are, as current biologic?
literature shows, two opposing views as to the relations

which

stability,

acquired and congenital, bear to each other.
view they are directly connectet

According to the one

through heredity. The acquired stability of one generatioi
becomes through inheritance the basis of the congenit*
The adaptation rendered possible
stability of the rest.
youthful plasticity affords the basis of evolutionary progress,
while the inheritance of the acquired stability gives th(
continuity in evolution.
According to th(
opposing view, on the other hand, the two types of stability,
congenital and acquired, are completely independent.

element of

Individual

habitual

through youthful plasticity am
plays no part whatever in racial

adaptation

repetition,

progress, and contributes nothing to congenital stability.
Both sides may invoke the aid of natural selection,
but in very different degree. To the transmissionist it is

merely an accessory aid, of value in keeping up a general
standard of organic efficiency; to the selectionist it is
vital to the very existence of specialized types of organic
stability.

Let us translate this from the abstract into concrete
terms. It is the habit of the house martin to build beneath
the eaves.

been led to

Forsaking

its

accommodate

ancestral rocky haunts,
itself to

and

it

has

utilize the houses

man

has built.
This, we may fairly assume, was
due
to
individual
plasticity, the adaptation to
originally
But
the
outcome
of intelligence.
new circumstances being
that

it

is

has long since ceased to be an individual matter. It
hence the
characteristic of all house martins now

name.

;

That which was an acquired habit in certain house

martins of the past has become,

it

is

argued, through
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inheritance, a congenital instinct in the house martins of

Natural selection has no doubt been keeping up
the standard of organic efficiency and of average intelli-

to-day.

gence, the weakly

and foolish having been weeded out

;

but

cause of the specialized instinct
the
eaves.
Such would be the view of
beneath
of building
those who accept the hereditary transmission of acquired

has not been the

it

efficient

habits.

Those who hold the other view would,

by questioning, or at

least

demanding

I take

the fact that the habit of building in this special

and place

is

it,

begin

satisfactory proof of,

manner

a truly congenital instinctive activity.

They

would remind us that

the adaptive intelligence which
enabled the house martins of the past to adopt this method
of nidification

is

still

operative.

They would further

urge that the nestlings are brought up under the eaves,
and that there is ample opportunity for the formation
of

an association between nests and

contend that there

is

nothing in

eaves.

the nest

They would
itself

that

cannot fairly be interpreted as the direct outcome of the
conditions under which each particular nest is built,
nothing, that
of

is

instinctive

to say, for

which any congenital variations

activities

is

required.

Any

congenital

tendency (at present quite unproven) which there might be,
they would attribute entirely to natural selection. In the

open country, far from rocky fastnesses, those martins in
which there was a congenital tendency to build beneath
the eaves, would bring up their broods and transmit this
tendency ; those in which this tendency was absent would

go elsewhere or fail to bring up broods at all.
This would be their second line of defence in case the

either

habit be

So

shown

far

it

to

have a truly instinctive basis.
my aim merely to bring out the

has been

distinction between

the rival theories of the

manner

in
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which the evolution
has been effected

;

Instinct.

of truly congenital instinctive activities

not to decide between them.

The

first

based on the hereditary transmission of acquired modifications of activity; the latter is based on congenital
is

Both factors may be accepted,
and by Komanes some
Darwin
by

variations in definiteness.
as they were, indeed,

instincts being regarded as

;

due to the

first,

others as due

to the second, and yet others as due to the combination of
the two, being, in fact, as Komanes phrased it, of blended

The tendency of modern biological thought in
Germany and in England, under the influence of Professor
Weismann's writings, has been towards the latter vieworigin.

that which denies the transmission of definiteness which

And whatever may be the result

acquired.

of the matter,

it

is

of our discussion

cannot be denied that Professor Weis-

mann's contention has done great service in forcing us to
examine and test our facts with renewed and added care.
It is

questionable whether there

by considering

at

any length what

is

much

may

to be gained

appear

to be the

general biological advantages of the one view or the other.
The transmissionist, on the one hand, claims that his con-

ception of organic nature has the advantage of relative
simplicity ; he contends that, so long as the conditions of
life remain uniform, the resulting uniformity of habits will

much congenital stability as can be of advanthe race ; while under changing conditions of

ensure as
tage to

the breaking up of this stability through the transmitted effects of new habits is decidedly advantageous to
the species, and must contribute not a little to racial
life

On

the other hand, the non-transmissionist,
after a reminder that transmission is not only not proven,

progress.

but,

if it

exist, is difficult to

explain on the basis of our

of the relation of the germinal cells to

present knowledge
the other bodily tissues, argues that

if

the organic progress
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of the race through natural selection is a slow process,

it

He

contends that the organic stability
wrought into the race by natural selection is more permanently valuable, less at the mercy of merely temporary
is

a very sure one.

changes of conditions, than that which

is liable to frequent
And
he further contransmission.
modification through
tends that in individual plasticity the organism possesses

all

that

is

changes of

meet such temporary
environment as are likely to occur. Thus both
required to enable

own views

sides claim for their

advantages

it

and both are quite

;

to

certain

general organic
had they the

clear that

ordering of the organic world they would unhesitatingly
carry out their own principles for the advantage of the

organisms under their control

Now

this

all

is

!

very interesting,

siderable scope for ingenuity.
at

question

issue;

and

this

But
is

it

and

affords

con-

does not touch the

not which method

is

apparently the most advantageous, not which method we
should have adopted, had the work of creation been entrusted to our care, but which has been adopted by nature.

For

let

us suppose that the transmissionist

is

successful in

showing that his method is for the greater advantage of the
race, and is that which best furthers organic progress; and
let us further suppose him to contend that even on the
natural selection principles of his opponents this advan-

tageous method would

be established by the elimination of less advantageous methods. The non-transmissionist
itself

will reply, first, that natural selection

survival of

can only lead to the
such variations as are within the range of

organic possibility, and the transmission of characters
acquired during individual life by, say, brain tissue to the

germinal

cells,

possibility

of fact.

;

seems to be, as he contends, an organic imis after all one

and secondly, that the question

Has

natural selection, as a matter of observation,

u
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led to the establishment of the transmission of acquired

characters ?

If

produce unquestionable and unim-

so,

peachable evidence of the fact.
This, however,
do.

At

is

just

what

it is

exceedingly

difficult to

sight, for example, the nesting habit of the

first

house martin would appear to afford satisfactory evidence
of the conversion of an acquired habit into a congenital

But

instinct.

quite possibly

it

is

the result of intelligent

adaptation through the influence of tradition. Our first
difficulty, then, is to prove conclusively that a given mode of

behaviour

is

truly congenital

to the play of

which

illustrate

wires

telegraph

and

animal tradition.
this

difficulty

instinctive,

One

and not due

or two further cases

be

may

given.

have been led across

Where

Scottish moors,

grouse have been killed in numbers by flying against them.
But after a season or two the destruction has ceased.

Have

the

young birds inherited the habit

to avoid the wires

;

of so flying as

or has the habit been

handed down

by animal tradition ? The old birds are said to lead the
and if they have either themselves been hurt
flocks
when they were young, or followed those who had so
;

learnt to avoid the wires, they would have acquired caution,
to be cautious.
Hence a
on
The
handed
tradition.
caution would be
by
is represented in another form in the case of the

and thus lead
habit of
difficulty

their followers

duck (Dendrocygna autumnalis), which is found in the welltimbered region along the Eio Grande of Texas, at Lomita.
Since the river furnishes no sort of food, being cold and
the melting snows of the mountains whence it
flows, the duck adapts itself to circumstances and feeds

muddy from

upon seeds and

grain.

It

can alight on a stalk of growing
is quite at hom<

corn with the ease of a blackbird, and

among

the lofty trees where
*

it

makes

Nature, vol. xliv.

its

p. 529.

nest.*

It woul<
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know how far this complete modifinow congenital and how far it is

is

due to the individual plasticity which enables an organism
to adapt itself to its

The habits

special environment.

"

magpie in England have altered

of the

greatly.

It

no longer the merry, saucy hanger-on of the homestead,
as it was to writers of former days, who were constantly

is

alluding to

become the suspicious
and knowing that danger
How far are the sly and

disposition, but is

its

thief, shunning the gaze of men,

lurk in every bush." *
thievish habits of the magpie

may

genital

;

how

in

far are they acquired

England now con-

under the influence of

tradition ?

Our second

which all effects
The habit from which a breed

difficulty is to find cases in

of selection are excluded.
of dogs has received the

truly congenital.

name

Darwin

is, it would seem,
he had himself "gone

of pointers

states that

out with a young dog for the first time, and his innate
tendency was shown in a ludicrous manner, for he pointed
fixedly not only at the scent of game, but at sheep and
large white stones

;

and when he found a

lark's nest,

we

were actually compelled to carry him along." But there
has been selection all along the line of pointer ancestry.
As Darwin says,f " The young pointer often points without

any

instruction, imitation, or experience.

.

.

.

The most

important distinction between pointing, &c., and a true
instinct is that the former is less strictly inherited, and
varies greatly in the degree of its inborn perfection."

In

is
much congenital variation, and
in progress.
The congenital variations
will be claimed by the non-transmissionist as evidence

other

words, there

selection

is

still

* "

Dictionary of Birds," p. 721.
quotation is from the uncondensed
Romanes' " Mental Evolution in
t

The

MS.

of the " Origin of Species,"

Animals," pp. 236, 237.
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were the acquired habit

in-

herited in the degree claimed by the transmissionist, there
should not be so much variation. But in any case it is

obvious that such a habit as pointing cannot be adduced
in evidence of transmission as against the hypothesis of
since

selection,

selection

is

undoubtedly by no means

excluded.

In face of these alternative

difficulties,

that on the one

hand

of proving the truly congenital nature of a habit
affirmed to be the result of transmission, and that on the

other hand of excluding the influence of
selection,

it

is

by no means easy

all

forms of

at present to decide,

by

direct appeal to observed fact, between the rival hypotheses.

Perhaps one of the strongest cases,

trustworthy, in
favour of the occasional transmission of an acquired habit
if

Mr. Hurt describes in Nature * how a
" One of
skye terrier was taught with difficulty to beg.
his daughters, who has never seen her father, is in the
is

that of begging.

constant habit of sitting up, although she has never been
taught to do so, and has not seen others sit up." And Mr.
Lawson Tait informed Eomanes that " he had a cat which

was taught

to

beg for food

like

a

terrier,

so that she

developed the habit of assuming this posture so very
unusual in a cat whenever she desired to be fed. All

her kittens adopted the same habit under circumstances
which precluded the possibility of imitation, for they were
given

away

prised their

life, and greatly surseveral weeks afterwards,

to friends very early in

new owners when,

they began spontaneously to beg."
is somewhat indefinite; and one
possibility

of

imitation

was

"Very

may

actually

early in life"

ask whether
precluded.

all

One

peculiarity about such cases is their sporadic and occaOf the thousands of individual dogs
sional character.
*

Aug.

1st,

" Mental Evolution in
1872; quoted in
Animals,"

p,

195
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which are taught to beg, how few would seem to transmit
the acquired habit to their offspring
Or, at any rate,
how few are the recorded instances of such transmission
!

!

has a difficulty in accounting
has presumably to fall back upon the suggestion that, if correctly observed and reported, they are
rare congenital variations the transmissionist is, it would
If the non-transmissionist

for

them

seem, confronted by an equal difficulty in accounting for
the non- transmission in the great majority of instances.
In any case they seem but a slender basis on which to
rest a far-reaching theory of organic development.

Eomanes, in support of the proposition that acquired
habits are inherited, gives, as an example, the fact that
in Norway the ponies are used without bridles, and are

As a consequence, a raceobey the voice.
peculiarity has been established ; for Andrew Knight says,
" the horse-breakers
complain, and certainly with very
trained

to

good reason, that it is impossible to give them what is
called a mouth. They are, nevertheless, exceedingly docile,

and more than
the commands

ordinarily obedient,

when they understand

of their masters."

But here the

factor cannot be altogether excluded,

selective

though the trans-

missionist would no doubt contend that

it

must be

quite

Apart from this case and that of begging,
can only adduce the hereditary wildness or

subordinate.

Romanes

tameness of animals under changed conditions.
this class of

weight

;

examples

am

my own

;

But

not disposed to attach

for in the first place selection

an important part
stated,

I

and in the second

to

much

undoubtedly plays
place, as already

observations show that even such shy

and partridge,
are almost ridiculously tame.

birds as the moorhen, wild duck, plover,

when brought up by hand,
It

has before been mentioned that, while a young moorhen
my fox terrier came up and lapped the

was drinking,
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but received such a vigorous peck on his nose,
followed by a second which narrowly missed his eye, that
he beat a hasty retreat. I am not aware of any wellwater,

substantiated evidence which has been published since
wrote,* and am forced to conclude that though il

Eomanes

must not be summarily

which we

set aside, that

at presenl

surprisingly small in amount, and peculiar ii
distribution, if transmission be the predominant factor in

have

is

There

organic evolution.

however, a growing con-

is,

some of its most pressing problems
the observational to the experimust
from
biologists
pass
mental stage. Perhaps experiment will show, more conviction that to solve

clusively than has yet been shown, that transmission

a

and

fact,

means

will afford the

is

of estimating its strength

in the evolution of the world of living things.

There

is,

however, another, though less direct means
problem. Let us fix our attention

of approaching the

on any two individuals of the same species the one
survives and mates the other either dies or fails to mate.
:

;

Now, the former survives in virtue of the possession
some excellence which the other does not possess. It
this excellence, of whatever kind

it

may

of
is

be, that deter-

mines the survival on the one hand, or elimination on
the other and it obviously must reach a certain amount
"
in order to
termed by Eomanes " selection- value
determine which individual will survive and which succumb. What the survival-value must be in any particular
;

case

we do not know

it

varies

no doubt with the

severity

but to say, as some do, that an infini;
tesimal advantage suffices to differentiate the one from
of the struggle

the other, appears to be an assumption based rather on
logical

than biological grounds.

Now, natural
*

selectionists fall into

The evidence adduced by

Prof.

Eimer

two wings.

Those

fails to carry conviction.
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on the more extreme wing contend that every character
of each organism owes its existence directly to natural
selection,

which

is

and that there

not founded on

selection

is,

they say,

no character in any organism
The influence of natural
utility.
so penetrating and all-pervading,
is

that nothing useless, nothing without selection value, can
escape elimination. The utmost modification of this view

which they
correlation.
of

will accept, is that involved in the principle of

Every character

they contend, either itself
with some other

is,

use, or definitely correlated

direct

character which

Correlation, like Mesopotamia,

is useful.

a blessed word, and full of comfort and solace in the
midst of difficulties. Thus modified, the views of the more
is

extreme wing approach
natural

selectionists,

those

of

who hold

the other section of

that while steady and

continuous elimination has led to the survival of those
individuals which are best adapted to the conditions of
environment, it is not necessary that all the

their

should be of utility or
There may
definitely correlated with useful characters.
thus be congenital traits which are not themselves useful,
characters of these individuals

but are merely incidental; characterizing to some degree
a group of organisms, but without direct bearing on the
struggle for existence, not themselves, that
selection value.

of the

It is clear

term "correlation"

to say, of

we extend the meaning

to the

whole of that nexus by

which a number of congenital
in the

is

if

that

traits are linked together

same organism, these are

correlated with useful

This seems, however, a little like begging the
question at issue. We may have a number of congenital
traits coexisting in the same
organism; but if, when a

characters.

series of generations are carefully observed, these traits

are found to vary independently, they can scarcely be said
we use this term in a sense so

to be correlated, unless

Habit and
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of all valid biological significance.

correlated variations should surely be

have been shown
to each other.

some

to occur in

When

By

meant those which

direct or inverse ratio

the correlation of any two variations

has thus been definitely established, a study of either

them
This

of

will enable us to infer the condition of the other.
is

how Darwin used

the term

*
:

and we should aim

rather at increased than at diminished exactness.

Bearing

how

all this

in mind,

it is

far truly instinctive activities

worth while to consider

may be

to be (a) of direct utilitarian value

narrower sense with

;

fairly considered

(b) correlated in the

useful characters;

or

merely

(c)

incidental, without traceable relationship to other useful

characters, though involved in the congenital nexus.

question that a large number of
instinctive activities in birds fall under the first class, and

There can be

little

are of direct and obvious utilitarian value.
stinctive activities connected with pecking

The

and feeding

in;

of

locomotion, whether of running, swimming, or flying ; the
sexual instincts and that of nidification, those associated

with incubation and the rearing of young ; all these, and
they form perhaps the most remarkable and stable of
instinctive activities, are of decisive use,

and are

readily

explicable as the direct outcome of natural selection.
To the same class belong, it would appear, the protective
instincts of hiding, crouching, or shamming dead; the

aggressive

activities

such as the

and the scolding

hissing of

geese

or

young moorhens and other
the
birds; perhaps
scratching of the ground by fowls
and their allies the secondary sexual activities, dancing,
ostriches,

of

;

display, singing, together with those associated with recog-

nition marks, such as the flirting of the tail of moorhens,
*

"Animals and Plants under Domestication," second

p. 311.

edition, vol.

ii.
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mode

may

among birds that flock
how many instinctive activities

of flight

be seen

unreasonably be claimed by the
missionist as directly due to natural selection.
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suggests, of wagtails,

of peculiarities in behaviour,

differentia in the

together.

inherited?

instincts, there are

non-trans-

few examples of the second

which includes those due

to

definite

correlation.

Perhaps we might place among them the development of
the cuckoo instinct, as definitely correlated with variations
in laying, possibly due to the effects of polyandry.

A

small percentage of activities remains

perhaps they should be termed instinctive

or rather

traits

which

are performed with congenital defmiteness, but which do
not appear to fall very readily under either of these heads.

They must, therefore, either find their explanation in the
transmission of acquired habit, or must be regarded as
incidental characters associated with the essential activities
of the organism in

nexus.

It

water-bath,

may

what has been termed the congenital
indeed be contended that the moorhen's

or the

chick's

sand-bath, and the preening

and down by young birds are of utilitarian
since
import,
they keep the organism in health, and serve
to remove parasites; though whether they can fairly be
of the feathers

regarded as of selection-value, deciding between survival
or elimination, is open to question.
Let us for the

moment grant

this

much

to

the

natural-selectionist.

There remains the fact that these operations are performed with delicate but quite recognizable shades of
distinction
tinctive

kind.

by the young

traits

Chicks,

toilet in their

are

birds, in

each of which the

congenitally true to those

ducklings,

own way.

of

dis-

their

moorhens, all perform their
To one who carefully watches

from day to day the habits of young

birds, there

are

Habit and
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characteristics, difficult to describe severally,

but none the less distinctive when taken together and
collectively, and serving to distinguish kind from kind.

One can hardly suppose that the special behaviour of
the pheasant, the characteristic demeanour of the duckling,
the high-stepping walk of the downy plover, the pretty
little

ways

of

moorhen

domestic chickens,
their definiteness,

chicks,

and the familiar

traits of

which are truly congenital in
have been of selection- value, and have
all of

saved the ancestors of these several groups from eliminaNor can it be said that they have any traceable

tion.

relation with

other activities or characters of essential

Whence, then, comes

utility to the species.

ness

How have

their definite-

Are they evidences of that
transmission of acquired habits for which one school of
biologists are in search ? On this view it is difficult to see
?

they arisen ?

how they have come to be so definite. One can understand how habits which are intelligently adaptive may
pass by transmission into definite instincts, even if one
feels bound to demand adequate proof of such transmission.

But these

traits

adaptation.
distinction in behaviour

intelligent

do not bear the marks of such

Just as the delicate shades

of

and demeanour do not appear
to be of selection value, or to have reached definiteness
through the elimination of all those that failed to behave
in just this way, so too do they

worthy of

intelligent choice

possibilities of individual

seem too

trivial to

be

from among the numberless

demeanour and behaviour.

It

would seem more reasonable to suppose that they are
incidental characters, wrought into the congenital nexus,

and thus though not
natural selection.

directly,

Even

still

indirectly,

their

due to

definiteness

however,
If one says that a duckin
this
behaves
particular way because it is a
just
ling
is

somewhat

so,

difficult to explain.
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just these special traits

a moorhen, one seems on natural-selection

is

But
question
what about the constant and inherent tendency to variation

principles to lay one's self open to the

upon which Darwin

laid such stress ?

:

The transmissionist

finds a source of adaptive variations in the acquired and
transmitted modifications of individual life. But the non-

transmissionist has to be content with inherent germinal

which progress would be impossible.

variations, without

By

natural selection these germinal variations are guided
lines.
But in these incidental traits, the

into definite

variations being indefinite, and the guidance of elimination being ex hypothcsi absent, whence comes their con-

tinued definiteness ?

Perhaps we may be permitted to ask the counterquestion, "Whence comes any tendency to a definite departure in any particular direction ? Since these variations
are ex hypothesi small in amount and indefinite in direction,

they will, through interbreeding, neutralize each other,
so that the stability is, so to speak, the net result of the

tendency to depart therefrom in

none
of

of

which

which

is

departure.
selective
stability.

is of

selection value,

all

possible

directions,

and therefore no one

emphasized and rendered a

line of definite

In a word, panmixia, or indiscriminate non-

mating, secures an average
It is best,

mean

of

relative

however, honestly to confess that

we

do not yet know everything about organic nature.
Furthermore, we have seen to consider the matter

from a slightly different standpoint that experience in
one of its aspects is apparently not inherited. Association
links

have to be forged by the individual. At sight of the
marked cinnabar caterpillar there is no

conspicuously

inherited suggestion of its
nasty taste. That is the outcome of individual experience. Objects of all kinds, if
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they be of suitable size and at suitable distance, are
their value as food has to be
indifferently pecked at
;

individually learnt.

It

may

mission of association links

and

is

On

be, however, that the transis

an organic impossibility,

not to be expected on any theory.
the other hand, particular stimuli do unquestion-

ably give rise congenitally to particular and hereditary
The transmissionist contends that this is due
responses.
to the repetition of the activity, in response to the given

stimulus, and the transmission of the acquired habit.
natural-selectionist

regards

the

congenital

The

connection

between stimulus and response as the result of the gradual
elimination of those in

whom

adequately established.

What

this connection
is

was not

needed in order to

tinguish between the rival hypotheses

is

some

dis-

really crucial

we could in some way exclude natural selection
in some instances, and allow it to act in others, we
should obtain such crucial cases. And if the habit were
case.

If

equally transmitted, whether natural selection be present
or absent, that would present an exceedingly strong point
for the transmissionist.

The nearest approach

own

to such a crucial case

observations have afforded me,

is

which

my

that of the reaction

young birds to water. As I have already stated, there
does not seem to be any instinctive reaction to the sight of
But so soon as
still water, even on the part of ducklings.
of

the

bill

incidentally touches the water, the

appropriate
drinking response is at once called forth. It may be said
that most young birds probably drink first by pecking at
dew-drops or rain-drops on the vegetation. Still, ducks,
chickens,

and other birds have

perience for
of

many

generations of

pools and ponds.

had much exdrinking from the water
surely

Now, why does not a chick

or

duckling respond instinctively to the sight of something

Are Acquired Habits
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have very

little

under natural conditions the mother

doubt that

bird

them to drink, her actions giving ample opporIt
But what does this imply?
tunity for imitation.
a
as
of
the
source
that
of
the
mother,
implies
presence

teaches

and a model

instruction

her young

for imitation, shields

To put the matter
fain
selection
would
natural
get at the young
figuratively,
to exercise its eliminative influence, to remove those that

from

the incidence of natural selection.

respond instinctively, and to permit the survival

failed to

of those in

whom

But the mother

by natural

the appropriate response was congenital.
there to teach them all ; elimination

is

And we

selection is excluded.

find that the habit

of drinking in response to the sight of water, though birds

have done so for untold generations, has not become
instinctive and congenital.
Now, there is an old adage that whereas one man may
lead

a horse to the water, a dozen cannot

drink.

So with the hen and her chicks.

make him
Though the

to peck at the water, she
cannot suggest the appropriate drinking response. She
cannot teach them those special movements of beak,

mother can lead her young

mouth, and gullet, which are essential for drinking. In
matter she does not shield them from the incidence

this

Those which, on pecking the water,

of natural selection.
failed to

respond to the stimulus by the complex behaviour

involved in drinking, would die of thirst and be eliminated.
Those in which there was a congenital variation in the
direction

of

thus responding

would,

response

congenital

would survive, and their
in

successive

generations,

become more and more completely organized as an
or

stinctive

response
pression be preferred.

Thus

it

a congenital reflex,

if

that

would seem that when natural selection

in-

ex-

is
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become congenitally linked
where natural selection is in
with a visual stimulus
habit
the
has
become
congenitally linked with
operation,
touch
or
taste
stimulus.
a
excluded, the habit has not
;

made to the fact that the
Assam, when left motherless,

Allusion has already been

young

jungle pheasants of

die of starvation, if their attention be not attracted to

and the same is said to be true of incubated
Here, too, the normal action of the mother

grains of food
ostriches.

;

shields the young from the incidence of natural selection.
But young megapodes are not fostered by the parent

;

they are not shielded from the incidence of natural selection.
In these birds we might, on selectionist principles, expect
to find a

more

definitely congenital response to the sight

"

I have several
appropriate kinds of food.
says Dr. D. C. Worcester, in a letter to me,

of certain

times,"

" observed
young megapodes feeding quite by themselves
in the woods, and, upon shooting them, have found them
to agree perfectly in size and plumage with specimens
caught in the mounds where they are hatched. It is my
opinion that they have to shift for themselves from the

day of their birth, as I have never yet seen old birds anywhere near the young ones that I have come across." It
would be of great interest to ascertain whether these young
megapodes show an instinctive response to their appropriate
food that in other birds

is

absent or less marked.

But

though the fact of their finding their own food without
guidance from the mother bird, may lead one to surmise
that this will be found to be the case,

we must remember

may be guided, like hand-reared chicks, by the
results of experience after trying the various objects that
that they

are presented to their choice.

would seem then that, though the evidence is by no
means all that could be desired, what there is suggests that
It

Are
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natural selection be excluded, instinctive defmiteness of

response has not been developed. Are there any cases of
the converse kind, where that kind of influence on which
transmissionists
birds
I

necessarily

excluded?

which our attention has been

to

know

is

rely

no such

of

instance

of the

But there

cases.

is

Among

chiefly confined

the oft-quoted

The
hymenoptera.
discussed that only a few words
of neuter

instincts

matter has been so fully
on the subject are here needful.

In the case of the hive-bee, of the eggs laid by the
queen-mother those which she does not fertilize from
the store of spermatozoa received from the male during
the nuptial flight, develop into drones.
The others,

which she does so
fertile

is

or

queen-mothers,

known

females

as neuters

entirely dependent

are

fertilize,

into
;

developed either into
the sexually imperfect

and which they develop into

on the food they are supplied with
Fed on a specially rich nutritious

in the larval condition.

pap they become
conditions

This
early

is

of

fertile

:

otherwise, under ordinary

they become infertile neuters.
many cases, where the conditions of

nutrition,

one of those

life

queens

determine which of two or more definite forms

an organism shall assume. And, in the bee, different
and innate powers are correlated with the queen
and neuter types respectively.
instincts

Notwithstanding
careful

how much
is

all

the

admirable work

due to a congenital instinctive

much

to

of

many

we are

scarcely in a position to say
of the behaviour of the nurse or worker bee

observers,

the influence of

tradition

tendency,

and how

through imitation.

We

may, however, accept provisionally the generally
received opinion that there are special instinctive endowments in these infertile workers. But they are inherited

through parents, in neither of which are these special
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transmissionists

these instincts were established

as

contend that

habits in ancestral

before the present divergence into queens and
neuters as established, they must admit that, in this
case, their doctrine that disuse influences the germ is
insects

For disuse of these special instincts has
in
the
germ-bearing individuals for we know
prevailed
inapplicable.

how many

not

And

generations.

if

they admit that

their doctrine of the effects of disuse is here inapplicable,

they so far weaken

its

claim for consideration in other

instances.

Leaving now the special case of the hymenopterous
insects, there is one general argument against the selectionist interpretation which is not infrequently urged,
but which I do

regard as by any means
said by transmissionists that,

not

fatal.

if we
more complex congenital activities,
such as the diving of the young moorhen when the puppy
frightened him, the accuracy and delicacy of the orderly

It

is

sometimes

consider one of the

sequence of activities is such as to be beyond the scope of
mere natural selection. It is in the highest degree improbable, they say, that natural selection

complex a mode of

behaviour.

I

could produce so

would meet such an

argument by directing attention to the cases of the Yucca
moth and the Sitaris given in the first chapter. Here
there are extraordinarily complex trains of activities. But
they are, and can be, performed only once in a lifetime.
And I fail to see how such instincts can possibly be

accounted for as the results of transmitted habit individually

acquired.

repetition

which

is

There

is

no opportunity

essential to acquired

skill.

presumably, regard every step of the long

for

We

that

must,

and complex

process as affording the appropriate stimulus for the performance of the next succeeding step. At all events, if
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natural selection have produced the instinctive behaviour
Yucca moth and the Sitaris, what becomes of the

of the

inherent improbability of the moorhen's dive ?
If

summarize

to

pressed

vexed

I

question,

my own

should say,

first,

on

opinion
that there

is

this

but

satisfactory and convincing evidence in favour of
transmission, but that variation does seem in some cases
to have followed the lines of adaptive modification, so as
little

to suggest

that

some

sort of connection

are

instincts,

there

many
may fairly

between them
relatively

;

secondly,

definite

and

be regarded as directly due to
stable,
natural selection, though here again, if we could accept
the view that adaptive modification marked out the lines

which

in which congenital variation should run, our conception
of the process of their evolution would be so far simplified

;

some peculiar traits, also seemingly
definite and stable, which can only be attributed to the
indirect effects of natural selection on the supposition
that they form part of the congenital nexus, and that they
have no intrinsic tendency to variation in any particular
direction
and fourthly, that, in the present state of our

thirdly, that there are

;

knowledge, it is best to accept provisionally the view that
they are thus indirectly due to natural selection.
There can be no question, however, that when we consider such instincts as those connected with nidification,

incubation, and maternity, together with those associated

indeed they be truly instinctive ; when
individual effort runs in the same lines as

with courtship,

we

see

how

if

congenital co-ordination, as in the perfected flight of birds,
or the diving of water-fowl ; when we regard dispassionately

such a performance as that of the lapwing or duck that
we feel that
decoys an intruder from her nest or young
;

though the evidence
habit

is insufficient,

for

yet

the

transmission of

acquired

some connection between variation
x
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suggested by the facts. I propose in
the next chapter to approach the subject from a new
standpoint, and to sketch in outline an hypothesis

according to which acquired modification may pave the
way for congenital variation without any direct trans-

mission as such.

(
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XIV.

MODIFICATION AND VAEIATION.

UP

to a time still comparatively recent, the transmission

to offspring, in greater or less degree, of those modifica-

tions of habit or structure

which the parents had acquired
was generally

in the course of their individual lifetime,

accepted.
of these

Lamarck

is

regarded as the intellectual father
In his "Histoire Natu-

the transmissionists.

"the development of organs and their
by the use of

relle"

he

power

of action are continually determined

said,

these organs."
This is known as his third law. In the
fourth he insisted on the hereditary nature of the effects

"all that has been acquired, begun, or changed,"
" in the
structure of individuals during the course
said,

of use

he

;

of their
to

the

preserved in reproduction and transmitted
individuals which spring from those which

life, is

new

have experienced the changes."
Darwin accepted such transmission as subordinate to
natural selection, and attempted to account for it by his
theory of pangenesis. According to that hypothesis all
the component cells of an organism throw off minute
gemmules, and these and their like, collecting in the
reproductive cells, are the parental germs from which all
the cells of the offspring of that organism are developed.
This theory, here given in briefest outline, came in for its

The problems of heredity were
as
of
recognized
being
supreme biological importance and

full

share of criticism.
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were warmly discussed. Meanwhile, a different view of
the relation between the organism and its reproductive

came into prominence. With it the names of Francis
Galton in England and August Weismann in Germany are
Of late years it has gained the
inseparably connected.

cells

approval of many, though by no means all, of our fore
most biologists.
This view, again in briefest possible
the fertilized egg of any man;
organism gives origin to all the cells of which thai
organism is composed. In some of these, the reproductive

outline, is as follows:
celled

cells, germinal substance is set aside for the future coi
tinuance of the race; the rest give rise to all the othe

which constitute or give rise
muscle, nerve, bone, glands and so forth. Thus there
a division into germ-substance and body-substance. Gei
cells

of the body, those

gives origin to germ, plus body;

share, according to Prof.

but the body takes

Weismann,

in giving origin

ministers to, protects, and may influence tl
though
of the reproductive cells.
substance
germinal
The logical development of this theory led Prof. Weij
it

mann to doubt the inheritance of characters acquired
the bodily substance in the course of individual life, and
examine anew the supposed evidence in its favour,
brain-substance, for example, contributes nothing to th<
reproductive cells, any modification it acquires during
individual

life

mode

can only reach the germ through some

But does

in-

does any modifiso
affect
the
the
of
cation
germ-substance
body-substance

direct

of influence.

it

?

as to become hereditary? Prof. Weismann answers this
question by asserting that the evidence for the direct trans-

wholly insufficient, and
by contending that, until satisfactory evidence is forthcoming, transmission must not be accepted as a factor in
mission of acquired characters

evolution.

is
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progress possible if none of the modificasuffers is transmitted from parent to
To this question the reply must be that though

then

is

which the body

offspring ?

modification

on

is,

this view, excluded

from taking any

direct share in race-progress, yet there is

still

Modifications are those changes which are in

variation.

some way

and variations, those
wrought in the body structure
That variation
differences which are of germinal origin.
;

of germinal origin is a fact in organic nature is admitted

on

all

hands

;

and that some variations are adaptive

also unquestioned.

is

Transmissionists contend that modifi-

particular direction in one generation is,
through transmission of the change in some, at present
unexplained, way from the bodily tissues to the germinal
cation in a

a source of similar variation in the next generation.
Selectionists, on the other hand, exclude this source of

cells,

variation,

favour

contending that the supposed evidence in its
or unsatisfactory.
But their whole

is insufficient

theory depends on the occurrence of variations, of which
those that are in unfavourable directions are weeded out,
while those that are useful and adaptive remain. How
these variations originate in the germ need not here be discussed.

Let us assume that variations of germinal origin
number of directions do as a matter of fact occur.

in a great

This then

is

how

the matter stands.

All acknowledge

the existence of variations, and admit that their proximate
All admit that the
source is in the fertilized ovum.
individual
less

degree

is

through

its

capable of

innate plasticity in greater or
Transadaptive modification.

missionists contend that the effects of modification are

somehow

transferred to the germinal substance, there to
Selectionists deny this transgive origin to variations.
mission, and contend that adaptive variations are inde-

pendent of adaptive modifications.
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Now, what is natural selection, at any rate, as understood by Darwin ? It is a process whereby, in the struggle
for existence, individuals possessed of favourable and
adaptive variations survive and hand on their good seed,
while individuals possessed of unfavourable variations succumb, and are sooner or later eliminated, standing the

But it is cle
and eliminiathe variation must reach a

fore a less chance of begetting offspring.
that, to

make

I

the difference between survival

tion, the favourableness of

:

certain amount, varying with the keenness of the struggl

And one
have
tion

of the difficulties

felt is

must

value, so

often

which

critics of

m

natural selection

more or the little less of variabe too small in amount to be of selection-

that the

little

as to determine

survival.

This

difficulty

by Prof. Weismann as a real one.
Lamarckians were right," he says, "when they ma
tained that the factor for which hitherto the name
natural selection had been exclusively reserved, vi
admitted

personal selection [i.e. the selection of individuals], was
insufficient for the explanation of the phenomena."
again,f "something is still wanting to the selection

Darwin and Wallace, which it is obligatory on us
discover, if we possibly can."
The additional factor which Dr. Weismann suggests
what he terms " germinal selection." This, briefly state
:
There is a competition for nutriment among
those parts of the germ named determinants, from which
the several organs or groups of organs are developed.
In this competition the stronger determinants get the

is

as follows

it, and are further developed at the expense of
the weaker determinants, which are starved and tend to

best of

dwindle and eventually disappear.
*

"Germinal

t Op.

cit.,

Selection."

p. 264.

The suggestion

Monist, Jan., 1896, p. 290.

is
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one well-nigh impossible to test by obseraccepted as a factor, it would serve to account

interesting, but

vation.

If

for the inordinate

growth of certain structures, such as

the exuberance of

some secondary sexual

characters,

and

for the existence of determinate variations, that is to say,

variations along special or particular lines of adaptation.

Such determinate variations are, however, explicable on
the theory of natural selection. Writing in 1892, I put
" Take
the matter thus.*
the case of an organism which
has in some way reached harmony with
Slight variations occur in

many

its

environment.

directions, but these are

bred out by intercrossing. It is as if a hundred pendulums
were swinging just a little in many directions, but were at

Now, place such an organism in
changed conditions. The swing of one or two of the pendulums is found advantageous the organisms in which
these two pendulums are swinging are selected they mate

once damped down.

;

:

together,

and in

their offspring while these

pendulums

are by congenital inheritance kept a-swinging, the other
ninety-eight pendulums are rapidly damped down as
before.

" Let us
suppose, then, that the variation in tooth
in
a
certain mechanically advantageous direcstructure,
tion, be

such a selected pendulum swing.

pendulum,

That particular

swinging in that particular direction, will be

the subject of selection. The other pendulums will still be
damped down as before, and in that particular pendulum
variations from the particular direction will be similarly

damped down. It will wobble a little, but its wobbling will
be as nothing compared with the swing that is fostered by
selection.
In this case, then, selection will choose between
the little more complexity that is advantageous, and, the
little less

complexity that

is

* Natural
Science, vol.

i.

disadvantageous.
April, 1892, pp. 100, 101.

The

little
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more comand the little more are,

less complexity will

be eliminated, the

plexity will survive.

The

little less

little

however, in the same line of developmental swing. Hence,
the variations discoverable in fossil mammals in which

tooth-development along special lines is in progress, will,
on the hypothesis of selection, be plus and minus along a
given line; in other words, the variations will be determinate, and in the direction of special adaptation."
Prof.

Weismann adopts a

similar position in his recent

paper on Germinal Selection. He says,* "By the selection
alone of the plus or minus variations of a character is the
constant modification of that character in the plus or

minus

direction determined.

.

.

.

We may

assert therefore,

a definitely directed progressive
variation of a given part is produced by continued selection in that definite direction.
This is no hypothesis,

in general terms, that

but a direct inference from the facts, and
expressed as follows
the

to,

germ

is

:

By

selection of the

progressively modified in a

may

also be

kind referred

manner

cor-

responding with the production of a definitely directed
progressive variation of the part."

In his Eomanes Lecture, Prof. Weismann makes anoth
suggestion which is valuable and may be further deveHe is there dealing with what he terms " intraloped.
selection

"

or that

t

plasticity.

One

which gives

to

the individual

its

he adduces is th
" seems
Meyer," he says,t

of the examples that

structure of bone.

"

Hermann

to have been the first to call attention to the adaptiveness

as regards minute structure in animal tissues, which

is

*

Monist, January, 1896, p. 268.
Mark Baldwin's " organic selection" appears to be a
very satisfactory term for the same process.
Lecture on " The Effect of External Influences
t Prof.

J

Komanes

ment"(1894), pp.

11, 12.

new and

nc
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strikingly exhibited in the structure of the

spongy

substance of the long bones in the higher vertebrates.
This substance is arranged on a similar mechanical
principle

to that of arched structures in general:

composed

of

numerous

to give the

bony plates, so arranged as
amount of tension and pressure,

utmost firmness with a

But the

ture of material.

is

fine

to withstand the greatest

and

it

minimum

direction, position,

expendi-

and strength

bony plates are by no means congenital or deterthey depend on circumstances. If the
bone is broken and heals out of the straight, the plates of
the spongy tissue become rearranged so as to lie in the new
thus they can
direction of greatest tension and pressure
of these

mined

in advance

:

:

adapt themselves to changed circumstances."

Then, after referring to the explanation by Wilhelm
Roux, of the cause of these wonderfully fine adaptations

by applying the principle
organism in which,
existence
to

show*

it

is

of selection to the parts of the

assumed, there

is

a struggle for

among each other, Prof. Weismann proceeds
"that it is not the particular adaptive struc-

tures themselves that are transmitted, but only the quality
of the material from which intra-selection forms these
structures

anew

in each individual

life.

...

It is

not the

particular spongy plates which are transmitted, but a cell-

mass, that from the germ onwards so reacts to tension and
pressure that the spongy structure necessarily results." In
it is not the more or less definite congenital
adaptation that is handed on through heredity, but an
innate plasticity which renders possible adaptive modification in the individual.

other words,

This innate

plasticity is

vantage in race progress.
escape elimination in the
*

life

undoubtedly of great ad-

The adapted organism will
and it matters not
struggle

Romanes Lecture,

;

p. 15.
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whether the adaptation be reached through individual modification of the bodily tissues or

through racial variation of
So long as the adaptation is there no

germinal origin.
matter how it originated

that

secure sur-

is sufficient to

vival.
Professor Weismann applies this conception to one
of those difficulties which have been urged by critics of

"Let us

natural selection.

take," he says,*

"the

well-

known instance of the gradual increase in development of
the deer's antlers, in consequence of which the head, in
the course of generations, has become more and more
The question has been asked as

heavily loaded.

to

how

body which have to
support and move this weight to vary simultaneously and
harmoniously if there is no such thing as the transmission

it

is

possible for the parts of the

of the effects of use or disuse, and

the changes have
resulted from processes of selection only.
This is the
if

'

question put by Herbert Spencer as to co-adaptation,' and
the answer is to be found in connection with the process
of intra-selection.

It is

the parts concerned

by no means necessary that all
and ligaments of the

skull, muscles,

neck, cervical vertebrae, bones of the fore limbs,

etc.

should simultaneously adapt themselves by variation of the
germ to the increase of the size of the antlers; for in

each separate individual the necessary adaptation

will be

temporarily accomplished by intra-selection," that is, by
individual modification due to the innate plasticity of the

"The improvement of the
Professor Weismann urges, "when so

parts concerned.
question,"

will certainly not be transmitted,

variation

is

not

lost.

parts in
acquired,

but yet the primary

Thus when an advantageous increase

in the size of the antlers has taken place, it does not lead
to the destruction of the animal in consequence of other

parts being unable to suit themselves to
*

Komanes

Lecture, pp. 18, 19.

it.
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the organism are in a certain degree variable [i.e. modifiable], and capable of being determined by the strength and

nature of the influences that affect them, and this capacity
to respond conformably to functional stimulus must be

regarded as the means which make possible the maintenance of a harmonious co-adaptation of parts in the course
of the phyletic

metamorphosis of a

... As

species.

the

primary variations in the phyletic metamorphosis occurred
little by little, the secondary adaptations would as a rule
be able to keep pace with them."

So

far Professor

Weismann.

According to his concep-

tion variations of germinal origin occur from time to time.

By its innate plasticity the several parts of an organism
implicated by their association with the varying part are
modified in individual life in such a way that their modifications co-operate with the germinal variation in producing

an adaptation of double origin, partly congenital, partly
The organism then waits, so to speak, for a
acquired.
further congenital variation,
tion again occurs

;

when a

like process of

and thus race progress

adaptaby a

effected

is

series of successive variational steps, assisted

by a

series

of co-operating individual modifications.
If

now

it

could be shown that, although on selectionist
is no transmission of modifications due to

principles there

individual

plasticity,

conditions

under which variations

yet these modifications
of

afford the

nature

like

are

afforded an opportunity of occurring and of making themselves felt in race progress, a farther step would be taken

towards a reconciliation of

appears

to

me,

may

* In an
article entitled "

American Naturalist

opposing views,

Such,

it

well be the case.*

A New Factor in Evolution,"

published in the

1896, Prof. Mark Baldwin has
given expression to views of like nature to those which are here developed.
And Prof. Henry F. Osborn, in a paper read before the New York Academy
for

June and July,

of Sciences, propounded a somewhat similar
theory, but with, he tells me,
upon the action of natural selection.

less stress
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To explain the connection which may exist between
modifications of the bodily tissues due to innate plasticity
and variations of germinal origin in similar adaptive direc-

we may revert to the pendulum analogy. Assuming
that variations do tend to occur in a great number of
divergent directions, we may liken each to a pendulum

tions,

which tends
is

to swing

nay, which is swinging through a
so far as variation is concerned,

The organism,

small arc.

a complex aggregate of such pendulums. Suppose, then,
it has reached congenital harmony with its environ-

that

The pendulums are all swinging through the small
arcs implied by the slight variations which occur even
among the offspring of the same parents. No pendulum

ment.

can materially increase its swing for since the organism
has reached congenital harmony with its environment, any
;

marked variation
in which

it

will be out of

harmony, and the individual

occurs will be eliminated.

Natural selection

will ensure the damping down of the swing of all the
pendulums within comparatively narrow limits.
But now suppose that the environment somewhat

then

rapidly changes.
Congenital variations of germinal origin
not be equal to the occasion. The swing of the

will

pendulums concerned cannot be rapidly augmented.
individual plasticity steps in to save some members
from

race

extinction.

They adapt

themselves

Here
of the

to

the

changed conditions through a modification of the bodily
If no members of the race have sufficient innate
tissues.
plasticity to effect this

come

accommodation, that race will beand again

extinct, as has indeed occurred again

in the course of geological history.
The rigid races have
succumbed ; the plastic races have survived. Let us grant

then that certain organisms accommodate themselves to
the

new

tissues,

conditions by plastic modification of the bodily

say by the adaptive strengthening of some bony

and
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the effect on congenital variations ?
the other pendulums are still damped down

all

is

by natural selection as before, the oscillation of the pendulum which represents a variation in this bony structure is
It is free to swing as much as it can.
Congenital variations in the same direction as the adaptive
modification will be so much to the good of the individual
concerned. They will constitute a congenital predisposition

no longer checked.

to that strengthening of the part

which

is

essential

for

Variations in the opposite direction tending to
thwart the adaptive modification will be disadvantageous,
and will be eliminated. Thus, if the conditions remain
survival.

constant for

many generations, congenital variation will
render
gradually
hereditary the same strengthening of
bone structure that was provisionally attained by plastic
The

modification.

would be

effects are precisely the

same as they

the modification in question were directly
transmitted in a slight but cumulatively increasing degree ;
they are reached, however, in a manner which involves no
if

such transmission.

To take a

particular case

evolution of the horse tribe

it

:

Let us grant that in the

was advantageous

to this line

that the middle digits of each foot should
be largely developed, and the lateral digits reduced in

of vertebrate

life

size ; and let us grant that this took its rise in adaptive
modification through the increased use of the middle digit
and the relative disuse of the lateral digits. Variations in

these digits are no longer suppressed and eliminated. Any
congenital predisposition to increased development of the
mid-digit,

and decreased

size in the lateral digits, will

to assist the adaptive modification

and

to

tend

supplement

its

deficiencies.
Any congenital predisposition in the contrary
direction will tend to thwart the adaptive modification

and render

it

less efficient.

The former

will let adaptive
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modification start at a higher level, so to speak, and thus

enable
it

it

to be carried a step further.

to start at a lower level,

The

latter will force

and prevent its going so far.
we may well believe

If natural selection take place at all,

that

would do so under such circumstances.*

it

would work along the
modification.

lines laid

down

Modification would lead

And

it

for it in adaptive
;

variation follow

not surprising that for long we believed
modification to be transmitted as hereditary variation.
Such an interpretation of the facts is the simpler and more

in

its

wake.

It is

But simple and obvious interpretations are not
always correct. And if, on closer examination in the light
obvious.

knowledge, they are found to present grave
difficulties, a less simple and less obvious interpretation
of fuller

may claim
In

our provisional acceptance.

his

Weismann

recent

paper on

"I am

Germinal Selection,

fain

Prof.

to relinquish

says t
myself to
the hope that now after another explanation has been
found, a reconciliation and unification of the hostile views
:

not so very distant, and that then we can continue our
work together on the newly laid foundations." As one to
is

whom

Prof.

Weismann

alludes as having expressed the

opinion that the Lamarckian principle must be admitted
as a working hypothesis, I am now ready to relinquish

myself also to the same hope. Germinal selection does
not convince me, though it may be regarded as a suggestive
hypothesis; and, assuredly, I am not convinced by the

argument that because

in

certain

cases,

such as the

changes in the chitinous parts of the skeleton of insects
and Crustacea, and in the teeth of mammals, use and
disuse can have played no part, therefore in no other
* Prof. Weismann's
"germinal selection," if a vera causa, would be a

co-operating factor, and assist in producing the requisite variations,
f Monist,

loc. city p.

290.
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appears to

me

on the lines above sketched out, we may
adduced by the transmissionist, and at the same time
interpret them on selectionist principles.
It may be well now briefly to summarize the line of
accept the

that,

facts

argument in a
1.

In

series of

addition

to

mode of
amount of innate

structure or
certain
2.

numbered paragraphs.
what is congenitally definite in
response, an organism inherits a
plasticity.

Natural selection secures
(a)

Such congenital

definiteness

as

is

advan-

tageous.

Such innate

plasticity as is advantageous.
a
b
are
Both
and
commonly present but uniform
conditions tend to emphasize the former; variable con(I)

3.

;

ditions, the latter.
4.

The organism
(a)

Variation, of germinal origin.

(/3)

Modification, of environmental origin, affect-

ing the
5.

subject to

is

soma

or body tissues.

Transmissionists contend that acquired somatic modione generation is transmitted

fication in a given direction in

to the reproductive cells to constitute a source of

variation in the

same

germinal

direction in the next generation.

here suggested that persistent modification
through many generations, though not transmitted to the
germ, nevertheless affords the opportunity for germinal
6.

It

is

variation of like nature.
7.

in

Under constant conditions

many

of

life,

though variations
which

directions are occurring in the organisms

have reached harmonious adjustment to the environment,
yet natural selection eliminates all those which are disadvantageous, and thus represses

narrow

limits.

all

variations within
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Suppose, however, that a group of plastic organ-

8.

isms

Instinct.

is

placed under

new

conditions.

Those whose innate plasticity is equal
sion are modified, and survive.
Those whose
9.

to the occaplasticity

not equal to the occasion are eliminated.
10. Such modification takes place generation
There
generation, but, as such, is not inherited.

is

after
is

no

transmission of the effects of modification to the germinal
substance.
11.

But variations in the same direction as the modinow no longer repressed and are allowed full

fications, are

scope.
12.

render

congenital variations antagonistic in direction
modifications will tend to thwart them and to

Any

to these

the

organism

in

which

they

occur

liable

to

elimination.

congenital variations similar in direction to
these modifications will tend to support them and to favour
13.

Any

the organism in which they occur.
14. Thus will arise a congenital predisposition to the
modifications in question.
15.

The longer

this process continues, the

more marked

and the greater the tendency of
the congenital variations to conform in all respects to the
will be the predisposition,

persistent plastic modifications

The

;

while

plasticity
continuing, the modifications
further
become yet
adaptive.
17. Thus plastic modification leads, and germinal

16.

variation follows

still

:

the one paves the

way

for the other.

18. Natural selection will tend to foster variability in

given advantageous lines when once initiated ; for (a) the
constant elimination of variations leads to the survival
of the relatively invariable; but

the perpetuation of
variations in any given direction leads to the survival of
(b)

and

Modification

the variable in that direction.
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palaeontologists

are apt to overlook this fact that natural selection produces
determinate variation.
19.

The transmissionist

fixing his attention first

modification, and secondly on the

on the

fact that organic effects

similar to those produced by the modification gradually
become congenitally stereotyped, assumes that the modification as such

is

inherited.

20. It is here suggested that the modification as such
not inherited, but is the condition under which congenital
variations are favoured and given time to get a hold on

is

the organism, and are thus enabled by degrees to reach the
fully adaptive level.

When we remember

that

plastic

modification and

germinal variation have been working together all along
the line of organic evolution to reach the common goal of
is

it

adaptation,

difficult

to believe that

they have

all

along been wholly independent of each other. If the direct
dependence advocated by the transmissionist be rejected,
perhaps the indirect dependence here suggested may be

found worth considering.
only remains to say a few words concerning the
bearing of the above discussion on our special subject,
It

habit and instinct.

Habits are of the nature of individual

modifications rendered possible by intelligent adaptation
to the conditions of life ; instincts are due to congenital
variations of germinal origin.
But instinctive activities

which is marked out by adaptive
not surprising to find many who believe
neither more nor less than inherited habit.

so often take the line
habit, that

that instinct
Special

is

it

is

modes

methods

of flight, special

of courtship,

and many other

ways

of bathing, peculiar

specific types of

activities

may

behaviour; these

well be regarded as having
Y
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though they may now be more or
It would seem, however, that if
instinctive.

their origin in habit,
less definitely

natural selection be accepted as a potent factor in organic
evolution, and unless good cases can be brought forward
in which natural selection is necessarily excluded and yet
habit has become instinctive,
logical

difficulties

and more hard

we may, in face of the biowhich render direct transmission more

to accept, adopt

foregoing, and, while

still

some such view

believing

that there

is

as the

some

connection between habit and instinct, admit that the connection

is

indirect

transmissive.

and permissive rather than

direct

and

CHAPTER. XV.
HEREDITY

IN MAN.

AN

investigation which deals with habit and instinct is in
It will be of interest to
large degree a study in heredity.

inquire whether the conclusions we have reached are of
any assistance in interpreting the phenomena of human
life
and whether what we may learn of heredity in man
;

reflects

any

light

on the problems of heredity in the animal

world.

To this end it will be well to pass rapidly in review the
more salient of our conclusions. Stated with the utmost
brevity, they are as follows
1.

The

activities

:

termed instinctive are characterized

motor co-ordination, probably
dependent on congenital structure in the lower brain and
Under appropriate conditions a stimulus
spinal centres.
by

relative definiteness of

gives rise to adaptive behaviour without previous learning

or experience.
2. The instinctive response is, as such, unconscious ;
but the performance of the instinctive activity affords,
through afferent channels, data to consciousness.

3.

These data are linked by association with those

supplied by the special senses.
4. In addition to the co-ordinated
outgoing currents
to the motor organs concerned in the instinctive response,
there

are

co-ordinated outgoing currents to the viscera
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heart, blood-vessels, lungs
digestive organs, glands, skin,

Instinct.

and respiratory apparatus,
and so forth.

From

the organs thus innervated and called into
activity, there proceed ingoing currents to the sensorium.
These afford the primary data of the states of conscious5.

ness

termed emotions.

And

data

these

are

linked by

by the special senses, and by
The emotions are instinctive in that

association with those given

motor responses.

the co-ordinated outgoing currents are of like nature with
those concerned in instinctive response.

The data

6.

and any
origin,

of consciousness are all of afferent origin,

may

be either pleasant or painful.

The power

7.

whether sensory, motor, or visceral in

of them,

consciousness

by which the data of
experience so that on the

of association

are linked

in

recurrence of certain data, a revival in
associated

data

is

rendered possible

also are susceptibilities to pleasure

is

memory

of other

innate.

Innate

and pain.

8. Accompanying the functional activity of the higher
brain centres, called into play by incoming currents, is a
control over the lower centres, exercised through augmen-

tation or inhibition of their automatic action, in the light
of experience.

This again

is

innate.

those the definiteness of
Acquired
which is reached by the exercise of control.
are

activities

9.

10.

The term "congenital"

definiteness

of response

in

is

applied

instinctive

to

inherited

behaviour, reflex

action, or the distribution of innervating currents to the

viscera;

the term "innate," to inherited faculties, and

susceptibilities to pleasure

ness

is

congenital

and pain.

and prior

to

definiteness is due to experience,

Instinctive definite-

Acquired
rendered possible

experience.

and

is

by innate faculties and susceptibilities.
11. The frequent repetition of acquired

activities gives

Heredity in
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the secondary automatism of habit, which is thus
automatism of
distinguished from the primary

instinct.
12.

out

Impulse

is

the tendency of the organism to carry
under the appro-

instinctive or habitual activities

its

internal

priate

and external

conditions

accompanying consciousness
13. Imitative

behaviour

is

stimuli.

The

due to afferent currents.

may

be either

(1) instinctive,

when the stimulus afforded by the results of the activities
of another gives rise to a congenital response of like
or (2) intelligent, where there is conscious selecThe latter is
of the activities or their results.

nature
tion

;

dependent upon an innate susceptibility to pleasure when
the results reached by the imitating individual resemble
the copy.
14. Intelligence involves true selection or choice.

And

the method of mental evolution, by the exercise of choice,
is to be clearly distinguished from the method of organic
evolution,

by natural

selection.

may be (1) acquired de novo
of
the
individuals
successive
by
generations through the
similar exercise of intelligent choice; (2) handed on by
15. Similar

activities

tradition through the instinctive or conscious imitation

the young of their elders

;

or

(3)

by

transmitted as congenital

instinctive behaviour.
16. It is a

to determine

matter of importance, but of no little difficulty,
whether the similar activities of individuals

in successive generations are acquired de novo, are

on by

tradition, or are directly

handed

due to hereditary trans-

mission.
17. There is no conclusive evidence that the secondary
automatism of habit is transmitted by heredity, so as to

give rise to the primary automatism of instinct.
18. At the same time there are cases

in

which
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behaviour, generally believed to be instinctive such a?
that of birds "feigning wounded"
appears to run
curiously parallel with that due to intelligent acquisition.
19. Though there may be no direct transmission of

acquired characters, yet acquired modifications of structure
permit congenital variations of a similar kind ; other

may

variations being suppressed by natural selection.
20.

The balance

of evidence appears to favour the view

that instinctive behaviour

the result of natural selection

is

working on variations of germinal origin without the

direct

transmission of acquired modifications of structure.
Such in outline are the conclusions we have reached.

There

however, one more aspect of the problems of
heredity and acquisition to which attention must be directed
before passing from the life of animals to the life of man.
is,

There are two important processes which fall under the
head of acquisition. We acquire experience, and we acquire
skill.
The first involves the correlation of incoming data
from the special senses, from the motor organs, and from
the viscera.
The second implies the more or less accurate

co-ordination of outgoing impulses to the viscera and to
the motor organs, both those concerned in ministering to
sensation and those concerned in general activity. If,
then, the term

"

"

be applied to the correlation
data
from
whatever
source, it would appear
incoming
that such experience is wholly a matter of acquisition. To
experience

of

illustrate

once more by a very simple case,

if

nasty taste

or the power of stinging be associated with colour or form
in a caterpillar or insect, there appears to be no inherited

transmission of such an association in experience ; no
inherited suggestion of the taste on sight of the colour or

The associative foundations of suggestion have to
be laid in individual experience, and are solely a matter of
Heredity seems to have nothing to do with
acquisition.
form.

Man.
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On

to supply the requisite faculty.

hand, the co-ordination of outgoing impulses

But

often is congenitally definite.

it

may

be,

the other

be and

may

and often

is,

the result of individual acquisition. Whereas, therefore,
experience is in all cases acquired ; motor co-ordination is
in

some cases

congenital,

and

critical

and

stand the

this conclusion

study,

it

in other cases acquired.

of further

test

will

afford

If

investigation

an important line of
find further and fuller

We may expect to
evidence of inherited co-ordinations of a markedly definite
demarcation.

kind; but we must not expect to find any evidence of
inherited knowledge.
Co-ordination may be in a surprisingly definite manner instinctive ;
that correlated experience which is

founded on innate faculty, owes

knowledge, and

but
its

all its

precursor, though
definiteness and

exactitude to individual experience.
We are now in a position to consider the relation of

the hereditary to the acquired in man.
The first fact
one of a broad and general nature that strikes us is
how far what is innate is, in the hereditary endowment of

man,
to

in excess of

what

is

deny the assertion that

instinctive.

man

inherits

No one

is

likely

an innate power

and

application, which enables him to cope
with an environment of extraordinary complexity, and of
a peculiarly specialized nature. But of definite instinctive
of acquisition

performance he inherits perhaps a smaller share than any
other organism.
If, then, the question be asked, whether
man has a large or a small endowment of instinct, the

answer

'

will depend upon the precise definition of instinct.'
we take congenital definiteness as characteristic of in*
stinct, we shall agree with Darwin
that "the fewness and

If

the comparative
simplicity of the instincts of the higher
animals are remarkable as
compared with those of the
*

"Descent of Man,"

vol.

i.

p. 101.
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"

lower animals; and with Komanes,* that "instinct plays
a larger part in the psychology of many animals than it
does in the psychology of man." If, on the other hand,

a broader definition of instinct be accepted, so as to
clude what

is

we

innate, in the sense before defined,

agree with Prof.

Wundt f

that

human

life

is

in-

shall

"

permeated
through and through with instinctive action, determined
"
in part, however, by intelligence and volition;
and shall
not profoundly disagree with Prof. Wm. James, { who says
" man
that
possesses all the impulses that they (the lower
creatures) have,

and a great many more besides." The higher

animals have, he continues, a number of impulses, such as
greediness and suspicion, curiosity and timidity, all of
congenital, blind at first, and productive of motor

them "

reactions of a rigorously determinate sort.

Each

of them,

is an instinct, as instincts are commonly
But they contradict each other
experience

defined.

then,

'

*

in

each

particular opportunity of application usually deciding the

The animal that exhibits them loses the instinctive
demeanour, and appears to lead a life of hesitation
and choice, an intellectual life not, however, because he
has no instincts rather because he has so many that
'

issue.
'

;

This theory of the equi-

they block each other's path."

is, no doubt, ingenious.
de non apparentibus et non

libration of instinctive tendencies

But there

is

an old adage

est ratio.
And in any case, according to
the method of interpretation we have adopted, activities,
congenitally definite, must be objectively manifested, as

existentibus

such,

if

cadem

they are

to

make good

their

claim

to

the

instinctive class.

What, then,
* "

in the narrower acceptation of the term,

Mental Evolution

in

Man,"

p. 8.

" Lectures on Human and Animal
Psychology," p. 397.
"
I
Principles of Psychology," vol. ii. pp. 392, 393.

t

Man.
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man ? They

are the instinctive activities of
for the

appear to be
of

them

at all above the level of reflex actions,

which

most part certain performances, some

little if

rising
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Sucking and
heritage of our animal nature.
taking the breasl, hanging to one's fingers or to a stick,
*
has well shown, certain methods
as Dr. Louis Kobinson
are the

of progression

on

all fours,

according to Mr.

S. S.

Buck-

man,! co-ordinated leg movements for walking, an early
and probably instinctive differential response in arm and
hand movements according as an object is within or
beyond their reach, and a tendency to use the right hand
where strong effort is required, as Prof. Mark Baldwin J

we know, a

has shown (the

latter, so far as

human

these and the sexual instincts,

distinctively

together
with the coarser emotions and their more or less definite
trait)

;

expression, well

them

in

little

of instinct

nigh exhaust

to

which

throw any
it

is

the

light

list.

And

there

is

upon these problems

our business to discuss

;

little

to

help us in deciding between the rival claims of a purely

and an

Darwinian

Lamarckian

exclusively

theory

of

origin.

The

faculty of speech has been suggested as likely to
afford evidence of a decisive sort; but as matters stand

there

is

not

much

when it is crossWeismann indeed brought

to be gained

examined as a witness.

Prof.

from

it

forward the absence of any instinctive result of the habit
of speech as an argument against the transmission of
" Not even
are our children," he
acquired characters.

"able to talk of their own accord; yet not only
have their parents, but more than that, an
infinitely long

said,

*

Nineteenth Century, November, 1891.

t Nature,

November

8,

1894, vol.

li.

p. 31.

Of. Nineteenth Century, for

November, 1894.
"
Mental Development in the Child and the Race,"
J
pp. 54 and

64.
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have never ceased to

drill their

From

to perfect their organs of speech.

brains

this alone

we

may be disposed to doubt whether acquired capabilities in
the true sense can ever be transmitted."
Bomanes,* in
reply to this, brought forward a general argument, drawn
from the complexity of language and the connection of

speech with man's intellectual powers, and the consequent
improbability that definite use of words should become

He then asked whether "it is not the case
hereditary.
that the particular feature common to all languages the
combination of vowel and consonant sounds which go to
what we know as articulate syllables as a

constitute

matter of fact are instinctive
is

?

Long

before a

young

child

able to understand the meanings of

to babble articulate syllables

adds,

" that a more
striking

present stage of the
fact

;

any words, it begins
and I do not know," he

fact

Weismann

can be adduced at the

controversy than

is

this

which he has thus himself unconsciously suggested,

namely, that the young of the only talking animal should
be alone in presenting the instinct of articulation." This

argument was met, in the discussion at the Newcastle
meeting of the British Association (1889), by the counterargument that since language has made man what he is,
would be under the sway of natural
Only those who possessed a congenital power of

articulation

selection.

articula-

tion could possibly be evolved into a race of speakers.
Eomanes uses this as an illustration of what he terms

the elusiveness of Prof. Weismann's theory. First, the
absence of any instinctive result of the long use of speech
is adduced as evidence that acquired characters are not

when it is shown that the only
element in articulate speech which we could reasonably
expect to be transmitted is actually so transmitted, the

transmitted; and then,

* "

Darwin and

after

Darwin,"

vol.

ii.

pp. 335-33G.
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that obviously this is a congenital character on
But if the
which natural selection would take effect.
is

reply

have thus changed their ground and taken
up new lines of defence, this does not concern us here.
The question is, whether their new line of defence is valid

selectionists

and tenable or

appears to me, that if natural
selection took any share in the development of man
from some lower form of life, the argument is valid.

A

not.

It

a sine qua non if a race of
speakers is to be evolved; and unless natural selection
be ruled out altogether, the congenital nature of this

power of articulation

is

power, and some instinctive manifestation of it, is just
what may be fairly expected on Darwinian grounds. On
the other hand, if use-inheritance be operative, this again
as

is,

Komanes

says,

just

what may be expected on

Lamarckian grounds. In fine, here, as in so many cases,
we have nothing which can conclusively decide between
the rival hypotheses. What we have is the sort of thing
that

may

be due to one or other or both,

if

both be

established as verce causce.

Dr. Arbuthnot Lane

*

has expressed his belief that

certain occupations, such as shoe-making and coal-heaving,
produce recognizable effects upon the skeleton and other

and that these effects are inherited, being more
marked in the third generation than they were in the

parts,

first.

And

Sir

Wm.

Turner informed Prof. Herdman that

in his opinion, the peculiar habits of a tribe, such as tree-

climbing

among

the Australians and the inhabitants of the

New

Guinea, not only affect each generation
individually, but have an intensified action through the
influence of heredity.
The inference may be drawn that

interior of

with acquired structure acquired habits would be transmitted. But of this there is, so far as I know, but little
* " Journal of

Anatomy and Physiology,"

vol. xxii. p. 215.
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and the structural question

*

does not call

for discussion here.

would seem, then, that of acquired habit passing into
congenital instinct of demonstrable definiteness, there is
It

but

any, reliable evidence of a

if

little,

crucial

kind.

We

must therefore turn to the other aspect of heredity
that which has reference to innate power or faculty
and must ask whether there is any such marked increase

of inborn capacity

as

may

reasonably be attributed to

direct transmission of acquired increments of faculty.
It

must here be remembered that innate capacity affords
what is at first a relatively unspecialized

to the individual

power of dealing with the particular conditions
vidual

of indi-

as they are presented to experience.
The
and quality of this innate capacity unquestionably

life

amount

varies in different individuals.

particular

mode

conditions of

Its specialization

and the

of its application are determined

by the
individual development, and the environment

which there

is need of adaptation.
This serves to disthe
innate
definite
tinguish
capacity,
application of which
is acquired in the course of individual life, from the con-

to

genitally determined adaptiveness of instinctive behaviour.

The distinction was illustrated in our introductory chapter
by an analogy drawn from the familiar facts of the inheritance of wealth. That which is instinctive was likened
to the inheritance of specific drafts for particular and
relatively definite purposes in the conduct of

application of which the individual
control ; innate capacity to the inheritance

initial

which

may

* Dr.

over the

given no
of a legacy

is

be drawn upon for any purpose as need arises.

Gustav Retzius has shown

(" Biologishe Untersuchungen," neue
1895) that the modifications of structure due to civilized habit
the use of chairs) are not inherited, the foetus retaining the ancestral

Folge,
(e.g.

life,

vii.

condition.

His arguments

for transmission of habit

account of the effects of tradition.

appear to take

little
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the need become habitual, the animal may, so to speak,
instruct his banker to set aside a specific sum to meet this
If

need as often as

it

the bequest.

But this arrangement is a purely
and no wise dictated by the terms of

arises.

individual matter,

The human infant

of specific drafts

;

inherits a certain

number

but the bulk of his inheritance

is

an

invaluable legacy of innate capacity, the specific application of which is in his

own hands, under the

his social environment,

conditions of

and under the guidance of his
What we must consider, then,

parents and guardians.
is whether there is any such marked increase of innate
capacity as may fairly be ascribed to the direct transmission of acquired increments of faculty, and whether the

innate susceptibilities are specialized through the effects
The adequate discussion of these
of such transmission.
questions would require a separate treatise ; all that can
here be attempted is an outline of what would seem to be

the more salient features in a

field of

inquiry which the

multiplicity of details renders extremely complicated.

In considering these questions, we must take up the
thread of the discussion which occupied most of the
chapter on the Eelation of Organic to Mental EvoluThe conclusions there reached were, it will be
tion.

Mental evolution, as such, is
throughout animal life
subservient to organic needs, and is conditioned and

remembered, as

follows.

dependent upon individual choice
it

is

controlled

velopment
heredity

;

by natural selection
in the race

continuity of mental de-

rendered possible by organic

is

and progress

;

;

in

mental development

dominantly due to the combined
natural

selection

acting

upon

effects of

is

pre-

heredity and

organisms possessed of

mental powers.

We
irhich

must be particular to note the subservient position
mental evolution holds in tlic llj'c <>/' animals.
What
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is its position in the life of civilized man ?
Let us
in
case
the
the
of the
antithesis
to
conclusions
sharp
put
While
such
is
mental
as
evolution
preceding paragraph.

then

still dependent upon individual choice, it is no longer
wholly subservient to organic needs nor is it, save to a
limited extent, conditioned and controlled by natural selec;

Mind to some extent escapes from its organic
tion.
thraldom, and is free to develop, still in accordance with
the natural laws of its own proper being, but in relation to
And though continuity of mental
a new environment.
development in the race is still rendered possible by
organic heredity, mental progress is mainly due, not to
inherited increments of mental faculty, but to the handing

on

of the results of

namely

We

human achievement by a vast

we have seen

of that which

to be a factor in

extension

animal

life,

tradition.

must

first

endeavour to make good the position
man is no longer wholly

that mental evolution in civilized

subservient to organic needs, and that it is no longer, save
to a limited extent, conditioned and controlled by natural

The

point is so obvious and so generally
recognized as to stand in no need of detailed demonstration.

selection.

Among

first

civilized races, at

far outstripped
existence.

what

is

rate,

no doubt a

mental evolution has

required to maintain bare organic

Among lower races and

so markedly the case,
still

any

savage tribes this

and among them natural

factor,

is

not

selection is

though perhaps even with them a
But it would seem that,

diminishing factor, in progress.

when we have
selection is

to

deal with civilized mankind,

no longer a

The microbe

is

indeed

notwithstanding

all

natural

factor of

still

that

at

predominant importance.
work eliminating the weakly,

medical

drunkard and the sensualist are

still

skill

can

do;

working out their

the

own

physical damnation, the unchecked result of which would
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be the elimination of drunkenness and sensuality ; society
is at war with the criminal, and doing its best, so far as
the sometimes short-sighted leniency of public opinion will
permit, to eliminate him. But, when all is said and done,

natural selection plays but a subordinate part in the life of
civilized mankind.
The method of conscious choice has in
large degree superseded that of natural selection.
Now we must use the phrase " natural selection " in its
biological acceptation,

and

not,

as

is

so

often done

in

discussions on social evolution, in a vague general and
half metaphorical sense, through neglecting the difference

between
failures,

natural

selection

through the

and choice through the play

elimination

of intelligence.!

of

By

* I leave this
passage as it stood in the MS. of my Lowell Lectures. Dr.
G. A. Reid has since published a work on "The Present Evolution of Man,"

He contends
in which the point is worked out with great care and skill.
that drunkenness and the excessive opium habit tends to disappear in communities wherein the free use of these drugs has led to the elimination of
Ihose who abused them to a fatally deleterious extent.
t As before noted, Mr. S. Alexander, in his interesting contributions in
the domain of ethics, fails to distinguish between natural selection and con" is carried on in
he
scious choice. " The war of natural

selection,"

human

says,

weaker or incompatible individuals, but against
their ideals or modes of life. It does not suffer any mode of life to prevail or
"Persuasion and
persist but one which is compatible with social welfare."
affairs not against

education, in fact, without destruction, replace here the process of propagation
of its own species and destruction of the rival ones, by which in the natural

world species become numerically strong and persistent."
" Persuasion
corresponds to the extermination of the rivals."

Alexander himself

indicates, persuasion

is

And

again,

But, as Mr.
the condition, not to natural

We endeavour
through elimination, but to conscious choice.
by persuasion to induce others to choose the ideals which have been the
and the loose
This is not natural selection
objects of our own choice.
application of this term to the process can result only in a confusion of ideas.
" Moral
Order and Progress," and an article on " Natural Selection in
(See
Morals " in the International Journal of Ethics, vol. ii. (1882), pp. 409, 439.)
selection

;

compare Professor Huxley's treatment of ethical and social
problems with that of Mr. Alexander. No one can read the ninth volume of
" Collected
Huxley's
Essays," that on "Evolution and Ethics" without
seeing that he clearly perceived the distinction between the method of
It is instructive to

natural selection

and that

of

conscious

choice which supersedes

it

in
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natural selection was meant by Darwin, and should be
us, a process whereby in the struggle for exist-

meant by

ence certain individuals are either killed,

or,

what

is really

the essential point, prevented from begetting offspring.
Such a process, I take it, plays but a small and insignificant part in social progress, among ourselves, for example.
No doubt there is an apparently large body of unskilled
workers who are ousted in the keen competition of the

But are they in any appreciable degree
eliminated either by death or by exclusion from all share ii
the procreation of their race ? They may be excluded from

labour market.

the labour market, and thus leave others more fitted than

themselves to survive as

no doubt natural

efficient workers.

in

selection is

In that sense,
all ranks of

operative
But, from the biological point of view,
the role of natural selection may be condensed, with almos

human

society.

brutal plainness, into a few words

breed; that

To

breed or not

tc

In this sense, and this sens<

the question.

is

:

natural selection efficient in race-progress. An<
only,
it is in this sense that the term is used when I express
is

the conviction that in race-progress among civilized nations
natural selection holds an altogether subordinate position.
If those

social

who endeavour

of natural selection is
inefficient,

the exclusion of the weakly, the

and the anywise

social evolution.

The

unfit,

from transmitting their

by his Komanes Lecture and tin
had abandoned the naturalistic interpretation

criticisms called forth

reiterated assertions that he
ethical

to apply biological conceptions

phenomena would only remember that the essenc<

phenomena, together with the defence of his position in the prolethis ninth volume, all serve to indicate how essential it
of conscious choice should be clearly distinguished from

gomena prefixed to
is that the method

that of natural selection.

What we

strive to

effect in

the social evolu-

which embodies the results of human choice, is often very different
from that which natural selection alone would produce. Our ideals are the
products of a mental evolution which has escaped from the bondage
tion

natural selection.
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and the consequent hereditary increment of
in those who remain to contribute as parents

inefficiency,

efficiency

much confusion of thought
In this sense I contend that natural

to the continuation of the race,

would be avoided.

is not an important factor in human progress
civilized races of to-day.
the
among
What does take place is a good deal of selective ar-

selection

of the individuals constantly coming to maturity.
elsewhere contended,* it is obvious that
I
have
as
But,
such selection, without the removal or exclusion of the

rangement

to alter the general level of
race of Englishmen for example.
Nay,
the elimination of the unintellectual may be

non-selected, does nothing
faculty, in the

more,

if

and

they steadily increase by natural generation more rapidly than the intellectual, the general level
of faculty must, on purely natural selection principles,
excluded,

if

be steadily falling.

Be

this

without elimination, as occurs

as

it

may, such

selection,

merely a classification of

is

the individuals in order of merit.

arranges the individuals in classes, but does nothing more.
Let me exIt

emplify by an analogous case. Fifty boys who have been
admitted to a public school, await examination in a class-

room.

mean

They are
of ability

at present unclassified, but there is a

among

the whole

A

fifty.

they are distributed in different forms.
for a higher form, others

though

selection has

altered the

mean

have

week afterwards

Some

classified the material,

of ability

are chosen

to take lower places.

among

the

fifty

it

boys.

But

has not
This can

only be done by rejecting a certain number altogether,
or excluding them from the school. Then the mean ability
<>f

those that

remain will of course be raised.

Selection,

without elimination, involves no racial progress.
*

"Aniuial Life and Intelligence," p. 499,
material of this paragraph has been extracted.

from which some of the

Z
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may

Emigration

perhaps
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adduced

be

as

affording

evidence of the operation of natural selection among mankind. But though it must, beyond question, affect the dis-

human

tribution of

manner

it

individuals,

is

it

not clear in what

gives opportunity for that elimination which is

The effects of emigration
indeed worthy of a fuller and more careful discussion than they have yet received. From the older
essential to natural selection.

are

European civilization, there has proceeded for
some centuries a stream of emigrants to distant countries.
What have been the effects on the old centres and on the
centres of

new ?

They have no doubt varied as the

facilities of

tran-

There have proceeded to the new centres
a few of our best and some of our worst. In earlier times
sport increased.

the more adventurous and energetic

perhaps there

is

left

our shores

;

now

a preponderance of our failures, or more
who do not find suitable opportunities

accurately, of those

in our social
at

Since the rate of propagation, in
some of the new centres, has been more

system.

any rate

rapid than that in the old centres, the mean level in all
the centres, taken collectively, has been proportionally
altered.

The

incidentally.

subject

But

it

too large a one to be discussed

is

would seem that the alteration

is

due

rather to changes of distribution than to natural selection
properly so called.

Does sexual

by preferential mating, have a
There can be no doubt that, what-

selection,

far-reaching influence ?

ever be the case

among animals,

mating among mankind.
highest, the

man

there

In marriage, at

selects his ideal

is

preferential

its

best and

woman, her in

whom

beauty and grace, physical, moral, and intellectual, are
embodied
and the woman selects her ideal man, con;

spicuous among all others for strength in mind and body,
character and conduct.
Herein lies the value, from the

Heredity in
evolution point of view,

of our

Man.
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marriage system.

The

more enduring the marriage bond, the more careful will
the contracting parties be to select wisely and well, looking not merely to immediate satisfaction of natural imBut granting all this,
pulse, but to life-long association.
that marriage, as a practical fact, is
not always contracted on these grounds. There are many
disturbing causes which mar the good effects of the system.

we must remember

Moreover, from the point of view of the community as
a whole, the question is Who are excluded, by such
:

selection, from participating in the duties of parenthood ?
One has met so many charming and intellectual old maids

and confirmed bachelors, and though for obvious reasons
it must not be breathed aloud that one has met, still one
has at any rate heard of so many fathers and mothers who
are neither charming nor intellectual, that one questions

whether the average

ability of

married folk

who

unmated.

excess of that of those
selection does not

die

have any marked

level of faculty in our

community

;

much

If so,

effect

and

is

in

sexual

on the mean

this factor, like

that of emigration, may be left on one side.
If then in the relative absence of natural selection

the

mean

cause,

efficiency of

civilized

man

is

not,

from this

undergoing progressive development, wherein

lie

the possibilities of race progress ? The first and most
obvious answer is
By the hereditary transmission of
:

acquired increments of faculty. There are some who have
contended that if there be no inheritance of acquired
characters, the past history of our race is inexplicable,

and

for the future there can be no hope.
But when they
are pressed for definite and conclusive evidence of such
transmission it is not forthcoming in any measure proportional to the confidence of their assertions.
Nay,

more; the question may be raised whether the supposed

Habit and
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increment of

human

an established

fact.

are careful thinkers

But

Instinct.

faculty in successive generations

As we

who

shall

presently

see,

are not prepared to admit

is

there
it

as a

these be right in denying the fact, th
consideration of the Lamarckian answer is unnecessary
and we must seek another solution of the problem
fact at all.

This

that

is

organism

if

evolution

has

been

transferred from
There must be incremen

his environment.

to

somewhere, otherwise evolution

is

impossible.

evolution on this view, the increment

the

environment

social

adapts

itself,

to

is

In soci

by storage

i

which each new generation

with no increased native power of adapta

In the written record, in social traditions, in th
manifold inventions which make scientific and industrial
tion.

progress possible, in the products of art, and the recorded
examples of noble lives, we have an environment whi
is

at the

and

same time the product

affords

individual

condition

the

mind

to-day.

of the

No one

the fact that this environment
progressive evolution.

It is

may

leave

mental evolution

is

likely

to

questio

undergoing steady an
not perhaps so obvious th

this transference of evolution

environment

of

development of each

is

from the individual to th

the faculty of

the race

at

while the achievements of the race are pro
This is no new doctrine.
gressing by leaps and bounds.
*
Buckle, in his "History of Civilization," wrote as follows
standstill,

:

''Whatever, therefore, the moral and intellectual progress
of men may be, it resolves itself not into the progress of
natural capacity, but into a progress, if I may say so, of
opportunity; that is, an improvement in the circumstances

under which that capacity after birth comes into play.
Here then is the gist of the whole matter. The progress
* "
History of Civilization," vol. i. (1858),
" Present
Evolution of Man," p. 170.

p. 178.

Quoted in Dr. Reid's
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one not of internal power, but of external advantage.
child born in a civilized land is not likely as such

is

The

to be superior to one born
difference

which

among barbarians

;

and the

ensues between the acts of the

children will be caused, so

far as

we know,

solely

two

by

the pressure of external circumstances ; by which I mean
the surrounding opinions, knowledge, associations, in a

word, the entire mental atmosphere in which the two
children are respectively nurtured."
No doubt the case
is

here overstated.

It

would probably be more correct to

say that the differences in natural capacity between the
civilized and barbarian infant are due to natural selection
;

the rest being due to "the mental atmosphere." And
since, on our view, natural selection is a constantly

diminishing factor in the evolution of civilized man, it
follows that the innate differences are of constantly
diminishing value.

" he alone
Huxley,* writing in 1863, says of man that
possesses the marvellous endowment of intelligible and
rational

speech, whereby,

in

the secular period of his

existence, he has slowly accumulated and organized the
experience which is almost wholly lost with the cessa-

tion of every individual

life

in other animals."

Further

might easily be collected. Prof.
himself clearly saw the bearing of these facts

quotations to a like effect

Weismann

t

on the Lamarckian controversy, and in one of his most
"
luminous essays clearly indicates how man,
availing
himself of tradition

is

able to

seize

upon the acquire-

ments of his ancestors at the point where they left them."
The matter was at about the same time very ably dealt
with by Prof. Eitchie in his " Darwinism and Politics,"
* "
t

See " Collected Essays," vol. vii. pp. 155, 156.
the
Musical
Sense in Animals and Man" (1889),
upon

Man's Place

"Thoughts

Essays, vol.

ii.

in Nature."

pp. 50,

,"

1

.
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he contends that language renders possible the
handing on of experience irrespective of transmission by
" define civilization
"
he
we

where

asks,*
not,"
Might
heredity.
in general as the sum of the contrivances

human

which enable

beings to advance independently of heredity ?

"

According to this conception of human progress, then,
organic heredity keeps up a mean level possibly even
permits only a diminishing average of mental capacity,
with which succeeding generations have to deal with an
ever-evolving environment of mental products.

mean

And

this

diminishing average, of mental
the wide variation around the
with
capacity, together
mean, is due to the comparative absence of natural

even

or

level,

selection.
It is clear that, in this

handing on

of experience irrespec-

by heredity, there is an enormous
extension of that tradition which we have already seen
to be a factor, though only a subordinate one, in the

tive of transmission

life

tion

But the question for special considerawhether, in view of these facts, there is any

of animals.

now

is

increment of

human

faculty in civilized races on which

an argument for hereditary transmission. Writing
somewhat guardedly on the
With
to
diffusion of knowledge, I
the
subject.
regard
to base

in 1890,f I expressed myself

suggested that this, though
intellectual mill,
*

may

it

have no

brings more grist to the
effect in raising the

"Darwinism and

mean

In the same essay,
Politics," 3rd edition, p. 101.
Mr. Wallace's contention that the large brains of
savages are inexplicable on the theory of natural selection. The large
brain was required to deal with a complex environment
the somewhat
larger brains of civilized folk with an environment of a different order of
complexity and it is this environment, rather than brain-power, which is
now undergoing development in civilized society. Mr. Ritchie unfortunately
does not avoid the error of identifying to some extent the effects of conscious
choice with those of natural selection. See p. 106.
f "Animal Life and Intelligence," pp. 500, 501.
is

an able

criticism of

;

;
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There

itself.

is

more

but this does not necessarily improve the grind;
ing apparatus. If, however, it does improve the mill, this
tells so far in favour of the Lamarckian and against the
to grind

nee-Darwinian hypothesis.
Or to vary the analogy, the
diffusion and storage of knowledge while it increases the
not necessarily bring with

stock of available food, does
it

additional

any

power

of digesting the food.

But

if

does improve the faculty of assimilation, this may be
through inherited increments of digestive power. It may,
however, be contended that there is no conclusive proof
it

that the

mean

intellectual level of

any higher than in the days

Englishmen to-day

of the Tudors.

If so, of

is

course

the argument for transmission falls to the ground. Having
no desire to dogmatize on the subject, I merely set down

me to entertain a general belief
that the intellectual progress of Englishmen during, say,
the past three hundred years has been in part due to the
inheritance of individually acquired faculty.
the reasons which led

I

must confess that

this general belief

has since then

been weakened rather than strengthened. Those who are
far better fitted to form an opinion in this matter seem to
regard the supposed raising of the
as, to say the least of

in his

"

it,

mean standard

exceedingly doubtful.

Social Evolution," has collected

and quotes

this statement of

view with Mr. Stead*:

some

of faculty

Mr. Kidd,

of the evidence

Mr. Gladstone's in an

inter-

"I sometimes

say, that I do not
see that progress in the development of the brain-power

which we ought to expect.
Development, no doubt, is
a slow process, but I do not see it at all. I do not think
we are stronger but weaker than men of the Middle Ages.
.

I

would take

century.
*

it

as low

The men

down

.

.

as the

men

of the sixteenth

of the sixteenth century were strong

Review of Reviews, April, 1892.

Quoted

in " Social Evolution," p. 256
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men, stronger in brain power than our men." Mr. Kidd
" Not
himself writes as follows *
only is it probable that
the average intellectual development of the races which
:

are winning in the struggle for existence to-day is below
that of some of the peoples which have long ago disappeared from the rivalry of life, but there seems every

reason to suppose that the average intellectual develop-

ment of successive generations amongst ourselves does
not show any tendency to rise above that of the generations immediately preceding them."
evident approval this passage from

And he
an

quotes with

article

of

Mr.

man produces to-day more than
did his cave-dwelling ancestors, he produces by virtue of
the accumulated achievements, inventions, and improveBellamy's f: "All that

ments

of the intervening generations, together with the

social and industrial machinery which is their legacy."
Mr. Kidd's conclusion is that social evolution is not

But surely the main inference
primarily intellectual.
to be drawn from all this, supposing it to be true, is,
not that social evolution is not primarily intellectual,
but rather that intellectual evolution, whether of primary
or secondary value, is no longer by increment of human
faculty, but

ment

it

by summation and storage in the environ-

creates.

So far as
contention

intellectual evolution is concerned,

is

that natural selection affects

it,

Mr. Kidd's
if

at all,

only in a secondary and subsidiary way. In this we
may agree with him. But no further. For he con-

tends that natural selection does affect man as a moral
" to be
" Natural selection
seems," he says,t
agent.
* " Social
Evolution," p. 255.

t Contemporary Recieic, January, 1890.
p. 267.
J

"Social Evolution,"

p. 28G.

"
Quoted in Social Evolution,"
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steadily evolving in the race that type of character

which

these

efficiently

forces

[altruistic]

act

most readily

upon
and

evolving religious character
instance, and intellectual character only as a
that is to say,

;

in the first

it is

secondary product in association with

it.

The race would,

in fact, appear to be growing more and more religious, the
winning sections being those in which, cateris paribus, this
I cannot
type of character is most fully developed."
with
see
in
for
it
is
difficult
to
what
this,
agree
way

work

so as to produce any such result.
Mr.
Kidd
uses to show that the average
arguments

elimination
All the

is

at

development of successive generations amongst
ourselves does not show any tendency to rise above that of

intellectual

the generations immediately preceding them, apply also
with equal force to the average moral and religious development. The power of conscience and what we may term,

somewhat

loosely perhaps, the religious impulse, do not,

imagine, stand at a higher average level to-day than
But I do believe, and
at the time of the Reformation.

I

moral and religious environment has undergone evolution, and that the individual conscience and
religious impulse have to-day freer play than under the

trust, that the

narrower and more cramping conditions of the past.
It would seem, in fine, that if mental evolution in
be manifested rather in the progressive advance of
achievement than in progressive increment of
faculty

;

if

man
human
human

the developmental process have been trans-

ferred from the individuals to their environment

rather the intellectual and moral edifice that
evolution, than the

human

is

;

if it

be

undergoing

builders that contribute in each

generation a few more stones to take a permanent place in
its fabric ; if there be thus no conclusive evidence that
faculty is improving, but rather the opposite

;

be so, then

is

it

would seem that the ground

if

all

cut

this

away

Habit and
from under the
in

man

feet of those

Instinct.

who regard mental

evolution

as due to inherited

increments of individually
more
if the average level be not
acquired faculty. Nay,
rising, some explanation must be demanded from trans;

missionists of this fact.
For surely if there be transmission of individually acquired increment, the average
level of faculty ought to be steadily rising.

The conclusions reached, then, in this chapter are
There is little or no evidence of
somewhat as follows.
individually acquired habits in man becoming instinctive
through heredity. Natural selection becomes more and

more subordinate in the social evolution of
kind ; and it would seem probable that with

civilized

this

man-

waning

of

the influence of natural selection there has been a diminution also of

human

faculty.

Hence there

is little

or no

evidence of the hereditary transmission of increments of
faculty due to continued

sion of heredity in

man

and persistent use.

from the study of habit and instinct
animals.

A

discus-

thus confirms the inference drawn
in

some

of the lower
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'M accuracy of aim, 38 drinking,
46 walking, 59 clambering, 59
wing of, 60 swimming, 62 diving, 63 shyness, 65 startled, 85
notes of, 91 dance of, 94 bathing,
96, 198; frightened, 201
MORRIS, Kev. F. O., 2iO
Motmot, habit of, 284
Motor sensations, 134
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Motor and

effects

visceral

distin-

guished, 187

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

notes of, 91
Pig, activity of newly-born, 105;
leaping from chair, 107; sucking,

116

;

;

;

;

;

;

61 no fear of dog, 81
91 ; jugging of, 99

PEAL, Mr. S. E., 39, 167
Pecking, in young birds, 36, 55
PFEFPER, Prof., 263
Pheasants, pecking, 37, 40 following
object with head and eye, 38;
Assamese, 39 following duckling,
44 drinking, 46 mode of seizing
worm, 51 walking, 59 running,
61 no fear of dog, 81 instinctive
attitude, 84; and blind worm, 87;

;

;

of,

I

Plasticity of the individual, 157, 278,
313, 316
Pleasure and pain, 149, 199
Plover, protective attitude, 32 ; pecking, 37 ; walking, 59 ; no fear of

dog,

81

;

crouching,

winged, dance
wounded, 248

of,

224

85
;

;
spurfeignin

Pointers, habit of, 291
Polyandry in cuckoos, 243; in cowbirds, 244
POULTON, Prof. E.

B.,

46

Prairie chickens, dances of, 223
Preening the down, 94
Preferential mating, 216-218, 225,

338
PREYER,

Prof., 30, 36, 40, 70, 74, 101,
105, 106, 112-114, 148
PROCTOR, Mr., 68
Protective resemblance of dronefly,

N
NATURAL selection, 219, 270

;

in

man,

334

52

motor co-ordination, 102
avoids edge, 107; and kitten compared, 108; taste and smell, 112;
sight, 112; hearing, 113; social
character of, 124, intelligence of,
155
PYCRAFT, Mr. W. P., 60

Puppy,

Nest-building, 234

NEWTON,

Prof. A., 65, 256, 257, 259
241, 212

NORTON, Dr. J. A.,
Notes of birds, 90

;

OSBORN, Prof. H. F., 315
of, 39

Q

Ostriches, pecking

QUELCH,

PALMEN, Prof., 258
Pan genesis, 307
;

walking, 59

66

motor co-ordination, 102
specialized movements, 1 08 rapid
development, 110; taste and smell,

RABBIT,

;

;

Partridges, following, 34;

37

J. J., 60,

;

pecking,

running and

112; sight, 112; hearing 113

Index.

351

EADCLIFF, Col., 21
KAB, Dr., on ducklings, 83
RALPH, Dr. W. L., 248
Redwing.*, sexual selection in, 222
KEIU, Dr. J. Archdall, 33.1, 340
Reflex action, 6, 7

Repetition 157
KKTZIUS, Dr. Gustav, 332
REY, Dr., 239, 241

RITCHIE, Prof. D. G., 183, 184, 341,
342
ROBINSON, Dr. Louis, 329

ROMANES, George

177, 180, 235,
281, 288, 292-294, 328, 330

2154,

J.,

Roux, Dr. Wilhelm, 313

TAIT, Mr. Lawson, 292
Taste, in

young mammals, 112

TEGETMEIEB, Mr., 181
TEMMINCK, 258
THOMSON, Mr., 69; Mr. Ernest
222
THUNBERG, 104
Toad and Jay, 57

E.,

Tradition, animal, 89, 119, 178, 183,
184, 227, 229, 230, 258, 290; in

man, 342
Turkey and
ing

flies,

mode of catchand hawk, 86

bee, 48;

51

;

TURNER, Sir William, 331
TYLOR, Alfred, 216
SAND-DUSTING, 95
Sandpiper, 62
Scratching the ground, 94
Sea-anemone, Romanes' observation
on, 264
SEEBOHM, Henry, 260
natural,
Selection, intelligent, 155
219, 270; in men, 334; sexual,
338
in
men,
214, 219;
Select on -value, 294
on
instinctive fear of
SELOUS, Mr.,
lion, 119
Sheep, Pampas, 103, 115
Sheldrakes, and young, 67, 68
;

VARIATION

and modification,

233,

280, 307

Visceral and

motor

effects,

distin-

guished, 187
Visceral sensations, 134

i

Shrinking, instinctive in young birds,
32
Sight, in young mammals, 112
Sitaris, 15, 304
Smell, in young mammals, 112, 116
Snake, egg-eating, 12; angry, 211
Song of birds. 174, 178, 2 13, 217, 229
Sot THWELL, Mr. J., 163

SPA LDING, Douglas.

30, 34, 36, 40, 44,

47, 48, 51, 69, 70, 74, 86, 101, 105,

106,117, 182

Sparrows and crocuses, 163

in birds,

62-66

06

Water-beetle, 5, 6, 8
Water-ouzel, diving, 65
Water-rail, feigning dead, 203

WATSON, Mr. John, 68
WEIR, Jenner, 235
WEISMANN, Prof., 251,

288, 308, 310,

312-315, 318, 329, 341
WHITE, Mr. Taylor, 164
WILLCOX, Mr. Joseph, 164
Winkinsr, reflex, 112
A., 90, 169, 176,

178, 180

Speech, 329
Si'i-NCER, Mr. Hobcrt, 7, 99, 314
Squirrel, instinctive procedure of, 121
STEAD, Mr. W. T., 343
STEBBINI!, Rev. T. R. R., 64
STOI//MAN, M. Jean, 220
Stork, sailing, night, of, 77

Swimming,

1

R.,

77, 180, 216,
225, 226, 233, 235, 259, 342
53
with,
Wasp, experiments

WITCHELL, Mr. C.

Special sensations, 134

Sin-king, reflex, 113
SnggfSiiou, 151
Swallows, in nest, 55; flight
71

WALKING, in child,
WALLACE, Dr. A.

WORCESTER, Dr. D. C., 76, 302
Worms, experiments with, 42
WORTH, Mr. John, 223

WUNDT,

YARRELL,
of,

69,

328

Prof., 26, 158,
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Ypecaha, dance of, '2.
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WITH THE BRITISH MISSION TO
MENELIK,
By

1897.

COUNT GLEICHEN,

Captain Grenadier Guards, Intelligence Officer to the Mission.

With numerous

Illustrations

by the Author and a Map.

Demy 8vo.,

i6s.

This book gives the only authentic account of the extremely interestEveryday the relations of this country
ing mission to Menelik in 1897.
with Abyssinia are becoming more important as our advance up the Nile
progresses ; while in Somaliland and at Kassala we shall shortly find
*
Much has hapourselves face to face with the Empire of Ethiopia.'
since
Sir
Portal's
Mission to Abyssinia some years ago,
Gerald
pened
and the present expedition, headed by Mr. Rennell Rodd, passed through
an entirely new country and had opportunities never before enjoyed by
Englishmen of examining its resources and observing the power of
Menelik's military dominion.

Count Gleichen has already made a literary reputation by his work,
With the Camel Corps up the Nile,' and has written an entertaining
and very valuable book.
1

Mr. Edward Arnold's

MANY MEMORIES OF MANY PEOPLE.
By Mrs. M.

C.

SIMPSON

One

vol.,

demy

(nte

NASSAU-SENIOR).

8vo., i6s.

'

Mrs. Simpson's work should appeal with success to a wide circle of readers. It
Standard.
charmingly written, and pleasant to read.
A delightful volume.' Daily News.
Mrs. Simpson has something interesting to say about nearly every woman of note in
the middle portion of the century. The whole book is good reading.' Athenaum.
This is a delightful book.
A long succession of familiar names flit across Mrs.
Simpson's pages, and she has something interesting or amusing to tell us about all of
them.'
Guardian.
There is not a dull page in it from first to last, and the present generation will have no
excuse for Ignorance of all that was best and most brilliant in the society of the middle of
this century as long as a copy of "Many Memories" remains accessible.'
Manchester
Guardian.
'

'

'

'

'

ftbree IRew

Morfca of fiction.

A REPUTATION FOR A SONG.
By

MAUD OXENDEN.
Author of

Crown

'

'

Interludes.

8vo., 6s.

THE FALSE CHEVALIER.
By W. D. LIGHTHALL.
Crown

8vo., 6s.

THE MERMAID OF
By R. W. K.
Crown

INISH-UIG.

EDWARDS.

8vo., 35. 6d.

New

Books and Announcements.

HARROW

HOWSON and G. TOWNSEND WARNER.

W.

Edited by E.

SCHOOL.

With a Preface by EARL SPENCER, K.G., D.C.L.,
Chairman of the Governors of Harrow School,

And

Contributions by Old Harrovians and Harrow Masters.

Illustrated with a large

number of

original full-page

With

and other Pen-and-

HERBERT MARSHALL,

ink Drawings by Mr.

several Photogravure Portraits

and reproductions of objects

of interest.

In one volume, crown

A numbered

4to.,

This book
its

will

buildings,

net.

Large-Paper Edition, limited to 150 copies,

Three Guineas

and

One Guinea
net.

contain articles on the origin and history of the School
and its connection with the town, embodying much

information hitherto unpublished; also on the

Headmasters of the

School, Harrovian Statesmen, Harrovian Men of Letters, the Benefactions, Reminiscences of School Life in Old Days, Cricket, Football,
and other branches of School Sports, School Songs and Music, and the
Social Life of the School.

have been contributed by the following

Articles

:

H. MONTAGU BUTLER, D.D., Master of Trinity College, CamEDWARD M. BUTLER C. COLBECK ;
Rev. J. A. CRUIKSHANK ;
the EARL OF CREWE
Professor W. J. COURTHOPE, C.B.
Sir CHARLES DALRYMPLE, Bart., M.P. ;
Sir HENRY S. CUNNINGHAM, K.C.S.I.
E. GRAHAM ; W. O. HEWLETT ; A. F.
Rev. B. H. DRURY ; SPENCER W. GORE
HORT ; E. W. HOWSON the Right Rev. BISHOP JENNER ; B. P. LASCELLES Hon.
E. CHANDOS LEIGH, Q.C.
Right Hon. W. H. LONG, M.P. ; Rev. HASTINGS
RASHDALL C. S. ROUNDELL, Governor of Harrow School the EARL SPENCER,
G. TOWNSK.G., D.C.L., Chairman of the Governors; P. M. THORNTON, M.P.
END WARNER and the Rev. J. E. C. WELLDON, Headmaster of Harrow School.
E. E.

bridge,

BOWEN

;

and late Headmaster of Harrow School

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

full

Prospectus can be had post-free on application.

The work

will

be ready

for publication in June.

Mr. Edward Arnold's

LESSONS IN OLD TESTAMENT
HISTORY.
By

the

VENERABLE ARCHDEACON AGLEN.
One

With Maps.

The Archdeacon

vol.,

Andrews

of St.

crown
is

8vo., 45. 6d.

known

to literature

for

his

*
scholarly contributions to the Encyclopaedia Britannica,' for his translation of the Odes of Horace, and as the editor of Selections from the
c

Writings of

Dean

Stanley.'

CHURCH AND REALM

IN

STUART

TIMES.
B

Course ot {Ten Sllustratefc ^Lectures arrangeo to accompang a
Series of 600 X/antetn Illustrations,
the Rev. C.

By
Author of

'

ARTHUR LANE,

Illustrated Notes on English

One

crown

vol.,

Church History.'

8vo., 33. 6d. net.

For twelve years Mr. Lane has been engaged in popularizing, by
Church lectures, the history of the National Church of England. Tl
volume is indispensable to clergymen and others who desire to gn
popular lectures on Church History. The lantern slides to accompai
the lectures are supplied by the Church Committee for Church Defen<

LETTERS OF MARY SIBYLLA
HOLLAND.
Selected and Edited by her Son,

One

vol.,

crown

BERNARD HOLLAND.

8vo., 75. 6d. net.

This book has the charm of a collection of letters written, with
thought but to please, convey affection, help or console, by a
gifted with sympathy,

and of a nature of

has also the power of

style,

rare distinction.

the inmost soul of literature.

The

writer

New

Doiume

Ittew

Books and Announcements.

be Sportsman's library.

of

THE CHASE, THE TURF, AND THE
ROAD.
BY NIMROD.
Edited by the Right Hon. Sir

HERBERT MAXWELL,

Bart.,

M.P.

With a Photogravure Portrait of the Author by D. MACLISE, R.A., and
with Coloured Photogravure and other Plates from the original Illustrations by ALKEN, and several reproductions of old Portraits.
Large 8vo.

f

handsomely bound,

This Edition

is

based on the

Also a Large-Paper Edition,
Guineas net.

153.

limited to 200 copies,
first

Two

Edition of Apperley's famous work

;

Plates will be reproduced to their original size, and it may
confidently be claimed that it forms the finest Edition of the book yet

Alken's

published.

For

earlier

volumes of The Sportsman's Library/ see pp. 13 and 18
'

of this catalogue.

A MINGLED YARN.
of dbn>arb Jtyencer

(NATHANIEL GUBBINS),
Authot of
i

This volume

The

is

vol., large

'

Cakes and Ale,'

crown

etc.

8vo., 123. 6d.

the candid record of a

life full

author, with a wealth of anecdote

and a

of varied experiences.
rare fund of cynical

humour, gives some account of his school-days, a vivid narrative of the
years he spent as a lieutenant in the Queen's service in India, of
Under the
existence in a cholera camp and in a Burmese gaol.

pseudonym of Nathaniel Gubbins he is widely known
journalist, and no small portion of the work is devoted
and stories of the racecourse.
'

'

as a sporting
to the history

Mr. Edward Arnold's

ON MANY

STUDIES

By

One
The

S.

vol.,

H.

SUBJECTS.

REYNOLDS.

demy

8vo.,

los.

6d.

Rev. Samuel Harvey Reynolds was a scholar of Exeter

late

College, Oxford, and a Fellow and Tutor of Brasenose College, and
He was the author of 'The
Vicar of East Ham from 1871 to 1893.

Rise of the Modern European System,' and edited Bacon's 'Essays'
Table Talk for the Clarendon Press. He wrote for the

and Selden's

'

'

*
1896, and died in February, 1897. These
number of economic, political, and critical subjects.

Times from 1873
deal with a

NEW AND

studies

COMPLETELY REVISED EDITION.

POULTRY-KEEPING
an 3n&u6fr
By

for

S&rmerc cmb

EDWARD BROWN,

Fully Illustrated by
i vol.,

demy

F.L.S.

LUDLOW.

4to., cloth, 6s.

The continued popularity and demand for this work has justified a
new edition, which has been thoroughly re-cast and revised by the
author.

... We are glad
Brown.

to

welcome the appearance of an excellent volume by Mr. Edward

The author has

acquired so solid a reputation in connection with this subject

any praise of his work is superfluous." Morning Post.
Mr. Brown is one of our best-known and most capable experts, and he has here presented
the fruits of his wide knowledge and experience in, perhaps, the most useful form they
could have taken.
His book is, indeed, a thoroughly practical and trustworthy guide
to poultry in health and disease and whether a dozen hens be kept or a hundred, it will
be their owner's own fault if, with Mr. Brown's excellent manual at hand, they fail to
that
'

.

.

.

;

derive profit from their stock.'

St.

James's Gazette.

New

Books and Announcements.

of fiction.
RECENTLY PUBLISHED.

THE KING WITH TWO
By M.

COLERIDGE,

E.

Author of ' The Seven

One

FACES.

Sleepers of Ephesus?

crown

vol.,

etc,

8vo., 6s.

Fifth Edition.

We

despair of giving to those who have not read this beautiful romance an adequate impression of
the delicacy and variety of its portraiture, the freshness, subtlety, and distinction of its dialogue, and
the poignant interest excited in the fortunes of the leading dramatis persona. In the whole
range of
contemporary fiction we know of no more picturesque Royal figure than that of Gustavus as he is
limned by Miss Coleridge. Above all, the book has to a quite exceptional degree the quality ot
glamour. Fresh from its perusal, and still under the spell of its magic, we are fain to re-echo
Schumann's historic greeting addressed to Chopin in a review of his earliest published pianoforte
" Hats
works,
off, gentlemen
genius."
Spectator.
One of the very rare novels which yield so much pleasure that it almost stifles criticism. Miss
Coleridge's quality is that of perfectly original brilliancy in romantic narration. Her style is at once
placid and spirited, full of colour without heaviness and luxury, correct, rapid, adequate, with no
" the
tedious research of
word," or preciosity. Her imagination is wonderfully vivid ; for scenes and
moments, colour, form, atmosphere, are all felt and conveyed in her pictures, which are not too
and
are
never
tedious.'
Times.
numerous,
One of the cleverest historical novels of late years." Literature.
'
This is one of the most remarkable stories that we have read for many a day.
Gustavus is
throughout a magnificent figure. ... It is a bold thing to say, but we hardly remember in fiction the
desire to welcome this fascinating book.'
Westminster
figure of a king more finely drawn.
Gazette.
'The curious, complex, many-sided nature of the Swedish monarch, the charm he exercised on all
brave and generous- minded men with whom he came in contact, his rapidity of decision and action,
his strange superstitions and his undaunted valour, are set forth with skill and convincingness.
M. E.
Coleridge has done very well indeed." Daily Chronicle.
1

!

A

'

'

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

We

Third Edition.

PAUL MERCER.
@
By

the

<tfe

of (Repentance among Qttifftone*

Hon. and Rev.

JAMES ADDERLEY.

Author of Stephen R&marx*
'

One

vol.,

crown

8vo., 33. 6d.

"
all the large number of readers who
Stephen
enjoyed the same author's
Mr. Adderley may, perhaps, be regarded as the nearest representative of Charles
Kingsley in modern Christian Socialism.' Daily Chronicle.
Mr. Adderley writes so well when he pleases, and has such an eye for humour and for character,
that literature must almost grudge him even to the newest side of an old church.' Athenaunt
Exhibits all the artless sincerity, the humour, and the hopeful idealism which gave to " Stephen
Remarx " its interest and charm. \Ve hope that its readers may be numbered by thousands.' Church
1

Will be welcomed by

Remarx."
'

1

Times.

Mr. Edward Arnold's

THE SON OF A PEASANT.
By

EDWARD McNULTY,
'

Author of Misther O'Ryan^

One

crown

vol.,

8vo., 6s.

A remarkably

'

... A work

etc.

The dialogue is racy of the
clever representation of Irish life
of ability, and it will give keen enjoyment to those who know and appreciate
.

.

.

Pall Mall
The book is full of knowledge of Irish character, a
a welcome relief from the ordinary run of novels.' Standard.
It
It is long since we have read an Irish story so consistently well written as this.
thoroughly to the end, and its humour is racy of the soil.' Glasgow Herald.
Gazette.

the Irish character.'

'An

excellent Irish story.

altogether

it is

1

JOB HILDRED.
By

Dr.

RICHARDS.

Edited by ELLEN F. PINSENT.
Aiithor of 'Jenny's Case,'

One

vol.,

No

crown

A good

'

Lady

'

Place for Repentance,''

etc.

8vo., 35. 6d.

piece of work. It is original it impresses the reader as a genuine bit of
Elizabeth is an admirable sketch, and Sally Hildred is very nearly a creation to
;

proud of.' Guardian.
Mrs. Pinsent possesses the power of feeling with and for her characters in high degr<
and combines with it the rare faculty of telling her story in simple and charming style.
This book will greatly increase her reputation.' Birmingham Daily Post.
'

.

NETHERDYKE.
By R.

J.

CHARLETON,

Author of Nnvcastle
'

One
4

"

Netherdyke"

is first

vol.,

crown

Tenon,'

etc.

8vo., 6s.

and foremost an adventure

story,

and

is

unquestionably

Mr. Charleton is an excellent and clear
the best of its class.
Newcastle Leader.
narrator.'
The stirring times of the '45 are admirably chronicled.' Dundee Advertiser.
The narrative of the events is graphic and effective.' Freeman's Journal.
'Will be appreciated by boys and all lovers of stirring scenes,'Eastern Morning
to be reckoned
'

'

News.

among

New

Books and Announcements.

of Ibtetorp anb Biograpb? IRecentl?
jpublisbet).

THIRD EDITION.

RECOLLECTIONS OF AUBREY DE
VERE.
In one volume,
The most

1

genial, charming,

demy

8vo., with Portrait, i6s.

and amusing volume of reminiscences of the year.

1

Truth.

the portrait of a noble figure, a man of letters in a sense peculiar to a day now disappearing, a man of responsible leisure, of serious thought, of grave duties, of high mind.'
'

It presents

A thenaum.
'The

recollections are likely to be widely read, for they will interest our readers.'

'

There are brisk studies of character, quaint old stories,
Pall Mall Gazette.
jests, anecdotes of famous men.'

Spectator.

bits of exquisite descriptions,

excellent

'These "Recollections" will appeal to many sympathies, personal, political, social, literary, and
As a Catholic the author enjoyed the intimate friendship of Cardinal Newman and
Cardinal Manning, and these pages throw additional and interesting
sidelights on the character and
" Recollections " of late
years, if any, furnish more
genius of each of these distinguished men. Few
pleasant reading than these.' Morning Post.
religious.

A

remarkable book, full of good humour and good sense, and one which no reader will wish to lay
Mr. Aubrey de Vere has long had an " audience fit though few," and
it up.
the appearance of the present volume will be a point of interest both for those who knew and valued
his poems, and for those who knew him for an Irishman of the "ould stock," with many kindly reminiscences of his country through more than one generation.' St. James s Gazette.
1

down once he has taken

'

They

are the recollections of one whose mind has been concerned with great thoughts and subjects,
Freeman's Journal.
lain with great men.'

and whose way has

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY AND LETTERS
OF THE

RT. HON.

JOHN ARTHUR ROEBUCK,
Q.C., M.P.

Edited by

ROBERT EADON LEADER.

With two

Portraits,

demy

8vo., i6s.

The political struggles in which Roebuck took a prominent part have passed into history.
to the literature
Nevertheless, this book is welcome. It is a substantial and permanent contribution
of Parliamentary biography. Mr Leader has done his work well, and Roebuck the men as well as
Globe.
mind's
before
the
eye."
Roebuck the Parliamentarian is made to stand clearly
'

.

.

.

Mr. Leader is to be congr tulated on the ability with which he has carried through what must have
been a most laborious task. He has given not only the record of a remarkable man, but a valuable
picture of the working of our Parliamentary system.' Morning Post.
Mr. Leader has done a good work he has produced for the public a lifelike portrait of a remarkable pxiblic man.' Sheffield Telegraph.
'

'

;

Mr. Edward Arnold's

IO

A MEMOIR OF ANNE

CLOUGH,

J.

of

By

her Niece,

BLANCHE CLOUGH.

In one volume, 8vo., 125. 6d.
Her niece's work as editor has been done with admirable skill. Those who knew and
loved Miss Clough will feel that not a word too much has been said and that nothing has
been left out which could help to make a rare and lovable personality more fully realised
by those who would fain have known her better.' Guardian.
1

'

The memoir

reader.

is

its subject, and must earn the gratitude of every
been clearly and simply told a complicated character

thoroughly worthy of

A complicated story has

;

has been drawn with rare tact and sympathy.' Speaker.
Miss B. Clough has unfolded with singular discretion, clearness, and sympathy the early
Spectator.
history of an important institution, and the personality of a great pioneer.'
'

ROME

:

THE MIDDLE OF THE
WORLD.
By ALICE

GARDNER,

Lecturer in History at

Author of

With

'

Newnham

College

Friends of the Olden Time,'

and Map.

Illustrations

Crown

;

etc.

8vo., 35. 6d.

Miss Gardner's book on the Emperor Julian reconciled many readers to a singularly
which they had previously heard little beyond the opprobrium of
In her present volume she addresses a younger audience, but in treating of
apostasy."
a much wider subject she displays the same grasp and scholarship. We fancy Miss Gardner
knows what youthful patience and attention are, and her method of appealing to the imagination by a series of strongly-lined pictures will probably do more to make Roman history
a living thing to children than serried dates and a philosophical argument of causes and
effects.'
Saturday Review.
'

interesting personality of

"

FAITH WHICH WORKETH BY LOVE.
a

Sermon preacbefc

after tbe

Bucbess

By

funeral of tbe princess d&ar&
of Cecfc.

REYNOLDS HOLE,

the Very Rev. S.
Author of

'

Dean

The Memories of Dean Hole.

Bound

in vellum,

is. net.

of Rochester,

New

Morfcs

n

Books and Announcements.

in General literature ant> art.

RECENTLY PUBLISHED.
Dedicated by Special Permission

to

OLD ENGLISH
(Jn Account of

(Bfafis

Her Majesty

the Queen.

GLASSES.

bringing* G9e00ef0 tn

n0fcmfc

from

fo f#e enb of f0e <gtg0feenf$

With Introductory Notices of Continental Glasses during the same
period, Original Documents, etc.

ALBERT HARTSHORNE,

By

Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries.
Illustrated

by nearly 70 full-page Tinted or Coloured Plates in the best
and several hundred outline Illustrations in the
text.
Super royal 4to., price Three Guineas net.

style of Lithography,
'

It would be but scanty
It would be difficult to overestimate the value of this book to the collector.
book is a noble quarto. It is that and much more. With its beautiful type,
ample margins and luxurious paper, its hundreds of illustrations, many of them whole-page lithographs
of exceptional merit, it is an exceedingly fine example of typography, while its half-vellum binding is
Standard.
in admirable keeping with the care and taste which has been lavished upon the interior.'

praise to say that this

'

An

important contribution to the library of the serious antiquary and

Times.

collector."

Mr. Hartshorne has been fortunate in finding a subject about which literally nothing was known,
even by would-be connoisseurs, and he has risen to the height of his opportunity in a wonderful way
A fortnight ago the collector of old English Glasses was working in darkness.
to-day such a
collector has but to become the possessor of this sumptuous quarto and the whole sequence of glassend
the
last century,
in
but
on
the
from
times
to
the
of
not
Continent,
England
only
making,
primitive
It is a monograph which must remain the one authority on English glasses.'
is before him.
Chronicle.
Daily
No more sumptuous monograph on any artistic subject has been published this year than Mr.
Hartshorne's volume.'
Westminster Gazette.
'

.

.

.

'

THE CHIPPENDALE PERIOD

IN

ENGLISH FURNITURE.
By K.
With 200

Demy

4to.,

WARREN CLOUSTON.
Illustrations

by the Author.

handsomely bound.

One

Guinea, net.

This handsome volume is enriched with illustrations which will be of great value to collectors, and
of interest to any person of taste. It fills a distinct gap in the annals of art, and that in a manner not
too technical for the Philistine in search of enlightenment.
Daily Telegraph.
'
A very attractive volume.' Pall Mall Gazette.
'

'

In Mr. Clouston's handsome quarto, with its 200 illustrations charmingly drawn by the author and
admirably reproduced, we have an attractively written history of a remarkable artistic movement and
the man who directed.
Mr. Clouston has done his work thoroughly well, and has produced a book
which will be of real value not only to the serious student of the history of furniture, but to every
reader who wishes to be well informed upon a topic at once so pleasant and so popular.' Standard.
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SECOND EDITION.

STYLE.
By

WALTER RALEIGH,

Professor of English Literature at University College, Liverpool

Author of Robert Louis Stevenson,
'

One

vol.,

crown

;

etc.

8vo., 55.

'Professor Raleigh has produced a finished masterpiece, where the men before him,
masters as they were, gave us brilliant sketches or clever studies. His ingenuity of thought,
restraint of expression, austerity of judgment, his prudent counsel and wise suggestion are
worthy of all praise. A model treatise on a most difficult and important theme.' Pall

Mall

Gazette.

In our judgment Mr. Raleigh's volume on "Style" is an amazingly good and pre-emiHis whole treatment of his subject is vigorous,
nently interesting and suggestive book.
manly, and most sensible.' Speaker.
4
As brimful of discerning criticism and fruitful suggestion as it is throughout lively and
St. James's Gazette.
inspiriting.'
Mr. Raleigh's volume is the fruit of much reading and more thinking. It is informed by
the true literary spirit it is full of wisdom, inclining now and then to paradox and it is
gay with quaintnesses and unexpected epigrams.' Times.
A fascinating little volume.' Spectator.
'

'

;

;

1

BALLADS OF THE FLEET.
By

RENNELL RODD,
One

vol.,

crown

C.B.,

C.M.G.

8vo., cloth, 6s.

Mr. Rodd's ballads as a whole reach a high level of achievement. They have mucn
Macaulay's "go," and something better than Macaulay's rhetoric." Pall Mall Gazette.
The verse is full of colour and animation and fine feeling simple withal, and vigorc
without noise or brag.' Daily Chronicle.
Many-sided in its charm, no less than it its appeal." Standard.
1

'

;

'

MORE BEASTS
(FOR

WORSE CHILDREN).
By H.

Authors of

'

The

One

B. and B. T. B.,
Bad Child's Book of Beasts.'

vol., 4to., 35. 6d.

The authors ot this book have discovered a new continent in the world of nonsense.
Their second book, which sings and illustrates this new world, is to the full as original and
delightful as the first. 'Spectator.
It has created a furore.'
Daily Mail.
Even better and wittier than the first volume.' Westminster Budget.
1

'

'

Books of Travel, Sport, and Adventure.

Sportsman's
Edited by the RT. HON. SIR
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3Librar\>,

HERBERT MAXWELL,

BART., M.P.

TWO RECENT VOLUMES.

REMINISCENCES OF A HUNTSMAN.
By

the

HON. GRANTLEY

F.

BERKELEY.

With a Coloured Frontispiece and the original
LEECH, and several Coloured Plates and other

Illustrations

Illustrations

by JOHN
by G. H.

JALLAND.
Large 8vo., handsomely bound, 155. Also a Large-Paper Edition,
limited to 200 copies, Two Guineas net.
"
latest addition to the sumptuous
Sportsman's Library is here reproduced with
possible aid from the printer and binder, with illustrations from the pencils of Leech
"

'The
all

and G. H. Jalland.' Globe.
The Hon. Grantley F. Berkeley had one great quality of the raconteur.
revelations and displays of vanity are delightful.
Times.

His

self-

'

THE ART OF DEER-STALKING,
By

WILLIAM SCROPE.

With Frontispiece by EDWIN LANDSEER, and 9 Photogravure Plates

of

the original Illustrations.

Large 8vo., handsomely bound, 153. Also a Large-Paper Edition,
limited to 200 copies, Two Guineas net.
With the fine illustrations by the Landseers and Scrope himself, this forms a most
worthy number of a splendid series.' Pall Mall Gazette.
Among the works published in connection with field sports in Scotland, none probably
have been more sought after than those of William Scrope, and although published more
than fifty years ago, they are still as fresh as ever, full of pleasant anecdote, and valuable
Field.
for the many practical hints which they convey to inexperienced sportsmen.'
Judged by the standard of lasting popularity, and by certain subtle qualities that
make its pages interesting to those who have read them often, William Scrope's entertainrank among works on
ing narrative of deer-stalking in the forest of Atholl must take high
Daily News.
sport.'
'

'

'

Mr.
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of Sport, travel anb Hbventure,

RECENTL Y PUBLISHED.

BENIN, THE CITY OF BLOOD.
(Jn (Jccounf of f$e (getnn <&tpeMfton +
By R. H. BACON, Commander R.N.
Illustrated

by W. H. OVEREND.

In one volume,

demy

8vo., 75. 6d.

Commander Bacon was

intelligence officer to the expedition, and his personal record of the advance
on Ologbo, of the fighting in the bush and at the crossroads and Agagi, of the capture of Benin, and
of the horrors of human sacrifice, and the practice of Ju-ju, is as fascinating as it evidently is comp.ete
and accurate.' Daily Mail.
1

Should be read not only by those who care for adventure, but also by those who care for history.
a short space to give any idea of the striking way Commander Bacon brings the horrors
and trials of the campaign vividly before the reader, or to give even a vague notion of the loathsome
practice of Ju-ju, or the terrible picture of slaughter and sacrifice Benin presented when it was at last
reached.' Saturday Review.
'

It is difficult in

WILD NORWAY
With Chapters on the Swedish Highlands,
By

ABEL CHAPMAN,

With seventeen

Author of

full-page Illustrations

Demy
'

There

A

Spain,' etc.

WHYMPER.

8vo., i6s.

not a chapter in this book which would not be missed." Spectator.
very good, very accurate, and deeply interesting book of wild life and natural history.'

Ilius

and Dramatic News.

Will be read with keen interest by the angler, the hunter of wild game, and the student of bird

life.'
'

Wild

is

trated Sporting
1

'

and numerous smaller ones by the

Author and CHARLES

'

:

Jutland, and Spitzbergen

Scotsman.
be found not only an inva uable but a delightful companion by the sportsman, the angler,
Times.
ornithologist.'

It will

and the

,

FIRE

AND SWORD

IN THE SUDAN.

By SLATIN PASHA.
COLONEL WINGATE, C.B.,

Translated and Edited by

Chief of the Intelligence Department Egyptian Army.

A

neu\ revised^

and

cheaper edition of this famous work.

Illustrated.

Price 6s.

In this edition the book has been thoroughly revised by the authors,
omitting certain matters of temporary interest, and making it as far as
The
possible a standard work of permanent value for young and old.
striking illustrations by Mr. Talbot Kelly have been retained.

Also the complete work,

demy

8vo.,

One

Guinea.

Books of Travel, Sport, and Adventure.
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THROUGH UNKNOWN AFRICAN COUNTRIES.
The

First Expedition from Somaliland to

Lake

Rudolf and Lamu.

A

Narrative of Scientific Exploration and Sporting Adventures.

DONALDSON SMITH,

A.

By
With nearly

M.D., F.R.G.S.

and numerous smaller Illustrations by
A. D. McCoRMiCK, CHARLES WHYMPER, etc., and detailed Maps
thirty full-page Plates

of the countries traversed.

Super royal

8vo.,

One Guinea

net.

Will be of the greatest interest to sportsman, traveller, and man of science.' Pall Mall Gazette.
Since the publication of Stanley's " Across the Dark Continent," there has been no work of
African travel equal, in scientific importance and thrilling interest, to Dr. Donaldson Smith's book.
1

'

sportsmen will find in

J'antes's

its

pages a wealth of exciting incidents rarely equalled

in similar

works.

1

St.

Gazette.

SOLDIERING AND SURVEYING IN BRITISH EAST
AFRICA, 1891-1894.
of the Survey for the Uganda Railway, and the various
Campaigns in the British Protectorate during the last few years.

An Account

By Major
Illustrated

J.

R.

MACDONALD,

R.E.

from Sketches and Photographs by the Author and numerous
Plans and a Map.

Demy

8vo., i6s.

No country in

the world has had greater need of an impartial historian than Uganda, and, strange
to say, though the bitter feelings engendered by the struggles of the past ten years have not had time
No
to cool, one has been found among the actors in these stormy scenes Major Macdonald.
one who reads this exciting book of adventuie can regret that we are spending .3,000,000 on the
historical skill, and his sketches
and
with
considerable
writes
Macdonald
literary
Major
railway.
and maps are all excellent.' Pall Mall Gazette.
The illustrations from photographs and sketches are better than any we have seen of this part of
the Dark Continent, and the maps are distinctly good.' Daily Chronicle.
A well written and useful addition to our knowledge of Uganda.' Literature.
'

.

.

.

'

MEMORIES OF THE MONTHS.
Leaves from a Field Naturalist's Note-book.

By

HERBERT MAXWELL,

the Right Hon. Sir

Crown

8vo., with four

Photogravure

Bart.,

M.P.

Illustrations, 6s.

a very long time since we have read so pleasant a book as this.' Daily Chronicle.
Most agreeably and freshly written. Field.
The easy style, the graphic descriptions of bird-life, and of the ways of beasts and fishes, the clever
sketches oi sport, the happy introductions of plant-lore and of fragments of myth and legend, will
ensure a warm welcome for this delightful volume.' Daily News.
Charming in language, and at the same time so varied in character that they never
1

It is

1

'

'

'

'

tedious.

A tketifuvt.
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IDolumes of Gravel, Sport, anb Jlbventure.

THE CITY OF BLOOD.

Bacon
Balfour

(See page 14.)

TWELVE HUNDRED MILES

ratlve of a
Territories.

IN

A WAGGON. A

Nar-

Journey in Cape Colony, the Transvaal, and the Chartered Company's

By ALICE BLANCHE BALFOUR With nearly forty original
from Sketches by the Author, and a Map. Demy 8vo. cloth, i6s.

Illustrations

WITH

KELLY TO CHITRAL. By Lieutenant W. G. L.
BEYNON, D.S.O., srd Goorkha Rifles, Staff Officer to Colonel Kelly with the Relief
Force. With Maps, Plans, and Illustrations.
Demy 8vo., 73. 6d.

Beynon

A SUNSHINE TRIP:

Bottome

Extracts from Letters written by

Glimpses of the Orient.

MARGARET BOTTOME.

With

Portrait, elegantly

bound, 43. 6d.

THE CRUISE OF THE ANTARCTIC.' To
'

Bull

the South Polar

Regions.
By H. J. BULL, a member of the Expedition. With frontispiece by W.
L. WYLLIE, A.R.A., and numerous full-page illustrations by W. G. BURN-MURDOCH.

Demy

8vo., 153.

Chapman WILD NORWAY. (Seepage 14.)
Colvile THE LAND OF THE NILE SPRINGS.

By Colonel

HENRY COLVILE, K.C.M.G., C.B.,

Sir

recently British Commissioner in Uganda. With
Photogravure Frontispiece, 16 full-page Illustrations and 2 Maps. Demy 8vo., i6s.

Custance-RIDING RECOLLECTIONS AND TURF STORIES.
HENRY CUSTANCE,
23.

three times winner of the Derby.

One

crown

vol.,

By

8vo., cloth,

6d.

Freshfield

THE EXPLORATION OF THE CAUCASUS.

By

DOUGLAS W. FRESHFIELD, lately President of the Alpine Club and Honorary Secretary
of the Royal Geographical Society. With Contributions by H. W. HOLDER, J. G.
COCKIN, H. WOOLLEY, M. DE DECK Y, and Prof. BONNEY, D.Sc., F.R.S. Illustrated
by 3 Panoramas, 74 full-page Photogravures, about 140 Illustrations in the text, chiefly
from Photographs by VITTORIO SELLA, and 4 Original Maps, including the first
authentic map of the Caucasus specially prepared from unpublished sources by Mr.
FRESHFIELD. In two volumes, large 4to., 600 pp., Three Guineas net.

PERSIA REVISITED.

Gordon

With Remarks on H.I.M. Mozuffer-

ed-Din Shah, and the Present Situation in Persia (1896).
By General Sir T. E.
GORDON, K.C.I.E., C.B., C.S.I. Formerly Military Attache" and Oriental Secretary
to the British Legation at Teheran, Author of The Roof of the World,' etc.
Demy
'

8vo. , with full-page illustrations, xos. 6d.

Hall

FISH TAILS

AND SOME TRUE ONES.

By BRADNOCK

Mischance." With an original Etching by the Author and
twelve full-page Illustrations by T. H. McLACHLAN.
Crown 8vo., 6s.

HALL, Author

'

of

Rough

A LITTLE TOUR IN AMERICA. By the Very Rev. S.
REYNOLDS HOLE, Dean of Rochester, Author of The Memories of Dean Hole
'A Book about Roses,' etc. With numerous Illustrations. Demy 8vo., i6s.

Hole

'

'

Hole
Rev.

A LITTLE TOUR
S.

IN IRELAND.

REYNOLDS HOLE).

Large crown 8vo.

,

With nearly

forty

By 'OXONIAN'
Illustrations

(the Very
by JOHN LEECH.

6s.

Knight-Bruee-MEMORIES OF MASHONALAND.
Right Rev. Bishop KNIGHT- BRUCE, formerly Bishop of Mashonaland.

Macdonald-SOLDIERING
EAST AFRICA.

(Seepage

15.)

AND SURVEYING

IN

By

the late

8vo., xos. 6d.

BRITISH
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Books of Travel, Sport, and Adventure.

300 pages,

6d.

35.

Maxwell-THE SPORTSMAN'S LIBRARY.
Maxwell-MEMORIES OF THE MONTHS.

the Author,

Demy

and a Map.

Demy

(Seepages

5, 13,

*** l8 -)

(Seepage 15.)

8vo., i6s.

SL^-S^^

8vo., i6s.

By the late Sir GERALD
Portal-MY MISSION TOandABYSSINIA.
8vo., ijs.
Illustrations.
Demy
With
Map
H POKTAL C.B.
SUDAN.
(&.** 14.)
THE
IN
Slatin-FIRE AND SWORD
(&
COUNTRIES.
Smith-THROUGH UNKNOWN AFRICAN
page
St

15.)

fn^e,Ts
WUh^full-page

A^^

B

Illustrations

by CHARLES

WHVMPER.

Demy

8vo.

,

i6s.

AMERICAN SPORT AND TRAVEL.
in the United States
starting on expeditions

.

Aldrieh-ARCTIC ALASKA 6d.AND SIBERIA.
ALDRICH.

Crown

8vo.

,

By HERBERT

L.

cloth, 45.

los. 6d.

AMERICAN GAME FISHES. By various Writers. :ioth,
GUIDE TO THE PACIFIC COAST. By
Higgins-NEW
HIGGINS. Crown 8vo. cloth, 45. 6d.

C. A.

,

ART OF WING
Lefflngwell-THE
Crown 8vo., cloth, 45. 6d.

-

SHOOTING.

By

W. B.

LEFFINGWELI..

Shields-CAMPING AND CAMP OUTFITS.
('

Coquina

').

Crown

By G. O. SH.ELDS

8vo., cloth, 55.

THE DOG.
Shields-THE AMERICAN BOOK OF Cloth,
155.
Writers.

Edited by G. O. SHIELDS

THOMAS,

Jun.

('

Coquina

By

various

).

By WILLIAM WIDGERV
AND THE SWEDES.
Thomas-SWEDEN States
i6s.
Minister to Sweden and Norway. Cloth,
,

United
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Sportsman's library
HERBERT MAXWELL,

RIGHT HON. SIR

BART., M.P.

A

Re-issue, in handsome volumes, of certain rare and entertaining books on
sport, carefully selected by the Editor, and illustrated by the best sporting
artists of the day, and with reproductions of old plates.

Library Edition, 155. a Volume.
to 200 copies), 2 guineas a volume.

Large Paper Edition (limited

VOLUME

I.

THE LIFE OF A FOX, AND THE DIARY OF A HUNTSMAN.
By

THOMAS SMITH,
With

Master of the Hambledon and Pytchley Hounds.
by the Author, and Coloured Plates by
G. H. JALLAND.

Illustrations

VOLUME

II.

A SPORTING TOUR THROUGH THE NORTHERN PARTS OF
ENGLAND AND GREAT PART OF THE HIGHLANDS
By

COLONEL

T.

With the Original

OF SCOTLAND.
THORNTON, of Thornville

Royal, in Yorkshire.

by GARRARD, and other
Coloured Plates by G. E. LODGE.

Illustrations

VOLUME

Illustrations

and

III.

THE SPORTSMAN IN IRELAND.
By a COSMOPOLITE.
With Coloured Plates and Black and White Drawings by P. CHENEVIX
TRENCH, and reproductions of the Original Illustrations drawn by R. ALLEN
and engraved by W. WESTALL, A.R.A.

VOLUME

IV.

REMINISCENCES OF A HUNTSMAN.
By the HON. GRANTLEY F. BERKELEY.
With a Coloured Frontispiece and the original Illustrations by JOHN LEECH,
and several Coloured Plates and other Illustrations by G. H. JALLAND.

VOLUME

V.

THE ART OF DEERSTALKING.
By WILLIAM SCROPE.
With Frontispiece by EDWIN LANDSEER, and 9 Photogravure

Plates of the

original Illustrations.

VOLUME

VI.

THE CHASE, THE TURF, AND THE ROAD.
By NIMROD.
With Coloured
portrait of the

old portraits.

Plates by ALKEN, photogravure
Author by D. MACLISE, R.A., and several reproductions of

[and other Photogravure

Works of

*

crown
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Worfcs of fiction.
HADJIRA A Turkish Love Story. By

'

Adalet

Fiction.

'

:

ADALET.'

i vol.,

8vo., cloth, 6s.

STEPHEN REMARK.

The Story of a Venture in Ethics.
and Rev. JAMES ADDERLEY, formerly Head of the Oxford House and
Christ Church Mission, Bethnal Green.
Twenty-Second Thousand. Small 8vo.,

Adderley
By

the Hon.

elegantly bound, 33. 6d.

Also, in paper cover,

PAUL MERCER.

Adderley

is.

(Seepage

7.)

TOMMY ATKINS. A Tale of the Ranks.

Blatehford

BLATCHFORD, Author of
Crown 8vo. cloth, 33. 6d.

'

A Son of the

'

Merrle England,

Forge,'

By ROBERT
New

'

etc.

Edition.

,

Charleton
Cherbuliez

NETHERDYKE.

(See page 8.)

THE TUTOR'S SECRET.

(Le Secret du Pre'cepteur.)
One vol. crown 8vo.

Translated from the French of VICTOR CHERBULIEZ.

A DEVOTEE

Cholmondeley

An

:

W. K. CLIFFORD,

Lakeland.

THE KING WITH TWO FACES

BONDWOMAN. A

By W. G. COLLINGWOOD, Author

and Work of John Ruskin,'

Dunmore

of Courage.'

ORMISDAL.

F.R.G.S., Author of

'

etc.

'

The

of a
The Danvers

Life
'

By Mrs.
One

etc.

vol.,

of

'

(Seepage

Story of the

7.)

Northmen

Thorstein of the Mere,'

'

The

in

Life

By STEPHEN CRANE.

Author of

Cloth, 23.

A

Pamirs.'

Novel.
By the EARL OF
One vol., crown 8vo., cloth, 6s.

ON THE THRESHOLD.

Miss Blake of Monkshalton.'

Gaunt

cloth, 6s.

Cloth, i6mo., 35. 6d.

GEORGE'S MOTHER.

The Red Badge

Ford

the

Diana Tempest,'

Author of 'Aunt Anne,' 'Mrs. Keith's Crime,'

Collingwood -THE

1

'

,

8vo., cloth, 25. 6d.

Coleridge

Crane

of

LOVE-LETTERS OF A WORLDLY WOMAN.

Clifford
crown

in

Episode

By MARY CHOLMONDELEY, Author
etc.
Crown 8vo., 33. 6d.

Butterfly.

Jewels,'

,

One

DUNMORE,

By ISABELLA O. FORD, Author

voL, crown 8vo.,

DAVE'S SWEETHEART.

of

35. 6d.

By MARY GAUNT.

One

vol.,

8vo., cloth, 35. 6d.

Hall

AND SOME TRUE ONES. Crown 8vo., 6s.
THAT FIDDLER FELLOW A Tale of St. Andrews.

FISH TAILS

Hutehinson

:

ByHoRACEG. HUTCHINSON,
1

of Circumstance, etc.

Crown

Author of
8vo-

'My

Wife's

cloth, as. 6d.

Politics,'

'Golf,'

'Creatures

Fiction and Adventure.
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THE MYSTERY OF THE RUE SOLY.

Knutsford

Lady KNUTSFORD from

H. DE BALZAC.

the French of

Incident in the History of
Small 8vo., elegantly bound, 35. 6d.

By EDWARD McNuLTY.

a Nation.

MeNulty SON OF A PEASANT.
Montrdsor WORTH WHILE. By
'

Crown

Highways and Hedges."

Into the

Pinsent

(Seepage
F. F.

8.)

MONTRESOR, Author

COTT, Author of

'

Scarlet

and

Crown

E. LIVINGSTON PRES-

1

Steel.

Cloth, 6s.

A RELUCTANT EVANGELIST, and

Spinner

By ALICE SPINNER, Author

of

'

'

Lucilla,'

A

Study

other Stories.

Crown

WILLIAMS.

Crown

in Colour,' etc.

THE BAYONET THAT CAME HOME.

Williams

8vo., 6s.

(See page 8).

A MASK AND A MARTYR. By

Preseott

'

8vo., cloth, 2s. 6d.

By MAUD OXENDEN.

INTERLUDES.
JOB HILDRED.

Oxenden

Translated by

8vo., cloth, 33. 6d,

An

MISTHER O'RYAN.

MeNulty

Crown

8vo., 6s.

By N. WYNNE

8vo., 33. 6d.

of Hbventure for

THE DOUBLE EMPEROR.

Clowes

of 'The Great

Peril,' etc.

FAWCETT.

Crown

Illustrated.

8vo.

Great City.

By

E.

With numerous

Crown

full-page Illustrations.

THE REEF OF GOLD.

numerous

full-page Illustrations,

full-page Illustrations.

Crown

Fully illustrated.

Munroe

8vo.

,

Crown

D.

By

and numerous

E. D. FAWCETT.

8vo., cloth, 33. 6d.

By MAURICE H. HERVEY.

With

Gilt edges, 55.

By MAURICE H. HERVEY.

Handsomely bound, crown

8vo.

,

With

55.

By KIRK MUNROE.

Fully

cloth, 55.

By KIRK MUNROE.

8vo., cloth, 53.

RICK DALE.

By KIRK MUNROE.

Fully illustrated.

8vo., cloth, 53.

BAREROCK

With numerous
bound,

Crown

SNOW-SHOES AND SLEDGES.

Munroe

Nash

f

THE FUR SEAL'S TOOTH.

illustrated.

Crown

8vo.

sixteen full-page
cloth, 35. 6d.

handsomely bound.

ERIC THE ARCHER.

numerous

E.

The Doom of the

or,

With

THE SECRET OF THE DESERT.

Fawcett

By

33. 6d.

DOUGLAS FAWCETT.

smaller Illustrations by F. T. JANE.

Munroe

,

HARTMANN THE ANARCHIST;

Faweett

Hervey

8vo., 33. 6d.

SWALLOWED BY AN EARTHQUAKE.

Fawcett

Hervey

By W. LAIRD CLOWES, Author

Crown

Illustrated.

gilt

;

or,

Illustrations

edges, 53.

The

Island of Pearls.

by LANCELOT SPEED.

By HENRY NASH.

Large crown

8vo.,

handsomely

Works on Science and Philosophy.

Morfts on Science

anJ>
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THE MARK IN EUROPE AND AMERICA.

Bryan

A

Review

of the Discussion on Early Land Tenure.
By ENOCH A. BRYAN, A.M., President
of Vincennes University, Indiana.
Crown 8vo., cloth, 45. 6d.

POLITICAL SCIENCE AND COMPARATIVE CONSTI-

Burgess

TUTIONAL LAW.

By JOHN W. BURGESS, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean of the University
In two volumes, demy
Faculty of Political Science in Columbia College, U.S.A.

8vo.

,

cloth, 255.

THE RIDDLE OF THE UNIVERSE.

Fawcett

Being an Attempt

to determine the First Principles of Metaphysics considered as an Inquiry into the
Conditions and Import of Consciousness.
DOUGLAS FAWCETT. One
By
vol. , demy 8vo. , 145.

EDWARD

THE RELIGIONS OF INDIA.

Hopkins

By

E.

W. HOPKINS,

Ph.D. (Leipzig), Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology
College.

One volume, demy

in

Mawr

Bryn

8vo., 8s. 6d. net.

Ladd-LOTZE'S PHILOSOPHICAL OUTLINES.

Dictated Portions

of the Latest Lectures (at Gottingen and Berlin) of Hermann Lotze.
Translated
and edited by GEORGE T. LADD, Professor of Philosophy in Yale College. About

180 pages in each volume. Crown 8vo. cloth, 45. each. Vol. I. Metaphysics. Vol.
Philosophy of Religion. Vol. III. Practical Philosophy. Vol. IV. Psychology.
Vol. V. Esthetics. Vol. VI. Logic.
,

II.

THE JOURNAL OF MORPHOLOGY.

Edited by C. O. WHITMAN,

Three numbers in a volume of
Professor of Biology in Clark University, U.S.A.
100 to 150 large 410. pages, with numerous plates. Single numbers, 175. 6d. subscription to the volume of three numbers, 455. Volumes I. to XII. can now be obtained,
and the first number of Volume XIII. is ready.
;

ANIMAL LIFE AND INTELLIGENCE.

Morgan
C.

LLOYD MORGAN,

Illustrations

and a

By

Professor

With 40
F.G.S., Principal of University College, Bristol.
Second Edition.
Photo-etched Frontispiece.
Demy 8vo.,

cloth, i6s.

HABIT AND INSTINCT.

Morgan

LLOYD MORGAN,

F.G.S.

Demy

A

Study in Heredity.

Morgan THE SPRINGS OF CONDUCT.
MORGAN,

F.G.S.

By

Large crown

Cheaper Edition.

By

Professor C.

LLOYD

8vo., 35. 6d.

PSYCHOLOGY FOR TEACHERS. By Professor C. LLOYD

Morgan

With a Preface by J. G. FITCH, M.A., LL.D., late one of
F.G.S.
Chief Inspectors of Training Colleges. One vol., crown 8vo., cloth, 33. 6d. net.

MORGAN,

Pag-et

WASTED RECORDS OF DISEASE.

PAGET, Lecturer on Public Health
Salford, etc.

Pearson
IN

C.

8vo., i6s.

Crown

Owens

By CHARLES

E.

College, Medical Officer of Health for

8vo., 2S. 6d.

THE CHANCES OF DEATH, AND OTHER STUDIES

EVOLUTION.

Thought,'

in

H.M.

etc.

By

KARL PEARSON,

In two vols.,

CONTENTS OF VOL.

I.

F.R.S., Author of

'The Ethic

of Free

8vo., with Illustrations, 253. net.

of Death The Scientific Aspect of Monte Carlo
Socialism and Natural Selection Politics and Science
Variation in Man and Woman.

The Chances

Roulette Reproductive Selection
Reaction Women and Labour

CONTENTS OF VOL. II.
Kindred Group Marriage

demy

Woman

as

The German

Witch

Ashiepattle or,
Passion Play Index.
;

Hans

seeks his

Luck

Mr. Edward Arnold's
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perryCALCULUS FOR ENGINEERS.
Crown

F.R.S.

List.

Professor

By

JOHN PERRY,

8vo., 75. 6d.

THE PHILOSOPHICAL REVIEW.

Edited by J. G. SCHURMAN,
Professor of Philosophy in Cornell University, U.S.A. Six Numbers a year. Single
Numbers, 35. 6d. Annual Subscription, 145. post free. The first number was issued
in January, 1892.
;

Shaw-A TEXT-BOOK OF NURSING FOR HOME AND HOSPITAL
USE. By C. WEEKS SHAW. Revised and largely re-written by W. RADFORD
House Surgeon at the Poplar Hospital, under the supervision of Sir DYCE DUCKWORTH, M.D., F.R.C.P. Fully Illustrated, crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Young A GENERAL ASTRONOMY.

By CHARLES

A. YOUNG,

Astronomy in the College of New Jersey, Associate of the Royal Astronomical Society, Author of The Sun, etc. In one vol., 550 pages, with 250 Illustraand
tions,
Royal 8vo., half morocco,
supplemented with the necessary tables.
Professor of

Z2S. 6d.

Worft0

OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY.

Aglen
Bell

in (general literature.
(Seepage

4.)

DIANA'S LOOKING GLASS, and other Poems.
CANON BELL,

Rev.

Crown

D.D., Rector of Cheltenham, and Hon. Canon

8vo.. cloth, 55. net.

ABOVE EVERY NAME, and other Sermons.
OF GOD.

Crown

By
of

the

Carlisle.

THE NAME
THE GOSPEL AND POWER

POEMS OLD AND NEW.

Cloth, 75. 6d.

Cloth, 55.

8vo., cloth, 33. 6d.

KLEINES HAUSTHEATER.

Fifteen Little Plays in German
BELL. Crown 8vo., cloth, as.
Most of these little plays have been adapted from the author's Petit Theatre,' the
remainder from a little book of English plays by the same writer entitled Nursery
Comedies.

Bell

for Children.

By Mrs.

HUGH

'

'

'

Butler-SELECT ESSAYS OF SAINTE BEUVE.

Chiefly bearing
on English Literature. Translated by A. J. BUTLER, Translator of The Memoirs of
Baron Marbot.' One vol., 8vo., cloth, 53. net.
'

Clouston

EARLY ENGLISH FURNITURE.

Collingwood
men

in

With

Collins

THORSTEIN OF THE MERE

Lakeland.

Illustrations.

COL
Author
By W. G. COLLiNGWOOD,

(Seepage
:

of

a Saga of the North'

Life of

John Ruskin,'

etc.

Price IDS. 6d.
Pri<

A TREASURY OF MINOR BRITISH POETRY.

and Arranged, with Notes, by J. CHURTON COLLINS, M.A.

Cook

5.)

Crown

Selected

8vo., 75. 6d.

THE DEFENSE OF POESY, otherwise known

as

An

APOLOGY FOR POETRY. By Sir PHILIP SIDNEY. Edited by A. S. COOK, Professor of English Literature in Yale University.
Crown 8vo., cloth, 45. 6d.

Cook

A DEFENCE OF POETRY.

Edited, with notes
2S. 6d.

By PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY.

and introduction, by Professor A.

S.

COOK.

Crown

8vo., cloth,

Works of General

Literature.

A HANDBOOK TO DANTE.

Davidson
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By GIOVANNI A. SCAR-

TAZZINI. Translated from the Italian, with notes and additions, by THOMAS DAVIDSON,

Crown

M.A.

8vo., cloth, 6s.

THE PLANT-LORE AND GARDEN-CRAFT OF

Ellacombe

By HENRY N. ELLACOMBE, M.A. Vicar of

SHAKESPEARE.
Major E.

,

RICKETTS.

B.

Large crown

8vo.

Bitton.

Illustrated

Fleming-THE ART OF READING AND SPEAKING.
Rev. Canon FLEMING, Vicar of

the

By

Third

Michael's, Chester Square.

St.

by

los. 6d.

,

edition.

Cloth, 3 s. 6d.

SELECTIONS IN ENGLISH PROSE FROM ELIZABETH

Garnett

TO VICTORIA.

Chosen and arranged by JAMES M. GARNETT, M.A., LL.D.

700

pages, large crown 8vo., cloth, 75. 6d.

THE CULTIVATION AND USE OF IMAGINATION.

Gosehen
By

the Right

Hon. GEORGE JOACHIM GOSCHEN.

GREAT PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

ETON

Crown

8vo. , cloth, as. 6d.

HARROW

WINCHESTER

HAILEVBURY
MARLBOROUGH
CHELTENHAM
WESTMINSTER
CLIFTON
CHARTERHOUSE. With nearly 100 Illustrations by the best artists.
Cheaper edition. One vol., large imperial i6mo., handsomely bound, 35. 6d.

RUGBY

Gummere OLD ENGLISH BALLADS.
FRANCIS

GUMMERE,

B.

Selected and Edited by
Crown

Professor of English in Haverford College, U.S.A.

8vo., cloth, 53. 6d.

STUDIES IN EARLY VICTORIAN LITERATURE.

Harrison

FREDERIC HARRISON, M.A., Author
Cheaper Edition, large crown

etc.

Herschell

By

New and

8vo., cloth, 35. 6d.

OLD ENGLISH GLASSES. (See page u.)
THE BEGGARS OF PARIS. Translated

Hartshorne

French of M. Louis PAULIAN by

LADY HERSCHELL.

Crown

from the

8vo., is.

ADDRESSES TO WORKING MEN FROM PULPIT AND

Hole

PLATFORM.
crown

8vo.

,

By

the Very Rev. S.

REYNOLDS HOLE, Dean

LIFE, ART,

One

vol.,

AND CHARACTERS OF SHAKE-

By HENRY N. HUDSON, LL.D., Editor

SPEARE.

of Rochester.

6s.

Hudson-THE
etc.

'The Choice of Books,'

of

969 pages, in two

vols., large

crown

of

The Harvard Shakespeare,

8vo., cloth, 2is.

THE HARVARD EDITION OF SHAKESPEARE'S
COMPLETE WORKS. A fine Library Edition. By HENRY N. HUDSON,

Hudson

'

LL. D. Author of The Life, Art, and Characters of Shakespeare.
large crown 8vo., cloth, jTd. Also in ten volumes, ^5.
,

Hunt

Leigh Hunt's

'WHAT

IS

POETRY?'

In twenty volumes,

An Answer

By LEIGH
Question, What is Poetry ?' including Remarks on Versification.
6d.
Edited, with notes, by Professor A. S. COOK. Crown 8vo., clcth, as,
'

to the

HUNT.

Mr. Edward Arnold's
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List.

THE TREATMENT OF NATURE IN DANTE'S 'DIVINA

Kuhns

COMMEDIA.' By L. OSCAR KUHNS,
U.S.A. Crown 8vo., cloth, 55.

Professor in Wesleyan University, Middleton,

Lang LAMB'S ADVENTURES OF ULYSSES.
duction by

ANDREW LANG.

Square 8vo.,

With an

Intro

Also the Prize Edition,

cloth, is. 6d.

gilt

edges, as.

Maud WAGNER'S HEROES.
Hans

Edition,

crown

Tannhauser

Parsifal

By CONSTANCE MAUD.

Sachs.

Illustrated

Lohengrin-

by H, GRANVILLE FELL.

Second

8vo., 53.

Maud WAGNER'S HEROINES.
CONSTANCE MAUD.

Illustrated

by

J.

LIFE'S PRESCRIPTION, In Seven Doses.
MACLAREN MORRISON. Crown 8vo., parchment, is. 6d.

Morrison

STYLE.

Raleigh

Rodd

With etched

chiefly Lyrical.
Crown

Frontispiece.

UNKNOWN MADONNA,

Rodd THE

By

(Seepage 12.)

FEDA, and other Poems,

RODD, C.M.G.

B

Brunhilda Senta Isolda.
W. MAUD. Crown 8vo., 55.

RENNELL RODD, C.M.G.

8vo.

,

By RENNI

cloth, 6s.

and other Poems.

With Frontispiece by RICHMOND.

Crown

8vo., cloth,

Rodd THE VIOLET CROWN, AND SONGS OF ENGLAND.
RENNELL RODD, C.M.G.

Rodd

With Photogravure

Frontispiece.

Crown

8vo., cloth,

THE CUSTOMS AND LORE OF MODERN GREECE.

RENNELL RODD, C.M.G.

Rodd

With 7

full-page Illustrations.

BALLADS OF THE FLEET.

(Seepage

A BOOK OF ELIZABETHAN

Sehelling

1

8vo., cloth, 8s. 6d.

12.)

LYRICS.

Selected and

Edited by F. E. SCHELLING, Professor of English Literature in the University of
Pennsylvania. Crown 8vo., cloth, 53. 6d.

BEN JONSON'S TIMBER.

Sehellingr
SCHELLING.

Siehel

Crown

Edited by Professor

THE STORY OF TWO SALONS.

and the Suards.
trations.

Thayer

By EDITH SICHEL, Author

Large crown 8vo.

,

'

Madame

Worthington

WILLIAM

With Contributions

A

R.

in Prose

few copies of the

de Beaumont

Junior.'

With

Illus-

cloth, ros. 6d.

THAYER.

WINCHESTER COLLEGE.
253. net.

of

THE BEST ELIZABETHAN PLAYS.

Introduction, by

F, E.

8vo., cloth, 43.

Illustrated

and Verse by
first

Edited, with an

612 pages, large crown 8vo., cloth,

75. 6d.

by HERBERT MARSHALL.

OLD WYKEHAMISTS.

Demy

edition, limited to 1,000 copies, are

still

410.

,

cloth,

to be had.

History and Biography.

of Ibiators anb

TKHorfcs

MEN

Benson and Tatham
acters.
By A. C.
at Eton College.

OF MIGHT. Studies of Great CharBENSON, M.A., and H. F. W. TATHAM, M.A., Assistant Masters
Second Edition. Crown 8vo., cloth, 35. 6d.

THE RECOLLECTIONS OF THE DEAN OF SALISBURY.

Boyle
By

25

the Very Rev. G. D.

i vol.,

demy

BOYLE, Dean of

Cawston and Keane
A.D.

Salisbury.

Portrait,

THE EARLY CHARTERED COMPANIES.

By GEORGE CAWSTON,

1296-1858.

barrister-at-law,

Large crown 8vo., with Frontispiece,

F.R.G.S.

With Photogravure

8vo., cloth, i6s.

and A. H. KEANE,

zos. 6d.

Clough-MEMOIRS OF ANNE CLOUGH. (Seepage 10.)
De Vere RECOLLECTIONS OF AUBREY DE VERB. (Seepage 9.)
Fowler ECHOES OF OLD COUNTY LIFE. By J. K. FOWLER, of
Second Edition, withfnumerous Illustrations, 8vo.,
paper edition, of 200 copies only, sis. net.
Aylesbury.

xos. 6d.

Also a Large-

THE MIDDLE OF THE WORLD. (Seepage 10.)
Gardner-FRIENDS OF THE OLDEN TIME. (Seepage 28.)
Hare MARIA EDGEWORTH her Life and Letters. Edited by
Gardner-ROME

:

:

AUGUSTUS

J.

C.

HARE, Author

of

'

The

Story of

Two

Noble

Lives,' etc.

Two

vols.,

crown 8vo. with Portraits, i6s. net.
,

THE MEMORIES OF DEAN HOLE.

Hole

By

MORE MEMORIES

Hole
in

America.

By

Illustrations

from

8vo., 6s.

Being Thoughts about England Spoken
REYNOLDS HOLE, Dean of Rochester. With

the Very Rev. S.

Demy

Frontispiece.

:

Rev.

the Very

REYNOLDS HOLE, Dean of Rochester. With the original
sketches by LEECH and THACKERAY. Twelfth thousand, crown
S.

8vo., i6s.

OF YAMAN. The
Kay OMARAH'S HISTORY
Member of
HENRY CASSELS

the Royal Asiatic

THE POLITICAL VALUE OF HISTORY.

By W. E.

KAY,

edited, with a translation, by
Demy 8vo., cloth, 175. 6d. net.
Society.

Leeky

H. LECKY, D. C. L. LL. D.
,

with additions.

Le

Crown

An

Address delivered at the Midland

Macdonald

New and

Text,

Institute, reprinted

8vo., cloth, 2S. 6d.

Fanu-SEVENTY YEARS OF IRISH
LE FANU.

Arabic

Popular Edition.

Crown

LIFE.

By

the late

W. R.

8vo., 6s.

THE MEMOIRS OF THE LATE SIR JOHN

Edited by
G.C.B., First Prime Minister of Canada.
With Portraits. Two vols., demy 8vo., 323.
his Private Secretary.

MACDONALD,

A.

JOSEPH POPE,

IN EGYPT. By Sir ALFRED MILNER, K.C.B.,
Governor of Cape Colony and High Commissioner to South Africa. Popular Edition,
of the British position and responsibilities, 73. 6d. ;
full
details
with Map, and

Milner

ENGLAND

Mr. Edward
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ARNOLD TOYNBEE. A

Milner

MILNER, K.C.B., Author

of

'

England

A mold's
Reminiscence.
Crown 8vo.,

in Egypt.'

Oman A HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

By

ALFRED

Sir

paper,

is.

By CHARLES OMAN,

Fellow

of All Souls' College, and Lecturer in History at New College, Oxford Author of
Warwick the Kingmaker," A History of Greece,' etc. Crown 8vo., cloth, 53.
Also in two parts, 35. each. Part I., to A.D. 1603 Part II., from 1603 to present time,
;

'

'

;

Pilkington-IN AN ETON PLAYING
in East London.
some old Public School
of

Boys

handsomely bound,

8vo.,

The Adventures

FIELD.
E.

By

M.

S.

PiLKiNGTON.

Fcap.

25. 6d.

THE ROMANCE OF PRINCE EUGENE. An Idyll

Pulitzer

Two

Illustrations.

under
With numerous Photogravure

By ALBERT PULITZER.

Napoleon the First
vols.

,

demy

8vo.

,

sis.

By WALTER RALEIGH,

Raleigh ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.

Second

Professor of English Literature at Liverpool University College.
Crown 8vo., cloth as. 6d.

edition.

Ransome THE BATTLES OF FREDERICK THE GREAT.

Ex-

traded from Carlyle's History of Frederick the Great,' and edited by CYRIL
RANSOME, M.A., Professor of History at the Yorkshire College, Leeds. With
numerous Illustrations by ADOLPH MENZEL. Square 8vo., 35. 6d.
'

Roehefort

THE ADVENTURES OF MY

ROCHEFORT.

Roebuck
Santley

Two

Second Edition.

vols., large

crown

AUTOBIOGRAPHY AND LETTERS.
The
STUDENT AND SINGER.

CHARLES SANTLEY.

New

Edition.

Crown

By HENRI

LIFE.
8vo., 253.

(Seepage

9.)

Reminiscences

of

8vo., cloth, 6s.

ALPHONSE DAUDET : a Biography and Critical Study.
By R. H. SHERARD, Editor of The Memoirs of Baron Meneval,' etc. With Illustra-

Sherard

'

tions.

Demy

8vo., 155.

Tollemaehe-BENJAMIN JOWETT, Master of
Personal Memoir.
By the Hon. LIONEL TOLLEMACHE, Author of
Third Edition, with portrait. Crown 8vo., cloth, 33. 6d.

Twining-RECOLLECTIONS OF LIFE
the Autobiography of

LOUISA TWINING.

One

A

Balliol.
'

Safe Studies,'

AND WORK.

etc.

Being

vol., 8vo., cloth, 155.

practical Science fIDanuate,
GENERAL EDITOR: PROFESSOR

STEAM BOILERS.

RAPHAEL MELDOLA,

By GEORGE HALLIDAY,

Finsbury Technical College.
8vo. 400 pages, 55.

late

Demonstrator

With numerous Diagrams and

Illustrations.

at the

Crown
[Ready.

,

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.

By

T. S.

DYMOND,

Technical Laboratory, Chelmsford.

ELECTRIC TRACTION.

F.R.S.

By ERNEST WILSON, Wh.

of the County
[In preparation.

Sc.,

M.I.E.E.,

Lecturer and Demonstrator in the Siemen's Laboratory, King's College, London.
[In preparation.

Books for

the

Worhs upon Country

Country.
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life ant) pastimes.

PLEASURABLE POULTRY-KEEPING.

Brown
F.L.S.

One

Fully illustrated.

vol.,

crown

E.

By

BROWN,

8vo,, cloth, as. 6d.

POULTRY-KEEPING AS AN INDUSTRY FOR FARMERS

Brown

AND COTTAGERS.

Brown

(See page

6.

)

INDUSTRIAL POULTRY-KEEPING. By EDWARD BROWN.

Illustrated.

Paper boards,

is.

A small

handbook

chiefly intended for cottagers

and

allotment-holders.

POULTRY FATTENING.

Brown

New

illustrated.

Edition.

Crown

By E. BROWN,

F.L.S.

Fully

8vo., is. 6d.

EARLY ENGLISH FURNITURE. (Seepage n.)
THE DRAUGHTS POCKET MANUAL. By J.

Clouston.

Cunningham

CUNNINGHAM.

An

numerous diagrams,

IN

Ellaeombe

Introduction to the

Game

in all its branches.

G.

Small 8vo., with

as. 6d.

A GLOUCESTERSHIRE GARDEN.

the Rev.

By

H. N. ELLACOMBE, Vicar of Bitton, and Honorary Canon of Bristol. Author of
Plant Lore and Garden Craft of Shakespeare.' With new illustrations by Major
E. B. RICKETTS. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, 6s.
'

,

Gossip THE CHESS POCKET MANUAL. By G. H. D. GOSSIP.
A Pocket Guide, with numerous Specimen Games and Illustrations. Small 8vo. 2S. 6d.
,

Hartshorne OLD ENGLISH GLASSES. (Seepage n.)
Hole A BOOK ABOUT THE GARDEN AND THE GARDENER.
By

the Very Rev. S.

REYNOLDS HOLE, Dean

Second

of Rochester.

edition.

Crown

8vo., 6s.

Hole

A BOOK

Holt

FANCY DRESSES DESCRIBED. By ARDERN

ABOUT ROSES. By the Very Rev. S. REYNOLDS
HOLE, Dean of Rochester. Fifteenth Edition. Illustrated by H. G. MOON and G.
ELGOOD. Presentation Edition with coloured plates, los. 6d. Popular Edition, 35. 6d.
;

With

Alphabetical Dictionary of Fancy Costumes.

About 60

demy

8vo.

Illustrations
,

by LILLIAN YOUNG.

Many

full

of

HOLT.

An

accounts of the Dresses.

them coloured.

One

vol.,

75. 6d. net.

FIFTY BREAKFASTS:

Kenney - Herbert

containing a great

New and

By Colonel KENNEYSimple Recipes for Breakfast Dishes.
HERBERT(' Wyvern'). Small 8vo., as. 6d. FIFTY DINNERS. Small 8vo., cloth,
FIFTY LUNCHES. Small 8vo., cloth, 2S. 6d.
as. 6d.
variety of

COMMON -SENSE COOKERY:

Kenney -Herbert

based

on

Modern English and Continental Principles, Worked out in Detail.
By Colonel
A. KENNEY-HERBERT ( Wyvern ). Large crown 8vo. over 500 pp. 75. 6d.
PLEASURE. By L.
Shorland CYCLING FOR HEALTH
'

'

,

,

AND

Revised and edited by F. W.
Illustrations, small

H. PORTER, Author of 'Wheels and Wheeling,'

etc.

SHORLAND, Amateur Champion

With numerous

1892-93-94.

8vo., as. 6d.

White

PLEASURABLE BEE-KEEPING. By C. N. WHITE,

County Councils of Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire,
One vol., crown 8vo., cloth, 25. 6d. *
to the

WILD FLOWERS IN ART AND NATURE.

etc.

Lecturer

Fully illustrated.

J. C. L. SPARKKS,
Principal of the National Art Training School, South Kensington, and F. W. BURBIDGE, Curator of the University Botanical Gardens, Dublin. With 21 Full-page
Coloured Plates by H. G. MOON. Royal 410., handsomely bound, gilt edges, ais.

By

Mr. Edward Arnold's
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Books

for tbe H>ouna,

FIVE SHILLINGS EACH.
SLEDGES. By KIRK MUNROE.

SNOW-SHOES AND
Crown

List.

THE

ERIC

Fully

illustrated.

8vo., cloth, 53.

RICK DALE.

By KIRK MUNROE. Fully illustrated.
ARCHER. By MAURICE H. HERVEY.
Handsomely bound, crown

Illustrations.

THE FUR

Crown 8vo., cloth, 55.
With numerous full-page

8vo., 55.

SEAL'S TOOTH. By KIRK MUNROE.

Crown

Fully illustrated.

8vo., cloth, 55.
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